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papers that supported or rejected.each of the 18 outcomes. On the
t basis of evidence presented in the paPers the follOwing outcomes are
supported for Vocational education: upgrade ecuPational.
competencies,.acciuisition of,uSeful occupational skills, retrained
workers, developMent of safe work habits, and satiSfactoriness to
employers. The following outcomes are nOt strongly supported:
increased.job satisfaction, increased potential for entrepreneurship*
increased awareness of nieefor basic academic skills, and placement :

in jobs related to training. Finally, these outcomes.are not
supported at air by-the papers: enhanced leadership capabilities,
positive work attitudes, glotivation for achievement, trained workers
for labor market needs, itproved quality of work, enhanced,job
advancement, increased productivity, reduced dropout .rate,'and
increa-sed earnings. Thi study has implications for federal and state
legislation coneerning outcomes tor vocational education programs. A
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FOREWORD

, Increasingly,'-ri-onal.educators have 13en asked to serve
diverse clientele with a multiplicity of progr4ms j.n comiplex and

diverse Aettings. The outoomps expected of these efforts have
been a-6--var1ed and numerous as the imagination allows.

---
.

Throughout the history of vocational education, attention
especially in the early years, has been focused on gbals,and ex-
pected outcOmes. Perhaps in recent years, when our programs 'have .

bee6 f:onfroated with the'new challenges of rapid technological
advancements and rapi increases in enrollments, we have -

neglected to focus su fidient inqUiry on outcomes-
..

Se ected EN/idence Supp6rting or Rejecting Eighteen OutcomeA
for Vocational Education prpvides the vOcational education com-
niunity- with 'information essential to identifying outcomes, but
there'i's no intent to indicate that this should be the only
input. ,Failure to consider additional informatibn would most
likely.result in inappropriate identification of outcomes.

'The findingst froul tis study -should be useful to research-

ers evaluators, and vocational education program directors'
engaged in identi'fying and selecting outcomes for vocational
education or investigating_the foundations of voaational
education.

The National Center expresses.its apprec.iation to the paper

authors: John 0. 'Crites, Research Professor, Kent State Univ9r-.

sity; Rupert N. Evans, Professor of VocatiOnal Education, and ,

Paul Violas: Associate Dean,.Coll.ege of Education, universiey'of..
.Illinois; Mary B. Malone, Professor of Vocational-Tedhnical
'Education, Rutgers, the State University! Harold G. Shane, Uni-
versityLProessor of Education, Indiana University; .David W.

Stevens, Professor of Econbmics, University ok Missouri; ant
Jphn F. Thompsone,Professor oLContinuing and Vocatiohal,Educa-
tionf, University of Wisoonsin. The National Center is also
iadebted to the vocational educators who xevieWed,the'papers:
Ann Bennington, University of Arizona; Aleene Cross, University,

of Geprgia; William Drake Cornell University; 'Patrick O'Reilly,
Nirg.tnia Polytechni6 Institute and State Uaiversity; Allen
Phelps, University of 11nm:ids; Donald Richardson, Colorado St ate

University, Frank Saptoro, Rhbde Island State Department'of,
Education; and Nellie Thorogood, San Antonio Community Coliege.

The National Center is indebted t o'the staff members who
worked on the study: The study was conducted in the Evaluation

;1* and P0Iiay Diviicn under,N. L.,Mc aslin, Associate Direc or.

Floyd L. McKinney, Senior Research pecialist, served Project

at



UireCtoX and,Patricia FornaA 'as traduate Researdh Associate.
Dr. McKinney, a former secondary vocational education teactler:
holds a,Ph.D. in vocational education from Michigan State
University.; He,has .served as a coordinator of graduate,voca-
tional education programs and as a division director in a state
departffient of edcuation. _Ms. Fornash'is a decotoral candidate in
vocational education at The Ohio State University and has a M.S.
in Higher .Edudatton from the University of Kentucky. Other
National Center staff asaistiog with_the study were: Ida M.
Halasz, Research Specialist;'Irene Morrison, Program Associate;
ahd Ciulla,:.Secretary, Final editorial review of this
report was provided by Michael, Wonacott and Janet Kiplinger of .

the National Center's Editdrial Services area.
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Robert E..Talor
Executive Director
The,Natiopal Cenfer for\ esearch

Vocational Education
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XXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Stucly Objectives

. A multitude of outcomes for vocational education have Ween
identified in the literature and by various publics. The goal,of
this study was to produce intormation that could be used in
detel-mining the supp6rt for selected outcomes expected of voca-
tional education. il'he objectives of the study were--

o to identify Outcomes, for vOcgational eddCation
approprite for--

.--secondary ptograms including selected special
'needs grdups', 0 '

-7postecondary programs, incfuding.selected
special rieeds-groups;,and-.)

o to develop a'rationaVe ane spedificationssupporting
each of the outoomes identifi0 in the preceding
objective. .

.Study Procedures

FI-Om a listzof 252 outcome questions e pro'ject staff,
selected National Ceriter personnel, and selected vocational edu-
cators outside the National Center identified eighteen outcgmet
on the basis of their (1) .historic importance; (2) contribu-
tion to Ehe unique attributes of the individual; (3) contribu-
tion to the improvement-of social relationships among indivi-
duals; (4) contribution to Ehe production,,development, and
management of material wealth for)*-the.indiviAual,.busiiiessV
indugtry, or country; and (5) likely iMportance in Ehe future.

Six individu'als selected for their expertise in the fields
of history,'phrlosophy, psychglogy, sociology, economics, and
futurism were e2mmissioned to write paPers that presented the

'fundamental truths, theories, concepts, and major findings that
,coula be used to supnort or reject each, of the eighteen outcomes.

. The commissioned papers were reviewed,by selected National Center
staff and a small group of*invit.ed participants in a working_
conference wrth the authors of the papers.

Study Limitations

` This study.of outcomes for vocational education was a
limited effort-concerning an exceedingly comprex problem.* The

or's



readet is advised to interpret the conclusions in light of the
following l4mictations.Of the study.

.
-

. .

4
. ., . .

.

o The evidence presented in the papers represents
, on ()ly Ile set of inputs needed to identify outcomes

. A Yexpected of vbcational education. .

w.,
.

.
.0 The information presented iR the papers represents

, the perspective of the individual authors. Qtifier

perspectives should be considered when iaentifying
outcomes.

>

o -The goals for vocatibnal education, are'diverse,
_complex, and varied among program -areas. No attempt
was made in this study to rink t,he multitude of-goaIs
:with outcomes.

P

o The degree to which the attaihment of_an outcome
dbuld be maasured was not a consideration'in
detexmining_the appropriateness Of outcomes to be
included in'this study.

o Some authors did not present evidence fpr each of
ta eighteen outcome's.

'o The sfudy considered a limited nUmber of outcomes..
Individuars'or specific groups may prefer,to include
other odtcomes.

P
Support f Ile Outcor4es

'

4

On the basis of f6nation presented in .the six commis-
sioned papers thprojelpt staff determined hether the evidence
supported or,rejected the eighteen outcomes.. The reader'is re-,

: 'Minded tbat.additional information must be-considered in identi-.
fying-ctComes fOrspecific-programs operating in varying con-

.

. teXts. ,

. ..' . . .

On the basis of.evidence presented in the papers, the .

following 'outcomes are supported for vocational education at the' '.

,secondary and postsecondary levels.

. o Upgraded Dccupationial.competencies
o Acquisition ofuseful occupational skills

$7-o Retrainecil workers -

,

. On the basis of'evidence presented in the capers, the
. ,

following o4come is supported when measured at the conclusion
.

of the inaiViduar's vocational education.program.
.. .

- .

tes
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:

..o Developmertt of safe Work habits and technique6
,

On the basis,of evidence presented in the papers, the
following outcome i5 supported for secondary and postsecondary
vocational education when measured within six months after
program completion and when vocational education comPleters are
'not compared witll-bther.workers.

, o Satisfactoriness to employ rs

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, the'
'following outcomes are not strongly iuppoited for vocational
education'at the secondary and pOstsecondary

o Increased job satisfaction
o 'Increased potential for entrepreneurship
-0 Increased awareness of need for basic-academic skills
o Placementin job related to training

On the-basis'of evidence,presented in the papers, the
following outcomes are not supported-for voCational education at .

the secondary and postsecondary,levels.

o Enhanced leadership capeibilities
o Positive attitilde-, oward work
9 Motivation for educati nal_and occiipatiOnal achievement
o Trained workers for rabor market needs
o4 Improved quality of work
o, Enhanced job advancement
o qnCreased productivity
o Reduced dropout rate
o Increased earnings

Given the limited acCeptable evidence presented in the
paperg1 it was considered inappropriate to make judgments on the
relevance of the eighteen outcomes for special needs groups.

Implications

Imp1icati49s for vocational education policymakers and
decision .makers at the federal, state, and local levels were
formulated on the basis of.,the evidence presented in this report.-
Tne'implications are s follows:

o Fejderal and state egislators should identify a minimum
'number of outcomes to be expected of vocational educa-
tion.< It, is unreasonable to hold any program accountable
for a multitude of outcomes.

o Outcomes identified for a program should Complement each'

other. In the past the accomplishment of i-e.r.ta-in out-

-comes ,reyulted-in less accomplishment of other outcomes.

XV
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o State and local agencjes shou'ld have flexibility in
selecting outcomes. 1o1icymakersf.,1.NDd decision makers at
the state and/lOcal 1( els are in-fa better position,to
select outcomes congruent with the specific situations in
which -fbeir program operate.

Local rcatiOnal educatorL.in cooperation with other
selected individuals, should identify the goals of their
programs and spedify a Jimited set of outcomes.. A
vocational education program can not do all things for
all people.

o- Policymakers and decision makers at all.levels need to
1, give careZul study an0 .onsiderat'on to the problem of

identifying outcomeshasec . on traditional accept-
ance or on thei,r assumed relevance to the latest politi-,

cal initiailives. Each vocational education program is
unique in' structure'Spd in setting.

. The outcomes expec
ted of a'vocational education program 0ou1d reflect its
uniqueness.

111.

o Policymakers and decision makers at the federal and state.
levels should.designate funds 7fo i. inqu.iry concel ling the4

development of a contemporary rationale-for-vocational
education to.serve as a basis for identifying program
goals and outcomes.

xvi
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A

.PART I .

EVIDENCE SUPPORTIN6 SELECTED
OUTCOMES FOR VOCATIONAL/EDUCATZON

In this chapter the procedureS used in'conducting the
study are described and a summary of the evidence supporting or
rejecting eighteen outcomes tor vocational education is pre-

sented.

NEED FOR THE STUDY

In rev ewing-the literature and in communicating with he
various publics concernecl with vocational education, one can
identify a mu titude of outcomes expected of vOcationaleduca-
tion. Farler (1979) iden't.ified 252 questions, posed by various'
individuals or groups, On the:expected outcomes for vocational

education. It is impossible for any individual, at any'level of
responsibility, to incorporate in any logical or rational way

that many expectationS into zN..give program.

1011cymakers a to makers are becomiog increasingly
aware that voCatio al education is made Up of a broad range. of

programs. These'programs operate in diverse and complex settings

frequently with multiple outcome expectatipns: For policymaikers

and decision makers concerned with overall policy for vocational
education, additional concern is raised by the diAlersity of'

expectations among the program areas in vocational education.
This diversity increases the difficulty of ensuring that policies
and decisions are equitable for all concetned.

The identifiation of outcomes expected of vocational
education should invOlve many considerations, Including govl
derivation andselection, contextual specification of the socio-

economic setting, identification of client characteristics and
expectations, and labor market needs. In addition, careful con-
sideration should be given'to the extent to Ohich,the expected
outcomes can be supported by fundamental truths, theories,
concepts, and major findings from fields such as sociology, psy7
chology, history, futurism, economics,: and philosophy. Such

evidence should provide a strong basis for the identification of
appropriate outcomes to be expected of vocational education.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of this study was to produce information

that can be used in supporting or rejecting the appropriateness

1
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of selected outcomes expected of .vocational education.
objectives of the study'laere--

*
1. to identify outcomes for vocational education

. appropriate for--

a. secondary'provams, including serected special
needs groups,

-b. postsecondary programs, including selected special
needs groups; and ,

2.*° to develop a rationale.and spebilicationssupporting
each of the outcomes identified'in the preceding

4objective.

PROCEDURg8

1-41scussed in this,section are definitions, the procedures,
used to identify the outcomes, 'the procedures uped to cOmmisslon
the papers, and *the details 1of the working conferedce; limita-
tions of the'stucly are also discussed.

I
Definitions-

OutComes as defined by Darcy (1979) are "the,consequences of
vocational programs;" these may be "intended or unintended,
positive or negative,-short-term or long-term, economic or
noneconomic, direct or indirect' (p. 11). A goal, is the object
,tcward which the vocational education program is directed or q

\. toward which individuals in the program direct their sctions and
efforts. In many instances the relationship of certain outcomes
to.j4 goals will be obvious; in other instances the relationship
will not be clear. The goalszfor vocational education vary
greatly,from one situation to another and pap be highly diverse
within given prOgram area in one school building.

fa

IdentificatiOn of- Outcomes

An earlyjand important task for the,project stgff was to
identify a liSted number of outcomes expected of vocational
education. It was thought that about twenty outcomes would be
all that the project staff and the authors of the papers could
consider thoroughly. Work done earlier dt the National Center
(Farley 19'79) 4ed resulted in..the identification,of 252 outcome

2
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questions.1 The projedt, staff determined the importance of
each of the 252, outcoliie questions according to the following
criteria:

1. HistoricWas the outcome important in the past?

2. IndividualismIs the outcome important in contributing
to the unique attributes of the_individual?,

. 3, Societal--Is the outcome important in contributing to
the improveme.rat of social relationships among human,
beings?

4. EconomicIs the outcome important in contributing to
the production, development, and management of material,
'wealth for the individual, businesg/industry, or
country? .

1The Nationalenter has conducted a number.of studies con-
cerning outcomes fox vocational education. An exteosive review

, 9f the relevant literature is ,contained in docuqpnte reporting
these studies. The.reader is encouraged to review the,Xollowing:

f

o "McKinney, F.L.; Gray, K.E.; and 'Abram, M. Interpreting Out-
dome Measures in Vbcational Education: A. Final Repdrt.
Columbds: The National Centerifier Research4in Vocational
Education, The .phio State University, 1978-..

o Darcy, R.L. Some V.11 Outcomes of Vocational Tducation:' A
Report on-Eyaluation Criteria, Standards,'and Procedures.-
'ColuMbus.: .The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, 1980.

o ollaid, K.A. Vocational Education Outcomes: An Evaluative
Bibliography of Empirical Studies. Columbus:', The Nation-
al Center for Research in Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, 1979. .

Darcy, R.L. Vocational Education Outcomes: Perspective for
Evaluation. Columbus: The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1979.

L
o Parley, J. Vocational EducatiOn Outcomes: "A Thesaurus of

Outcome Qutstions. ,ColumbUs: :The National Center for
Research in Vbcational Education, The Ohio State University,
1979-

o Taylor,. C.M.; Darcy, R.L.; and Bolland, K.A. Vocational
Education Outcomes: Annotated Bibliography of Related
Literature. Columbus: The National Center for Research in
Vocati,.onal Education, The Ohio State University, 1979.

3
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5. Futuristic--Will the outcome be important in light
of-projectedtrends and developments.

.

By 'giving each outcome citlestion a high, medium, or low ratin for"
,

each of the above criteria, the prOject sta'ff identified thirty-,
one outcothe questions as most appropriate for consideration in.
the study.

.

For'eaclii of the thirty-orTe outcome ques'tions, the project
staff deVeloped 'an eXplanatory statement, and examples ok outcome
attainment, and they identified the appropriateness of the out-

' comes for secondary and postsecondary groups, includfng selected
special needs populations. The wording,of the ouecome questions
was also Changed to state expected outComes.

The thirty-one outcomes, including the explanatory material,
' were shaied with other National Center staff and nfne selected

vocational educators who were not staff members at the Nationai
Cenfert These respondents were asked to judge the importancelbf

..the thirty-oni outcomes according to the .prtviously stated cri-,
teria: historic, individualism, societal, econoinic, and futur-
istic. From"this rating of the Outcomes eighteen were selected

'for consideration in the study. A complete explanatiOn.of the
outcome.s is frovided in Appendix B.

Some of the outcomes are societal in nature, some are
in;titutional, and some-are individual, Nb-atteMpt was made'to
limit the number of outcomes that were 'societal, institutional,
or individu,al in nature. The following listing of the outcomes
is random anddoes not indicate any ranking of importance or
significance of one outcome in cOmparison to another outcome.'

"'-

o Increased awareneSs of need for basic'academic skills

o Satisfactoriness to employers

o Trained workers for labor market needs
r V

o Motivatifon for educational and occupational achievement

o Placement in a job related to training

o .AcquiSition of useful.occupaional

o: Positive attitude toward work'

o Increased productivity

'
4
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ant,

o Development safe work habits and techniques

o Increased earnings -

o Enhanced leadership capabilities

o Upgraded occupWtional competencies

6 Increas-ed potential for entrepreneurship

o Enhanced job advancement

Increased job satisfaction

o Improved qua1ity of work

o Retrained workers

Reduced dropout rate

. Commissioned Papers

The major purpose of the papeys was to.proVide evidence from
, 'substantive fields that supf5orts or xejects the'appropriateness
. of .each of the eighteen outcomes. 'Six individuals were selected
bhe c'ational Center staff ta-arite the papers. The substan-

,

tive fields selected were hisuory, philosophy,' psycho1ogy4 soci-
ology, economics', and futurism. The authors were asked to Rye-
sent,the fundamentaitruths, theoried, concepts, and major find-
ing's that can be used to'supp6rt or;reject each of ehe outcomes.
On,ttle basis of the evidence supporting or,rejecting the out-
comes, the authors were asked' to show the linkage of the evidene
to_each of the oiltcomes, including a rationalp that upholds the
use of the evidence to,suppOrt or reject the outcomes. .The fol-
lowing authors were selected for their expertise in the substan-
tive field as Well as their knowledge of yocAional eduCati6n.-

..

John 0.. Crites
Research Professor
College of Education
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio

Pupert N. Evans.
. Professor

Department of,Vocational .

and Technical Education
College of.Education
Universty of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois

Mary Bach Malone
. Professor

Department of Vocational-
Technical Education
Graduate School'of Education
Rutgers, The St.?te University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Narolkl G. Shane .

Univeglsity Professor of Education
School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, andiana

5



vid W. Stevens
Professor
Department of Economics
University of Missouri-ColUmbia
Columbia, Missouri '

4

John.F. Thompson
Profasor
Continuing and Vocatlonal

Education
University of Wisconsin
Madi,son, Wisconsin

# .

, Paul Violas
-Associate Dean
College of Education
.Universitylof ILliadiS'
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Working Conference

The work04,conference provided an opportunity for invited
participants to critique the papers and to interact with the
authors. Tfie objectives of the working conference were asa
follows:

1: To critique the papers on evidence suppoAing or
rejecting specified outcalpes of,vocational education,

2. To identify major evidence either supporting,or
rejecting each of tlie eighteen outcomes, and

3. To specify those outc9mes most appropriate for
vocational education. ,

4

The conference was held August 19 and 20,, 1982 at the
National Center., Where possible, tlie papers were:distributed to
the participants prior to the conference. At-the conference, ,

buzz groups, qUestion and answer aessions, and work groups were
used to promote group interaction and to ensure that each
individual had an opportunity to provide input. A copy of the
working conference agenda and a liat of the participants is
pro*ided in Appendix A.

.The invited participants and selected National Center staff
had an opportunity to ra,ise.questions about each author's paper.
These questions nd the alithor's responses are included in Part
II of this report,. In addition, the invited participants were
asked to submit written critiques of the papers. These critiques .
were shared with the six authors for consideration in the
revisions they made in the.i,r papers.

ev.
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Limitations

The reader' is captioned that,the evidence presented inthis
report represents only one.set of input needed by those who are
engaaed in making decisiong'and policy resulting-in theridenti-
fication of outco es expected of vocational education. This
caveat in no way rhin1tnizes the significance Or pbwer of the evi-
dence presented in is report; it merely serves to remind us,as
vocational educat s that there are a multitude of other inputs
needed in ident?rfying outcomes.

. .

The identification of outcomes sparks heated debates among
vocational educators apd itS varied'supPort groups. Historic:
ally, there has been little agi'eement among vocational educators
as-to what outcomes shoulcl be expected. Vocational education has
never had a single spokesperson or a prevalent view regarding
outcomes and it is doubtful if it will in the future.

Iio attempt was made to relate the expected outcomes to,
goalst A more logiTaI approach to thg study of outcomeS:would
include the development of a rationale -for vocational education
that would serve as the basis for identifying goals. The ,goals
would then serve as a basis-for identifying appropriate
odtcomes.

Outcomes expgcted of vocational education .vary greatly 'in
the degree that theDr attainment can be measured in strictly
auantifiable terms. DifferentAaudiences also need \telling de-
arees of. specificity in measurAng attainment of outcomes. The
degree to which tHe attainment of an outcome could be measured
was not a consideration in determining the appropriateness of
outcomes to be included in this Study.

Some authors of the commissioned paper,fi.iled to develop
their papers around the eighteen outcomes and/or failed to ptcb-
sent evidence as.requested. This shortcoming resulted in
inadequate evidence in certaim areas.

In each of the fie.14s represented by the authors there are
a multitude orperspectives from 'which the papers coOld have been
;developed. Some papees were developed by authors'using only one
perspective. Other writers using'other perspectives might reach
different conclusions.

'

The list of eighteen outcomes does not include many out,-
'comes that other individuals Might rank highly. As indicated in
one commissioned paper' the .list of outcomes does not in'ciude some
of the important outcome desireds: by early advocates (who

I
expect vocational education to lead to improvemeht of the work
place), by legislators (who see the achievement of equityl'throdgh
vncational eftcation,as a prime goal), and by practitioners (who

.
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;

are more concerned with maintenance or expansion of enrollments
and,the solution of daily problems than with grand desi9ns).

gUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

The evidence supporting or rejetting the outcomes presented
in this section is drawn from the six-papers and is repqrted for
each of the eighteen outcomes. A more detailed analysis of the
evidence supporting or rejecting tbe outcomes is Rresented in
eachkof the papers in.Part II:

9h4 eighteen o.ftcomes were judged by the prbject staff to be
supportable on the basis of eA:fidence presented in the six
commissioned papersi Judgements hy the project staff were mgde

: on the basis ol the followindg criteria:- (1) power and substance
of the e</idence presented by authors (e.g., studies respected by

- peers and theories ana findings generally.accepted by scholars in
the field), (2).recency o evidence presented by the authors, (3)
number\bf authors saltpportng the ovtcome, and .(4) number of
-ci.tations an author used to 'support tbe stance taken.; .Staff
judgements were most influenced by the power and substance of
evidence presented in the papers. While weight of opinion was an
ilnportaht. consideration (for example, when five authors supported
an outcome and only one rejecte(Lthe outcome), it was deemed' much
more important to consider the sitgnificance of the evidence .

f presented in each of the papens.

It is important to note that the authors of*the commis-
sioned papers were asked to focus on the eighteen outcomes and to
rresent evidence from-their,field that supported or rejected the
optcomes. The papers prepared by Malone'(sociblogy), Thompson.
(philosophy),,and Shane (futurisn ). are closely aligned with the
intendedbfocus of the papers. Stevens (economics) addresses'
three of the outcomes specifical.ly and presents a rationale for
not addressing the other outdOmes. Evans and Violas (histbry)
chose to focus on the outcomes that have been significant in the
development of vocational education.'Crites (psychology) presents
some evidence, but focuses mainly on an alternative.scheme for
identifying outcomes. Because of this variation in the content
of the papers, it was not possible to quote all of the _authors .

when summarizing the _evidence for each outcome.

In the following section, each of the eighteen outcomes is
stated and explained. Evidence on*each outcome from the papers
of the six autliOrs is compiled. Then the judgment of the project
staff on the appropriateness of the outcome for vocational
education ts presented.

.4
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Outcome: Increased Awareness\Of Need for

'Basic Academic Skill \

Explanation of Outcome
1

Students participating ip the application Of mathematicg,_
reading, and writing.in a work rtelated exper.ince increages
student awarenes.s of the need for learning these skills.

.: .1

\ t

Evidence Presented in'the Papers

.

Thompson indi.cated that the experimentalist could support
the.outcome on tlib assumption that increased awarenesa'is a
natural consequerice of one'S participation in vocational

, education; Making a "Jogical inference," Thompson ,asSumed that
vocational educators.are-qenerally concerned about the growth
of students and that basic skills are nOt ends inthemselves but

-.,

a means to student growth.
-a

, .

Labeling the outcome a .secondary if not.a tertiary.objec,-,

,tive of rost vocational.educaLion, Malone considered the dutcome .

-.,

an indirect consequence of instruction. Malone inc\icated that
the evidence on the emergence of awareness was very limited and ,

that for the most part it would have to be inferredfrom theories
of motivation. \

Incrvsed awareness of the need for basic academic skills
according to Shane is ROW more widely recognized and.stressed
than at any time since the era of the clebates to which Bestor,
Rickover, Flesch and others cOntributed in the ear1y,l950s:

Stevens contended that this outcome raises an exceeding*
complex issue. He suggested that the measurement of tbe
students' awareness of the need for basic academic skills and the
response to th'A awareness must be accomplished before the
outcome is to be appropriate and.re-asonable.

On the basis of the evidence presented in,the papelrs,,
fncreased awareness of need for basic academic skills is not
strongly supported as an outcome for vocational education.

Outcome:. Satir,factoriness_to Employers

Explanation of Outcome

Participation in vocational education results in employers
considering former vocational education students to be Well
trained and prepared for emPloyment.

2.3
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Evidence Presented in the Papers

A

The experimentalisf% according ,to Thompsod would have,no
difficulty supporting the notion that the result of education
should IN satisfactorrness to employers, providing that employers

-"are not the qominant-group. Thompson also fworedsatisfactori-
ness to parents, government leaders, pvlitical groups, and other
community leaders: He contended that a More basic-question from
a perspective of human development perspective is "How satis-
factory'is the student for life?'!

Malone-contended thal2 ;atisfactoriness'to employers is a
'secondary rather than a primary objec.tive of the large maprity
of vocatiOnal education progr4ams. `The socialization that the
emplOying oraganiZatIon imposes on each new.worker led Malorle to
infer that workers skills rarely dovetail with the unique
processes and.procedures of a specific .employer:,Malone also

j questioned wliether teachpes would know these or unique employer,
variations be able to incd1.porate them into their instruction..
Because of the socialization that workers undergo when they enter

' the work place Malone felt it unwise to measure satisfactorifdess
of workers for more than six tljonths after a student coMpletes a .

program.

.

Shane expressed the vilew that satisfactoriness to employers
may be irkreased be6ause of more_skillful use of Micro-cpmputers
in the classroom. However, Stevens questioned the adviability,

. of suggesting that vocational education completers should.exhibit
differentially high ratings-in satisfactoridess to employers.

4

N
On the basis of evidence presented in the papers,

satisfabtoririess to employer is suPported as an outcome when
measured within six months-after program completion and when
vocational education dompleters are not compared with other,

. workdrs,

OutcOme: Trained Workerl for Laboe MarkeeNeeds

nplanation,of Outcome

A Participation in vocational education assists individuals in
acquiring occupational skills necessary to fill the employment
needs of business antlpindustry,

Evidence Presented in the Papers

Thompson noted that vocational educat"ors have historially
interpreted this outcome.with a narrow focus on labor market
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needs. Therefore the emphasis has been om shaping an individual
to meet the:needs of-the labor marke:t. Thompson contended-that
th1s4is a'vary narrow view and -that vOlcationaI education should
not.develop an unbalanced individual, pne prepa.ted to participate
in'one'aspect of society but' not necessarily in other, aspects.

'Shane qUestioned whether a cleai picture qf future labor
manket needs can be skeeched. He suggested several fatdtstthat
coUld compjicate a ,reading of labbr market needs: the extent of

'unemploymeht as.of mid-.1982, olmbiNity in government policies,,
sub'stantial global military acU.ions that threaten, world peace and
,could lead to a military draft, and the extraordinary way in
which the microchip and Fobotics are *permeating,the work place.

Malone contended that vocational education programs_have as
a primary, objectisve,the transmission of useful' occupational
skills, so that students'enrolled'will be trained for jobs
6vailable in the labor market. '

,

The basic point, acdprding to.Stevens 'is that:: substi-
tutability amono types'.of individual attrilCutes is hot 'well'
understood. Stevens contended'that nonuniformities abouhd in
'wmployer behavior and, that the definition of labor market "need"
is fraught with ambiguity.

"on-the basis of evidence presented in the papers, trained
workers for labor mprket needs is not supportAd as an outcome for
vocational education.

Outcome: MotCvation for Educational
and Occupational Achievement

Explyanation -of Outcome :

Participation i4n vocational education programs increares and
strent:Ithens student incentive for educational and occupational
achievement.

Evidence Prefented in the Papers

In Thompson's judgment the experimentalist can support this
outcome. The experimentalist would hope, however, that moti.
yation would extend beyond educational and occupational achieve-
ment. Thompson would hope for an ingrained attitude on the part
of the worker as he or she Lives out his or6iler life in society
with meah'inci, enrichment, fulfillment, happiness, and motivation
as a result of educational acti.vities.

/11-'



Malone codsidered the outcome to be,an importarit but
secondary objective of vocaticnal education. In-determining the.
appropriateness of the outcome she expreseed reservations about,.

,the limited knowledge of ways to ddvelop and/or change 'attitUdes
and the limited effect school personnel have on asirations and'
attitudes. Further"concern was expressed when Malone indicatede-

that considerable evidence suggestls that aapiratioAs and
attitudes are molded substantially by spcial origins and the
rew14.ting familial and significant other relationships.

;Stevens noted that mcA.vation presumably flow from
perceived opportunity (with and 'edthout vocationa... education),
and he doubted that motivation can arise from by accuratelln-.

-dsight.

On the basis of evidende presented in the papers, motive-
fton tor educational and occupational achieement is not sup-
FTOTT-erl.Fir-ET37vocationa1 education.

Outcome: *Placement.in a Job Related to Training
)

Explanation of:Outcome

Students completing a vocational education program are
employed in jobs" that are related to their training.-

Evidence Presented in the Papers

Thompson.contended that tnis outcome is troublesome to the
experimentalist,beeause it is narroshly conceived.# If the end.of
tA curriculum is a job for which society br,some company in
society has.a need, and, if %-) evaluate'that program on the basis
of whether or not the student actually got the job,,then the
experimentalist has difficulty both with the ends and the means.
The difficulty is not that people need to workor thatstudents
who complete vocational education get jobs. The difficulty
according to Thompson is the narrowness with which thal..,:doncept
is pursued.

The link between education and the first job is comparative-.

ly strong accor0i4 to Malone. However, 'She cautioned that vari-
anity of employment opportunities'and the macroforces affecting

O employment opportunitic3 make this a questionable outcome unless
placement,is a primary objective-ql.a program and specific acti-
vities are.desoigned and implehented to accomplish placement.

Evans and Violas noted that the stress on training-related
employment as a criterion of success in vocational education
encouracies'creaming, not only in terms of .school achievement, but

12
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_
also in terms of physical ability. The physically handicapped,
according to Evans and Violas, are often seen by Vocational
edcucators as hard to place and hence detrimental to good
evaluations.

Shane Suggested that the outcome of placement in jobs
related to one's vocational training faces a trouliled future.
The probaem seems to center around the difficultyrof training. tor
specific skills in a rapidly chan:ging soCiety where it-ris diffi-
cult or impossible to predict job requirements for the next ten
to fifteen years.

Stevens indicated that if skill enhancemeht is an important
direct'outcome of vocational education, and if the immediate use
of these-skills is an important intermediate conduit to higher
earninas, and if an ar ropriate classification of training-

,

relatedness is availai 3,.then this outcome is appropriate. But
Stevens cautions that a high trainingTrelated placement rate_may
indicate a limited range of apNicability of the skilas learned.

on the basis of evidence presented in the papers, placement
in a lob related to training is not strongly supported as an -A

outcome for.vocational education.

Outcome: Acguisition of Useful Occupatio%al Skills

Pxplanation of Outcome

Students in vocational education develop those occupational
skills necessary to perform adequately the job for Ihich training
was prmsided:

Pvidence Presented in the Paper

.N%lone suggested that any program called-"vocational
education" has as a primary objective the transmission of useful
occupational skills, so that studentstenrolled will be trained
for jobs available in the labor market. According to Malone,
curricula within high schools ao contribute to both the'.
allocative and socializing functions of youth by the social
organization of the curriculum, if not by the pedagogy. The
expectation of parents, youth, employers, and community for
specific, even if )1ritualistic," redefinition from unskilled to
skilled (as posited ip the allocation-credentiatin theory)
aupflorts the po'Sition that4educational attainment is-affiong-the

-
more powerful factors contributing to job .status.

13



Because of the rapid changes probable in employment due to
the microchip, Shane indicated it\is difficult to predict Ahe
appropriateness of the outcome. Similarly Stevens indicated that
the acquisition of skills could be\ascertained, but noted that__
whether the skills are "useful" is somewhat more subjective.

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, acqui-
-sition of useful occupational skills is supported as an outcome
for vocational education.

Outcome: Positive AttitUde Toward Work'

Explanation of Outcome

Participation in vocational education res011s in former
students having a positive feeling for cheir work and respect for -
the rules of the work. place.

Evidence Presented in the'Papers

From fhe viewpoint of the experimentalist Thompson, had no
difficulty supporting this oul:come, assumihg that the indi-
vidual's education contributes to positive attitudes about a
number of other things as well as toward work. Shane contended
that positive attitude toward work is related to motivation and
that motivated workers'are likely to have positiye attitudes
toward their jobs,, but heAuestioned the eftent that workers will
be motivated in'years to come. The problem of self-selection
raised,by Stevens reminds us that those who do not have positive
attitudes are less likely to be.working.

Malone note& that\-positive attitude toward work is an
objective of vocational education but that it is in the affective
domain and less amenable to formal instruction% She contended .

that positive attitudes toward work are too heavily influenced by
family and by peers with similar values and comparable socio-
economic status. Further, Malone contended that many of the
attitudes are acquired early in life and that people are not easy

'-to change.
7

On the basis of evidence presented inthe papers, positive
attitude t6ward work is not supported as an outcome for
vocational education.



Outcome: Iricreased Productivity'

Explanation of Outcome

Participation in vocational education rekats in former
students being more productive workers than those individuals who .

did, not participate in vocational education.

EvidenCe Presented in the Papers.
0

Thompson objected ta this outcome rather ,strongly. His
basic disagreement with the outcome was that,it is undemocratic--
that is, it goes against the nature of Our cultpre He.contended
that to support the outcome is to agree that education should
ultimately produce one class of workers, one class of,citizens,
that are better and more productive, than those of another class.

Shane indicated that increased productivity is generally
forecast, but he suggestd it depends upon whether, the de-
industrialization which has occurre in Britian occurs in the
United-States.

Stevens indicated that the methodological problems are so,
great that mixed results are reported,concerning worker:produc-
tivity.' He raised two important questions: "How is this, to be
measured, independent of coworker and organizational affiliation
influenceS? Is productivity embodied in each individual, to.be
carriea around from place to place, or is it embodied in each
unique job setting, to be accessed by whoever wins incumbency?"

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, increased
productivity is not supported as an outcome for vocational
education,

Outcome: Development Safe Work Habits and Techniques

ExplanatiOn of Outcome

Participation in vocational education results in workers'
learning procedures and techniqu'es needed to ensure safety on.the
joh. , ,

Evidence Presented in the Papers-

From the viewpoint of the experimentalist, Thompson assuffied
that as part of any,instructional program workers would acquire
the habits and techniques of safety that are needed on the job.
Shane noted that the development of safe W'brk habits and

4
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techniques seems to ;be an attribute beyond dispute, but he
cautioned that our compl,ex technologi.ical society may generate
hidden hazards that will require the worker to constantly refine
safe Work habits and -EechniqueS.

'The problem of simultaneity was addressed by Stevens.
Correlate% of safety, such as alertness, attitude, physical
dexterity,.and so forth may, also tie correlates of the decision
to participate in a Vocational education program.

Malone concluded that developing safe work habits
niques was apptopriatewhen measured at the Conclusion
tional training. She judged the outcome inappropriate
six months or rater after job_placement because of the
of'the physical conditions under which workers perform
importance of the work group in setting informal rules
work.

and tech-
of occupa-
when used
importance
and the
about

,

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, develop-
Ment of safe work habits and techniques is supported as an out-
come for vocational education only when measured at the conclu-
sion of the individual's vocational education program.

Outcome:, fncreased Earnings,

-4 Explanation of Outcome

Participation in vocational education increases the Ages or
salaries of workers:

Evidence Presented in the Papers

Assum;.ng that participation in vocational educationshould
lead to increased earnings creates.problems for the experimental-
ist, according to Thompson. Thdoutcome is undemocratic, he'
sayS, and is againstAhe basic nature of our culture to design an
educational program that gives one group of citizens an advantage
over another.

Malone did' not support increased earnings as an outcome
because she considered them indirect rather than a direct outcome
of vocational education. In addition, she cited evidence that
earnings are influenced considerably both by industry speciac
effects that vary for occupations and by the amount of education
in the total spectrum and class posieion. She found no signifi-
cant differences in wages between employed drop-outs and high
school graduates or between earnings in the primary or mecondary
labor markets, internal or external labor markets, and unionized
or non-unionized sectors.
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While supporting inicreased earnings as an outcome, Shane
cautioned that Che relationship among increases in wages, taxes,
withholdings, and inflation must be carefully assessed. He also
indicated that in view of the finite resources of.the planet, the'
projected populatioqincreases, and-the pressure froM less devel-
oped countries for.a_larger share of'material goods, this outcome .

could.be modified sharply during the 1990s and beyond.'

Stevens indicated_that at issue is a proper specification of._
the earnid9s function. He highlighted several problems of mea-
suring'iTycreased earnings and concluded that no reliable evidence
about the'impact of Vocational education op earnings is avail-
able.

-

,On the basis of evidence presented in the papers,, increased
earnings is not supported as an 'reasonable outcome for vocational
education.

OutcOMe: Enhanced Leadership Capabilities

Explanation of Outcome
k

Participation in vocational education enhances an individ-
ual's capacity to be a leader.

-

EvidenCe Presented.,inithe Papers

Thompson,believes that_ developing leadership skills has been
,interpr'eted by vocational educators to mean that whatever innate
leadership ability the individual has can be further developed'
through the individual's participatiOn in a vocational education
program. From the stance of an exPerimentalist, Thompson sup-.
ported the concept that enhancing the innate leadership capabil-
ities of individuals are enhanced by the life sitUations-that
they find themselves in.

Malone suggested that the development of leadership skills
is a specific objective only of the vocational education clubs
such as DECA, VICA, and FFA and that it is at,best only in-.
directly related to the development of occupation-specific
skills. Malone concluded leadership capabilities could not be
supported as an outcome for vocational education because of
several factors. Participation in vocational education clubs is
voluntary and the majority of Americans do not belong to.formal
community and civic organizations. Participation in voluntary
associations is directly and consistently associated with,socio-
dconomic status and a smaller percentage of younger individuals.
Chan older individuals is involved. Personality.variables and
attitude's interact in voluntary associations dhosen. The

17
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traits of a leader that seem to be necessary and effective in one
group or-situation may be quite different-from those of another
leAder in a different setting; finally, certain minimal abilities-
may be r.equirei of all leaders, but these traits will al$o be
widely,distributed among nonle'aders.

Capabilities may be,kncreased, according to Shane, but he
questioned the availability and dharaCteriseticsof the
oppoAunfties in the next twenty years'.:- -Shane st'ressed that
leadership capability based on knowledge May tiecome obsolete.

On the basis of 2vidence presented in the papers, enhanced
-leadership.capabilities is not supported as an outn for
,vocati.ona1 education. .

Oudtcomd:, Upgraded Occupational Competencies

Explanation of Outcome. ,

. "'

'Students in voCational'education acquire skills that are
needed to.stay current or-advance on the job.

Evidence Presented in the Papers

Thompion indicated that the experimenta list holds that
education is growth,'never ending. Noting the students
constantly have goals before them, Thompson explained that as
these goals are operationalized and achieved, they become means
to achieve other goals. Thus, truly educated persons inevitably
would learn to upgrade their occupational skills.

,

Malone.sOportet specific programs designed either to
upgrade skills withikvthe same occupation when signj.ficant -

changes in technical processes or job differentiation takes pl,ace,
or to retrain workersNwhose skills have become obsolete and
employment requiring tN)se skills is no longer available.
'Upgrading occupational competencies was supported by Shane
indicated that it must be an outcome of vocational education or
the.field would lose its meaning and direction. Shane alsó
suggested that emerging technofutures in America mandate upgraded
competencie.s.

On the basiz of evidence presented in the f)apers, uPgraded
occupational competencies is supported as an outcome for
vocational education.

32
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- Ou-qcome: Increased Potential for Entrepreneurship

Explanation of Outcome

,Skills acquire1 in vocational educatiOn increase-the pOten-
tial of ,former students to organize, operate, and assume the risk
for busAless ventures.'

A
Evidence Presented in the Papers

Thompson captured the prevailing-viewpoint of the authors
when he indicated that it was very difficult to determine the
intent of vocationaleducators regarding entrepreneurship as an
outcome. : Thompson seems to support the outcome if entrepreneur-

. ship is not,the preferred outome.'

Xvans and Viola's contended that program areas such as agri-
culture have traditionally trained for ent4pp'reneurspip. Malone
notecl that the primary objective of most vdtational education
programs is preparation in occupational s]<ills, so it is unrea-
sonable to hold vocsional educatibn accountable for a'secondary

4objective of increased potential for entrepreneurship.

Further doubt was cast on the appropriateness of this out-
come,When Shpe suggested that the potential for future entre-
preneurial abtivity is uncertain because of numerous social
decisions not yet,made. Stevens questioned that increased
potential for entrepreneurstip was a delsirable outcome for
vocational education moLe than for any other preparatory program.

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, increased'
potential lor.entrepreneurship is not strongly supported as an
outcome for vocational education,

Outcome: .Enhanced:Job Adliancement

'Exnlanation of Outcome
I

Participation in vocatiOnal RducatiOn results in workers
. having the skills and abilities that will enhance their prOppectse,

for advancing on the job.

Evidence Presented in the _Papers

In Thompson'S view, the experimentalist cannot support a
tSrpe of education that basically says tat if'you,complete this
edmcationalyprogram you will have an advantage over peesses who
have not had this experience.



..-.
.

,

Malone cited studies showing that education is'only slightly
more-strongly related to occupation at a later time than if first
job. Among the factors that lead to advancemen4 on the job,
Malone cited.the following: the importance of ability and apti-
tuae for educational attainment and adult socibeconomic status;
the importance of styuctural variables, such as differential
opportunities for advancement as refl. ected in specific indus-
tries priMary and secondary labor markets, internal and externar
labor markets; the evidene4e of boundaries to vertical movement
within occuOtions; the limitations on the number of advancements
available's-in relation to the number.of workers with potential fo'r
,fikomotionf the impact1 seniority and union:negotiated guide-
lines; the difficulty o assessing workers performance. Finally,
economic progress of individuals arid faMilies appear to be due to
life contingencies and the chance and risk factors that exist for
each person.

Shane suggested the outcome is inappropriate because\of the
diffic4ty'of forecasting whether' workers will,be more highly
motivated in the future. He indicVedothat entitl4ment programs
have reduced tht threat of want that motivated workers eighty
years ago.and"that bright prospective worXers may lack motivation
as they realize that, there may not be enough affluence to go
around.

According to Stevens, it is virtuallybimposdible to document
a connection between vocational education and subsequent promo-
tional experience.

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, enhanced
job advancement is not supported as an outcome for vocational
education.

Outcome: Increased Job Satisfaction
0

Explanation of Outcome

Participation in vocational education provides students with
cognitive, affectiv, and psychomoeor competencies that contri-
bute to their fulfillment or gr.atification on the job.

Evidence,Presented in the Papers

,Thompson'supported this outcome from the viewpoint that>the
experimentalist k)uld hold that education is growth, that one
education experience-leads to another.

qhe consistent evidence of generally high levels of job
satisfaction expressed by all workers; the consistefft evidence

20
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that,job satis'faction increases with the degree of skin and
responsthility a job entails and that professional and managerial
workers consistently have the highest satisfaction, with crerical
and manual workers intermediate in satisfaction, and anski1.10
lowest; the evidence that.employed drop-outs have the 'Same level
of jobs satisfaction'as employed high school graduates; the
relationship between age and job satisfaction; ehe significant
relationship between job satisfaction and other dimensions of
life satisfaction; and the correlation between acceptance by the
work grodp and job satisfaction--given all these factors,.Malone
,doncluded 4that vocational education is a minor contributing,vari-
able to job satisfaction in the immediate, near, and distant

- future from the eime of program completion.',

Shane suggested that increased job s.atisfaction could come.
about as a technological society facilitates production and pro-
vides greater leisure. He cautioned, however, that technology -

could cOntinue t dehumanize the work place and create dissatis-
faction as a consequence.

Crites inaicated that 'individuals exposed to voc ional edu-
cation that emphasized career development as well as skill acqui-
sition had increased job satisfaction- But Crites cautioned ;that
tbere are numerous variables contributing to an individual's jOb
s,ktisfaction.

On, the basis of evidence presented in the papers,. increised'
job atisfaction is not strongly supported.as an outcome for ./
vocational education.

Outcome: Improved Quality of Work.

Explanation of 04comeq%

Participatio in vocational education _results in former stu-
dents being abletto do excellent work in the jobs for which they
were trained. . .

Evidenbe Presented in the Papers

Holding that education is never static, never ending,
Thompson supported this outcome. From this viewpoint, a truly
educatea person would be highly sensitive to-their environments
or contexts and would want to imprifsve the gualfty of their work..

Malone'suggested that a review of the literature on the
achievement of ambitions does not suppott the outcome, Indi-
cating that the outcome is appropriate, Shane nevertheless
cautioned tnat a variety of factors, such as worker morale,
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foreign competition, and employers',.polipies, can impair the best
efforts of vocational educatorsto uniformly-enhance the quality
of work done by their frirmer students.

On ,the`pasis of evidence presented in the papers, improved
quality of work is not supported as an outcome for yocational
education.

: Outcome: Retrained Workers

Explanation of Outcome

e
Vocational educatiqn provides programs for those persons who

need to.acquire skills for a new occupations.

-e

Evidence Presehted in the Papers

Thompson suggestea that edUcation Is'growth and that one
educational experience leads to another. WorkerS are sensitive
to their environments and generally perceive the need to change
their skills as they,see their., pnvironment change.

While indicating that retrained workers is a vital outcome,
of vocatiOnal education, Shane cautioned that we cannot count on
a surprise-free futuTe. The expectatibn that vocational educa-
tion 'can retrain workers may pose one of the greatest challenges
7,pcational educators will face.. The need for qualified tech-
nicians and specialibte may increase rapidly at a time when the
precise nature of training.needs is uncertain.

On the basis of evidence presented in tlie papers, retrained
workers is supported as an outcome for vocational education.

Outcome: Reduced,Dropout Rate

Explanation'of Outcome

Participation in fivocational education results in secondary
students and postsecondary students remaining in school until
they have achieved their goals.'

Evidence Presented in the Papers

As Thompson'noted, it is difficult to oppose reduci,mg.the
dropout rate. Vocational educators,'for the most part, believe
that participation in educational endeavors conttibutes to the
enhancement of individual and societal goal$0 Vooational
educators generally encourag13 stadents to remain in school.
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Malone indica d, however, that a'number of 'factors can be a
potent counterfor e to vocational.education's reduction of the
dropout rate: ability leve. aRd'eductional attainment, parehts!-
educational a'ttainment, tire at which A-elinquency occurs, and the
number of siblings.

Evans and, Vibl.as indicatd.that although vocationaLeducat-
tors have tried to select the "More desirable" students, vloca-,
tional education enrollment can be characterized as low iR verbal
ability and socioeconomic status. Evans and Violas indicated
that vocational education was very effective in preventing high
school dropouts until 1q70. Although vocational education has
reached many.potential dropouts, a quarter of the school popula-
tion drops.out befdre any significant amount of vocational edu-
cation is available to them. Stevens suggested that reduced
dnppout rate may be the most dificult of th eighteen outcomes
to-isolate and link to vocational education.-

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, eduid
dropout rate is not supported as an outcome for vocation*l
education.

SUMMARY

Support for Outcdmes

On the basis of evidence presented in the papers, the fol-
lowing out?comes are supported for vocational education at the
secondary and postsecondary levels.

o Upgraded occupational Competencies

o Acquisition of useful occupational skills

)

Retraimed workers

Ori the basis of evidence presented in the papers, the
following outcome for vocational education is supported when
measured at the conclusion of the_fhdividual's vocational
pducation program.

reveiopment of safe work habits and techniques

On the basis of evidence presented in the papeks, the
following outcome is supported for.secondacy and postsecondqry
vocational education wl*n measured within six months after pro-
gram completion and when vocational education completers are .not
comnared with bther workers.

,o SatisfactorineSs to.employers
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On the basis of evidence presented in tlfe papers, the
"folliping outcomes are not strongly supported for vocational
education at tbe secongary and postsecondary levels..

,o Increased job satisfactiOn

o Increased potential for entrepreneurship

o Increased awareness of need for basic academic skills

.o Placement in a job related to training

On the basis of evidence presented in.the papers, the
.

following outcomes are not supported.for vocational,education at
the secondary and postsecondary levels.

0

o Enhanced leadership capabilities

o Positive attijude toward work

o Motivation for educational anci occupational.achievement:

o Trairied workers for labor market needs

o Improved quality of work

o Enhanced job advancement

o Increased pcoductivity

o Reducep drop8ut rate

increased earnings

Appropriateness of Outcomes for
Special Needg GrOups-

Extremely limited eVidence (by onlthYee authors)' was.pro-
vided in the commissioned papers for determining tbe appropriate-
ness of specific voeational education outcomes for special needs
groups.

Evans and Violas suggested that it is an unde irable outcome
for a vocational education program if women, minor ties, handi-
capped or disadvantaged persons are enrolled in,a y proportioni
markedly less than their proportions in the,gene al public. ,The
assumption is that there is discrimination against persons from
all these groups. Evans and ;Violas 7found-,that vocational" dad-
cation has responded to the legislative mandate to.increase the
enrollment of those who are more difficult to educate and to
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place in higher paying jobs. This development has lowered job
placement rates and earnings.

Stevens reported that studies show initial large gains to
women taking commercial courses, but that these gains decline
over tine. Course work in home economics-was associated with a
significant decrease in income throughout the4ptriod 1972 to
1979., for all women, but especially for black and Hispanic women.
Stevens, Gustman and Steinmeier (1980), and.Meyer (1982) have
noted the weaknesses of earnings data and have cautioned users of
suclidata to be aware of.the many problems centering on time-
sensitivity of earnings comparisons and weak definitions of
vocational education graduates. Stevens noted that he did not
address the ",target group" (i.e., the aged, disadvantaged, handi-
capped, minorities, and women) because the evidence was not
sufficient to make credible statements.

The Blau and Duncan (1967) study cited by Malone analyzed
the influences that diffferent Nariables exert on occupational
achievement aad how the variables "modify" the effects of social
origins on these achievem nts. Blau and Duncan .(l967) reported
that "occupational position is not identical either with economic
class or prestige status,°bOt it is closely connected with both,
particularly the former . . . Occupational structure in modern .
industrial society not only constitutes an important foundation
for the main dimension of social ptratification but also serves
as the connecting_link between different institutions and spheres
oC life, and therein lies'its significiance" (1967,. Rip. 6-7).

. Rerative to sel differences, Poner (1979) noted that women
are"Somewhat less likely to have voluntary association member-
ships than men, but they appear to spend as much time on organi-,
zational aCtivity,as men, Married)employed wbmen are an excep-
tion in that they send les.p time in organizational activity than
housewives, married men, or single men andi

k
women.

Wright .,Dnd.Tarrone (1977) suggested that class position has
a strong,influence on the extent to which education affects in-
come. These expectations and related questions pertaining to
relationships for women and b.lacks within and between class
positions were tested on data collected in 1969 from a national
random sample of 1,533 adults sixteen years of age ane olderi and
on data collected in 1973 from a national random sample of 1,496
adults. Wright and Perrone (1977) indicated that,education and
age account for slightly more than 15 percent of the variance in
income, that ocCupational status exp10.ns about 4 Percent of the
variance, and that class positiorLaccounts for slightly over 9
percent of the variance-

Relative to returns from education, Wright and Perrone
(1()77) concluded that returns to each unit of education within'
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the Man..xlerial category are greater than withih the working class
category, even When education, occupational status, Cage, and jola
'tenure are controlled.. They also noted that employers have
greater income than either managk,rs or workers'; the returns per
unit of education tor small employers are much greater than for
workers and managets; and within class categories, the income gap
between races tends to be mUch smaller than between the sexes:

Some studies cited by Kalleberg and'Sorenson (1979) have
found no substantial differences in income returns to education
between blacks and Whites within detailed occupational cate-
gories. Stolzenberg (1975) emphasized the point, however, that
discrimination in_all likelihood has occurred in selecting who
would be promotedcto specific detailed occupa onal categories.
Another study cited, found that primary-sector Accupations.are
more likely to experience incread,es'in the pro rtion of workers
of a particular sex. Katz an0 Kahn (1978) illustrated, as did
Miller,and Form (198N, that social cohsiderations including '

race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic backgrounds can influence
decisions on promotions.

Because of the papers' limited evidence relating special
populations to the speci:fic outcoffies, the project staff decided
'it would be inappropriate to make judgements concerning support
for the outcomes for special needs proups.

IMPICATIONS

Implications for vocational educati...)n policymakers and
decision makers at the federpl, state, and local levels Were
formulatci on the basis of t.1 1-?. evidence presented in this report.
The implications are as follows:

o Federal and state legislators should identify e
minimum numbrr of outcomes to be expected of_vo-
cational education. It is unreasonable to hold any
'program accountable for a multitude of outcomes.

o Outcomes identified for a program should complement
each other. In the past the accomplishment of cer-
tain outcomes resulted in less accomplishment of

- other outcomes.

o State and local agencies should have flexibility in
selecting outcomes. Policymakers and decision Makers
att'ae state and local levels are in a better posi-
tion to s2lect outcomes congruent with the specific
situations in which their programs operate.
1
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o Local vocational educators, ia coopereation with
other selected individuals, shruld identify the goal
of their programs and specify a limited set of
outcomes. A vocational education program cannot do
allthings for all people.

o Policymakers and decision makers at all levels-need
to give careful study and consideration to tli"
problem of identifying outcomes based solely "On tra-
ditional.acceptance or identifying outcomes based
solely on their assumed relevance to the latest
political initiatives Each vo&ational education
program is unique in structure and in setting and it
operates in a unique setting. The. butcomes expected
of a vocational education program'Should reflect its

suniqueness.

o PoliCymakers and decision makers at the federal and
state.levels should designate funds.for inquiry
concerning.the development of'a comtemporary
rationale for vocational education to serve as a
basis for identifying program.goals and outcomes.-

SUCGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The study of outcomes expected of vocational education
should he a contining effort. Vocational educatidn operates in a

'context tt changes rapidly. Vocational educators must be
'certain that outcome expectations for vocational education
reflect .11ese changes' in appropriate ways.

Throughout the history of vocational education, numerous
expectations have been made in regard to the individual, to
society in general, and to the vocational education program.
These. expressions have,reflecled viewpoints of sociologists,
economists, philosophers, psychologists, and many others. ,Vo-
cational education mean's many things to many individuals. It
operates ,complex programs at many educational levels in extremely
divelcse Settings. It may be unrealistic to expect that one
simple list of outcome statements will be relevant for all
programs in,all settings.

*Given this context for Tocational education programs, the
following suggestions are made for further study.

S.

o A logical relationship shoul d. exist between program
goals and-outcomes. It is obvious that considerable
attention needS to be devoted tb identifying the
goals of vocational education. Rut the fact that
vocational education is composed of several program
areas, each giving varying emphasis to certain goals,
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results tti'-tItitical problems of goal,identification.,
The identification of goals should involve a broad
range of individuals representing diverse perspec-
tives. The process used tq identify, the goals should
be anchored strongly in the philosophical base on
which vocational education is built.

o Part of the probleth inherent'in gcal identification.,
is that most of the philosophical writing on voca-'
tional education,was done prior-to and immediat-ely
after the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act. If
scholarly efforts.are to be made in goal identifi- ,

cation, there must beconsiderable attention given.to
the explication of a contemporary .rationale.for vo-
cational education,

o

t

Many of the outcomes consSdered in this study or
_identified by other\ individuals and groups.have'been,
economic in nature. In reality, schools,are.not
industrial conglomerates turning out products. To'
continue tostateoutcomes-as though the.educational
enterprise,is based on an economic model'and to
continue to. apply the pconomists' research standards
to the measurement of these outcomes is.not congruent,
with the philosophical base for education. OutcOmes
expected of vocationgl education need to be consis-
tent With the conceptual framewOrk for vocational
education. Once the outcomes.have been identified,
then researchers and evaluators need to develop and/
or select methods and techniques that arg""concep-
tdally consistent with the philosophical framework
for vocational education and with the outcome
undergoing

o Much of the evidence concerning outcome's that is
'presented in the literature is useful only at one
specific level of policymaking. As SteVens so
clearly noted, the user must be sure of the question
to be answered ahd of the appropriate unit of analy-
sis for.answering the question. Considerable atten-
tion needs to be given to specifying appropriate
questiqns, inquiry methods, and procedures.

o Some outcomes may be appropriate and reasonableOut
unrealistic in terms of cost. Shane suggested that
the selection of outcomes to pursue should be based
not only on the basi's of contemporary social and
occupational indicators, but also on.the basis of
probability-difficulty.analyses.
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PART Ilk

COMMISSIONED PAPERS

INTRODUCTION

There are many perspectives that should be considered in
identifying,obtcomes expected of vocational education. In this
chapter, the papers preparga by six individuals are presented.
The papers present evidence from history, philosophy, economics,
sociology, futurism, and psycholOgy perspectives that either sup-
port or reject eighteen outcomes expected of vocational educa-
tion.

:rhe evidence presented in these papers represents signifl-
- cant information to be used by policymakers and decisicAn makers
as they identify the outcomes expected of vocational education.at
local, state, and federal levels. While many other factore must
be considered in identifying expected outcomes, it is reasonable
to suggest thal there should be evidence from history, philoso-
phy, economics, sociology, futurism, and psychology that would
-support the selection of outcomes.

In the fErst paper, Rupert N. Evans and Paul Violas provide
a historical account of changes in the expectations for vocation-

sal'education outcomes. John F. Thompson examines philosophy for
ideas and_ideals that support or reject the appropriateness of
each of the-eighteen outcomes in the second paper. David W.
Stevens, in the third paper, focuses on the consistendy of the
outcomes with the role(s) that economic theory assigns to voca7
tional, education and on the relative importance'that each outcome'
is accorded by the evidence accumulated to date. In the fourth
paper, Mary R. Malone reviews the theories, concepts, dataand,
research findings from sociology and relates these to'the out-
comes. Harold G. Shane, in the fifth paper, identifies techno-

. logical developments and social changes and relates their signif-
icance to the eighteen outcomes. Finally, in the sixth paper,
John 0. ,Crites analyzes the outcomes by focusing upon how they
can be sequenced along the career development continuum in a
psychtdogically meaningful manner.
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HIsToRy OF CHMGES LN OUTCOMES
EXPECTED OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

'Rupert N. Evans and Paul Violas
University of Illinois

Urbana, Illinois

Introduction

The validation of Outcomes to be expected of any societal
activity is difficult. Darcy,(1980, p. 2) says, "There is no
simple way to 'validate' outcome criteria apart from a simplistic
appeal to authority (whether by legislative mandate or opinion
surveyS)." Perhaps a better, though admittedly not simple, way
of validating expected outcomes is to examine history to-see who
ss advocating Which outcomes for whom. Changes in such advocacy
over time should help to show us Why these outcomes are being
advocáted-and'thus provide type of context validity,

First, however, we.should point out a distinction between
,eXpected (or proposed or hypothesized) outcothes and actual out-
comes. Farley (1979, p 4) calls the former "outcome statements"
dr "outcome questions" and the latter "outcomes:" She identified
252 outcome_questions, most of Whidh seem reasonable. But it
Seems clear that most of them have never been posed other than
rhetorically, and even fewer have been answered. Indeed, trying
to answer this many outcome questions boggles the mind. This
paper and the group of eighteen statements to which we are to
respond,deal with.expected--not actual--outcomes.

The early historY of proposals for vocational education is
full of expected outcomes for such programs. Rarely, however,
were there propOsals that these outcomes be tested, let alone
suggestions as to how they should be tested.' Instead, each
argument for vocatiOal education flowed from a description of
a problem. This was followed by a proposed solution--one type
of vocational OdCaUon. It was assumed that development of a
program that waS designed to attack a problem was outcome
enough.-

o

Almost all of the emphasis wa p. on assessing process rather
than outcome. _It.was assumed that all would be well if the
advisory committee were structured in a pvticular way, if the
students,were trained for a particular number of hours, and so_
on. Conversely, it was assumed that the program would be
inadequate if these standards were not followed.

In the early days, thes'e standards were set largely by
the National Society for the PromOtion of Industrial Education
(NSPIE): During the 1920s they were set by Prosser and the
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Federal Board of Voc"ational Educat,ion, most of_whose meMbers
'zame from NSPIE. Different standards were established for ag
culture, for home economics, and for trade and industrial edu a-
tion, but in each case, evaluation was almost entirely a Matter
of assessing program compliance with'these standards.

Experimentation Was discouraged by federal authorities,
who assumed that maintenance,of process standards w%dv essential
for the continued survival of the program. Ekper'imefitation was
assumed to be a ploy by general educators to_undermine,the
quality of vocational education.

Not until vocational educators began to e ..rained as
researchers in the 1950s was there.an emphasis within voca-
tional education oh testable outcomes. Even today, most of
the emphasis on experimentation comes from outside the field.
Most vocational edilctors are more cOncerned with process vari-
ables than with outcome variables. The literature on'school
accreditation suggests that this concern with procesS is common.
among other educators as well.

,

We were provided a list of eighteen possible outcomes of
vocational'education and asked to write'about their history.
One way to do this would require that we repa.t who advocated
each outcbme, when it was advocated, and more importantly, why
it was advocated. A different approach would look at the history
of the means by Which people.jand institution sought to adhieve
these outcomes and the extent to which they ,achieved them. A
combination of these approaches would seem to be even better.

. One problem with the tasins that.the list of the outcomes
we were given represents a view of the evaluation of social pro-
grams thdt has not always been held by many people, especially
in the early days of vocational education.' This,view holds that -
it is desirable to specify in advance the outcome(s) expected of
a-program in order to determine more easily the extent to Which
these outcomes hgve been achieved. %

In contrast, the'advocateS.of yocational education have
tended to identify problems of society and of individuals and
then to specify Which of these problems they felt vocational

. education could solye. It has been said that to-a child with a
hammer, evetything "Seems to need hammering. Virtually every ,

human 'problem has been seen, by someone, some time, as being
solvable by vocatipnal education-. vocational education has been
used for tasks for which it was not designed.

The advocates of vpbational education are not,alone in
their zeal. Advocates of dompuisory school- attendance, of the
comprehensive high school, of competency-based education, and of
educational vouches have seen their particular tammer as being
a nearly universal problem Solver.

3.4
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The major problem in.looking at the history of outcomes, )

however, is not the zeal of the advocates of one or more move-
ments ih vocational elucation but their tendency to identify
problems rather than outcomes; to assume that the problems would
be solved, rather than to assess the extent to which outcomes had,
been,achieved; and totadvocate expansion and "fine tuning" of the
program, rather than its abolition or major overhaul whenever
evaluations produced unfavorable results. Perhaps a key reason
for the lack of interest among these advocates in proposing major
changs is.the. fact, that prior to 1970, almost all specification
of outcomes and assessment of the attainment of outcorries was done.

, by persons outside of vocational education, and a high4proportion
of these outsiders were biased against vocational education'.

Outcomes that are desired-may be inferred from statements of
problems, but they are most observable during evaluations. Since
few of the early evaluations were done by vocational educators,
and, indeed, most were, done by critics of'the field, it,is'diffi-
cult to infer the outcOmes desired by'vocational educators. If,'

those who plan and implement,an activity seek different outcomes
trom those Who evaluate it,'one.should not be surprised if the
evaluation is negative.

A second'major problem is the assumption that all of vopa-
tiOnal education does or should have the same outcOffies. This
assumption shows up most clearly in the leislation of 1963 and
subsequent years. Prior to 1963, it Was clearly understood that,
'.rade and industrial.education produced employees, agricultural
education proauced entrepreneuis, and hbme-economics education
produced homemakers. Now it seems to be asgumed by nonvocational
educators that all should produce employees.

, A third major problem is that our list of eighteen outcoMe
was developed in 1932 by a group of researchers and policy-
makers. It clearly does not include some of the important out-
comes desired: by early advocates,(e.g., Lapp and the'labor
unions), who expected vocational education to lead to improvement
of the work place;'by legislators, who see achievement of equity
through vocational education.as a prime goal'; and by pract4tion-
ers, who are more concerned with maintenance or expansion of
enrollments and the solution of other daily problems than with
grand designs.

.

Omission of these key outcomes is a serious weakness, and
pne that we felt we could not dverlook. InCreased enrollment.
was and is desired,not just to reduce the school,dropout rate but
also to,protect the jobs of 'vocational educators. Equity wa8 and
is desired as a way of both democratizing the work place and
saving on,welfare costs. Both were and are desireq as a means
of democratizing the school. ImProvement of theyork place.was
an:1 ts seen as a way of not onlY promoting the safetl.r of workers
but dlso of improving the quality of their lives generally.
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For these reasons we have elected not to follow the.iist of
outcomes Which was gix4n to us, but rather to at three time
frames of vocational education that seem to repr

s
ent.eras in

which there was a different stress on outcomes. These three eras
are: 1890-1940 Cogitation for and implementation of the Smith-
Hughes Act), 1940-19.63 (war production and the cold War), and,
1963-1976 (.wor on poverty).. We seem now to be in a new epoch
that might be labeled the "era of international compeLtion," but
this is too close to us to be amenable to historical investi-
gation.

Data About Outcomes

The history of vocational education is replete with sugges-
tions by its ad;focates that certain outcomes would occur-- for
example, that trained workers would be 'supplied to meet labor
market demands. It is also replete with .predictions from its
oppbnents that other, undesirable.outbomes would.occur--for
exaMple, that stuAnts from' working class homes would be tracked
into vocational education and away from college and the pro-
fessions. Until well past the middle of the twentieth century,
however, neither advocates nor opponents took seriously the task
of assessing the extent to which their predictions,were coming .

true.

Prior to 1968, the only sdbstantial national data on voca-
tionai education were on enrollments in subject matter areas
(e.g., agriculture.and home economics). There were no ,data about
enrollments in specialized program6 (e.g., welding and retail
sales) within these subject matter areas. Even the.grOss data
were suspect and out of date. Each state collected data in its
own way and on its own time schedule, usually by asking local
schools to submit unaudited figures. Most states collected
enrollment headcount figures by class enrolptents, so a person
who was taking two classes was counted twice. No one knew how
many people were completing programs or how much time they spent
in class. Every national group that was charged with assessing
outcomes.(Russell et al. 1938; Willis et aal. 1963; Essex et al.
1968) complained about the lack of usable data, but little was
done about it.

A logical conclusion is that vocational educators placed ,

a highei- priority on operating programs than on testing the
outcomes of their programs. put it would also.peem to be true
that the critics of vocational education were either.not inter-
.eSted or ineffectUal in forcing vocational educators to test
their 'claims prior to the 1970s. It would appear that both
defenders and critics were reasonably happy to make assumptions

.about outcomes based on logic or exhortations, rather than to
test outcomes with data.

q.
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1890-1940:

Agitatiodior and Implemention of the Smith-Hughes Act

The major event in the history of public school vocational
education during the first half of the, twentieth century was the
passage and suiSsequent impact of the Smith-Hughes ACt. of 1917.
The campaign for its passage' forrld alliances and organizational
structures that remain influential to the present. The act con-
tained provisions that have continued to affect the governance, .

teaCher quahfications, subject fields, curriculum content, and
the very definition of voCational education. This has led many
students of vocational education to believe,that the history of
vocational education in modern America is the history of the
Smith-Hughes,Act. Correctly,viewed, however, it should be seen,
as'is the case with most federal legislation, as a Culmination
and continuation of previous conditions,ancLof efforts to change
them, rather than as a new beginning. For example,. it is yell to .

nOte "the most important voc4ional'lesson of the nineteenth cell-7
Wry schools: . that economic ucceSs was the result of individual
character and effort, that co peration between employee and em-
ployer was the norm, and that there was no alternative to the
political economy identified as providentially American" (Rodgers
and Tyack 1982). A different View of the "most important vo-
cational lesson" was emerging, and more than half of the states
had established vocational'schools on the new pattern before
1917. The two decades of activity prior to Smith-Hughes set the
stage for subsequent rehetoric and developmen1 in public school
vocational educa:tion.

.

It was during the f890s and the first tmo decades-of the
twentieth century that the full impact'ofAmerica's emergence,
as a monopoly corporate=industrial economy was felt in' education
(Kantor 1982; Violas 1979 Chapter 1). (Monopoly corporations are
those which seek to destroy their competitors and establish a
national or international monopoly, as opposed to entrepreneurial
corporations, which seek to survive on a more limited scale and
do not seek to destroy their compeilitors.) This impact, however,
was ,far frsomunifOrm. A variety of differing and, at times, con-,
flicting demands were made on the ^schools. These demands usually
involved a call for vocational pro:grams in the public schools
designed to alleviate social andconomic problems associatvl
with American economic development. The outcomes most often sug-
gested for vocational education during these early decades were h
the following: (a) acculturation (i.e., Americanization of the *
immigrant and urbanization of the rural migrant); (b) reduction
of worker alienation; (c) increase,in worker skills; (d) elimina-
tion of child labor; (e) elimination of the sChool dropout prob-
lem; (0 "democratization" of the high school; (g) decrease in
=employment and underemployment; (h),increase in the economic
return to,the voCational student as a future 'workr; and (i)
increase in worker productivity, industrial%efficiency, and thus
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the economic strength of the nation.. Unifying nearly all pro-
ponents qf vocational edUcation was their conviction thA the
schools should prepare student_s who would be more effective and
productive workers Cohen 1968; Fisher 1967; Greenwood 1981;
Lazerson and Grubb 1974.; Miller 1981; Prosser and'AlleW 1925).
Exactly what this meant in'pra,ctice, however, varied according
to the particular !dart of,the economy Which provided the vantage
point for the proponent.

'
-

*
, .

From the viewpoint of large; bureaucratically organized
monopoly firms that had invested heavily in technology and
machinery, labor requirements and thds educational demands had

. a new twist. As Henry Ford.made clear, a firm like his required
little manipulative or technical skill from the bulk of its
workers. They could be semiskilled or even unskified, ut not
peasants or others whoihad a traditional

i

cultural Vi-.ientation.
Many of'the workers in these firms.were-ew immigranti or
migrants froM rural areas of the United tates who required
accOlturation to the tiMe and authority discipline of the modern

, .

work place.
..

\It is not surprising, then, that theieducational'reformers
. who saw the problem frOM the vantage of the monopoly capitalists

were less int6'rested in development of artisan and, manipulative
slcills thdn in acculturat,ion of immigrant and migrant workers and
the development oi "industrial intelligence." This term, roughly
tranilated, meant the mental capacityt.to,work within a bureau-
cratic authority structure, understanding one's place within the
"big picture" and contributing the effort necessary to complete
repetitively only a fraction of a total production process.
Thus, acculturation and the reduction of 1..Jorker alientation be-
came important outcomes of vocational edlication for some educa-
tional reformers. (Bowles and Cintis, 1974 Part I and I,I;

Braverman, 1974; Hogan, 1982,. Ch 6-8).
I .

The labor problem and consequently th educational solution
looked somewhat different for those who sa through the eyes of
the entrepreneurial capitalist, generally represented by the
National Association of Manufacturers.(NAM).\ For them,

/the older artisan

moderni-

a f

zation of plant, machinery, and authority had proceeded
at slower pace. They still required many
'skills and found the struggles with'Organized\.labor more threat-
ening. The nonthonopOly sector of the industr al economy desired
dilucational reform to produce "trade school" s ills yhich could
Sompete with and replace the expensive, pri at ly funded, and
often union-controlled apprenticeship syst as\a source of
skilled workers. The outcome they songht was range of
industrial skills, including respect among worke s Dor the
legitimacy of industrial attthority and resulting pbor geace
(Cohen 1968; Cremin 1961; Edson 1978; Krug 1964; Violas 1978).



,

. For "legitimate", an&recogn,ized organized labor.(i.e., .

,

those unions, such as the American-Federation of Labor, tlaat
. 4cceptedAhe basic structure of modernwork and tile wage system)
, the problem appeared somewhat different. Their issues were

\ reduction of,unempfOyment and underemployment, a living wage,
and safe working conditions. They feared that vocational educa7,

,

\ tion would be used by employers to prOduce inadequately trained
\scab replaCements for regular apprentices. They generally. '

desired to keep youth in school and out of he labor market for_
<3.s long as possible and to prevent vocational education from

1 bedbming en apprenticeship, program- (Cremin 1961; DoUglas 1921;
Lazerson and Grubb 1974; Violas 1978):

,

, fourth And Still different vantage point was that of the
\ag.ricultural community. Althouglh rapidly losing its percentage

f-S strength in the population and the economy,,it retained Consider-
able legislative clout in Congress. This group wished to apply
science to agriculture as it believed this had beep successfully
done in industry and to keep the "cream" of farm youth on the

'farm, by increasing ,the eConomiC potential of farm life. The.
_agricultural interests lobbied for an agricultural vocational
educati n that would extol the virtues of farm life and teaCh
scientific agriculture and sound farM, management (Cremin 1961).
They also wanted to develop leadership potential among farm youth
so that: they could speak effectively for ggriculture, especially
in nonagricultural circles.

Gender was the fifth,perspective from,which vocational ediv-
cation was seen. This perspectivs.was related only indirectly
to economics. The problem concerned the particular type of voca-
tional education approp'riate for females, especially working-
class females. While there was a variety of sex-specific occupa-
tions deemed acceptable for girls, most commentators believed

.that the basis of female vocational training should be training
for motherhood and hoMemaking. This aspect assumed'a,tangirtial
economic,dimension as soMe reformers suggested that a properly (

trained wife would have.important economic consequences for
working-class families (Violas 1978).

These last two perspectives on vocational education for
homemaking and agriculture occasioned little sustained debate. :

. Rather, it-was the first three perspectives and the proposed out-
domes for trade and industrial education that engendered con-
flict with antivocational forces and among the various vocational_
proponents. The internecine conflict was no doubt the most sig-
nificant. It reflected ongoing conflicts Within the industrial
sector of the Smith-Hughes Act and the subsequent structure of
public school', vocatiodal education.

It,was usual1 1; the case that Specific isSues found combat-
ants less neatly arrdnged than analytic dlarity would mandate.
And, two additional factors further muddied the waters.

39
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The first of th was that' the traditional school people, in-
cluding many.from the manual training movement, entered the-.
-aebates arguing for "cultural' studies and against "early dif-
ferentiation." This factor clearly had effect in the New York
City.system after Superinte dent Maxwell's plan for "tenement"
district-industrial scje1s for upper elementary children was
roughly rebuffed_b- alvin Woodward in the national forum of the
1901 National Education Associat'ion meeting (Violas 1978). In
part, lt Was also thiS thrust that occasioned the opposition of
the ChiCago public school teachers to the Cooley Bill-in 1914 and
1915. This issue wa§,:complicated, as organizea labor in Illinois
also opposed the bill because, of its alleged class bias and its
"dual" system of governance that would-set up separate trade
schoOls under.a separatesschool board that labor. believed would
be dominated by.industrial groUps. The issue. of.governance was
eventually compromised,in the Smith-Hughes Act .which allowed for
"advisory boarde with labor representation (Lazerson and Grubb
1974; Wirth-1971).

The second complicating factor was the efforts of social
reformers, perhaps best embodied in'the activities,ok the
settleMent houSe residents. They were generally uppermiddle
class, college eduqated, and often women; their.sentiments and
motiyes were to,uplilt and aid the urban poor. Social.reformers,
such as Jane- Addams, Lillian.Wald, Rita Wallach, and Robert
Woods, wanted to end child labor, increase school attendance,
helP immigrants to fit into the American social and economic
structure, and generally improve the economic conditions ofthe
urban masses. This; they believed, required some kind of voca-:
tional education. _As they surveyed the economic scene, these
reformers most often saw monopOly industrialism as the progres-
sive wave of the future. Most often they formed alliances with
the most progressive of these industrialists and labor leaders
in.the vtrious local and national.civic federations. The.social
reformers aften lent their considerable prestige and social clout
to the Vocational reforms required by monopoly industry (Violas
1978).

As intgrnecine conflict raged among the-various supporters of
differing kinds of.vocational'education, the attempt to merge
these diverse interests,into an alliance blurred the issues and
even the definition of vocational education. An important aspedt
of this debate has been examined in a recent work by Kenneth Gray
(1981). He shows the conflict within the National Society for
the Promotion of Industrial Education (NSPIE) from its beginning
in 1908. While Gray does not put the conflicts in terms of the
'perspectives discussed here, he does,show that the. issues of
social efficiency versus a more democratic rhetoric, trade school
versus a broader industrial education, and dual versus unitary
control were fought within NSPIE between "middle level"
manufacturers representedt,by NAM (characterized 'here as entre-
preneurial capitalists) on one side and their opponents--
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organized labor, school people, and other, large scale indus-
trialists (characterized here as monopoly capitalists)--on the
other. The result Gray pq,ints to. is significant. TheSe debates
,caused a series of compromise's in terminology, governance and
objectives in .1:an attempt to accommodate diverse interests. The°
long-term result has been a considerable confusion regarding
the desired outcomes of vocational education. 'This confusion
has made the implementation of a,coherent vocational education
program difficult and the evaluation of outcomes almost- impos-
sible..

One is struck by the paucity of'discussion of measurability
pf outcomes-in the industrial and vocational education literature
prio to the passage of Smith-Hughes. There were many assertions
of de4rable outcomes but almost no discussion of the manner or
eNien of,the.desirability or necessity of measuring,such outcomes.
The histOry of evaluation cif vocational education since-the
Smith-Hughes Act is replete With charges and countercharges re-
garding not aply the validity of the data base but, more signifi-
cantly, what it,is legitimate,to measure. This side Of the
history of vocational education suggests that 'Gray is essentially ''
Correct in his analysis.

1/2

Larri, Cuban has noted the-difficulty of evaluating the e.f-
,Iectiveness of the Smith-Hughes Act. He argues that there were
"two major sources of data (and _judgments) on-the implementation
ana impact of the law" (1982). These tw6 studies of the Smith-
Hughes Act were the works of Charles Proser and the report of
the Russell Commission. Prosser, the guiding'force in the NSPIE
and the first director of the Federal Bureau of VOcational Edu-
cation, see up to administer the Smith-Hughes Act, not sur-
prisingly found the act very effective in stimulating a uniform
system of vocational education in the states, increasing enroll-
ment in vocational classes, improving teaching, and generally
effecting a beneficial vocational result in the nation (Hawkins, '
Prosser, and Wright 1951; Prosser and Allen 1925).

The Russell Report, written by the Advisory Committee on
Education in the l'ate 1930s to eValUate the effect of the
Smith-Hughes Act and subsequent federal vocational education
acts, such as the George-Deen.Act of 1936,,developed contrary
conclusions (Russell et al. 1938). The report claithed that'
federal- acts to aid vocational education had caused vocatidhal
programs to become too rigidly conceptualized-and isolated from
academic ediaation,and had stifled local experimentation. It

further argued that there was little evidence that trade and
industrial educatiLn had yielded any economic ben fits. Lazerson
and Gruft (1974) blame many of the inflexibilities of vocational
education on the 1917 act and saw the Federal Board for Voca-

-,tional Education as being ineffectual. Russell et'al. (1938)
-saw the,.board quite differently. They identilied several ways
in which the board Went beyond the Smith-Hughes Act--for example,

V
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requiring a minimum of three consecutive hours a day of vo-
cational instruction and shifting appropriated funds from teacher
eaucation to administration.

;11.1e conflicting conclusions of Prosser and Russell and the
debate over subsequent evaluations' of the effects of vocational
education 'emphasize the problem of defimition raised by Kenneth
Gray. During the decades prior to the passage of Smith-Hughes,
proponents of vocational education blurred its definition. One
side would not aceept "trade training," another rejected "indus-
trial education," and such issues as' specific skill training as
opposed to "industrial intelligence' went unresolved. Moreover,
many of the proposed outcomes were rephrased in somewhat meaning-
less global terms, For example, all agreed that vocational edu-
cation should improve the industriaLefficiency Qf the nation,
,improve the productivity and economic value of individual
worker,s, decrease school dropouts, eliminate child labor, and
increase worker satisfaction. But how were these to be accomp-
lished? And how could one eValuate the specific contribution of
a particular vocational education initiative or program to these
ends? These dilemmas have perplexed the most thoughtful of voca-
tional educators and their supporters during the years following
tlje passage of Smith-Hughes. (They have similarly perplexed
histori.ms who have tried to unravel_the -story-of vocational
eaucatiLn.) They did not appea l. to perplex,the states, however.
By the end_of 1918 every state had accepted the Smith-Hughes Act
and the obligation to match its funj:s with state and local
dollars.

Little changed aurihg the period from 1918 to 1940. The
only serious ripple on the water was an abortive attempt y the
federal National Youth Administration (NYA) to establish an
'alternative secondary school system. NYA helped thousands of
students to stay in college by providing them with work, but it
overreached itself when it charged that high.schools and their

.

vocational education programs were nut attentive to the needs of
poor youth. The public schools counterattacked by going to the
Congress, and NYA disappeared.

Few people noted the depression era beginnings of coopera-
tive education in the impoverished South. Lacking equipment and
instructors for in-school vocational education, southern educa-
tors made a virtue of necessity and placed high school students
in local businesses and factories. There they learned an occupa-
tion under the guidance of their neighbors and received high
school credit for this learning. Vocational and general educa-
tors in other parts of the country saw this as a major undermin-
phg of standards and unsuccessfully fought its gradual spread.
across the country.
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1940-1963:

War Production and Cold War

World War II and the ensuing hot and cold wars changed vo-
cational education Markedly. Well before our entry into actual

- conflict, it became clear that much of our industrial machinery
was ousolete and that the industrial labor force had deteriorated
markedly during a decade of depression. Therefore, if we were
to supply our allies with arms, retraining of workers would have
to take place on an unprecedented scale. Two methods were emp-
loyed in this retraining. Training within Industry (TWI) empha-
sized the development'of first-line industrial supervisors who
were seen primarily as trainers of workers. Vocational educators
were active in developing Job Instructor Training (JIT), using
the same methods that Allen had developed in 1917 for use in
World War I and had implemented in the intervening two decades
in vocational schools. The second method was to operate voca-
tional schools and vocational departments'in comprehensive high
schools for two or more shifts each day.

Vocational schools were even more obsolete than industry.
Scarce equipment was diverted to these schools, and vocational
educators retrained several million workers for war production--
1.5 millioh during the first year alone, according to Barlow
(1967): Vocational shops produced essential equipment. High
school students were given preinduction training that was
designed to be used in any military job. Training films were
produced for occupations in which there were severe skill
shortages. After we entered the war, vocational educators formed
he backbone of military training schools and served as. super-
visors and teacher trainers throughout the armed services.

AZter the end of the war, even more equipment was given
to the schools, and many vocational machine shops today owe the
majority of their major tools to World-War II surplus. Barlow
(1967) is one of the few historians who has written about this
period, and much remains to be learned from it. Indeed, most
historians neglect even the effects of World War I on the estab-
lishment of vocational education. Because of the national emer-
gency, it was critical that the persons trained for war work
enter the occupation for which they had been trained. Prior to
this time, it was assumea that this had happened, but no.one
really tested the assumption. It-also became clear during war
production trdining that some people were much better suited to
training than others. These bits of knowledge led to the inclu-
sion of vocational guidance as a reimbursable vocational activ-
ity.in 1946, to the requirement of vocational counseling for
anyone who desired to change a course of study under the GI Bill
of Rights, and to the collection of data on the percentage of
graduates placed in the occupation tor which they had received
vocy..tional training.

i13
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But in mosit,essential respects, vocational education during
the decade aft* 1945 was remarkably similar to that before
World War II. lAlthough area vocational schools were authorized
in 1946,, most sltates were slowto est'ablish them. sThese schools
were designed to serve a geographic area, rather than a partic-
ular school diStrict, so that more specialized courses could be
offered to serve the'larger population base.

The 1940s did produce an abortive attempt to change the
school curriculum. Prosser, who'is reviled by some historians
for his role in shaping vocational education, proposed what cdMOH
to be known as the Prosse Resolution, which was adopted by the
American*Society for Curriculum Development.. It pointed out, that
ZD percent 'of secondary school students were served by the col-
1ge preparatory curriculum and another 20Apercent were served
by vocational'education, but that 60 percnt were essentially
untouched by the high school. Most of them dropped out of
school.

To solve this problem, he and an influential group of edu-
cators proposed that the schools redesign the curriculum so that
"the 60 percent"- could be aided in their adjustment to life.
"Life Adjustment Education" was immediately attacked by univer-
sity sCholars as an attempt to water down the curriculum and to
produce arl 'educational wasteland." Vocational educators gener-
ally sat on the sidelines during the debate because they saw
Prosser's effOrts as sabotaging their sources of support. The
histories written of vocational education conveniently overlook
this movement, which died before it had any substantial effect.

The,Russian Sputnik led to the National Defense Education
Act (NDEA) of 1958 and to the expansion of vocational education
into postsecondary education. Until this time, federal law had
ruled out vocational education "Of collegiate grade." In prac-
tice, this excluded education of any type which was offered bv
post- secondary Institutions, except tor the training of voca-
tional teachers. The pioneering data collection scheme for voca-
tional education in the New England states collected data on
placements of trade and industrial education graduates in occu-
pations for which they had' been trained. Until approximately
1958, a person.who continued into higher education or who dropped
out,of the labor forc'e or was at work in an unrelated occupation
was counted as a negative placement, along with those who were
unemployed. Clearly, attendance in higher education was not a
desired outcome of vocational education.

-

Before 1958 vocational education also excluded education
for occupations at a level higher than skilled worker or first-
line supervisor. Technicians were being used more and more

- widely throughout business and industry to assist professiorials.
The NDEA allowed an expansion of the definition of vocational
education to include all nonprofessional occupations; even
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licensed practical nurses, who were legally defined as pro-
fessionals in almost all states, could be trained using voca-
tional education funds under a special act of 1956.

Throughout the 1917-1963 period, federal influence was very
strong. Federal officials' could and did persuade states to spec-
ify the qualifications of teachers, administrators and college
teacher trainers to meet federal standards. The latest edition
of Vocaticinal Education Bulletin #1 was published in 1958 and re-
printed in 1962. Its first'edition was published in 1917, a,nd it

4: rach

of the last three revisions w4s occasioned by changes in the fed-
eral law and fAiblication of subsequent regulations in the Federal
Register. From 1917 to 1963 it was the "Bible" for vocational
educatibn.programs that received federal funds. It contains
absolutely no.reference to outcomes other than the e pe iture,of
funds for purposes allowed by federal law. All of tIlie other pro-
.visions refer to prodesses to be followed.

From this document it is possible in a few cases to infer .

outcomes that are not desired: for example, in trade and indus-
trial educatifon, "Evening classes may-enroll only workers . . .

who are employed in a trade and dndustrial occupation . . . .

[T]he instruction must be such as to increase the skill or
knowledge of the worker in the trade or industrial occupation in
which ehe person is employed" (p. 18). Clearly it was not con-
sidered desirable for vocational education to assist employed
persons to shift from one occupation to another.

Cuban (1982) has the best summary of federalyocational leg-
tslation. He credits Venn (1954) with first pointing out the
rigidities of vocational education under the Smith-Hughes Act'and
the marked changes introduGed by the 1963,act..

In 1918 the Federal Board determined that Smith-Hughes funds
set aside for teadher trainiTj could-Yue used to pay-the-sal-ar-i-eA
of state vocational education supervisors,(Cuban 1982). The
justification for Chis was that the superyiSors could note Che
neeu for and provide teacher training during their annual or
Semiannual visits to each vocational teacher. New teachers and
those teachers having difficulties were visited more frequently.
Even today, some states station their supervisors at teacher
training institutions so that they can provide college credit for
the inservice training that they feel is needed. If the voca-
tional teacher does not see the need, his or her teaching license
may not be renewed.

:This evaluation of vocational teaching by state-employed
supervisors has been conducted somewhat unevenly. But if it is
based on direct observation, is unannounced, and involves a
co!warison by a specialist of what is happening locally and what
is happening in similar vocational classes in many different
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schools, it can be very effective. The school principal, who is
usually seen as the most efficient supervisor, is not a special-
ist and rarely has the opportunity to make crossdistrict
comparisons with otl* speCialized programs. The elimination of
earmarked funds for/teacher, training in 1963 marked the death
knell for adequate/State supervision.

1963-1976:

The War on Poverty

,In 1962-the Manpower Development and Training Act was
passed. Although it was developed originally as a means of sup- .
porting the retraining of workers displaced by computers and
'other technological developments, by 1963 it had become a prin-
cipal arm of the federal government's war on poverty, race, and
disadvantage. In Spite.of the word "training" in its title,
became a means more for income transfer than for instruction. It
was administered by the Labor Department, in part because voca-
tional eduCation was seen a§,an in-school program that did not
address the problems of those out of school. Another major prob-:
lem was that the federal vocational education legislation was
seen as being static, with funds earmarked for various occupa-
tional categories Which had been established_through political
means rather than adjusted periodically in accordance with labor
market needs.

A Panel of Consultants was appointed in 1961-by President
Kennedy and chaired by.the superintendent of schools in Chica'go,
Dr. Benjamin Willis. The recommendations of the Willis Panel
were incorporated almost verbatim into the 1963 Vocational Educa-
t.ion Act. EarMarked,funds for occupational groups were virtually
eliminated; the emphasis on technical and postsecondary voca-
tional education was strengthened; funds were authorized for
buildings anet equipment. Attempts were made to eliminatellunding
for agr
for home,economics be spent on job-oriented training. 'Amendments
to dffect this were narrowly defeated (Barlow 1967), but
administrators received the pessage, and increasingly related
programs in these fields to opportunities in the labor market.
The major change, however, was the new emphasis on people to be
served, rather than on the sUbject matter to be taught, and a
call for vocational education to help to reduce hard-core unemp-
loyment. This was quite different from earlier versions of voca-
tional education legislation, which specified that its students
should be drawn frem those who can "profit" from its instruction.
This was shorthand for restricting enrollment to those who were
most qualified, rather than those who had the grdatest need.
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In spite of the 1.963/act, vocational education changed very
little, except for further expansion of postsecondary and coop-
erative education. In 1967, a new national commiSsion was
formed, the Advisory Council on Vocational Education. It was
chaired by the chief state school officer of Ohio, Martin EsSex.
As did the Willis Panel, this new group set out to examine voca-
tional education and to recommend changes in legislation and
administration. It issued.tworeports, a General Report (Essex
et al. 1968), which was widely Circulated, and a special report,
.which was not. A description of the deliberations leading up
t'o these tWo reports was published by three members of the Panel

69).

The principal changes were the recommendations that.prOgrams
be established to serve handicapped and disadvantaged persons,
that'work-study programs be encouraged, and that funding be based
on enrollment and program performance. As with.theWillis Panel,
almost all of its recommendationS were incorporated into,legis-

4 lation--the 1968 Vocational Education Amendments.

One of the curious anomalies.of vocational education is that
although it has sought continually to "cream" its applicants; it
hag regularly enrolled a population that is low in verbal ability
and in socioeconomic status. It has, howevef, managed to reject
the lowest 5 percent of secondary school jiiniors and seniors
measUred in terms of school achievement. Ands although it has
reached many potential schoOl dropouts, a quarter of kthe school._
population drops out before any significant amount of vocational
education is available to them. These dropouts and rejects have
significant labor market problems and become prime candidates for
Libor Department programs-of emproyment and training.

The stress on training-related employment as a criterion of
success in vocational education encourages creaming, not odly in
terms of school achievement, but also in terms, of physical abil-'
ity. The physically handicapped are often seen by vocational
educators db 1,1[19 hard -Eo-place and hence detrimental to the
evaluations based on placement rates. More subtly, there is, fear
that emphasis on service to the disadvantaged and the handicapped
would damage the public Linage of vocational education. The 1968
act tried to change this behavior by specifying that 25 percent
of vocational funds should be spent on the handicapped.and
diisadvantaged.

The Essex Panel called for much more emphasis on cooperative
education. This method of instruction involves cooperation of
schools and employers. It began during the 1930s in the South,
partly as' a way of cutting school expenses. It was patterned
after the cooperative education programs in engineering education
that began about the same time as federally-supported vocational
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education. It was fought bitterly 1:)1, federal eupervisors of
vocatiorial education until the 19,0s, but it expanded slowly
nevertheless. The 1968 act gave it respectability.

Perhaps the greatest Changes to date began in 1968 with what
seemed to be a minor decision: to permit the spending of federal
funds for those industrial arts programs.that were deemed by each
state to contribute to vocational objectives. Industrial arts,
which.also grew out of that precursor of vocational education,
manual training, has always emphasized general education objec-#
tives. One of these objectives has been tO provide vocational
skillsTand knowledge. For the past Piree decades,,the tendency
has been to make vocational education programs'in the secondary
school more and more general, so the funding of industrial arts
fits this trend. (It has always been anomalous that education
for homemaking, which is a part of general education, has used
vbcational education funds, While industrial arts could not.
General business education still cannot).

During the early 1970s, many vocational educators feared
that all of their funds would soon be used for.general education
purposes. United States CoMmissioner of Education Sidney Marland
proAted the concept of careeer education, which went well beyond
vocational education in seeking to develop career awareneas, ex-
ploration, and skill development for ali students and alf occva-
tions at all levels of education. Eventually career education
receiVed token.funds of its own, but in the early days it was
financed by federal vocational education appropriations. Many of
its 'concepts.were drawn from 2rosser's Life Adjustment Education
of the 1940s, but it had a more felicitous name and a better
research base in vocational guidance than had the earlier,move-
ment. Indeed the only gignificant attacks on career education
have come from the neo-Marxists Whd fear that it might delay the
overhaul of the economic systerq that they feel iS necessary. The
general edupators who buried Life Adjustment Education have not
commented.

It is fashionable these days to say that career education
is dead. It would apiPeal-,, hbwever, that it is prospering under
a variety of names, and that it has been incorporated into vir.-
tually,every school,subject from nursery school through graduate
school. Certainly it has affected vocational education br%
broadening its goals and by permitting access to students who
desrre a single course.without the earlier insistence that they
commit themselves to.pursue a full vocational prograM.

Although Cuban (198,2) says that for the six decades before
1915 the primary evidence of impact of vocational education has
been that "old standby, increased enrollment," this statement
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anlies only to pleds that vocational educators have made to
CongresS, askiny for more funds on the basis of increased enroll-
ment. However, befote 1968 allocations of funds py states to
local education agencies had been made almost universally on the
basis of the number of approved vocationalteachers, not on the
basis of enrollment. This had the effect of,continuing'low-
priority programs, because lowtenrollments tend to result from
deaisions by students and their parents about the low relative
personal value of those programs. The 1963 Act required that
enrollment be a factor in allocations to local schools. Perhaps
this one dhane did more than any other ba ensure that market
forces would shape 'vocational education in the future.

_

What now seems to have been the final gasp of the war on
poverty and discrimination came with the 1976 amendments. This
legislation was engineered by Congress without the aid of a
national panel. The principal change was a Marked stress on the
reduction of sex bias in vocational education. Although enroll-
'ments in vocational education showed less sex bias than' the world
of work, women have been concentrateLin business, home econo-
mics, and health occupations, while agricultural and trade and
industrial education have been largely male preserves. Congress
demandeg that this be Changed.

Evaluation of-Outcomes

Virtuglly every conceivable outcome of vocational education
can be achieved either by providing high-quality vocational pro-

__ grams or by_carefully selecting the trainees. If outcome meas-
ures do not take into account the gains in perfortanCe-which
accompany training, the natural res,lt is to encourage creaming.
This descriptive word, Incountered frequently in conversations
among CETA workers, describes a deliberate process of selecting
the most qualified trainees and rejecting those who most need

help. It is a pejorative word, especially among program
evaluators, but program operators tend to substitute "selection
of those most likely to profit from the prograse'm some similar
phrase that indicates that it is not bad to reject those who are
primarily interested in the stipends which accompany training,
rather than in learning..

Consequently, it has become very Common in evaluations of
employment and training programs to compare the earnings of par-
ticipants prior to and sUbseqUent to training.. Those types of
training that produce large'gains in earnings are considered to'
be effectivewhile those that produce small or no'gains are
judged to be ineffectivIt. Evaluatorsprincipally labor écono-
mistswho have had experience in studying employment and train-
ing programs.tend to use this same criterion in evaluating
vocat'ional education.
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It is usually much easier to increase earnings from zeso
than from some higher value. Consequently, youth and housewives
(or househusbands) with no paid work experienCe may be preferred
trainees if trainers know that their work will be judged by
increases in earnings.

Conversely, adults who have.chosen, because of poor working
conditions, or have been forced, by plant closings,or retirement,
to leave a highly paid job would'ilot be desirable trainees if
evaluation of training is based on increases in earnings.' Their
wages after training might well be lower than before training,
even if the training were highly satisgactory to them and to
their subsequent employers.....___In_s_uah_caSes, it would seem to be
useful to evaluate the value added by training in terms other
than added wages (Evans\1981).

Proportion of Population Enrolled

If a vocational education program enrolls no women or minor-
ities or handicapped or disadvantaged persons, it is clear that
this is an undesirable outcome. The natural assumption is that
there is discrimination against all persons from these_groups.
A similar assumption is made if the proportion of people from any
Of these groups differs markedly from. their propartiop in the
popu;ation from Which the ti-ainees are drawn.

Conclusions

One clear factlemerges from our study of the history of
vocational education. In the early days, many people stated out.,.,
comes that they expected of vocational education, but few attemp-
ted to assess actual outcomes. Now, there is much more atten-
tion to actual outcomes, but the tendency is to try to assess
outcoines of "average" Or "typical" programs and to generalize
from.these results to determine what can he expected of vocation-
al education as a whole. In contrast, the few-studies- of actual
outcomes in the early days of vocational education Looked at the
outoomes of individual programs in order to decide hoW to improve
those programs or Eo decide whether they should be expanded or
terminated. It is our view that the assessment of outcomes
in order Lu impiove individual program decisions is much more
.desirable,and feasible than assessment of a group of disparate
programs serving disparate communities and disparate groups of
individuals under disparate economic conditions.

Less clear, but perhaps more important, is the suggestion
that instead of looking directly at expected outcomes of voca-
tional education, it might be well to look at its goals or pur-
poses and then to move to the outcomes that flow from these
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goals.' Evani and Herr (1978, p. 4) identify,three goals:
. meeting society's needs for workers, increasing the options

.available to each student,- and serving as a motivating force to
enhance all types of learning. Later, Evans (1981) suggested a
fourth goal,-to increase the ability of worlsers to improve the

4 quality of work and of the work place. _The National Association
of 'State Directors, of Vocational Education (1980) ppecifies two
purposes: provide individuals with the skills they need to
attain economic freedomand enhance the productivity of local,
state and national econOmies.

;Instead cof the traditional "maintain, extend and,improve':
aes, the Vocational BaucAtioh_Amenaments oorf 19-713-11E-t_a_nOre-

ambitious set of purposes:. "to assist the States: to extend,
improve, and, where necessary, maintain existing.programs,
develop new programs of vocational education to overcome sex dis-
crimination and sex stereotyping in vocational education programs
so that persons of all ages in all communities will have ready
access to vocational training or retraiking which is of high,
quality, which is realistic in the light of'actual or anticipated
opportunities for gainful employment, and which is suited to
their needs, interests, and ability tá benefit from such train-
ing."

Almost all of the outdanes to.Which we have been asked to
react appekr, to be desirable, but,many of th'em do not appear to
flow direct/y from any of the above sets of goals or purposes.
For example, "satisfactoriness to employers," "placement in a job
related to training," "positive attitude toward wOrk," "increased
earnings," and "enhanced leadership capabilities" are difficult
to retate to the coals.stated above. There'are, of course, unin-
tended as well as intended outcomes of programs, but none of the
outcomes we have been given appear to be unintended.

The statements of goals for vocational edUcation listed here
are by no means all-inclusive; Obviously, other goal statements
should be examined as well to see what outcome& should be added.
But for some reason the statements ot gdals-ZOr vocational educa=
tion, particularly goals Which have been accepted by key groups,
are few and far between. This is one reason why revisionist
historians have had to infer goals, including goals that few
vocational educators, pa.st or present, are willing to accept.
Perhaps we should pay more attention to the development of goal
statements in order Co have better statements of outcomes.

Much is said about cultural lag in education and in other
social programs. It should be noted that there is also cultural
lag in evaluation of outcomes. The evaluation of vocational
education during the 1963.-1976 period concentrated on the extent
to Which persons were placed in the occupation for Which they
mere ained, though the emphasis in the legislation was on
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increasing equity in training and employment. It is well known
that an emphasis on training-related employment leads to ,cream-
ing rather than,to the enrollment of those who most need
training;

A further indication of thi's lag is thant current evaluations
emphaSize such '9utcomes as the proportion oiv minorities and women

.enrolled_ia vocational education, while neglecting_the fact
the high school dropout rate has remained static for, more than
a decade. Similarly, the earnings of vocat4onal graduates have
received increasing attention while there has been a general neg-
lect of the economic fact that, as enrollments have continued to
climb, the earnings advahtage from vocational education is almost
Certain to have leveled ofl. The fact that vocational education
has responded to the mandate to increase the enrollment of those
who are more difficult to educate and to place in high paying
jobs is another factor that almost certainly affects average
labor market outcomes. Finally, there is a severe lag shown in
concentration on evaluation of secondary school programs and
neglect:of the outcomes of poStsecondary vocatiOnal_education.

Time will tell Whether the reauthorization of vocational
'education that is scheduled for 1984 or earlier will.show similar
lags. The probability is that Congress will continue to be more
foresighted than vocational administrators or evaluators in
stating goals and purposes. Nevertheless, we should be wary of
,encouraging. them to go further than they have in stating proposed
outcomes. They have shown that they are more interested in
fostering outcomes that are related to the current state of the
labor market than in more important, outcomes that are.related to
improving educational systems or to,encouraging individual geo-.
graphic or social mobility or even to enhancing 1ifetime. earn-
'ings.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON
HISTORY or CIIANGES IN OUTCOMES EXPECTED OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Question: The discussion in our buzz group focused more on
institutions than on individuals. In view of this
focus is increased enrollment a legitimate outcome?
Will you provide us with additional rationale
concerning the appropriateness of increased enrollment
as an outcome for vocational education?

Evans: If one's view of the institution is that it channels peo-
ple and programs, then increasing enrollment beComes the institu-
tional goal. Of course, it is the charge of most'neo-Marxists
that What vocational education and the schools as a whole do to
people:is to channel them into particular school activities. In

this instance then, increased enrollment.is an outcome desired by
the.school, as an institution,.and by capitalists, who'are seen
13Y,the neo-Marxists as controlling the school. On the other
hand, one can view enrollments in vocational education as a test
oC perteived quality of the program, as a test of perceived con-
gruence between school offerings and individual needs.. This is
most clearly evident in our adult programs, where'essentially
people beat on the door and say,."I want to-enroll," ID that
case, enrollments are not an institutional outcome at all. . It
.isitheir way of Saying to the institution, "You're doing
something good. Do some more of it-."

The obverse of enrollment, nonenrollment, is really the
test, the outcome, which has reshaped vocational education more
than everything else that has been done. If you offer a program
and nobody signs up, then you stop offering the program. We have
examples of nonenrollment as an outcome all through our history.
..,amebody comes to the,school, perhaps an advisory committee, and
says, "This Ls exactly what we need." The school says, "We'll
offer it." Three people s'.,.gn up. The program dies. If you get
a program that starts off with forty enrollments, then has thirty
enrollments, twenty enrollments, ten enrollments, it will be
eliminated. This is what I mean by enrollment as an outcome.

You ought to recognize that historically it was not the goal
of vocational education to increase enrollments substantielly, up
until about 1960. In some states there is still not an atteopt

NOTE: The questions were generated by buzz'groups at the Working
Conference. Dr. Evans' responses to the questions were
transcribed and edited.



to increase enrollments. Byrl 8hoemaker, former state d.irector
of vocational education in Ohio, said we're not going to expand
the number of vocational education programs in Ohio until the
ones that we have are funded adequately. Now that's a different
approach than in Illinois, where they said that by paying a
dollar a head to provide every elementary school student in the
state a little bit of career information, we can increase our
enrollments enormously. These are very different approaches to
goals and outcomes.

Question: You have inaicated that vocational educators have
emphasized processes rather than outcomes. Can you
provide us an explanation as to why that was the case?

'Evans: The primary reason is that it is a-lot easier.to specify
procesbes than it is to specify outcomes. This emphasis is not
solely in vocational education; it is pervasive in education as
a whole. In the North Central Accreditation process, in both
secondary nd postsecondary schools, the emphasis has been almost
entirely on process.

Look at the specifications'for vocational education pro-
grams. Until the late 1950s the federal government specified
very completely What would be done in vocetional education. Many
states added more specification. Vocational agriculture depart-
ments have been closed because they had a twelve foot outside
door instead of a fourteen foot outside door. The entire city of
Chicago received no vocational education reimbursement for home
economics for many years because they said it was impractical for
them to meet the state specification that they make home visits
to every home, of every student, every year. That was a process
specification. .Because they couldn't meet it, they didn't get a
penny of state or federal money. It's easier to inspect compli-
ance with process specifications and.this has been the way we
have tended to evaluate all of education.

Question: Have the clients of vocational education ever been
polled concerning their evaluation of vocational
education? Has vocational education attempted to meet
the needs of clients?' .

Evans: Not that I knoW of, unless you accept enrollment as a
measure of whether you're meeting the needs of the clients. Re-
member that until roughly 1965, it was customary for states to
distribute money to local education.agencies based on the number
of certified vocational teachers they had. More recently, under
the prodOing of Congress, most states distribute money based
mainly on the number of students they bPx,e. There is a big dif-
ferenpe between these two methods of reimbursement. If what



you're trying to do is tc support a teacher in the style to which
.he or she bas become accustomed, then you reimburse on the number
of teachers. But if.you are trying to increase enrollments you
reimburse on the number of enrollments. State aid for general
education has been tied to student enrollment and attendance fox
a long time. Vocational education was completely out of step
with that until "it began to enphasize enrollments during the
1960s. That period of time was when vocational education enroll-
ments began to increase rapidly.

2

Question: Have the clients of vocational education really been
approached concerning what they want from vocational
education?

Evans:. Yes, there have been some studies of what people say they
want from vocational education and studies-asking if they got
what they wanted.

Question: You have indicated in the presentation that all of-
these outcomes have been supported by someone in the
past at some point in time. Could you put any judgment
on how effective we've been with any one of the
outcomes?

Evans: We were very effective in helping to prevent high sychool
dropouts up until 1970. A major goal of vocational education,
and of public education as a whole, was to decrease the'propor-
tion of elementary and secondary school dropouts. The propor-
tion of dropouts decreased dramatically until 1970. Then it
leveled off. The enrollment in vocational education has con-
tinued to go up, in spite of the leveling off of-dropouts.

Audience Comment: There was i marvelous little book published in
1978, by Thomas Green, titled Predicting the Educational System.
Green does a macrolevel analysis of what was happening with
reference to dropout rates. He looked at the utility of a high
s'chool education in relationship to the varying proportions'of
individuals who completed high school. Green recommends that
instead of trying to reduce the dropout rate, we should resume a
50-65 percent rate of high school completion. Green contends
that the more people you have completing high school, the.lower
the return there is for a high school diploma, and that it tends
to impact very negatively on those groups who have been the
latest to be among the high school completers, _such as blacks and
disadvantaged populations. According to Green, there is a point
at which there is a diminishing return on the investment in
education to complete high school, both for the individual and
for the society at large.
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Evans: Sar Levitan reaches the same conclusions but for somewhat
different reasons. Sar dharges that the high school is not the
most efficient way to provide an education for some people, and
that other training institutions should be involved in it rather
than try to send eve'rybody through high school. I like Sar's
reasons a lot better than ,I like Tom Green's. Tom, it seems, to
me, is in a box because he does not have a good answer to the
question of who are the ones not allowed to complete high
school.

Audience Comffient: I think he would-say that if you had 60-65
percent completing high school and if the societal press was not
to complete high school, employers would no longer use a high
school diploma as a screening device.

Evans: Tom is basically'an elitist, and he is very wrong'if he
thinks employers are going to stop using education as a screening

'device.

Question: In view of the many relevant groups supporting voca-
tional education and the different perspectives they
have, should there be one set of expected outcomes for
vocational education?

Evans: One should not expect there to be one set of outcomes for
vocational education. Vocational education is an assemblage of
programs with different goals. Therefore, one should expect
different outcomes from different programs. Different groups in
society are going to expect different things from vocational
education. These groups are going to expedt vocational education
to provide those things that they think are good for them. So
self-interest determines generally what they.want from vocational
education. If we tried to respond to serving the self-interest
of each of these groups, with the same set of programs, we
couldn't'achieve it. One way to respond is to come up with a
vocational education program that serves the unions, one that
serves the employers, and so forth. This presents a problem be-
cause you are also trying to serve such a wide range of age
groups.

I do not like the way that we have dealt with this in the
past. If you look at history,.the way we've coped with this is
to blur the definition of vocational education and its goals.
We have said vocational education is many programs, but we do not
specify its goals. Then we say, "Look,'here is a deSirable out-
cume of this part of this big pot. This program has helpea cer-
tain people.in certain ways." If you blur the definition, then
in testimony before Congress you come in with a very bright FFA
member, and say to the Congressman, "This is the result of voca-
tional education:", So Congress votes.money for all of vocational
education based on the performance of this:small group of FFA

,
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leaders. That's fine if you want.to get monpy, and it's been
very effective, but we've done it by blurring the definition of
what it is we are talking about when we say vocational education.
Vodational education has received money for the whole pot by
displaying some outcomes of a part of that pot.

Question: Do we need a set of outcomes for vocational education,
and if we do, what would be a model to formulate them?
Should we start with goals, constituent groups, and/or
provider groups? Should the outcomes be derived from
the goals?

Evans: I think that would be highly desirable to start with
goals. Let's first look at the needs of each constituent group,
and see which of these needs seems to be in accord with the goal
of some part of vocational education. Then let's build programs
that have goals that meet those needs, and then look at the out-
comes which emerge logically from the goals. I'm willing to even
short circuit that a little bit and suggest that we find put what
the-goals aret-say, of homemaking education, and determine What
are the outcomes that we can expect as a result of those goals.
What are the goals of postsecondary technical education; and then
What outcomes can you expect of those? This would be better than
trying to say these are the outcomes Of all of vocational educe-
dion, which is what I think we've been trying to say, somewhat
unsuccessfully.

Question: Can you give us an-example of some place where there
has peen a successful adventure in goal setting as it
relates to programs such as vocational.education?

Evans: Yesf the Oklahoma Technical Institute has a specific set
of goals, the idea has not been to serve everybody, there's a
definite population that's being served, a definite set of
clients for whom the program is designed. I'd argue that South
Carolina and several other states which have modeled their
economic development programs after South Carolina have been

,

enormously successful in specifying sPecific goals for certain
types of institutions and achieving those goals. 'In none of
those cases has there been an attempt to do everything for
everybody with one set of programs. But if you try.to specify
goals publicly forall of vocational education, you may run into
difficulty, because some people won't like some of your goals.
Perhaps this is another reason why we have blurred our defini-
tions of vocational education. Surprisingly, though, the state
directors of vocational education were able to agree on two goa1
for all of vocational education.



Questidn: DD you think that uhe example in CETA legislation of
making explicit expectations for programs is one that
we should emulate in vocational education?

Evans: I would like to' have specific goals for specific pro- 4,

grams. I would not like to see us have specific goals and out-
comes that bind all vocational education programs. CETA.has had
a little problem with public perception of its worth. I'd like
to see:somebody 1Jok at how Bob Taggart almost single-handedly
reversed the universal perception of the Job Corps, which is a
part of CETA. Job Corps had an hmage of being extremely costly,
very wasteful--now it's perceived as the model employment train-
ing program. Uow how did that perception get reversed? It would
be a fascinating case study. It could be illuminating for a
variety of different types of institutional programs. .

The primary difference between CETA and vocational education
legislation has been in the specification of the population that
must be served. This was very specific for CETA, and not for
vdcational education. Beyond the legislation,.the federal super-
vision of CETA has been even more specific than its supervision
of vocational education from 1917 to the mid-1950s. One could
expect, I suppose, that it is eaSier for Congress to state
specific expectations for the costs of programs when it pays the
entire program costs. I hope it never pays all of.the costs of
vocational education., though I'd be happy with an increase above
the current level.
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SELECTED VOCATIONII EDUCATION
OUTCOMES: A PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE

John F. Thompson
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Introduction

This paper is about'philosophy'and vocational education.
.

The writer was asked to examine philosophy for ideas and ideals
that support or reject the appropriateness of each of eighteen
outcomes to vocational education that were develoced by another
group and another process.

We live in a world of conilicting cultures and ideologies,
in which various and conflicting claims are made about what is
true and what is false. Further, we live in a society that is
called pluralistic on the grounds that it has managed with some
degree of success to have incorporated withan its social fabric
a plurality of world views and belief ,sYstems that it seeks to
harmonize by.consensds and not by force. In addition, proponents
of each idedlogy and belief system thrust to the fore central and
crucial ideas that reflect their world views and their notions of
what is true and what is false.

yhe same is true for vocational education. It, too, is
pluralistic. The term pluralism is used in contrast to monism.
There is.no one philosophy of vocational education. There is no
one perspective of vocational education. There is no one belief
system of vocational education. As vocational education or, I,

should say, as the philosophical foundations of out present day
vocational education was verbalized at the turn of the century,
it was perhaps easier to say that vocational education was mono-
lithic. Prosser was able in 1917 to formulate his theorum of
vocational education. These were accepte9.,kethout significant
dispute by vocational educator6 and wererthe guiding force beyond
the philosophy of education and schooling that took place within
vocational education. Clearly, in.1982 we have several competing
belief systems in vocational education. There is one belief
system that guides a great deal of the federal legislation, that
impacts vocational education directly, but there are other belief
systems that guide the process of inquiry within vocational edu-
cation. In addition, there are conflicting theories of schooling
that guide the selection of curricular outcomes, teaching strate-
gies, and disciplinary practices within vocational education.
Is there anything that is called "truth" that can transcend the
particdlar arguments between the various ideologies, Cultures,
and interest groups?

As we search for a rationale for looking at philosophy, we
are reminded that individual groups have always endeavored to
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orient ,themselves.to the world of their experience: what meaning
they find in events, what values they aspire to, what standards
guide their choices in all they do. Philosophy makes individuals
think about the basic foundations of their outlook, their know-
ledge, tsnd their beliefs. It makes individuals inquire'into
reasons for what they accept and do, to the importance pf their
ideas and ideals, in the hope that their final convictions,
whether they remain the same or whether they change as a result
of this.examination, will at least be rationally held ones.

This is the historical function of philosophy: to integrate
in its quest for truth the findings of 1:cnowledge from.whatever
quarter and in it's quest for a way of life that value that gives
life meaning. I6 this sense, philosophy explores all pertinent
knowledge in the spirit of free inquiry, with the end view of es-
tablishing a way of life agreeable to reason and logical human
excellence. It is not bound by restricted property rights in,
conventional subject matters, nor is it the private preserve of
professional philogophers.

These points were made so eloquently and so clearly by Mont-
gomery (1952) in an article titled, "John Dewey and the Egg-in-
the-Bottle." This,was the first of seven articles written by Ray
Montogomery at the-time of Dewey's death to help clarify Dewey's
,philosophy, and are recommended by this writer to any reader who
wants to understand the essence of Dewey's phi1oso03% Montgom-
ery wrote:

In everyday conversation, we speak of,philosophy with-
out giving it any aura of untouchability. "That's my .

philosophy," a man will say after expressing an opinion
In a way, that is what philosophy meant to John Dewey.
Philosophy is a pattern of behavior which accepts.con-
sciously. On the other side, we can saythat 'America
has a philosophy.' But surely no one would argue that
today theUnited States, as.a whole, has a consciously
accepted pattern of behavior. Yet a society needs such
an articulated, carefully and consciously patterned way
of behaving. It needs such a pattern to give value and
structure to the daily activities of its members.
Philosophy gives meaning to life because it expresses
consciously the relationshiPs between man and man be-
tween men and things which make life what it is. Philo-
sophy permits each of us to see himself in a satisfying
role within an,understood context of people and events.
Without such a view, we act aimlessly and accidentally,
we make constant errors, and we find that nothing we do
is satisfying. (p. 95)

In this sense, the various purposes of educational philo-
sophy.may be classified into four different groups. These are
philosophy as inspirational, philosophy as analytical, philosophy
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as prescriptive, and_philosop_hy as investigative. In.philosophy
as inspirational, we ask it to display a model, an ideal that
each of us will try to attain. In philosophy as analytical, we ,

ask it to look at meanings, validity, and efficacy. In philosophy
as prescriptive, we ask it to prescKibe particular ends and meanS
that should,be achieved; and finally in pLilosophy ekinvestiga-
tive, we ask it to evaluate, to justify, to offer commentaries on
particular practices.

The task in this chapter is to be investigative. That is,
we will take each of the eighteen outcomes as 'given ends, we will
look for evaluations, for justifications; and we will offer some
commentaries on the various practices. That will be the primary
focus of thiS chapter. As we take that focus, we are aware that
some of the other characteristics of philosophy will be served.

Three prOblems will be paraMount as we go through this par-
ticular task,i and, one is a definitional probleM. Vocational
education does not experiende a strong unified agreement as to
the meaning cf various terms. Hermeneutics is the study of the
methodology nd principles of interpretation. yocational
education i not very hermeneutical, that is, we have not studied
our method ogies and principles of interpretation to clarify
meanings,(thus, from time to time, it will be necessary to define
the specilfic way terms are being used so that possible misinter-
pretation's will be kept to a minimum.

The second problem concerns a difference between a philo-
sophy of educationand a theory of schooling. I think it is
important that we keep in mind that these are two different con-
cepts. And it will be helpful if we keep them separate. In the
introductory part of this chapter, it was noted that educational
philosophy makes its investigation concerning itself with the
nature of persons to be educated, the determinat_In of objec-
tives, and, to some extent, the means to Use to achieve these
objectives. Perhaps the best distinction between the notion of
philosophy and the notion of schooling is made by Power (1982).
He wrote:

'Where educational philosophy plays down method to inflate
the importance of goals and curricula, to deal with
questions of why and what to teach, a theory of schooling
concentrates its attention on method, on the actual
practices of teaching and learning. (p. 157)

There is a great-deal of what we 4e in vocational education
"that deals with schooling, that is with the actual practices of
teaching and learning. So much of schooling does not find its

. way back to philosophy. It finds its way back to psychology, and
the justification for its inclusion in a particular program or
curriculum is a psychological justification, not a philosophical
one.
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The_third prohlem concerns what constitutes a philosophical
issue or problem., ThompSon (1973) has pointed out that:

All" behavior rests on certain assumptions. If one's as-
sumptions are sound, the resulting behavior will be pro-
fitable, but if behavior is based on wrong assumptions

.

frustration results. Although assumptions cannot be
"proved" in a scientific sense, they need to undergo
their own kind.of special examination or test. (p. 89)

These tests include such things as reliability, validity,
and consistency. Venable (1961) has listed several reasons why
our beliefs do not always determine behavior as.they should.
Among these are (1) a safety in numbers: .putting into practice
only those things that others haye been known to do; (2) emotion7
al satisfaction; and (3) what works (pp. 10-11). Vocational edu-
cators are particularly prone to these three conditions. One
reason for this may be a lack 'Of direct contact with philosophy.

It is at this point that the philosopher can come to our .

aid. One way in which we may view the role or task of philos-
ophers, is that they aid us in examinations of our assuMptions.
Each of us, while continually testing beliefs and concepts- kn
light of logic and of their consequences, is engaged'in the study
of philosophy. The study of philosophy is not like the study of
any other subject, one cannot study about philosophy in the same
way that one studies other'subjects, -such as history or econo-
mics. But the study of philosophy requires the individual to
adopt new ways of thinking. It requires individuals to engage
.actively in the examinations of their own assumptions.

Any complete theory of vocational educatipin would most
likely be a set of reasons for beliefs about/goals, policies,
organization, curriculum, and perhaps teaching and learning
methods of a program designed to produce or'enhance occupational
competence. These beliefs would range,from specific course out-
come6 to hypotheses about the role of work and the social order,
and the role of work in the life of individuals. Such a set of
beliefs and their justifications could indeed be called a philos-
ophy. Where would one go for support for the beliefs in the
philosophy of vocational education? One would obviously go to
the standard branches of philosophy, epistemology, ethics, meta-
physics, esthetics, as they are applied.to education. If the
belief put forward is some other kind of statement, where would
one go for support? One would be likely to find evidence for
support from empirical data and generalizations. There is no
point in raising philosophical issuds if the point can be settled
by facts or empirical theories about tlie facts.

For example, one/of the out-Comes identified for vocational
education in this report is "increased earnings." The belief
being expressed is that participation in vocational education
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positively affects.the wage or salary of workers. That is not a.
philosophical outcome. One need not and cannot go to philosophy .
to find an answer to it. One simply needs to.turn to empirical
data. To find justification for this outcome one would simply
'need to_look at the various studies that been.done to see if
those wh have had vocational education do indeed earn more money
than those who have not. 'So some of the Outcomes that were
identified by the project staff are not outcomeS that can be
examined philosophically unless one pushes them further than the
simple statement.of the outcome or its explanation. One would
need to yo beyond the stated outcome or to recast the outcome
in normative terms.

A Philosophical Framework

Ayhen eXamining education with the tools of philosophy,
several philosophical frameworks are available. These include .

idealism, realism, existentialism, experimentalism, and neo-
thomism. These positions differ as .t..0 how the various components
of eduCation are viewed. A summary of.such differences in.terms

'of purposes, curriculum, and method is diSplayed in figures 1 and
fo-r- --four such-philosophic al _frameworks.- _The__ author_beli.ev_es. it

is important to use one philosophical framework as the outcomes
of vocational education are analyzed. The framework chosen is
experirientallsm.

Rationale

Henry Commager (1950) in his book, The American Mind, in
which he describes,how it is that Americans have come to believe
in and think about things the way we do, had this to say:

The American's attitude toward culture was at once sus-
picious add. indulgent. Where it interfered with more .

importarit activities, he distrusted itL where it was the
recreation of his leisure hours or Of his women folk, Jhe
tolerated it. For the most part, he required that
culture serve some useful purpose. He wanted poetry that
he could recite, music that he could sing, paintings
that told a story. Stephen Foster was his most beloved
composer, and Currier and*Ives his favorite artists.
Art was something that had happened in the past, and
when he could afford it he bought the paintings of
artists long dead, listened to lectures on French cathe-
drals, and built museums to look like mausoleums. Edu-
cation was his religion, and to it he paid the tribute
both of his money and his affection; yet, as he expected
his religion to be practical and pay dividends, he 'ex-
pected education to prepare for life--by which he meant,
increasingly, jobs and professions. His attitude toward
higher education was something of a paradox. Nowhere
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else in the.western world did colleges multiply and
flourish as in America,,yet not until Elliot reformed
Harvard and Gilman built the Johns Hopkins did he have a
real university.lo people were more AVid of college ,
degrees, yet nowhere else were intellectuals held ine
such contempt or relegated to so inferior a position;
and in America alone the professor,--invariably long
haired and absentminded--was an object of humor.(p. 10)

He undertook the most gigantic educational program in
history, but it was the universal opinion that American
education was eclectic rather than thorough. (p. 19)

More fully than any other philosopher of modern times,
Dewey put philosophy to the service of society. More,
he' formed, a whole'network of alliances--with science,
with politics, with,education, with aesthetics, all,dir
rected toward advancing the happiness of mankind. His
quarrel with the tunscendentalists was not merely that
their system of truth was absolute, but that it en-
couraged atomistic individualism; his quarrel with de-
terminists not merely that they reduced the individual
to insignificance, but that they did not reSpect experi-
ence. The ends he sought were public, not .private.
Truth was, to him? not merely what worked for the indi-
vidual, but what woriced,for the group, and it was not to
be achieved by cooperative action. (p. 99)

Butler (1968) has traced pragmatism back four centuries
before Christ. but persons of the American character shaped it,
nurtured it, systemized it. It was a meeting place for many
philosophic perspectives often a reaction to some diversions of
an ideology. As it was shaped and so on, it took on the charac-
ter of its culture. While it is difficult to define, it does
offer guidance. The experilmentalism is d large tent under Whi(.:h
it is possible to find shelter for many so-called outcomes.. It
is practical and social. In these attributes it parallels
vocational education. 'Cl...1ds has identified five Majoc reasons
why experimentalism and the American culture are 90 intetwoven:
(1) the frontier ex.eerience of ttle Atherican people; (2) mobility
of American social life; (3) orientation of America-to the
fu4-.ure, not to the past; (4) the tendency of pioneer America :to"

both ideas and human bekngs not primarily.by their ancestry.
\ther by What they were able to achieve in:the context of
life affaire; and (5) the commitment of the Ameri:an

people-.to the democratic way of life Childs (1956,' pp. 6-10).
Because of i..s being diverse but having.the ability'to.guide,
being socially focused, being practical, being &omitted to
democratic prineAples, experimentalism is a good framework.for
viewing vocational education.



The Philosophy-Overview

O'Neil, writing in 1981 about educational ideologies, said,
"Pragmatism holds that an idea is 'true' if it leads to effective
consequences, whJn applied to the solution of a real problem."
Pragmatism had its birth in the American nation with John Dewey,
the public person most easily identified with the position. It
grows out of the emergence of science and of the scientific
method. Two themes guide pragmatic thought: process and
relativism.

To the experimentalists, ideas have consequences. The mean-
ing of a proposirim is in its consequences. If an idea were
acted upon, the'consequences of the action would define the idea.
A meaningful idea is one that can be tested and can be acted .

upon, tried out, and practiced. 'It is a philosophy of action, of
actors who act on the world. Its focus is on the realm of epis-,

temology, with some axiological claims, and less concern fort on-
tology. It is the process of humankindis interactions and the
propositions derived from these interactions that is at the heart
of pragmatism.'

The pragmatist views the universe as matter in motioa;
change is continual and pervasive. Not only is reality changing,
but values are also relative, to time, place, and circumstances.
Since little endures, or is permanent, pragmatism implies that
the curriculum should emphasize process, such as learning how to
learn, and sbience as method. Further, teaching and,learning
should be active and interacti7e enterprises. The ends and means
of education should be reciprorl and mutually reinforcing.

For a.pragma.:-Ist, human beings create their world by a con-
tinuous rconstr....ction t.:,f experiences. The teacher, in order to
encourage increased and more complex reconstructions, should ex-
t.end anl build upon students' experiences. Although the pragma-
tists emphasize process, none of.these processes are to be
learned as merely academic ritual or formula.-

The Philosophy-A Closer Look

Experimentalism is,a matter of dealing with the affairs of
life in some sort of pattern or configuration. This is why it is
.cl.assified as a "field theory." The field, the total pattern in
question., is determinative of any particular time in the field;
and each and every time within the field is likewise determine-
cive of the field, that is, of the Whole:-7-It-is a back and
forth, forth and back relationship. It is rationale;-it is rela-
tiVe. Thus', it may be said that experimentalism is a matter of
taking relativity seriously. Concerning this relativistic
viewpoint, Bayles (1966) noted:

. cr)
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Lot us take a look at this back and forth, forth and
back view of the ways things and events affect one
another. For example, in a class I might start with a
clean blackboard and draw on it a small circle like the
following: 0

When I ask what it is there is some hesitation and then
a tentative reply that it is a small circle'. Noding as-
scent, I place at its left a vertical line. 10. Nola'
what is it? It's a zero, part of the number 10, meaning
no ones more than 10. I place a vertical line at its
right, 101, and it becomes part of a number 101, the
circle still meaning 0 but meaning no tens more than'
100. This line of changes can continue further if de-,
sired and can be modified by introducing a decimal Point
and shifting it around, consequently changing the
meaning of the zero. Now I erase all but the original
circle, draw a similar circle at its right, add the
following lines, and it is-no longer even remotely re-
lated to the number system, but is immediately Seen As a
rear wheel of a little boy's wagon. Erase the wagon box
and the tongue and add three lines and our wagon wheel
becomes a human eye. (pp. 2-3)

The variations of this theme of course are legion. But the
above should be able to focus our attention on the fact that far
the experimentalist, this whole and relative pattern is_very,

--very important. The whole affects the parts and the parts in
turn affect the whole in back and forth, forth and back relation-
ships to determine things and events and the,ways we envision
them and have to deal with them. To the experimentalist, indivi-
duals have to deal with this pattern or configuration in a
contextual way and deal with all things at all times. As we
attempt to understand experimentalism in reference to educational
programs, there ...re three areas that need clarity. These are (1)
the nature of the individual, (2) the nature of truth, and (3)
the nature of culture. While discussion Of these three areas
does not constitute a complete analysis of experimentalism, it

provide necessary essentials for the latter part of this
Lhapter. What follows are nine assumptions about these two areas.

The Nature of the Person

1. Human beings will act in such a way as to achieve what
they want or intend, in the quickest and easiest way that they
sense or comprehend under the circumstances (Bayles 1966, p. 19).

In other words, the pragmatist assumes that the goal, the
confronting situation, and insight are the three factors that
need to be considered in predicting human behavior. This is
sometimes referred to as the law of least action.
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2. Training is transferredi that is to say, we use or
apply a learned insight, when (and _only when)_the cOnfronting
situation offers an opportunity, we recognize it as an opportun-
ity, and we wish to take advantage of the opportunity (Bayles, p.
22).

This has great implicationsfor vocational education. Ob-
vious are the relationships between the transfer of learning from
school shop to work place, from the school's MIG welder to one in
the work place. Not so obvious is the implication for some prac-
tices, such as the desire of the vocational educator to do fol-
low-up studies as a way of making judgments about the adequacy of
a particular program. A program with 80 percent placement in
a follow-up study is judged be less adequate than one whose
placement rate is 90 per-cent. But experimentalists reply, sup-
pose the student didn't wish to take advantage of the-opportun-
ity for placement.

Morris indicates that there is transaction: "A two way
movement of phenomena between ourselves and the reality we can
never know directly. We clo things to the world, we act upon it, .

and them it responds, it acts upon us. We dam a stream and
nature answers back with water power" (Morris 1,916, p. 71).

To the experimentalist there are no'two situations that are
always the same, a belief that departs a little from the stimulus
response bond theory. According to the experimentalist, people
do tend to act according to habit patterns, but what is crucial
is whether they act as before because they did it before or for
the same reasons they did it before.

3. Learning-1-8Cthe development of insight in reference
to goals. 'Insight is a cognitive process. It is also people's
"sense" of what ought to be done as they perceive the goal, as
they pursue a goal and encounter an obstacle, either anticipated
or unanticipated. What they do in response to this obstaCle is
insight. It may be deeply perceptive .or shallow. It may be
comprehensive or have only a single referent; it may be vague or

-clear. It may be thoughtfully derived or represent snap
judgment.

4. There are two parts to a person: the conative and the
cognitive. The conative is the wants, desires, hopes, of the
person and the cognitive represents the insight. "Ideals and
ideas" is another way of expressing this concept of What experi-
mentalists call the "twofold nature of self." Feelings are
present in both aspects. The self extends beyond the body of
the person to family, friends, possessions, home, etc. The
expression "Love me, love my dog" sums up this part of the
experimentalist philosophy.
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'The Nature of Truth

5. Truth must be considered temporary and conditional.

6. Reflective thinking is how we know truth.

Individuals formulate a hunch or hypotheses on the basis
of who they are. Their environment, and their experiences.
They then act as if the hunch were true. If the reaction ob-
tained is what was expected, then the hunch is confirmed as
tenporary truth. If not, the hunch is reformulated on the bases
of the most recent set of experiences ahd environmental condi-
tions. The temporary truth is constantly checked for confirma-
tion. It is always an assumption, not an assertion. Morris

conmentea:

We may now generalize by noting that, the lltimate test
of truth is whether the hunch or hypothesis which is
tried out and acted upon "really works" or does it ex-
plain.the situation, rationalize the disparate phenomena
that have been observed, solve the problem? In the de-
gree that it performs this duty, it is said to be true.
Hence truth in experimentalism are always in degrees,
always contingently or relatively- (p. 64)

7. An insight, to be proven correct, must work in one way

only.

*It can lead to only one result, that is, it must predict
events or behavior with accur,icy. Commenting peripherally for
a moment, this area is often criticize(1 by nonexperimentalists.
They say experimentalists support the telling of a lie. If the
"lie" works, it is then true. This is a distortion of the ex,-
perimentallst's view. Students may say that they are interested
in a marketing education career as a buyer in order to get into a
cooperative education program. The "lie works." Is an "untruth"

made "true"? Is the student now really interested in a marketing
eaucation career. ,No. To the experimentalist, the lie is not

proven true. What is proven is the idea that the telling of a
lie got the student into the program. Whether a lie is justified
to the experimentalist is another qbestion.

Back to the main point, that insight must predict behavior
with accuracy. As -Bode (192)) noted:

The investigatiOn is completed when the conclusion is
supported by a considerable body of evidence, and when
it is impossible to find dny facts that conflict with
the conclusion, there must be not evidence to support a
rival hypothesis. (p. 117)
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'Each piece of information, data, or fact should be in line
with eaCh_Jand every_piece-of information, data, or faCt.

The Nature of Culture

*An educational system deals with persOns as individuals.The two preidous areas concern themselves with the personal. Butan educational system occurs in a setting, in a culture.. Indivi-duals are being prepared to function as members of the communityat large. To think experimentally, the educator needs to takefull account of the culture of Which programs are a part, needsto think relationally.

8. The American culture is democratic, with democracybeing the form of government based on the following assmmptions:
a. All members of a culture have power to

establish the laws by which it should be
governed.

b. All members of a culture have an obligation
'to abide by any and all such laws.

9. Democratic education focuses on the capacity for inde-
pendent development of insights (independent learning ability)..
"Of course, it is a teacher's job to give.help and guidance;
otherwise why have him there? Reflective teaching does not meanthat a class shall be turned over to students.

. . .It does meanthat the teacher's function should be essentially that of-modera-tor of'a deliberativeloody, responsible for its progress along
educative lines rather than a purveyor of a fund of information
or wisdom possessed by him, to be imparted to the receptiVe mindsof students. Learning how to think means learning how to learn
one's self" (Bayles, p. 79).

Philosophic Effort in Vocational Education

In 1977, Mckinney and Greenwood indicated:

There is an urgent need fir vocational education leader-
ship to increase skills to interpret and communicate the
purposes of goals of vocational edticatiOn more explicit-
ly and logically. It has been possible to hear with in-
creased frequency that strategies and skills for inter-preting vocational education to Congress, to practition-
ers in the field, to the general public are weak and
underdeveloped%
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There appears to be a need for a broad-based re-
examination of t,he underlying premises that support a
philosophic rationale for vocational education. Some of
the circumstances creatimj this need include: (1) the
inability of the field as a whole to react to, adverse
critics of vocational education whether these critics
are pointing to operational conceptual modes of behavior
in vocational education, (2) the inability of vocational
education leaders to proadtively map out future
direction based on theoretical bases which have gained
conceptual acceptance with the field, (3) a lack of dis-
cussion and debate within the field regarding philo-
sophical premises and issues and (4) a failure to
articulate a philosophic position and communicate it to
other education groups to Congress, federal agencies and
the general public. (p. 1)

One of the working papers developed for the 1977 Workshop.
on Interpreting Vocational Education, Greenwood indicated:

A number of capable individuals within the field of
vocational education have begun to work on the problem
of defining a philosophy for the field. . . .

It is interesting note in the selections that the
authors often have different notions of what constitute
a philosophic position.: This is not to say that any of
them are mistaken; the word philosophy has several dif-
ferent meanings. . . .

On the whole the writers of this section seem to fall
into two distinct groups, whidh shall, a$ a meaning mat-
ter of.convenience, be referred to as the traditionalist
and the reformers, respectively. The traditionalist,
including such men as Melvin Barlow and Robert Miller
argue far the validity of the principles that Were
developed by Charles Prosser and his contemporaries in
the.early decades offthis century. These principles,
they maintain, have stood the test of time and proven
their worth. Vocational education does not, in their
view, need to abandon all principles and find new ones;
needs rather to restate these principles in a way that
expresses their relevance and application to current
problems.

But perhaps, even the traditionalist would concede that
something more needs to be done, beyond the fanmulation
of principles. In looking over some of the work that
has been done by the traditional leaders, a pattern
emerges. Although a'great deal of significant work has
been done in defining Ehb what and how of vocational
education, relatively little attention has been paid to
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stating the why. Thus, even if the-traditional princi-
ples are correct as they stand, much work remains to be
done.

Other individuals such as Ralph Wenrich, Melvin Miller,
and Charles Law reject,these traditional principles and
maintain that a whole new set of principleS must be
articulated. . .

It would be a great mistake to suppose that these two
varieties of philosophic positions represent the only
alternatives available to vocational education. In the
final selection in this section, John,F. Thompson pre-
sents a philosophic position that is chearly different
from that of Byrl Shoemaker, Robert Miner, and Melvin
Ba"rlow, but not quite the same as that of Law, MelVin
Miller and Ralph Wenrich. This selection comprised of
the final two chapters of his book, Foundations of
Vocational Education, is also no eworthy in another re-
spect; of the selections present d in this section, it
seems to Offer the most complete development of why,
what and how. (p. III C i-v)

In a paper,developed by Charles J. Law, Jr., titled, "A
Philosophy for Vocational Education," which was presented to the
state directors of vocational education in 1975, he comments:

In suggesting "A Philosophy for Vocational Education,"
some things appear to be evident: (1) Vocational educa-
tion has no clear, concise, easily definable philosophi-
cal base to which it lays primary claim. (2) The
pseudo-philosophical phases upon which vocational educa-
tion loosely operates are a conglomerate of beliefs
indiscriminently interwoven, parts of which are mutually
exclusive and often contradictory. Typically, even the
most serious attempts of vocational educators to deal
with philosophic issues have resulted in a discussion of
surface philosophical tenets, each of which is sup-
posedly supported by a deeper valid philosophical base
for Vocational education-, rather than in a rigorous
philosophical digcourse which questions the basic rea-
sons for the existence of vocational education.

In supporting these findings I have found sufficient
evidence in the literature to state further that:
(1) If we have a philosophical base broad enough to
cover all our actions, it is so diffused and electic as
to be almost non-exis.tent, or (2) If we choose to select
one of several versions of our so-called philosophic
base, then we immediately begin to operate some facets
of our program in direct opposition to the philosophy-so
stated. (pp.., 1-2)
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As litexature of philosophic vocational,education is exam-
ined, ways to characterize it other than as traditionalist or
contemporary emerge. When one looxs at what is said by all the
people invdlved, there appears to be a more fundamental differ-
ence than that proposed by the previously mentioned workshop
literature. That'fundamental difference stems from the belief
systems of the writers who are offering various philosophic ten-
ets to guide voCational education. .There is One group of persons
in vocational education Who operate from a sometimes stated and
sometimes unverbalized assumption that vocational education is
economic education. That is, it ties itself directly to the
labor force, and the way to understand vocational education is to
understand its economic background, its economic contribution to
the individual and to society. Writers such as Barlow (1974),
Miller (1974), and Prosser and AlThn (1925), are examples of this
view. Others take the position that the way to understand what_
vocational education is, is to see it in a larger framewOrk,of
humap resource development. This human resource development
philosophy can be seen quite clearly in.the work of Thompson.
(1973).

The purposes of vocational education must ble consistent
with the purposes of occupationa.1 development. Occupa-
tion development has been identified as a process of
growth and development that enables an individual to
find a satisfying work role, to become established in an
occupation.

The generalized purpose of vocatioaal education, then,'
is to assist an individual to grow and develop, to
become separate from other things and other persons, to
discover a satisfying role in an occupational area. A
secondary purpose is to help the labor market maintain a
balance between jobs and unemployment, between oppor-
tunities and trained manpower.

Another way of saying this is that in a democratic
society it is assumed that free choice of an occupation
is preferred to coercion. Efficient functioning of the
economy and the attainment of personal and social,
adjustment by workers are not opposing ideas in a demo-
cratic society. If a person has experiences that permit
him to really know his own strengths and weaknesses,
know the world of work, and know how to relate himself
to the world of work, he will seek out a satisfying work
role.. The incentives provided by the free entenprise
economy will ensure that various job shortages are
filled. The reverse is not true. (p. 239)

The purpose of this section is to point out that there is no
-on-e-ph-klesoph-ie theme that most-vational educatoTs could
advocate. While the economic theme is the.more dominant one, it
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certainly is not supported by all interpreters ,of vocational edu-
cation. The human-development theme is not taken seriously by
the persons who express faith in the economic view of vocational
'education. If one were to undertake the task of this paper fol-
lowing only one of those perspectives, one would have a consist-
ent paper, at least consistent in its philosophical tenets, but
would, in some sense distort the view that is currently held by
interpreters in the field. For this reason the eighteen state-
ments about vocational education labeled outcomes will be dis-
cussed next. We will look at those statements and then look for
their philosophic support.

VocatiOnal Education Outcomes

The task asked of the writer assumes that a series of
logical inferences, wbich lead from the study of a philosophy
to the practical matters of education, can be developed. Many
writers have tried this without good success. Wingo (1965, pp.
8-15) tells why this is a route filled with rany potholes and
landmines.

To illustrate the difficulty, in part, take a look at the
next two statements. In describing an educational curriculum
based on their philosophy, these statements were developed by
an idealist and a realist. Can you discern differences that
will guide teachers, policymakers, administrators?

Statement Number 1

If students are to develop their innate human capacities
as fully as possible and prepare as well as possible for
life as people and as responsible citizens, they must
acquire, so far as they can, all four of these basic
complementary skills:

o Logical linguistic (think clearly and consistently,
use,language accurately)

o Factual (l'earn a great many facts about self and
one's physical, social, and cosmic environment)

o Normative (iddging according to some standard of
value)

Synoptic (see thingi in awider and deeper
perspective).
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'Statement Number 2

There is certainly a basic core of knowledge that every
human person ought.to possess in order to live a genu-
inely human life as a member of the world communitY, of
the nation, and of the family. This should be studied

. by every Student and should be presented at .levels.of
increasing complexity and discipline throughout the
entire curriculum. First Of all, (l).students should
(1 earn to use the basic instruments of knowledge, espe-
cially their native language . . . . Then', (2) they
should become acquainted with the methods of physics,
chemistry, and biology and the basic facts so far
revealed by the sciences; (3) they should Study history
Ao the sciences of man; (4) he should gain more famil-
iarity with the great classics of their own and world
literature and art; (5) in the later stages of this
basic training, they should be introduced to philosophy
and to those basic problems that arise from the attempt
to integrate knowledge and practice.

There are differences in education that these philosophers
do not Identify. These differences stem more from different
theories of schooling--the differences in practice of teaching
and learning within the classroom (see the "Introduction" to this
paper).

A second situation is the questionof Which aspect of a phi-
, losophy one uses as a referent. The overall philosophical frame-

work chosen to look at these outcomes is experimentalism. But
whose experimentalism? Experimentalism is not.a "pure" perspec-
tive. There are ideal-experimentalist, real-experimentalist, and
so on.

There is atso a third notion that might best be labeled a
"mind set" on the part of vocational educators. This mind set is
one.of reductionism. Reductionism reduces complex phenomena to
simple terms. One simple explanation is used for several complex
situations.. Vocational educators are often guilty of this way of
thinking. It is assumed that since a physical law such as certi-,
fied force can be used to explain several phenomena observed in a
shop, the same can be doae in biological and social sciences.
Biological and, bo d greater_extent, social sciences 'are not
nearly as precise as the physical sciences, and .these simr5le
explanations are not generally available for complex phenomena.

If readers accept these misgivings on the part of the
. writer, they are prepared to proceed, that is, to "rush in Where
the wise person fears to. go."

We now turn to the specific outcomes of vocational educa-
tion. These outcomes are.provided through another effort, and ,
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the task is not to question Whether or not they are legitimate
outcomes, but to examine philosophy to see if.....there is philosoph-
ical support for the outcome. I have chosen the experimentalist
phdlosophy as the overall, framework to be used to examine these-&
outcomes. Farley (1979) stated "Vocational education outcomes
are broadly defined as the consequences of vocational programs"
(p.1). This Puts us in a dilemma to start with because to say
that these outcomes are the consequence of student participation
in the vocational education programs puts us philosophically in
the box known as ends-means, the means being participation in
vocational education and ends being, of course, the outcomes.
Certainly for the experimentalist the whole notion of ends and
means is a central question. Dewey, among others, regarded these
value judgments as ,objective and thus spent a great deal of time
talking about the interdependence of ends an& means. In fact, at
one point, he was willing to say that the ends-means discussion
was the important aspect of philosophy.

What will follow in this section is a statement of the out-
come, followed by its explanation. 'Then I will follow with a .

paragraph or two indicating how experimentalists would generally
regard this outcome. It is important to keep in mind the nature
of experimentalism. Since it is by nature a field theory, the
total philosophy comes to bear on a particular outcome, not,a
separate or single assumption. It does not permit any type of
reductionism. It is possible to use a specific assumption as a
beginning point or clue in the philosophy, as a connection is
looked for between the outcome and the philosophy. These clues
are provided.'

OUTCOME NUMBER 1: Increased awareness of need for basic
academic skills

Explanation: Student participation in tWe application of
mathematics, reading, and writing in a work
experience increases student awareness of
the need for learning tWese skills.

The outcome states simply that as a consequence of partici-
pating in vocational'education programs, the student emerges with
an increased awareness of need for basic academic skills. The
outcome, of course, makes certain kinds of assumptions. It
assumes that knowledge must, or at least should, be applied. It
assumes that there is a connection between participation and
dwareness. And it assumes that there are at least two types of
skills--basic academic lkins and some other unnamed group. As
we look at this philosophically as an experimentalist might, we
would not find a lot of support or interest in the idea of basic
academic skills. We need to raise the question at a more funda-
mental level. As we think our way through this particular out-
come, we need, then, to ask what the experimentalist view is in
terms of curriculum.



Curriculum for the experimentalist comes from the growth
needs and the life experiences of thestudent. It is nct. fixed
or static. Kilpatrick (1942) had this to say:'

In the sense formally understood by subject-matter re-
quirements there is not much that I should care to name
in advance that must in the end be learned and still
less should I wish to state when it will be learned. 'I
know that there is a considerable body of common knowl-
edge and common skills that anY decently educated group
wi.L.1 show; but I don't believe that naming this body in
advance is a helpful way to begin. (p. 77)

As for the experimentalist, to mal.e judgments about this
outcome it is necessary to know what is in the mind of the
vocational educator in stressing this outcome. If it is a pre-
determined outcome, that is, people are encouraged to enroll
in vocational education so that they can indeed increase their
awareness,of the need for basic academic skills, then the experi-
mentalist could,not support the outcome. If, ontthe other hand,
the increased awareness is a natural consequence of one's par-
ticipation in vocational education, .then it is supportable. One
must remember Chat the context is very, very important. The
experimentalist would need to know the contexts in which voca-
tional students find themselves before making final judgments
about this outcome. If the context is a poor home environment
whete certain types .of academic skills are not emphasized and
the student needs to acquire those skills in order to be a good
patticipant in society, then,they are also supportable. Bayles
(1966) had this to say about.content:

But what of content? What imperative covers the
subject-matter of study? What is to be taught? On this
question, a.teacher is not to be neutral even though he
is to be non-partisan or'non-indoctrinative. School.
time is to beswell-spent, not frittered away. What is
given place in the curriculum must be educationally
significant. . . .

4

Basic-principles to be emplOyed in the choice of,
subject-matter should seemingly be expressed in terms of
insights to be gained. This in no way denies that
skills and attitudes ought also to be sought; it is
merely recognition that changes in attitude consequen-.
tially follow changes in insight and that, in accordance
with the principles of least action, performance in any
given situation and toward any given end is the conse-
quence of insightful design. Though we admit and indeed
insist that education should 'be concerned with both the
cognitive and conative, we recognize that changes in the
cognitive are piecedent to and entail changes in the
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tonative; hence to repeat, what is to be studied should
be expressed in terms of insights t..0 be gained. (pp. 94-
95).

Here is where there is a need to make one-of those "logical
inferences" referred to a few pages ago-. Arid it is not possible
to share all or even a major part of the writer's thinking pro-
cess behind the inference. The writer "knows" vocational edu-
cators areoenerally concerned about the growth of the student
(insights). The basic skills are not ends but a means to students
growth. Therefore experimentalist philosophy can sup'port this
outcome. Assumptions 1 and 3 are the logical beginnings in
understanding how the experimentalist views.this outcome.

As we move to other outcomes, the writer does not plan to be
this elaborate or perhaps this defensive. The inferences that he
makes will be specified to a lesser degree than here.

OUTCOME NUMBER 2: Satisfactoriness to employers

Explanation: Participation in vocational education results'
ineemployers considering Bonner vocational
education students to be well trained and,
prepared for employment:

-To gain a perspective from an experimentalist view on this
outcome one must consider first the context in which,schools are
situated. Experimentalists would argue that in addition to a
sense of community within the school system the system needs to
extend out into the community. The back and Borth, foith and,
back relationship that was talked about eariier is also true when
it comes to the school and its commbnity. That is, the school
does not exist in isolation. It is a part of a larger something,
(i.e., a c,ommlnity).

0

Within the community there are many points of view, and
these points'of view will most likely be reflected in the ,school.
The experimentalist would have no difficulty in supporting, the
notion that the result of education should be satisfactoriness to
employers. If, however, the employer is a dominant group, then
there would be some difficulty. That is, if the end of.education
were to prepare' workers who were primarily satisfactory to
employers, then the experimentalist would have extreme difficulty
with it. If in satisfactoriness to employers is also included
satisfactoriness to parents, to government leaders, to political
and other community grlaups, then the experimentalist would,have.
no difficulty with this \as an outcome. A more basic,question
would be how satisfactbry the students are for life. Are they
prepared to live tfie democratic life that is expected ofdthem?

Earlier in Ehis paper a distinction was made between those
who view vocational education as economic education and those who
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view it as human.deve/opment education. This outcome is a major
aspect of the economic perspective. Those who .hold'this view
would see the employers as a ,d9dinant group, and thus they would,
depart rather dramatically ir8m the experimentalist. perspective.
The basic question of how well prepared the student is for life
is a major aspect expressed by those who favor a human devlop-
ment perspective.

OUTCOME NUMBER 3: Trained workers for labor market 'needs

Explanation: Participation in vocational education assists
individuals in acquiring occupational skills e
needed to fill-employment needs of bUsinees
and industry.

Pere it is important to understand what vocatioha). education
means by trained workers and labor market needs. As Prosser and

, Allen (1925) developed their economic theory of voc,tiongl educa-
tion, they commented:

Invention and discovery are continually creating new
devices and new processes. These in turn make necessary .

for their development and efficient use, new tools, new
appliances, new operations, and new methods to which
both workers and leaders must be continually adapted and
readapted.. This adaptation can be made Only as new
skills and new technical knowledge can be,rapidly trahs-
mittel and diffused to a great number of products.

Following this line of reasoning, you coWld readily seb that
vocational,education interprets this outcome in a very narrow
way. The focus is not on the individual but rather is on labor
market needs. The emphasis is on shaping an individual;to meet
these needs.

The experimentalists have difficulty with this oilooMe.
John Dewey (1916) was not opposed to vocational educat4on but
was very opposed to its being cast in such narrow termS. He
indicated:

No question at pre4ant under discussion in eduCa ion is
Sofraught with consequences for the future of democracy
as the question of industrial.education. Its right
development will do More to make public education truly .
democratic than any other one agency now under consider-
ation. Its wrong treatment will as surely a(12centuate
all undemocratic tendencies in.our present situation by
fostering and strengthening class divisions in school
and out. It is better to suffer a while longer from the
ills of our present lack of system till the truly demo-
cratic lines of advance become apparent, rather than
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separate industiial education sharply from general edu,
.,cation, and -thereby use it to Tarleoff to the interests
of employers a .separa4 class of laborers. (p. 274)

Th6se who believe in the Continued separate existence of
what they eke pleased to Gall the "lower classes" or the'
"laboring °lasses" would naturally rejoice to have.
-schools in,which these "classes" would.6e segregated. -

And someemployers of labor would doub:tless rejoice to.
have schools supported by public taxation supply them
:with additional,food for,their.mills% All others should
be unit.ed against every,proposition, in whatever form,
advanced, to separate training employees from training
for narrow industrial efficiendy. That.the evil forces
at work, are not local is seen in the attempt to get the -

recent national convention on ci.tidustrial education in
,Philadelphia to commit itself in favor of the Illinois'
scheme.

, The only serious clanger is that a number of sympathetic
and otherwise intelligent persdns should ice misled, and
on the basis of a justified'enthusiadtic support of'the
Principle:of industrial edUcation (with whatever supple-
mentary agencies may be foufid necessary) jump to the
supPort of this scheme, not realizing what is really.

' involved in it. Such persons should first Inform them- .

selves as to what is already being done in this direc-
tion in the more prbgeessive-public schools, and should
thendevote their spare energies to-backIng up and fur-
thering these undertakings, and to creating a public
opinion that will a ect the,more backward and.conserva-
tive public school,sys efts. The problem is a difficult
one, but many intellige t, tho unadver,tized, attempts
are already making Tor its solu'tion; and its difficulty
is no reason fot permanently handicapp'ng the" interests
of both common school education and a a mocratic socidty
by abruptly goings,back upon what, with a l its defects
has been the chief agency 'in keepint 1 ve.a spitit,of
democracy'amoneus--the American public school system.
(pp. 276-277)

Thompson quoted earlier indicated that vocational education
would be.better served if it,did not emphasize, one aspect of the
development of the individual over another. 'He further.believed
that:

Vocational education can be more important to individu-
als if it recognizes that a pan'sloccupation is the
greatest factor in determining his 4ntire lifestyle in
addition,to earning his liVing. A means to earning a
living is very important to the individual and hcquiring
skills is a necessary and vital part of one's education.

40'1
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-N.A program that puts5 neasrly. all of its emphasis on devel-
,oping job or intellectual skills is not efensible as
both.sets'of skills are,needed by ail citizens.

The narrowness of this outcome, as indicated, is not sup-:-
,portable by the experimentalist. It runs the risk.of dev'eloping
an unbalanced individualm.ah individual prepared to participate
in-one aspect"...)f society but not neceisarily prepared in Other
aspects. It is incompatible with the assumptio'hs the experimen-
talfstS make about the cUlture.

0,0TCOME NUMBER'4: Mptivation for educational,and
occupational achievement

Explanation: Participation in vocational education programs
increases and Atrengthens'student incentive
for educational and ocqupational achievement.

In Democracy and, Education Dewey (1916) coMmented,'"Past
eN>ents cannot be separated from the living present apd retain
meaning. _The true startihg point of history is always,some pres-
ent situation with its problems".(p.,1251Y. The,prineii,le for the
experimentalist,here is problem;-centered and learner-centered
learning. This meansthat for the experimentalist the education
process must begin with the learners' identificatjon of their own
interests and concerns. This is one of the strengths of the
methodology of vocationareducation. Most o,ftgn the problems.and
issues being investigated, being discussed, being worked out are
indeed ide'as, problems, technoIogythat, interest the student.
This procedure for teaching may indeed take a little longer than.

'.other methodologies, but again Dewey. commented:.

The apIparent loss of time involved is more than Made up
for by the.superior understanding,and vital intbrests
secured. What the,pupil learns he at least understands.
Moreover, by following,.in_connectioh with problems sel-
ected from the material of o0inary acquaintance, the
methods by which scientinc men have reached their pre-
ferred knowled(je, he gains independent power to deal
with material within his range, and avoids the mental
confusions and intellectual distasee attendent'upon
studying -matter Whose meaning is only symbolic.
(p. 258)

Thus the experimentaaists can support this' outcome l.'s being
7.onsistent.with their philosophy. They wouli hope, llOwever, that

A

the motivation would extend beyond educational.and occupational .

achievement. They would 'desire that it be an ingrained attiVde
on the part of workers s they live out their lives in society:'

,that there would be meaning, enrichment, fulfillment, happihegs,
motivatiOn for all of these things as a result..of their educatioh

-tactivities.
.
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gutcomE NUMBER Placemeqt in a job related to training
,

^

Students completing a cpca'tional- education
program are employed in jobs that are* '

relatedlt6 their training.

If OlItcome 3 is trodb-lesome to'the experimentalist because
-it is narrowly conceived, then the same is true for this outcome.
If the end of the curriculum is a gob.for hiöh socie4y or some
ooTpany in society, has a need and'if evaluation of,thit program
were based upon whether or not the student actually gets the jgb,
then the experimentalist has diffibulty both with the ends and
the means. Again the difficulty is not that people need to work
or that students who graduate from vodational education should
get 'jobs. The diffEculty is :n the narrowness with Which that
concept is pursued.

OUTCOME NUMBih. 6: Acqpisition of, useful occupational
skills

4 /. . -

Explanation: Students,in vocational eduCation dev4lop
/- those Occupational skills necessary tp

perfbrm adequately the job for which
training was provl.ded.

understanding.bf ths ter-F useful as used in this context
is important: .The,explanatioh 6uggests that useful means "to
perform.adeqfmtely" a job for which "training was prOvided. "

other words, useful4is judged-to be useful. _We have the begin-
ning of a tautologyDere., ff it is-not usekUl, then Why teach
it.

The experimentalist, on, the,basis-oev2, 3; and 6, would vent
all knowledge.to_be useful. But the experimentallist would,h0e
a,diffeent definition of the term.. Useful would medn helping
the indPvidual to grow;,for the ei'Verimentalist, tile end of
educatiJn is growth. Montgomery (1953), in his-article entitled
"John D,...vey and the Continuity of Growth," put it this way:

Thereisno stopping in living except at the end,ofit.
There is, no stopping in\learning sith-ex But whether
you learn to make gOod.use of livingr-of today, or
remain cOr4ent to meander along the jears.from-one pil-
lar of accident to another post Of misfortune is a mat-
ter of accepting or rejecting the on-going nature Of, \

things. py accepting you can make,every moment in the
whode span of life count foi somethinty. 4,

7

Living is c ontinuous. It'.doeS not obey any Stop-and-Go
Signals. It is not a se/Lies of stepping stones but a
swift race, from sudden birth to an-equally sudden
death. We speak of way stations on the highway of life;,

e
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but no one stops at the stations. They are only sign-
: posts which someone has time to set up while on the run.

. .

. Learning iS continuous, too. You can't go anywhere
. e*cept'where you are. You can't learn anything you are

not ready to learn. If at thits moment you are not prac-
ticing your tri4onometry, at the.next moment you will,
nOt be practicing your ca1culus. There is a pontinuity
in grdWing, whether it is growing mentally, physically,
.or piritually. Aad the,only timeaTU have to act in
that, continuity is right QOW, today, the onLy time 1-ife"
presents to yop, the present. (pp. 215-216)

I

,

Thus the experimentalist"can acept the outcome of the
.4

acquisition pf a-useful occupational Skill if that skill is usd-til
to help the individual grow in ocupatiOnal life, coMmunity life,

4
ocial life.

.

, ,
.

lUTCOME NUMBER 7: positive'attitude i,oward work
4,

Expianatioh:/-Participation in vocational educ iaton results
.

in.former students having a positive feeling
for their work and respect for the rules oT

stif the'work place. .

On the basis of the position of the experfmentalist.outlined.'
in outcome 6, the experimentalist-would have no difficulty with
outcome 7. It is assdmed that a positive attitude -.oward works
would bp only one, aspect of positive attitudes;:further,' educa-
tion,should give :the individual positive attitudes about other

. things. If that is :true, the 'experimentalist)would suPport his
outcome. -

4

OUTCOME NUMBER 81 Increased produCtivity.

Explangtionk "Farntipation in vocational education results

.
r

in former students being more productive,
,. %,dorkers than those individuals who did not

participate in vocational education.'
A

More productive than whom? Fellow workersZ--Those Who have
not received vocational education?, This outcome has to be exam-
,ined normatively in orHer to be of any gense
It probably should be statid as follows: participation'in
vocational education should lead to increased prod6ctivitSr.on
the part of otmer vocational education students. No phrase
could probably be,.more repugnant to the experimentalist.' Ths
basic disagreement with the outcome would be the notion tha it

Ls undemockatic; that.is, 4t is antAetical to the nature of our
culture, which is democrat-lc. Bayles indicated:

f
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fek, A

DemOccacy means equality of opportunity on the Part of
the members to participate in the.establishment of what-
ever rules 4nd regulations (or laws) are deemed needful. (An equality of obliga,ion to abide by'ttlem until they).
are.abolished or cbaed seems 4) incldle all three

-ASpects that we hay sojar nOted as needful. It places
the law making authority in the harols of the peqple; it
speci4es law ida ce'on the part of all; and it places
all.on an eq I bAs1S---no heredica2y or\arbitrary, dip-
fernce in rank or privilege,. (pp. '6'9-70)

41.

--z-

l'To look at the statement olthe otucoMe here and to supports
40'

ak it would be to suppotran undemocratic tendency. That.is, tds
support the outcome is to-agree that education should ultimately. -7 /
produce one class of workers, one class.of citizens, who are

. 4better:" mdre productive, than another class. That is, workers
who have hadtvOcational educ.ation,are better, in this case more
productive, than other types of wnrkers, This is simpIy'-not
supportable.
,

.....

1 t

OUTCOAE, NUMBER,9: oDsvelopment of safe work habits and
teghniques,

Explanation: Partitt.pation invocational,education results
in workers' learaing procelures and techniAue8
needed tobinsure safety on the job.'

r.).=
.

. As%with outcomes 6 anq 7, whb can be opposed to apple pi0.
,

It is assumed thatsany education sho-b1.304 develop s fe work ha4ts
and techniques on the part of workers; on the part ok citizens. .
The instructional program wduld-certainly not intentionally teach
unsafe work habits ot techniques! 'The experimentalist'would
a.sSuma that as a part of the instrdctional program workers.would
naturally acquire the safe procedures and_techniques that are
needed on the job. 4 0 '

I,

OUTCOME NUMbER 10: Increased earnings

Explanation: Participat4on in 'vocattional education-.
-increases the mages oi salaries of workers..

* As indicated eaYlier, this statement is-not at all philo-
sophical. It could be clAssified as scientific. If it ib sdien-
tific, all one needs to do is to look at research and other types

. of studies concerning :the participation of vocational education
_graduates in the labor force; ifs they earn more money(then you

q can agree, if.they'earned less, then one would disaglee with the
,

4.
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. statement. ....That isf it is provable or not provable in a scien-
tific sense. To lpok at, the statement philosophically, one need's

J. to put it in normative terms again; that is, participation in
vocational education should lead to increased earnings. When* one
cdsts it in ncirmative terms, one raises lots Of questons: More
earnipgs compared to whom? Their fellow workers? More income'
Ehan people whb have pot,had thp educaidon, and so ,forth?

P

Again, as outlined in number 8, when it is.seen in this
light., the experimentalist cannot support.the outcome. It is
undembcratic. It is against the basic nature of'bUr culture to
design an educational program that gives one gr95of citizens in'
our country an advantage over another. If thai is ,th intent of
the. instructional program, it is undpmoc.ratic, and sup rt for it
cannot be inferred from an experimentalist perspective.

-

0uNOME. NUMBEFC11: Enhanced leadership capabilities

,Explanation: ,Participa\flon in vocational education
enhances an individual's capacit?r:to tie
leaders.

ft is difficult for the writer of this iSape'r to get.a per-
spectiv.e on this particular outctime4 since he 11-6:gTsearched quite

, diligently for insight froM vocAiOnal- edUCation-literature tO
discover exactly what the term leader means in yocational educe-tu
tioh. From this context I have concluded that separatism is not
berhg promoted'here. That is, the vocational eddbation"litera-
ture is not suggesting that'the person who.has had vocational
education has more'leadership skills than other citizens. . But it

'is simply stating that the vocational.eduoation.program takes,
whatever innate' ability the -indi..idual-has in- terms of leadership

7 and helps that kndividual develop it. f that is the ,perspec-
°.tive, then'the experimentalist can support the positizon. Morris
(1916) presented-it this way:

A

Learnillg is lesseni.ially growing. And growing, in
Emperimentalist language, means the increase of intelli-
gence in the management of life'; and bhis in turnimeans
the expansion of reflective thinking and the coneequent
'applica:t.ion'of thought to actioh in the wide reach of '

affairs wC) honor with the name "human." If we are to
produce growth effectively we must turn the whole learn-
ing process, as traditionally conceived, upside down.
l'hat is, we mdlt start- with the affairs, wherevdr we May
meet them, and let those affairs dictate what should 1Se
learned.and know,to manage theg.properly. Hence the
entire curriculum would be inverted from suhjept-blatter,
which is intended to be applied later to life situations,
to the life situations.themselyes, which prbk'rides the-
kinds of learning in' or between subject-matter areas that

.

Lntelligent living calls -for. (p. 99)
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It is very importane to the experimenfalist that growth be
the outcomef education, that the lifeTsituation, the.aontexte.

-

in which orie finds the education, be'considered. Asindica-
..

ted,.enbancing the inIpte leadership capabilities that grow out
of the life situatiNons of 4ndividuals,) is very,swportable to the
'experimentalist:.

4

4.

OUTCOME NUMBER 12: bpgradqd occupational Competencies

. .

Ex.pianaton: Students in vOCational education acquire
s]alls.that are needed to stay current or
advance on the job.

From a normative perspective_this statement suggests that
the vocational education graduate-should acquire the skills that
are needed to stay current or advance on the job. ,Fr6m this per-

..

spective it is supportable by the experimentalist. - MontgoMery
.9,

(1973) ptkides some insight When he talks about -"John Dewey and
the Death Valley Daze.° He indfcates:

In. order to change this concept sjo that schooling might
actually have the power .to produce the ends it was 'sup-
posed to .be seeking,.Dewey began.to emphasize -Che notion
of the end-view or purpose as it operated within speci-
fic situations. In a specific situation, tbe'purpose bad
to become the means for achieving objectives within

%.*-sight. It had to be translated into hmmediate objec-
, tives dna ,the ptogram for reaching them.. If schooling

were tozresuli in growth, the erids had to be in view of
the students continuously, as concrete realities whidh
wee near enough to be chosen, sought/ and accomplished.

In theophrasing.of Dewey, only when the end 'becomes so
adequate that it compels translation ineo the means that
embody it, or when attention to means is. inspired by '
negotiatiOn of the end they serve' will the student be
moved to adopt the attitude of practices and.experience
which produce real growth. If these conditions are ful-

\f-alled, ends and mean,s,become inseparably connected in a
\plan of action. The consequences sought are titemselves
m6ans to new consequences. The process is self-moving.
Each accomplishment, if it is to be educative, must
function as die'means to greater docomfaishment. True
education never reaches a static, fluid state,
(pp. 274-275)

." Any comment here seems to be superfluous. Sasicallf, the
experimentalist would bold that education is growth. It is.never
static, never ends. One education.experience leads to another:
The student constantly has goals in view, and as these goals are
operationalized and achieved, they become means to achieve other
goals. Thus, truly p_ducated persons will have learned to upgrade
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their Occufratfona1 skalse. They
ment, and 'as this envitornient or
selvas.is perceived to be chan i

are sensitive to their environ-
cOntext in,which they find them-
ng, they themtelves will.chApge.

...

.

OUTCOME NUMBER 13: Increased potential for entrepreneurship
. .

Explanatiorr:.

Air

Skills acquired in vocaltional education
increased the potential of former students
to organize, operat% and assume the risk
for business ventures.

An entrepreneur i one who "organizes and manages a business
undertaking, assuming"tlhe'risk for the sake of the profit.", But
entrepreneurship i..s only on'e 'type of.business venture: Itzis nkt
clear what the intent' of vocational education is on this poi?nt.'

The autthor of this paper personally promotes enrepreneur-
-ship;.in fact he sometimes says that '''entreprenpurship should be

.

-a.required cdurse'in all high schools." But that is.not at issde
her.e. The issue is whethar experimentalists can sutport the
notion that vocational education stuqpnts have increased poten-
tial for entrepreneurship. The eyidence is not conclusive. If
we interpret the statemenC to meeki that vocat!onal educatiop
increases the potential of former-vocational.students to orga-,
nize, operate, vd asSume risks for any business venture--and by
. implIcation6for increased.entrepren4rial behavior--then the idea
is suprortable% But if the intent is entreprerieurst4p as a pre-
ferred type.oi eddcation over amther type of educailion, then it
is not'supportable:

OUTCOME NUMBER. 14:-Enhanged job advancement'

-Explanation: Pa.rticipation in vocational'educatiop results
in workers' having.the skills apd abiiltiess-
that will enhance :their.prospects for
advancing on the job.'

The experiMentalist cannot sup port t his outcome, simply on
the .basis oe the reasoning in outcome 12. .The experimeqtalist
cartnot suppOrt a type uf education based on 'the prfemise"that'it
will give the seudent an advantage over people who have,not had
it, and that clearly'seems to be the intent of this outcome. If
the intent of the outcome were a little more general, simply that
vocational education enab1es workers to experience job advAnce-
ment, then it would be supportable. .But asit is worded, there
does not seem to be'any support within the experiment frameWork
fOr it.

0
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OUTCOME NUMBER 15: Increased job satisfaction

Explanation Participation in VoCational education pro-
vides students with Cognitive, effective,
na.---chomotor competencies that contrib-

ute to their fulfillMent or gratification
on the job.

e ex, perimentalist can support .this outcome as worded. The
rationale for its support is contained in the discussion of
outcome 12. /

0

,

\

OUTCOME NUMBER 16: Imprtived quality of work

Elanation: Participation in vocational education results
in forMer students' being'atile to do
excellent work in the jobs for which they ,

were trained. .

. Like 15.this outcprife,is supportable, and the rationale fo?
.

its support. is similar to the rationale developed in outcome 12.
I

A

OUTCOME NUMBER,17: Retraihed workers I:
t

i

,

Explanation:' Vocational education provides programs for'
,

.those persons who need to acquire Skills for
a new occupation..

r-
f. -

The experimentalist would see tniS as similar to outcome...12..
It.is supportable. .Again, the rationale developed in 12 would
provide the support for it from the experimentalist viewpoint.

. .

;OUTCOME NUMBER 18: keducec1 dropout rate'
:

.
.

.
.

Explanation: Participation in vocational education results
in secondary students and postsecondary

.

students remaihing in school until they have
achieved their.goals.,,

....

.

,

The experimentalist would probably support:this as an out-
.

come.,of vocational dducation simply because it cannot support the
antithesis. fIt is imperativ,e from the experimentalist view that
one achieve as much as one is capable of in the educatiodal, ,
setting. That ks, total innate.abilities must be developed..
Anything less than that cannot be supported. Montgomery (1953),
describing."John Dewey,and the Seven-Eydd TeacHer," commented:

-Such choices involve the welfare of the society. There
is no.such thing as a statiC S ciety. Groupa either con-

itinue to progress or they retr gress. Retrogression s

characterized by the absence of\free experimentation and

\
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the expression of novelty, by the.lack of shoc k and chal-:
*lenge. It takes a long look.ahead to keep a group moving
fotward in its.growth'and development.' Leadership has
the duty of taking that look, and in the teaching-
learning process the-teacher is the-leader. The teacher
has the responsibility of removing the cultural blinders
fr,om hii students''eyes and suggesting the novel view,
th'e radiOai experiment, thee progressive change. The
democratic objeciive of the free,person is the tdacher's
objectte. He is charged wi.01 finding ways by which the
.-ttudent may develop attitlide of'welComing change_as
desirable and novelty"asnatur

It is.difficult to-see howthe each can fUlfill this
duty idithout being a person of vision\.and competent
knowledge of social process. Without.\4 philosophy,'a
teacher has no poWet to lead his studeAp towards social
'awareness, for he has no goals, no end,sin view which are
consistent in enlightening the useless activity ftom the
activity productive of freedom and growth. -if one lack
of..our present-school system is more glaping than anoth-
er, it is this absence of pets nal philosophies of real
-power among teacheis. This ma )oe dUe to the insistence
of administrators that teac s be tradesmen and methods-

'Tidspensers instead of well-rounded.fullbodied Citizens.
Whatever its cause., education through, by, for experience

. demands a correction.. Teachers must know educational
eheory and have philosophies of4heit own.

.

MarAgomery is suggesting that, to teachers, the'challenge is
to help all students remove Icultural blinders, to help them :have
goals, to help,theehave e s,.. to he:1p them see the need for
their continued participatlon in ed6cational activities. _Ig,trist,
is out intent,., then, it is clear tliat the experimentaliSt woul4
want to do all in his or her powet-to retain students in

. ef3trcational programs.
, )

Summary

This f)aper-has presented overviews of selected philosophies
with hints of their implications.for education. 11, distinction Is
drawn between a philosophy-of' education' and.a theory of school::
ing. The former may-not differ in substantativelkdays about out-
_comes of education, while the latter doess.show major.differencqs.
Experimentalism as a philosophipal perspective was chosen as tbe
framework.for examining these eighteen outcomes of vocatiOnal
educatibn.

The task assigned assumes that one '...CTan make a series of
logical inferences frOm the study of philosophy that are tied to
practical differences in education.and vicevera; that is, an

I.

4.
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t
idealist philosophyidealLsitteacherideelist teaching.
consistent idealist.practice of education. The-difficulty with
thiS logic i pointed out.

Figure 3 presents a summaxy, of- the outcomes of vocational
education as seen from the experimentalist philosophy.. Basic
assumptions judged impOrtaq in experUcientalism are listed dOwn-
the left-hand side of the figure. The 18 selected outcomes,and
their support within experimentalism are shown down the right-

,hand side of the figure.

Experimentalism-is a fleld theory. , examining an idea,
the whole cr pattern needs 'to be examined in cohtext.' Nothing
exists in'isolation; each Item gives Meaning to the whole, and
the whole to each of its parts. It ±s.to and-fro[frO and to.
Thus, each sele44n outcome of vocational education needs to 1;le
examined in its Whole context, vocational education, education;
teachers,, students, parents, administrators; school,,community;
Soci psycliological, andaeconomic foundations; ahd so fol.Irth.

Eleved Of the outcomes were julged to be supportable accord-
ing to the philosophy of experimentalism. Generally, these were
outcomes related to what was acquired by the individual student
in the vocat4onal education program: increased awareness,of need
for basic'academic.skills, positive Atitude toward.Work, re-
trained workers, and sd. on. Those 6 outsants judged as not
supportable according to the experimenta istphilosophy were such
ideas as satisfactoriness to emplo,ers, t.rainetl wdrkers for labor

\market needs, yid placement in job trianing. These out-
comes are beyonethe classroom, and in lve the interface of
vocational'educatidn with some other systeMs such as the economic
system. In two cases, outcoMes,were 3u ed unclear when
examining experimental ,philosophy for upport.
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FIGURE_ 3

l ' PAILOSOPHICAL EVIDENCE AND SELECTED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OUTCMES
..

' i

Basic Assumptions\ of Experimental i sm
,

Outcome

I

\ .

A. The natut.e of 'the i ndividuals
- 1. Humah beings wi 1 1 art in such a way

as to achi eve what they want and
intend , i n the quickest and easi est
way that they sense or comprehend

'under the circumstances.

2. Trans fer occurs when ( and only when)
'a. the con fronti ng si tuation- offers

an opportuni ty;
b,. we recogni ze i t as an opportuni ty

,/ ancf;
c. 'we wi sh to take advantage of the

.op po rtun i,ty .

3 . Learning i s the devel opment of insight.
in reference to goal s .

--- -.,-____

.4. There are two parts to a parsQn: con a-
tive ( ideal s, events, desires, hape-
and cognitive ( inSights, ideas.).

B. -The nature of truth .

5. Truth must be considered tanporary and
condi tionaT .

6. Reflective thi nki ng i s how we know the
truth.

7. An insight to be proven must work in
one way only.

I i ' g

Number

I

Degree of Suppport
.

,

Yes - No Uncl ear_
1. Increased awareness of need

for basic acadelnic skil l s '.. x

2. Sad sf,actoriness to
empl oye rs

,
.

3. Trained workers for 1 abor
-market needs

-
4. Motivation for educational

and occupational achi evement x

'Pl acement in a job related
to training

6. Acqui si ti on of useful
- occupational skil 1 s

Posi tive attitude toward

,

5.

P

x

8. Increased p-roductivity

9, Development of s-afe Work_
habits and techniques /--- x

10. Increased earnings
.

11. Enhanced l eadehshi p
capatill i ti es

x

x

x

I
x



FIGURE -Continued

/ ,

-
Basic Assumptions of Experimental i sm

C . The nature of cul ture
81 The American culture i s democratic,

wi th a democratic form of government.
a. All members of the culture Ihave

power to establ i sh the laws ,by

sfhich it shoul0 be governed.
b. Al I membdrs of a cul ture. have an

obl igation to abide by any and all
such laws..

9. Democratic edUcation focuses on the
capaci ty for i ndependent devel opinent

of insight ( independent learning
ability). -

7-

.1N
Outcome

NUmber Degree of Support

Yes No Unclear

12. Upgraded occupational .

capabilities
a

13. Increased potenti al for

entreprenuership
tI

x

14. Enhanced job advancement

15. Increased job sati sfacti on

16. Improved quali ty of work

17.. Retrained workers

18. Reduced dropout rate

1.

p.
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QUESTIQNS AND ANSWERg'ON-
vSEECTED VOCATI0NAL-EDUCATION OUTCOMES:,

A pHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE"

.

T
Question: In the full arena you_have two different sectors at.

work. One emphasiies a sort of realism, of the way
things are; the other'stresses understanding of human
'development. These seem to be constantly competing.
why do theY have,to be in thve? Or,if they are, how
can we more effectively address these two ispues as
you think of the odtcomes? This also seems to tie

, with the notion that we should take*a look at this
frotrl a holistic rather than an individualistic
agproach to outcomes..

Thompson: That is the type of question Oat gets at the basic'
nature qf phildsophy in one sense, and the basic nature qf what
we arAl 1.0, vocational education on the. other. I felt it was
necessary to choose op itilosophical perspective to addreSs the

4 odtcomes. By choosing one philosophy'and trying to be consistent ,

within that particular philosophy, I have accentuated some of
those problems. I tun convinced that vocationa ..AA4cation,is not
a' pli.iplosophy. It mAy be a theory of schooling,= as I have out-
lined, but it is not a philosophy. That's one thing we have to
address as we Ahok at those-relationships. We may be asking. more
of vdcational, education than it is capable of deliverAng.

Question: Why .did rou choose the experimentalist philosophy?

Thompson: I began byraising concerns about what the various
fields of philosophy represent. I can characteriie these variots
fields in this way. Suppose there were a number of philosophical
upires umpiring a baseball game, and each of those wnpires hada
different philosophy. The idealist philosopher /would say, "I
vcall them the way I-see them." Whatthat.would mean wOuld be
that the individual, hqing some notion in mind cl what a strtke
is, compares what is seen-Mith an ideal to see how the two corre-
spond. The rearist would say, "I call them the Way they are."
That is, there is an objective reality out there th.at can_be
measured, that can be confined and refined, and put into some
sort of a box. Ybu compare in a s%Aentific sense the objective
reality with what is observed; if it corresponds, itis a strike,
and if it doesn't, it's not a strike. But the experimentalist-

,

NOTE: The questions were generated by buzz groups at the Workin'g
Conference. Dr. Thompson's responses were.transcribed and
edited.
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would say, "Okay,/kime out, everybOdy come on in here. Let's ,

ma.ke a group decision." That is, everybody who hV'seen'the
event gatherarodnd. All of you deperibe what yoU have seen, and

r.. together we Can come up with some notion of. whether or not At.Was
, .

.1 a strike. 1

'4
o That gets you into some of the problems. Experimentalism

ha good correspondence with what I understand vocational educa-
tidp to be. Had I looked at vocational education from an ideal-
ist perspective, I would have rejected far moretof the outcomes.
Had I looked at if from an existential view, I probably would

. have accepted more of the outcomes. Philosophical support can be
found forkeach of these outcomes, but it would beinconsistent,

- In this task, I judged consistency to be important. ,..

Question:, Why did you not use more of Whitehead's thkughts?

"Thompson: Mhitehead is represented as a part of 'the more ideal-
. istic school. I did,not use any of .Whitehead's:specific notions,
jthough his book, AimS4 of Education, anyl aolumber of his other
ideas were very helpful. Since I thiKk he is represented in the
idealistic sChool, I did not use him specifically.

Question: To what extent can philosophy help get the shoulde)
closer together with the.,cans in vocational education?

Thompson: Many of the statements or outcomes are.not philqsophi-
cal statements. Philosophers could not respond, cannot respond,
With a number of the outcomes stated as they are,.because they
are very factual in nature. qt does lead.to increased earnings
or it doesn't. Since there is nothing to philosophize about, I-_

had to put.some of those in anothee context. I chose the norma-
tive context, one that is fairly well understood in philosophy.
It allows the "should" question to be raised, and then we have
some ground for looking at it philosophically.. If we look at the
shoulds and then at reality,, what you call cans, I think we find
there the same thing we find with all other human endeavor. And
.that is that the shoulds will always be ahead of the-Cans. I

hope our shoulds, our aspirations, our hopes for the UTFEipline,
are always slightly ahead of what the discipline is delivering..

.

Question: How would-you respond to the notion that classrooms
are not a separate part Of society?

Thompson.: pragmatists and experimentalists would very much agree
that the classroom is4,a part of society, they do not,want to
separate.them. What happens in the classroom must relate to the
community and eventually to the whole life of the individual?
although that'mair be an artifical.6istinction.'

)(/
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Question: Is there any cOmpatnbility b 'the experimentalist
view and the economic viewpoint pre ented? This speaks
directly to the number 3 outcome, w ere it ig pointed -
out that if the focus is not the indlvidual but the
labor market, and if there are not jbs at all, why is
the individual being trained, .and wh* is that an .

outcome? .

Thompson: I point out that while societ is ve4 pluralistic,t

vocational education is also pluralisti7 . I'm n4.sure we want
it any other way, I'm'pot sure we . want 4 monolithic disci line:

* Certainly since the thirties,,and maybe eyen much earlier, we can
identify people Who "represented perspectives at variance to the .

main stream of thought. If you go back to thefounding of
vocational educationeit was tied very tightly to the economic

O system. There were ,k*ery valid_reasons for doing th'at at that
particular point in,time. ye often continue tp accept the theo-
rim long aftertIthe rdason,for_its formulation has disappeared.
Theecounter to thedeconomiC perspective is.a whole human develop-
ment perspective, which begins with the indiyiduals and.then con-
siders the job maiket; whereas the econOmic view begins with,,the
job market and then goes to the.individUal. It is a Matter of
perspective. Theterm human resource development is 4 very popu-

, lar term today (e.g., the last severalyearbooks of the AVA).
Also look at definitions. Merle Strong's chapter in the last
yearbook titled "Human Resource Development" does not describe
human resource development education. It describes ecdpomic eclu-
catidn. Merle has just used a new term that describes_something
.that-is very different. He used a .catchy, modern. phrase to'
describe something that was very different from what he was
describing. He misu"sed the term. The terms gets.all xlixed up,
. and so we have to go back and make glare that we clearly demark
what we mean, I happen to' be one of those Who believe in human
resource development as a philosophy pf vocational education. .

I'm not trying to jut diown the need for society to train for
jobs; I put it very hi h on my list that people do indee43need.
jobs, and society needs people who perform jobs. Human resource

' development is not opposed to that, but it says that very early
in the game, if not first, you shourd look at the kinds of life-
styles to which individuals aspire. From the life-style, peter-
mine.what they need,to fit into that life-style. Well, we know
an oqcupation is one of the things they need.for that life-style.
Experimentalists are not opposed to.labor market needs. It is
how they are cast that turns out to be tne problem. .

Question.: How d you reach your conclusions related to entrepre-
neursh Do you make a distinction between entrepre-
neurial vior and entrepreneurship?

Thompson: I believe firmly in entrepreneurial behavior. I feel
so.strongIy about it that it gets in my way in judging the
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outcome. The literature in voGational educacion confuses these
two terms.

Question: Wha-i about ownership of. a bus,iness'versus the abiii-ty
. \to tak e:. the.risks of your idea for the sake of profit?

Thompson: As I understand experimentalism, I don't think,thete
is anything in the philosophy that innately says there is some-
thing wrong with eqrepreneurship or.entrepreneur.ial behavior:
So it would support most of the entrepreaeurial.behavior.that we
could identify. Where it WOul:d have difficulty would be if that
entrepreneurial behavior were promoted,s the exclusive kind of
behavior that the educdtional system'ought to produce. One has
to look at the intent,'froM.the.experimentalipt,View, of the
person offering the training. Experimentalism-as a 'philosophy'is
not opposed to private ownership of business, nqt opposed to the
free enterprise system. *

v ?-1"
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&CAREER DEVELOPMENTAL SCHEMA

A FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OUTCOMES:
A PSYCHOLOGICAL PtRSPECTI'VE

, John O. Crites
Kent SeateUniversity

, Kéntl. Ohio

In,troduction'

The career ps'ycholog,ical pertspective, ih contrast to others
(i.e., historical,*educational, 'economic, sociological) looks 'at

. the inlerface between thd individual and the organization. More-
overA it yiews this relationship developmentally--what its para-.

meters and procesb are, projected,across the.time span of the
t' 'i,ndividual's work/life cycle. It id both theoretically recognized

A and empizically established that career behaviors change systemati-
cally over time .(Crites 1965; Super.1957). Therefore, any dis-

- cussion of the impact qf a stimulus variable, such as vocational
education, upon cateer behaviors (outcomes) must necessarily
consider the devel&tmental context within itihich they change.
OtherWise, it would be impossible to analyze effects, attributable
to development and to vocational education..

This analysis of the outcomes of vocational education, there-
fore, focuses upon how they can be sequenced along the career de-
velopmental continuum in a psychologically meaningful manner. The
paper deals first with the problem of how the eighteen outcomes of
vocational education previously identified might be sequenced along
the career developmental continuum and how this _ordering might be
tested empirically against judges' rankingS. It then considers job
satisfaction and job success as the ultimate outcomes of vocational
education and proposes a conceptual schema in which they are theo-
retically related by projecting their developmental curves across
time. The analysis concludes with some implications for f,iture
model-testing and for prograMming vocational education.

The Outcomes:of Vocational EduCation:
Identification and Selection

The initial survey of the outcomes of vocational education
conducted by the Nationa4. Center for Research igh VocatiOnal
Education (Farley 1979) yielded over 250 outcomes that have been
attributed to vocational education. -From these, thirty-one were
selected as being most approprjate for VocAiOnal education. These
were then reduced to a final set of eighteen, which were 'proposed
as .the most salient outcomes 9flf vocational edudation. What is:
meant by vocational education, however,-was not: expltitly defined.

. Obviously, the definition of vacatipnal 4;aucation directly Uffects

Amt..
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what the expected outcomes iht be. If vocational education,
as a stimulus intervention, is coMprised only of ,cognitive-learn-,,
ing, then it would not be expected that affective outcomes would
be reatized. Included in the list of outcomes are both skill
attainments and attitudinal dispositions' Cnat define both intellec-
tive and cognitive behaviors. It is assumed, therefore, that voca-
tional education has an effect upon nonintellective as well as
intellective aspects of career development.' Thus, the outcomes
of vocation 1 education are presumed to be behavis-.40.1y comprehen-
sive and pe vasive.

From a review of the eighteen outcomes of vocational educe-
tion identified by tjle National Center, it is apparent that they
encompass such behaviors as "acquisition of useful_occupational
skills" as well as "motiwation for educational andoccupational
achievement." Clearly, these are both intellective and nonintel-
tective outcomes of vocational education. There is abundant evi-
dence-that most of these outcwes are real effects of vocational
education programs, if defined to inclul.de attitudinal and affective
components. There is no question, for example, that students
exposed Lo.systematic interventions on career. maturity not only
Change their attitudes toward decision making, but also become more
effectively functioning individuals in other areas of life adjust-.
ment. They obtain better grades in school; they have higher super-
visor's ratings in training programs; and they are judged as more
satisfactorl' to employers (Crites 1971; Super and Overstreet 1960;
Spokane and Oliver forthcoming). Furthermore, there is evidence
that enhanced maturity of career attitudes is related to re'duced
dropout rate in secondary school (Das 1962) and to heightened., '

motivation to achieve educatiorial and occupational'goaj.s. Simi-
larly, once on the job, those who had been exposed;to.sy'Stematic
vocational education programs that included emphase&umon not dnly
skill acquisition but .also ca eer develoPment were b'e.tt'er adjusted
in many areas of vocational functioning--quality of worli, enhanced
job,advancement, and increased job satisfaction.

In reviewing this evidence on the psychblogical !butcomes of
vocational education, it became apparent that they wei-e not unre-
lated to each other. Even a cursory perusal of the more familiar
outcomes, such as "increased job satisfaction" and "satisfactori-
nesssto emplCryer," indicates that they are related conceptually,
if not empirically. There is a voluminous literature, for example,
on satisfaCtion and satisfacturiness (success) a'S outcomes of the

0 career adjustMent process (Crites 1969, 1976; Lofquist and Dawis
1968) as well as countless studies-of their.interrelationship.
Admittedly, the results have been less than deflnitive, the modal
E's being approximately .14 (Vroom 1964), but this apparent lack
of correlation may.be due set; cross-sectional rather than.longitudi-
nal analyses. When the satisfaction and satisfactoriness (success)
curves are projected across a developmental 'context, their rela-
tionship is revealed at their asymptotes during the maintenance
stage (Crites 1974). Likewisp, it is conceivable that the other
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outcomes of vocational education might be interrelated if viewed
developmentally. Such'an hypothesis seems particularly viable,
given need for parsimony in a field (vocational education) that

'has been replete with proposed outcomes but charactetlized_by_few._, _
studies of their commonalities. If they can be reduced to a more
parsimonious set within a salient theoretical frameWork, their
appropriateness and interpretability should be increased.

The Outcomes of Vocational Education:
A Proposed Ranking Along The Career Developmental Continuum

To test the hypothesis that the eighteen outcomes identified
by the National Center for Research in,Vocational Education staff
might be meaningfully sequenced along a career developmental con7
tinuum from the schoo through the,work years, this writer sug-
gests a study using ex.art judges'(Ph.D. career psychologists and
vocational educators) to rank the outcpmcs.as they might be ex-
pected to occur, as the individual matures from adolescence through
adulthood. Because some-of the outcomes appear to occur at the
same time, the judges would be instructed that they might consider
two or more outcomes of vocational education as being accomplished
simultaneOusly. An example would be the experience of "increased
job satisfaction" and positive "satisfactoriness to employer" in
midlife, at the beginning of the maintenance stage (Crites,,1974).
Judges would rank the eighteen outcomes of vocational education
independently. Each judge's rankings would be considered as a
separate source of observational data. There would be no attempt
to reconcile differences.among judges. The intent of the .study
would be to determine the extent to which there was agreement among
experts on the occurrence of the outcomes of vocational education
along the career developmental span.

The judges would be given the eighteen outcomes of vocational.
education, typed on five by efght cards, and would be instructed
as follows:

' Each card states an outcome of vocational education
that occurs somewhere along the &areer_development
'continuum. Your task is to rank these from eatly to
late in the iddividual's school/work,life. If two or
more outcomes occur at the same time, in your opinion,
cive them the same rank. In other words, sequence these
outcomes along the career developmental continuum as you
see them occurring.

The-rankings woad be colldcted and cast into the matrik shown in
table 1. In the left-hand column are numbers that correspond to_,
the.original list of outcomes as delineated by the National Center.:
staff. It would be assumed that this order was essentially randoM,
without any systematic underlying continuum. Across the top of
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table 1 are capital lettere that designate the various judges,
a,total of ten in all. This matr4 lends itself to. statistical
analysis by Kendall's "cOefficient pf concordance" (W), Which
ie-14a-a-mea-s4re of the extent te-,,Afft-ieh- iudgee -agreein their
rankings of N stimuli (outcomes ofvpcational education). The
greater the magnitude of W, the greater the agreement among judges.
Thus, given a fiducial'range of .00 to 1.00 for W, a coefficient
in tne .70's (or above) would indicate substantial consensus in
_ranking the outcomes of vocational education along the career
'developmental continuum.

The hypothesized ordering of the outcomes is given below:

1. Motivation for educational and Occupational ,achievement
2. Increased awareness ok need for basic academic skills
3. Acquigiti76a7of_use-fUl-occupational skills
4. Reduced dropout rate
5. Trained workers for labor market needs
6. Placement in a job'related to training
7. Upgraded occupational competencies'
8. Retrained workers
9. Enhanced job advancement

10. Development of safe work habits and techniques
11. Increased,earnings
12. Enhanced leadership capabilities
13, Increased potential for entrepreneurship
14. InCreased productivity
15. Improved-quality of work
16. Positive attitude toward work
17. Increased job satisfaction
18. Satisfactoriness to employers

It is understood that the judges might assign the same ranks to
two or more of the outcomes in ordering them.

The Outcomes of Vocational Education:
Interpretations and Implications

It is expected that the results from the judges' rankings of
the National Center outcomes of vocational education will indicate
that they can be meaningfully and reliably,ordered along the con-
tinuum of career development. It is apparent from the content of
the outcomes that the judges will most likelyarank theM in accord-
ance with well-recognized stages in career development. As de-
lineated by Super (1957) and others (e.g., Miller and Form 1964),
these sta.g.a....axe-ae follows: -(1) exploratory, (2) establishment,
-DJ maintenance, and (4) decline. The outcomes cut across the
school years, beginning with "motivation for elucational and oc-
cupational achievement", and extend into the work years, with
"increased job satisfaction" and "satisfactOriness to emplOyer."
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TABLE 1

RANKING MATRIX FOR OUTCOMES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION X JUDGES

Outcomes , Judges

A. B C D E F G 'H I
6.)

1 Al E31

A2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12 .(

13

14
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Satisfac.tioA and satisfactoriness are generally accepted asthe
Juost central and INeneral outcomes of the career adjustment pro-
.cess;'Satisfaction is the individual wox-ker's liking/disliking
for a job, and satisfactoriness is_the employer's evaluation of

1the woTkerlic performance. Vocational education impacts both
these outcomes/criteria of career adjustment.

e .1.As noted, however, the accuMulated emp;elcal research on
the interrelationship of job satisfaCtion And satisfactbriness
(success) indicates that they are only negligibly cotrelated.

1 In their classic review of the literature on this telationship,0

Brayfield and Crockett (1955) concluded that, however defined,
.% job satisfaction and success were essentially unrelated. Simi-,

larly, from studies conducted by the Survey Research Center at
the University ofThichigan, Kahn_ (1960, pp.275, 285-286) observed
that "productivity and job satisfaCtion do_not necessarily go
together" and that "we should abandon, in our future research,
the use of satisfaction or morale indexes as variab/es interven-
ing between supervisory and organizational Characteristics on the
one hand, and productivity on the other." Corroborative conclu-
sions have been drawn by Vroom (1964, p. 186) from an additional
twenty studies:

1. There is a consistent negative relationship between job
satisfaction and the probability of resignation,

. There is a less consistent neg ative relationship between'
job satisfaction and absences.

3. There is dome indicatlon of a negative relationship
between job satisfaction and acc,idents.

.0

4. There is no simple relationship be-tween-dob satisfaction
and job performance..

This last conclusion_has Prompted several attemptsjto explain
why there is little or no dupiricaj, relationship betweeh job satis-

1
faction and success. MRst of these explanations have'posited some
-"third variable" as a moderatot that accounts for the low (nonsig-
nificant) correlation of job Satisfaction with succpss. For
example, Brayfield and Crockett (1955) have proposed that the most

1

salient conditions that may affect the'i!nteraction of satisfaction
and success are those found in the worker's social environment
(1) outside the plant, (2) in relations with co-workers on the job,
(3) within.the union structure, and (4) in the company (organi-

zational) structure. Morse (1953) has suggested that "strength of
needs" is a third variable that-may affect both job satisfaction
and success. She hypothesizes that ". . if a worker's job is .

fewarding, and if he,[sic] has strong needs, then he.will be Pro-
ductive and satisfied. If his job is not rewarding, however, his
strong needs will make him productive, but he will be diSsatis-
fied" (Crites 1969, pp. 5,21-522). Rnobably the most systematic\
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explan t f this relatiO'nship has been that of Triandis (1959),
who has ypothestized a "pressure for high production" factor,
which has diaerential effects upon the correlation between job
satisfaction and success across the time dimension (Crites 1969).

A

Adult,Life Stages and Career Adjustment
in Relation to Vocational Education: A Synthesis

None,of.these "third variable" explanations of the low rela-
tionship between.job satisfaction and success haVe posited, how7
ever, adult li.fe Stages ab a factor that,may Affect these two
supposedly Complementary components of Career adjustment and devel-
opment. Consider, however, (1) the deVelopmental trends in job
satisfaction and job success, and L2) the longitudinai interface
between them as the process of carder adjustment unfolds. There .

is considerable documentation that job satisfaction follows a
cyclical curve, which starts at a high level (upon occupational
entry); dips to itspadir during the middle of the etablishment
stage, when initial expectations of rapid.advancement are delayed
or thwarted, and then recovers, although not to the previotis high
level? to an asymptote at about age forty (Benge and Cqpwel,1 1947;
Crites 1969). In contrast, job Success begins at a low "bbb and
inpreases linearly from occupational entry to mid-life when an

* incipient decline sets in. This occurs at the onset of Super's
maintenance stage and,ontinues until retirement. Thus, the
developmental tzends in job satisfaction and success are different
across.the adult life%sges, with theLpossibIe,exception of their
coincidence during mideareer (approximily age forty).

Tt is,' their intersection in midescence that provides a Ystypo-

thesis to explain the lack of a relationship between job satisfac=
tion and success. As shown in figure 4, it is during the period
between thirty-five and forty that the' developmental trends in job
satisfaction and success have their-highest cdrrelaeion. In con-
trast, the lowest correlation would be expected to oecur,at the
beginning of the work life, at,the outset of the establishment
stage, when job satisfaction is high and job succesS low. .Inter-
mediate correlations would obtain between early establishment And
midmaintenance. To test this model, it is necessary to Collect
ongitudinal data. The reason that the relationship between job
satisfaction and success has not been demonstrated previously,
other things being equal (e.g., sample size, measuring instru-
ments ), has been that cross sectional analyses have been conducted.
When these have been summarized (e.g., Vroom 1964), the range in
r has been considerable--Vroom reports coPfficients varying from
-.31 to .86 --but the Median was apProximately ..14. In other
words, collapsing cross sectional data across different age groups
during the adult work life stages,cancels out the effects of career
development and presumably vocational education upon the relation-
ship between job satisfaction and success.
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FIGURE,4

ADULT LIFE il'AGES AND THE RELATIONSHIP-,..,
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Following this functional Mode of hlipothesis formulation,
from the data-language level to,the theory-langbage level and
then back again (Marx 1951, 1963), the next step inAthe model
testing process is to design appropriate researchfrom a develop-
dental perspective,(Baaes, Reese, and Nesselroade 1977). The
gathering of longitudinal data is necessarily time c nsuming,
but some of the wewer research designs from life-spa develop-
mental psychology shorten this process (e.g., cross- equential
with overlapping cohorts). Iffempirical evidence ccjrifirms the "
model, there are far- reaching ramificatiohs for botjh theory
and practice.oTheoretically, the perpl.exing problem of why the
supposedly.complementary o tcomes of the_career ad ustMent _pro-

cess--job satisfaction and-t.ob success7:-are dot re ted_ would be

p
resolved. Projected across the panorama of adult 1ife stages,
being viewed lOngitudinally rather than cross-sect onally, the
trends_in job satisfaction and,succesS vary from one time_frame
to another and become highly related only when mid career is
reached. Note,that this phenomenon qccurs at the ,beginning\
of the maintenance 'stage, not at a particular age;-,, A returning
woman, for example, who does not reachlothig stage until fifty-five ....."1

ot sixty would nevertheless follow the same trends in satisfaction ..

and success (on the average); as a woman who ,enters the maintenance
stage at age thirty-five to forty.

, .

The implication for practice is that vocationalleducation
would be oriented.toward, assisting workers with that facet of,
career developmental adjustment that haPbens(to be variant (or .

44 deviant) in a given adult.life stage. Those who have just ehtered .
the world of work typically experience a high level of job "atis-
Eaction but are frustrated.by slow advancement. From the view-
point of the career developmental model, their problems will most
likely center upon,job success. For those-later in the establish-
ment stage, when satisfaction lags behind success, their problem
may be how to sustain satisfaction until it "catches up" with
success. And, paradoxically, workers at the height of the tareer .

develdpmental adjustment curve, at the beginning of the maintenance
stage,.may have,difficulty with the midcareer crisis of whether
to change jobs; because they have attained maximal sptisfaction
and success, or to continue on with reyised aspirations and expec-
tations. Whether for theory or practice, then, adUrt life stages
act as a moderator variable upon the'relationship of job satis-
faction to job success, as the two princigal outcomes of the 4

career developmental adjustment process, impacted by vocational
education.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON.
"A CAREER DEVELOPMENT pCHEMA FOR

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OUTCOMES: A PSyCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE"

Question: In your definition of Vocational,education, you have
indicated that vocational education'i2s the stimulus.
Is.it possible that vocational education is.the
response to some,other stimulus?

Crites: Oh no. I see vocational education programs as being
comprised of certain content. SUre, people have a response to
entering and.ehrolling'in the kogram, but the program is an
intervention.

Audience Comment: I don't have any question abbut that, but it
qoems to me.that, one response is to enroll in vocational educe.-
tion.

Crites:. There's no question about that. I'm just saying'that
once you have that enrollment response, you have the response
to the offering of vocational education, Vocational education
itself is a stimulu/s.

A
Question: You seem to target tWo outcomes, job satisfaction and

satisfactoriness. Why? Is it reasonable to assume
'that ail thI mother outcoes are under these?' If so,
how?

Crites: First, I do subsiime most of the other outcomes under
iTilTaction oe satisTactoriness, or what I call "success

_criteria." I propose that the study in my paper should use
expert,judgment, Which wbuld, I tHink,.come closest to substan-
tiating the hypothesis ordering of those other outcomes along
the developmental continuum.

Question: If you mere'to do it without the study, what would you
do?

Crites: I,wouldn't do it without the Study. I'd like to get
some facts. I'm both a theorist and empiricist. We can generate
some words and ideas all day long, but if Oere is an empirical

.

Note: The questiOns were generated by 'buzz groups at the Working
Conference. Dr. Crites's responses to the questions were
transcribed and edited.
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outcome that we can assess, then let's do it. 'Otherwise, we
cn.disagree, as we have around the table:about what the out-

, comes are. But / think 1.hat if there is some scientific truth
criterien tha't asia psyChologiSt I would improse, it would be
to get thOse opinions independently from judges.in ,the first
instance,'and see how they line up along the developmentai
continUum2 That's what I was*.kroposing in the paper in the
matrix in table 1.

if

Question: Willgoyou clarify your statement that 75 percent of the
people who lose their jobs haVe unsatisfactoryinter-
persohal skills? In 1982, We have a lot of people who
are terminated from employment because the job they,
held no longer exists due to poor economic côndition
Are those people included in the 75 percent?,

Crites: Not the Ones who are being released because of riffs in
the organization, as we are encountering in Cuyahoga County in
northeastern Ohio. Teachers, as an example, are being released
because there simply .are no school positions available for them.
The schools are closing because they do not have sufficient en-
rollment. Periormance appraisals areYimportant in these situa-
tions, but I do noC know to what extent.-- I was referring to
stddies conducted nationwide over the years. The more recent
national surveys conducted by independent firms show that 75 per-
cent of.those Who are releaSel are released principally because
they have interpersonal difficulties. The principal problem is
nonassertiveness.

Question: Do you differentiate between-aggressiveness and
-assertivenesS?

Crites: I generally recognize tilree classes of behaviors in that
continuum: aggressive, asSertive, and nonassertive.

Question: Why would being' nonassertive causd difficulties?
Is it because of withholiding anger or because of
other feelings?

Crites: I think it involves that, certainly, and alsp not making
your potential or performance apparent to your superNisors. They
really don't know what kind or person you are, and at kind of
job you are doing. The result is that the individu 1 gets poor
pertormance appraisals.

",

QueStion: Why did you single-out oredtivity rather than
interpersonal skills, discipline, or assertiveness?,
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Crites: I didn't single it out, I just added it to the li4t.
I just asked,."Why isn't creativity one-of the outcomes?"

6

Question: Why didn't you include interpersonal skills and
assertiveness instead of creativity?

Crites: I wouldn't have added it instead of creativity, but I'm
amiss .1.n not including it. I think interpersonal competency is
a vety important outcome.

Question: Do some of the outcomes you did not consider xelate to
your ideas on creativity, assertivenes:, and getting
along with people?

Ckites: One could probably relate them, and What I was saying
was that if we hdd the,opportunity, we should get measures-of

. each of these and interrelate them. Then,we would know if they
were related or ot. e need to test the hypothesis-,

Question: What was your wOrking definition.,of vocational
education as you considered the outcomes?

, Crites: I will risk using words-that have had pejorative con-
. notation6 assoGiated with them, such as career education. That is
the background I come from, for me that includes not pnly what we
think of.as vocational skill training, but also the second tracic
of career development, career guidance, ,career counseling, that
sort of thing. I think that the two of them are intimately
related as-far as the outcomes of vpcational epucatidn are con-
cerned. I would incilude both the career development continuum
and the educational continuum. I think the two are complemen-tary. e.
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AN EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES USED TO ASSESS
THE EFFICACY OF VOCATIONAZ EDUCATION

A SOCIOLOGICAL pERSPECTIVE

.Mary Bach Malone
Rutgers, The State Universj.ty
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Introduction

Vdcational education_has been charged to demonstrate in sys-
tematic ways its efficacy in preparing youth,

Th
adii- s,.and disad-

lsk
vantaged for gainful employment. e seriousnecs f the charge
has been linked to the increasing forcefulness with 4hich con-
gressional committees have asked for evidence that federal monies,
directed to vocational education have in fact contributed to the
intent of federal policies. One of the tasks involved in.fulfil-
ling the charge is the selection of outcomes that are aporopriate
and reasonable, given the limited nature and intent of vocational
instruction. Another task is to gain majority support; failing
coneensus, among vocational 'educatord and their clients (i.e.,
students, parents, and at the federal level, members of congress
and committees of'congress. . 1

_

The purpose of the inquiry reported here is to contribute to
the base of information used in selecting appropriate and reason-
able outcomes. It may also contribute to gaining support for a
particular selection of outcomes if the evidence presented, the
logical inferences drawn, and tire recoMmendations are persuasive

..

enough. .

.

This inquiry is restricted to the field of sociology as the
source of theories, concepts, data, and research findings brought
to bear on evaluating a designated list of eighteen.outcomes cur-
rently being used to assess the efficacy of vocational instruc-
tion.

.

The report is organized into two major sections. The first
describes the perspective employed in term of premises, the
boundarles of the inquiry, the search procequres, the limita-
tions, and the findings. The second section examines each of
eighteen outcomes in light of specific findings pèrtih-ent to it
and presents a recommendation for its continued use, with or

. without modifications, or its discontinuance.

"Premises

The baisic premise of t, he analysis is that human behavior re-
sults from a comple* of internal (t.:1 the individual) and external
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(in the social aj-146 physical environment) forces interacting at a
particular point'in time and over time. _Further, group activi-
ties lead to the (levelopment of social forces that transcend each
individual afrid affect each 'person individually and in interac-
tions with,other people. Illustrative of this are such phenomena
as group morale and cohesiveness. The multiplicity of variables,
only some of Which are known, and the dynamism of the interaction
of the individual with others in a given situation preclude
identification.af simple cause-and-effect relationships. When one
adds to the-complexity of the subject_under investigation, the
Zimitations of the meaiurement of social and personal variables, .

the enormity of the task in specifying causes and effects, inputs
and outputs, is self-evident.

In addition to the specification of premises about group and
indivilual behavior, it is appropriate to indicate those premises
that pertain-to evaluation. Evaluation as used here is a process
of judging the appropriateness and, reasonableness of that which
is being "examined on the basis of an explicit standard. Formal
evaluation, which is being undertaken in this effort, differs .

from the evaluatron that most of us engage in many times each day
as we go about the process of living. The difference resides in
the systematic way in Wpich various types of evl.dence are sought,
weighed, and brought tb bear on the final judgments.

What kind ofstandards can be forimulated for use in an
effort such-as this? IGIven the premise that hum'an behavior has
multiple forces causing a specific cutcome, one standard is this:
The greater the amount of variance explainedsip an outcome by
vocational educa:tion, the greater the validity of using that out-
come. Such a standard, however, appears highly vuln2rable to the
fallacy of circularity'. Yet is that so, if we positIpat in aur
brave hew world, all things are,known and systematic investiga-
tions have demonstrated that quality vocational'education pro-
grams consistently account for 10 percent of the variance in"job
satisfaLtion of workers, as contrasted to 5 percent of the,
variance in, enhanced leadership capabilities? Should we then
consider job satisfaction a more valid ndicator of effective
prôgrame, or Should we use as a standard for evaluating programs,
that each produce 10 percent of the variance 'in job satisfaction
and,5 perceht of the variance in leadership capability? But now_
we ave shifted from the adequacy of an outcome to the adequacy
of progeamS. Yet why are we concerned about valid outcomes if
not. to use them for ascertaining the effectiveness of programs
and,jusLifying their contribution to their students and the soci-
ety that supports vocational educatIon?-All of Which leads tolthe
questions,'"What are these outcomes to be used for?" apd "What iS.

-the import of their use for the standdrds to be applied in evalu-
ating ,each Outcome?"

Since we db not live in a brave new world where all things
are known, the illustrations provided above are completely
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fictitious. Further, research evidence is quite uneven in terms
ol outcomes investigated and the adequacy of the research design,
measurement, and sampling. Thus the closest we can get to the
peoportion of variance accounted for will be in terms of "likely
variance accounted fora based upon logical inference from re-
search findings on reiated problems and od expert opinion regard-
ing relationships between selected related .7ariab1es and *related
'outcomes. A.shift from the ideal to,the possible,.where there is
such a wide gap between thetwo, underg-cores the fact that.evalu-
ation is making a judgment on a cogent rationale with less than
fully adequate evidence. Given this, what are sOme of the
assumptions basic to a cogent rationale? Here are.three that
surface rather fr.equentiv in this'analysis; .

1. The more the expliicit objectives,and activities of the
intervention are directly related to a particular out-
come, the greatethe likelihood of the intervention's
contributing significantly to the outcome. For, example,
if the intent of the explicit obiective is to prepare an
individual to be ble to'repair brake systems on a num.;-
ber of different models of cars, and if the activities
provided include tools, supplies, repair manuals for
different vehicles, andesupervised experience in repair-
ing brake,systems of many vehicles, such an intervention
has a certain face validity for contributing signifi-
cantly to the outcome of "attained occupational compe-
tency as a brake repairperson."

2. The more powerful the intervention in compayison with
other known fa6tors that could possibly cAlribute to
the outcome, the greater the likelihood that the inter-

&vention will conribute significantly to the outCome.
FOr examplela young person works with an adult who is a
self-taught mechanic to repair the brakes on the family.
carse They do this about every two years. The young
person is sporadically involved in similar efforts with
friends. Once enrolled in a program to learn this
competency, the individual is 'provided systematic
instruction that includes attention to similarities and
differences between vehicles, variations in types of
repair called for, learning of the appropriate labels of
parts and processes, and practice in these processes
until the requisite skill is demonstrated. Thus "power-
ful" as used here includes the duration and inteAity of -

the .intervention, the scope and depth of'treatment, and
the intensity and involvement of the individual in the
experience.

3. The shorter the lapse of tiMebetween thefintervention.
and the measurement for the expected outcome, the great-
er the likelihood that the intervention will make a
significant contribution to the Outcome. To continue
the illustration, outcomes measured two to three years
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after completion of the instruction may have been great-
ltir affected bY the work texperience during the interven-,
ig period.

4. It i%s asdumed that these three conditions are'inter,-
active. prien all three conditions prevail, a stronger
case can be made for the intervention's being-Signifi-
cantly'related to an outCome than when only one or two.
prevail.

In sum,the premise of this inquiry ii that human behavior, at
the level of individuals and at the level of collectives, has
multiple causes. Further, to examine the validity of outcome
measures foevocational edu,iation within the context of fundamen-
tal -truths,-theories, coricepts,,,and major findings of sociology
is, in effect, an evaluation. EValuation is a,process of judging
the appropriateness, then, of the outcomes id ntified. Judging
as a rational process, requires some explic' standa'rds. The
standards uded will be the evidence relate to the multiple
cabses for specific outcomes An addition to vocational education
--the crudely estimaLed degiee of variance that Tan be reasonably
attributed t.9.fational education, based upon the wssumptions of
dtrectness of association, the power of the intervention, arld the"
proximity in time of measured outcome to completion of the-4-siter-
vention. The eighteen outcomes to be evaluated by this proceure
are: increased awarfness of need for basic academic skills, sat-.

isfactoriness to employers, provision of trained workers for the
labor market, motivation for educational and occupational
achievement, placement in job rela ed to training, acquisition of
useful occupational skills, 1xsitive attitude towards work,
increased productivity,_ developmen of safe work habits and
techniques, increase:5 earnings, en1jincec1 leadership capabilities,
upgraded occupational competencie , increased potential for
entrepreneurhip, enhanced job'advancement, increased job
satisfaction, improved quality of work, retrained workers,
reduced dropout rate.

Boundaries of Inquiry

The discipline of sociology encompasses the totali-ty of
society from a particular.perspective- Bierstedt defines
s?eiologysas "an inquiry into the structure of society, an en-
deavor to achieve an orderly arrangement of the components of
that structure, to delineate the relationships of these compon-
ents to one another, and to discover, if possible, the general
processes of social change" (Bierstedt 1974, p. 30). Gien the
magnitude of the field, it comes as no surprise that sociology
has been subdivided into many areas to,facilitate"more intensive
examination. The labels used for these subdivisiops are'as
varied as the points oh the field through which,boundaries have
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fbeen drawn and redrawn, intersecting and overlapping. The Edi-
torial Committee of the Annual Review of Sociology sele ed these
major headings: differentiation and stratificationpo itical
sociology, social processes, institutions, the individual and
society, formal organizations, urban sociology, demographye poli-

.
cy, theory and methods (Inkeles, Coleman, and Smelsee 1975, pp.
v, viii).). Catalogues for university departmental course offerings
provide_alterhative breakdowns, Which may include sociology of
education; family; criminology; industrial sociology; urban soci-
ology; sociology of ru4di areas; changing social institutions;
sociological theory: European; sociological theorY: American;
sociological researc methods, and so on.' Given the_breadth of
the field, it was neILssary, in the interest of feasibilfty, to
limit the subdivisions within the field, which were searched flor
knowledge pertinent to eva,blating outcomes for vocationar educa-

- tion. After studying the outcomes, the sObdivisions considered
most likely to be pertinent were: sociology of education; social-
ization; social stratification; sociology of work and work organ-
izations', sometimes referred to as ndustrial sociology; sociol-
ogy of 1ab 7r markets;,social psychology of work groups; and the
soCio1ogy of volunteer associations. 'These then are'the areas
within the field of sociology upon which this, inquiry is based.

-PrOcedures

Search Process

cr

Prior to.initiating the search, the question of What consti-
tuted evidence that could be weighed, legitimately, in evaluat-
ing outcomes ak-ose. Specifically, should the resUlts from a ,

single study be considered evidence? How critidal was it to
search out studies of the same sUbject that might have arrived
at different findings? Given the breadth of the,terrain and the
thirty to forty years during which research and theory building
pertinent-to-this task had been completed, what feasibility
cOnitraints needed to be considered? Aftee the questions were
posed, several guidelines for the search became clearer. I

concluded that reviews and syntheses of theory and researáh
constituted the best sources for current sociological knowledge.
I say "current" because knowledge is open ended and Changing,
contingent upon.the results of further inquiry. From my work in'
sociology, I noted that textbooks by'recognized authorities in
the subfields contained the theories judged to be_most supportive
of productive research and most plausible given the cumulative
results of a number"of sometimes.disparate studies, after the
methodological strengths and weaknesses of each had been weighed.
In brief, my search then was to identify sources of sociological
knowledge, defined in much the same terms used by Weiss (1982, p.
121). "Knowledge claims are certified by the agreeMent of.ex-
perts. Knowledge is that Which other social scientists consen=
sually accept as knowledge. . . the'findings of a single study,
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however carefupy done, rarely qualify as knowledge. Informa-
tion, yes. . . . Even a series.of studies on the same_topic--4
even a series that converges on the same findings--may appropri-
ately be kept on hold for a time."

'Weiss proceeds to note the contributions the social sciences
cap make to decision makers, four of which are releygnt to this
discussion, namely: "statistical data and data series, indica-
tive of conditions in thesocial world; findings and generaliza-
tions from research, evaluation and policy analysis; the concep-
tual apparatut of the social sciences, such as reference groups
and social class; and last, middle-range generalizations such as,
cause and effect linkages postulated for example, family dis-
organization is a cause of children's poor school performance"
(1982, 16. 22).

Another criterion that I'applied was time, and in this area
I soutjht the most current reviews and syntheses available. Where
a study continued to be'referred to as, a landmark type of study
ten to fifteen years.after its publication, I sometimes _went to
the original study for the details provided. .Given the, number of
sources available and the occasional duplication, I considered °

the agreement between different reviewers,as providing further
evidence of the generally acceptedovalidity of the conceptual
apparatus, data, and/or generalizationt.

The actual search strategy included consultating general
references _to the social sciences, locating handbooks in
sociology, checking all books in print under the headings of
sociology, sociology of education, and industrial sociology.
From these materials, I located additional references in
bibliographies, which I examined and, where applicable, used.-

Limitations

Given the breadth of the field and the time constraints, it
is possible that some sources pertinent to the inquiry did not
stirface Hence, some documentation provided may seem less appro-
priate to experts in-these subdivisions of sociology than_other
sources with which they are familiar. As' will become apparent in
the latter part of this paper, in many instances it hs been
necessary to draw inferences from more abstract generalizations
to specific outcomes. This is a process of making judgments
which are indeed fallible. The test will be in the persuasive-'
ness of the argument for each reader.

Sociological Conceptualizations and Research Findings

The sequence of presentation of sociOlogical conceptualiza-
tions and research,findings proceeds from the largest collectiv-
ity, through various sized aggregates and groups, to the
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individual, with attention to interaction between these at each
point. Thus the concepts and findings relevant to social strati-
fication and mobility are aiscussed first; the sociolOgy of labot
markets, second; the sociology of work,and, work organimatimts',
third; and socialization and social factors in motivation, last.

Social Stratification and Mobility

Embedded within some of the most familiar descriptions of
the United States isthe belief in the opportunity to achieve,a
social status and its.commensurate rewards consistent with an

, individual's talents, aptitudes, and willingness to work--America
is the land of opportdnity, Aere one can go frbm rags 't.0 tichesT
Sociologists have been engaged in studying social differentia-
tion, social stratification, and the fluidity and/or rigidity of
these structures from a cross-cultural perspective. Attention
hcas focused also upon the processes by which mobility of varying
degrees ds.atekined, or, the converse, impede4 or thwarted. One
process generally accepted aS significantly related,to social

.,mobility is education, particularly the duratibn, but also the
curriculum. This is the.nexus that makes the con6epts and
findings relative to social stratification and mobility pertinent
to: the purpose of this analysis. Some of the outcomes claimed
,for vocational education are increased earnings, positive
attitudes toward work,.job placement, enhanced job advancement,
and increased job satisfaction. These are specific conditions
and attributes related to conditions that have impont for
mobility, and to attributes that'vary throughout the various
strata, as well as within a stratum.

Blau and Duncan (1967, p. 1) completed one of the most
significant studies of social-stratification and mobility. The
significance resides in the theoretical framework-employed and a
methodology that included data on a number of variables froin a
representative Sample of.over 20,000 American men betWeen the
ages of twenty and sitcty-four. After discussing the concepts of
prestige status and economic class, the authors note that
"occupational position is not identical eher with econoMic
class or prestige status, but it is closely connected with both,

,o particularly the former.,. . . 'Occupational struCture in modern'
industrial society not only constitutes an important foundation
for the main dimension of social stl.atification'but also serves
as the connecting link between different institutions and spheres
of social life, and therein lies its signifiCance" (Blau and
Duncan 1967, pp. 6-7). OccupLtional status was quantified as a
score in this study and.thus facilitated the use of sophisticated
statistical techniques for more refined analysis of the data.
The central concern in the study was to ascertain the influence
exerted on different variables by occupational achievement and
the way the variable "modifies the effect of social origins on
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tc.hese achievements" (p.9)% Some of the findings of the study
pertain to'the flow,of the labor force amOng ocdupational groups
and lead to inferences regarding (1) the underlying factors that
govern these movements and reflect the-social Aistances between
occupations; (2) the processes of occUpational achievement and
mobility,in terms of the way the status individuals achieve is
affected by the status ascribed to them earlier in life by social
origin, ethnic status, rggion of birth, and SO on; and (3) the
inequalities of opportunities engendered by race and nativity
(pp. 19-20). -

'Blau and Du oan traced the interdependence.anjong four de-
terminants of occjational achievement:. father's education,
father's occupation, reSpondent's education, and first job of
respondent. The zero.order correlations with occupational status
reported were .32 for father's'education, .40 for father's occu-
pation, .60 for respondtnt's education, and .54 for respondent's
first job. Since these variables are interrelated, the influences
are not cumulative. Blau and Duncan conclude that social origin,
education, and career beginning (first job) account.for somewhat
less than half the variance in' occupational achievement. They
also point.9ut that "as a man gets older.the.significance of his
past career for his subsequent career becomesincreasingly pro-
nounced, and the influences of his Social origin\and hiS educe-
tibn as well as those other factors not directly measured become
less and less important. Makin inferences aboUt career stages
from comparisons o,,f age cohorts, we have estimated that the
influence of his -fest career .on'a man's occupational status
increases from'a .30 path coefficient around age thirty to':89.
wlien he is about sixty; and the.net influenCe of social origins
decreases from .18 to nil, that of education decreases from .48
to .66, and that of all other factors decreases'from .82 to .40"
(p. 403).

Findings relative to low socioeconomic status populations
and racial and ethnic minorities are pertinent to this analysis.
Blau and Duncan (1967, p. 404) conclude,tliht the results of their
analysis do not reveal a ,vicious circle through which poverty iS
perpetuated for the majority,of. individuals in this society.
They note that the effects of father's low education and low
oCcupational status on the child't career is in large part
mediatea by education, though not entirely. Given such minimum
cuMulation and the fact that most differences in occupational
achievdments are not the result of differences,in social Origins,
there seems little suppOrt for the belfef in a vicious circle.

Relative tq blaCks and sons of immigrants; background hand-.

icaps are cumulative. Thfey report the folloWing:

1. Disproportionate numbers of Negroes live in the
South, where occupatidnal opportunities 'are not -as
good as in the North.



? Blacks have lower social origins and receive-less
education. '

3. Even yith comparable amounts of education, Negroes
-enter the job market on lower levels.

, I.

4. When social origins, education, nd career begin-
nings are statistically controlled for tqegroes and
whites, the Chances of occupational achievement of
Blacks are still considerably lower.

5. Within the same occupation, the income of Blacks is
lower t4an that of Whites.

They conclude, "Since acquiring an education is not very profit-
able for Negroes they are inclined to drop out of school rela-
tively early. The cOnseqUent low level of,education of most
Negroes reinforces the stereotype of the uneducated Negro that
helps to justify occupational discrimination against the entire
group; thus depressing the returns Negroes get for educational
investments,they do make, Which again lessens their incentives to
-make such. investments" (15p,. 404-400. .

Keeping in mind that Blau and Duncan studied a representq-,
tive sample of male workers in 1962, with the result6 appearing
in 1967, it is essential to ask whether Changes have not occur-:

'red, given the impetus for eliminating Inequalities in education
and providing equal employment opportunities and equal,pay for
equal work during the mid-19'60s /and 1970S. -Miller and Form .

(1980, pp. 633-34) report that occupational Changes.for blacks
reported for the period froM 1960 to 1970. showed that blacksare
moving into professional, managerial, and other high-paying jobs
at a faster rate than Whites and are leaving lower paying jobs
more rapidly. They report that the educational gap between
whites and blacks that had existed for so long was closing during
the decade. By 1970 the education of young black adultS was
within one-half year of education of ydung White adults. Since
these improvements flave been pade predominantly by young black
workers, ages,twenty-five to thirty-four, many in the older age
grades thirty-five, tO fifty-four and fifty-five to sixty-four are
still in the lowest paid occupations. 'Even in the twenty-five to
thirty-four age category, the young black workers are overrepre-
sented, as a-percent of all young workers,- in the lower paid
levels and underrepresented in the hiqher paid level (pp. 635-
616). Miller and Form (1980, p.626) descrilSe the operation of
particularistic norms in the labor market. Citing-six studies of
'selective hiring,and promotion practices in different localities,
they conclude that "in general social norms are more easily
applied in smaller isolated towns which have one or ew indust-
ries. Where no labor union exist;" where ethnic groups are strong
and segregated, and Where industiialism is just beginding, the
social characteristics of employees count most heavily in shaping
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their economic destinies" (p. 267): One of my concerns is that
the studies Miller, and Form cite were completed,in the 1930s and
1940s. Yet general information related to the gaP between
rhetoric about and practices for equal opportunity leads me to
conclude, apparently as did Miller and Form, %that although some
gains have been made in applying more universalistic criteria in
hiring and promotion, it is naive to believe that discriminatory
practices have been eliminated. In brief, Miller and Form's
analysis lends credence to the continued validity Of much of- Blau
and Duncan's conclusions regarding blacks. It is important tO
note that Blau and Duncan indicate that there is some reason to
question whether an equal number of years of schooling for blacks
and whites leads to equivalency in educational attainment, given-
differences in the quality of education provided. The answer to
this question may become even more important as the educational
gap between blacks and whites decreases, if disparitieS in
returns to education persist between these groups.,

Relative to sons of immigrants, Blawand Dyncan (1963, Pp-
406-407) note that U'thesè individuals have lower-social origins
and ',less education than the maj.6rity group of northern Whites
with native parentS, yet their oCCupational achievements are on
the,average as high as those of the majority group, not only if
initial differences are controlled but also without controls"
(406-407). Blau 4nd Duncan continue that although these data
would appear to indicate that white minorities do not experience
.discrimination, a more detailed analysis supports the interpreta-
tion that the high degree of success of some second generation
immigrants, of northern and western European descent, neutralized
the disadvantages experienced by those predominately from south-
ern and eastern Europe. They point out that, given the.impedi-
ments to achievement, those individUals who overcome the impedi-
ments are undoubtedly a select group with high potential for .

continued achievement.

On one of the questions central to this major study, the au-
thors conclude that the rates of upward mobility are still high
in the United States and are a-result of the structural features
of contemporary industrial society (Blau ahd Duncan 1967, p.
427).

Bielby (1981, p. 3) reviews the results of fifteen years of
research on status attainment, a concept that includes education-
al and occupational attainment. He examines the associations be-
tween social origins and education, including the social psycho-
logical and allocative mechanisms. More recent research on the
representations of labor market structures and processes are also
reviewed. Bibliographic sources for this review total seventy-
nine. Sources used include the Blau and Duncan study described
above, further work by Minoan, a number of reports by Featherman,
Hauser, and Sewell from a longitudinal.study of status attainment
of Wisconsin youth; and the works of C.S. Jencks and coauthors on
Inequality (1972) and*Who Gets Ahead (1979).
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Relevant findings (Bielby 1981, pp. 7-14) from this stream
of research areas follows:

;

1. Schoolidg transmits socioeconomic advantages and
disadvantages across generations in the United
States. Schooling is not independent of social
origins.

2. Schooling is not complete]& determj.ned by social
origins hence schooling provides channels for social

3. There is a lack of consensus on vihether the'trans-
mission, of socioeconomic status between generations
is a more important,fiunction of schooling than
providing a channel for mobility.

4. The amount of varian e in schooling attributable to
measured social prig ns.(parental education, income, .

race,.ethnicity, fami y size, bieth cohort,*etc.4
found in studies of B aU and Duncan (1967), Duncan
\(1968), Duncan,et al. (1972), and Jencks et al.
(1973) was slightly :oVer one-fourth.

.5. WSen social origin variables are expanded, the vari-
chance in schooling attributable to circumstances of
birth ranges from 37 percent to 42 percent.

6. When the, covariation between the educationar attain-
ment of siblingi is.used as an indicator of the un-
measured "famil? factor4(quality pf parental care,
intellectual environinent, etc:),,at least one-half
and perhaps as Much as two-thirds of the variance in
years of schooling is attributable to social orig-
ins, Where.these variables include all background
factors shared by siblings.

Relative to the intervening mechanisms leading to the re-
lationship.between' years of schooling and social origins, Bielby
(1,981) reports.the following findiiig from the mosX important
published works:

7. No one mechanism is largeliresponsible for the °

lir* between schooling and soáial origins. Meas-
Ured abilit.y appears to mediate no more than about
one-third of the total effects of status of origin
on educational attainment.

8. Less than 15 percent of the variance in measured
ability is attributable to socioeconomic origins.
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.
9. Secondary school teachers respond strongly to.

measured, academic abilities' in their evaluations
and enouragements and do not appear to assign
grades and encourage college as a direct response
to social origins. 4

"The link between social origiAs and schoo).ing apn
pears due to dikferences between families in the
degree to which they provide a social environment
that emphasizes schooling and inequalities among
families in,the resources that affect a child's
performance on'standardized!tests" .(Bielbyv
1981, p. 11).

'Relative to status attainment and the labor ma'rket, Bielby
(1981,,p. 14) states that the cumulative research findings "are
straightforward: abilityllas a substantial influence on school-
ing, which has a subsj;antial influence on occupational status
which in turn substantially affects earnings. Furthermore,.there
are Small,to modest education-specific occupational returns to
ability as there are occupation-specific income returns to educa-
tiOn and ability." How the inequality and covariation 'among
schooling, occupation, and earnings comes about is not explained
in the status .attainthent literature. In another review of re-
search pertinent to a study of social mobility within a number
of societies, Matras corrOborates Bielby's synthesis when he
notes that the combined influence of 41 the variables--family

. background, respondent's own educational achievement, and
respondent's occupational status accounted for only a small part
of the tátal,variation in income. Citing replications of the
initial research in this area by Duncan (1968), Feathexman and .

Duncan (1972) report that all studies have obtained similar
r'esults (Matras 1980, pp. 418-19).

An' individual's position within the occupational, structure
has implications for job satisfact.Lon. Campbell, Converse, and
ROdgers (1976, pp. 299-302) in a study of the quality of American
life using' data representative of the national population eigh-
teen years and older, asked about job satisfaction. Their find-.,

ings were as follows: older workers were more satisfied than
younger workers; there wab practically no,difference in'average
job satisfaction of men and women; blacks were domewhat less
satisfied with their jobs than whites; more educated individuals
were less satisfied with their jobs than people with 1.ess educa-
tion; and the personal variables enumerated_pccounted for only 5
percent of the variance in job satisfactioftJ An analysis of hours
worked per week, time required to travel from home to work,
earnings turing the previous year, and type Of occupation, taken
together, accountep,for 1 percent of the variance in job-
satisfaction (p. 304). Six perceptions of work accounted for
close to one-half of the variance in job satisfaction. The most
powerful of the six was whether or not the work was perceived to
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be intqresting; second, was the perceived oppoxtunity to use
'one's skills; third was the perception of pay; fourth, penpeived
job secu'rity; the last two pertained to'perceptions that the job
provided solid creature comforts and preSented no problems to the
worker (p. 299). ,Sliepard (1977, -p. 8), in a review of research
on technology, alienation, and job satisfaction, repdrts that a
"long tradition of research has found job satisfaction increased
with slçill level an0 degree of workee control over work opera-'
tions:" Katz and Kahn (1978, p. 364), citing eight different
Studies conducted from as early as 1934 to as recently as 1960,
con61ude that "the bulk of the research on satisfaC'Eion with job
demonstrates that more varied, complex, and challenging tasks are
higher in worker gratification than less skilled, routine jobs.

'Such findings have been accumulating for almost fifty years and
the'basid,pattern,is beyond question." Of.particular import to
this inquiry is the finding from a study cited by :Katz And Kahn
(1978, p, 364) that the greatest amount of job satisfaction oc- .

curs among professionals. Intermediate in gratification are
those in cleri,cal sales,.manuafiy skilled, and semiskilled. RD
.differences were found in satisfaction among these intermediate
groups. Unskilled workers expressed the least amount of satis-
faction. There is further evidence that job satisfaction of
blue-collar workers is influenced by their perceived opportunity
to u-te the skills they have learned for the,job and the chance to
do the kinds of things they do best. In,ohe study, approximately
one-third of the variance in job satisfaction was accounted for
by opportunities for self-expression measured by nine questions,
including some relevan't to the areas indicated above. Every

_national study--and a series of such studies have been conducted
ovee the past fifteen years--finds higher job gatisfaction among
.higher occupabional grodps the country over (Katz and Kahn 1978,
pp. 368-369). The range of overall satisfaction according to one
study cited is from -42 to +27, with machine operatives and
Aaborers at,the bottan of that range and professionals and
managers at the top (Katz and Kahn 1978, p. 589). Miller,a51
Form (1980, p. 133) point out that poor working conditions and
bad company policies and administration will lead to job
dissatisfaction, although good conditions will not necessarily
lead to positive job attitudes,. These factors, sometimes labeled
hygiene.factors, such as recognition, achievement, advancement,
responsibility, and the work itself may influence job.
satisfaction.

In'a review of research on organizational serformance,
Kanter dnd Brinkerhoff (1981, p. 333) state that 'there is a lack
of evidence that job satisfaction bears any consistent or posi-
tive relationship to productivity.

.Although Miller and Form (1980, p. 155) report what appears
to be evidence of edanges in the degree of job satisfaction of
workers, it is unclear whether it is social change or individual
maturational change that is being reported. Levels of job
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satisfaction repcqted have been high in-past surveys.. For
'example, Levitake'Ind Johnston (1973, p. 71) report percentages
of respondents in Specific occupations indicating they were'very
Satisfied or satisfied, as follows:, professional, technicians,
83; managers'and proprietors, 80; clerical workers, 61; sales
workers,.68; skilled-worke , 76; semiSkilled, 75; lunskilled, 65;
farmers, 80. Miller orm (1980, P. 155) report a study in
1972 showing far in re dissatisfaction among younger and better
educated workers. Blacks under age thirty were by far the most
dissatisfied subgroup,,whereas blacks ovitt age fdtty-four were
among 'the most satisfigd. Yet, Veroff and Feld (1970, pp.,2167
217) discuss evidence...derived in 1957, that supports the view
that as individuals age, their accommodation to work and the
aSsessment of it shift from one of lessatisfaction to more
satisfattion. The nature of problems related to work Varies,
with the younger workers being_ =settled in their work choice,
whereaS.older worker's speak of.such thingS, as failures, health,
and extrinsic aspects of the job. Thus_frtm 1957 to Campbell',
Converse, and Rodgers's (1976) analysis, the link between job
satisfaction and increasing age is'documented. Although societal -

change has _occurred and may have import for levels of job satis-.-
faction for all ages, it appears that developmental and matur.4-
tional changes in individuals may produce a type.of lev..eling
effect. In sum, job.satisfaction levels are influenced by a. .

number of variables, and.therc is eVidence of interaction between
satisfaction with work and satisfaction'in other areas og life.
Campbell; Converse, and Rodgers (1976, p. 317), in studying.the
quality,of American-life, state that "specifically. those Who
express high levels of satisfaction with their jobs are more
likely than those whb are less satisfied. to express high,levels-
of satisfaction with other life domains- The correlations are- -

highest for the fibancial domains, non-working activities, family
life, and frIendshipsi but arepositive for all of the domAns
inCluded in this study. . . it mould be highly conjectural to
copclude -from them'that in a simple causal sequence job
satisfaction proluces negative consequenCes on other domains of
life. An equally:plausible set of explanations is that other
factors influence both job satisfaction'and the life quality
indicators with Which it is correlated.'!

Just as an individual's i>osition in the occupational struc-
ture has implicati2ons for job satisfaction, so to0 does one's
position in the stratification system--of which occupation is a.

fairly close indicator--influence patterns of social participa-
tion in community organizational activities. Wright and Hyman
(1958) report the iresults of a study two national probability
samples of the adullt noninstitutionalized population of.the
United States over twenty-one years Of age relative to member-
ships in voluntary associations. Wright 'and Hyman,found that,
only a minority (21 percent) of American families belonged_to
more than ope voluntary organization. Forty-seven percent of the



frirnilies reportej that family 6embers,bel:onged to an organiza-
, n; 31 percent repqrted, membeeships in one organization. In

another sample, 64 percent,of the adults reported no
organizational memberships; 20 percent, one membership; 16
percent, two or more. Relative Lo occupational levels, 68 to 87'"
percent of blue-collar workers belonged to no organizations (not
counting union membership); as constrasted to-59 percent of,the
white collarrwonkers and 47 percent of busihess persons and
professionals. Using'other indices of social and-econCiMic
statuS, family income, education o respondent, occupation of
head of household, arid home ownership, they conclude t,hat an
appreciably hlgher perdentge of periOns in higher status
poSitions belong to yoluntary asSociation's than 0,-1 persons of
lowerstatus. In, a replication, Hyman and Wright (1971) report
that 1962 data permit: the delimeation of trends relative to
meinbership in voluntary associations. The finding 'from 1950 data

'that the majority of Americans are not members of voluntary
assOciations is confirmed by data.from the91960s". Theyoungest
-adults,'age twenty-one.to twenty-seven are about equally
uninvolvea whatever the generation, with 75 percent in 1962 and
77 percent in 1955 reporting that they were not members of any
organizations, There was a small but noteworthy increase in
memberships in voluntary associations between the mid-1950s and
.the early"1960s--a change that.was distributed all along the ,

.continuum 'af-.socioeconomic status. ,MeMbership is directly
related to current socioeconomic position, comfirming the finding7
frOM data in the 1950s. Relative to occdpational status and
membership, they report the following.

Among sk,illed, Semiskilled; and unskilled individuals with
incomes aboVe $7,000 in.1962, 59 percent,belonged to no organiza-
tick's; 24 percent belonged to one; 17 percent, to two or more.
For these same categories of,workers with incomes below $7,00Q,
72 percent belonged to no organtzations; 19 percent, to one; and
9 percent to two or more. This contrasts with workers
categorized as professional and business, with incomes above
$7,000, where 47 percent reported no memberships; 17 percent
_reported one membership; and 36 percent reported two or more
memberships. Workers with incomes below $7,000 in this category
reporteq 53 percent as.having no memberships; 25' percent'as
having one membership; and 22 percent as having two or more
membershi..ps.

The trend -toward inCreased memberships applies to both
blacks and Whites but ie somewhat 'more evident among blacks, thus

.relucing to a smalt degree previous differepces.

cingally, the respondent's current economic situation ap .

?eared to havesalore effeCt upon memberships than did the family ;

c)f origin.



Foner (1979, p. 227) reports that "one of the well
docuMented findings on class is that lOwer'class individuals are
less-likely than those in higher strata to participate in the
social-, political,' and cultural institutions of the society.
Publications in the 1970s add to the accumulated evidence. People
in the lower strata as compared to those.in'the higher strata
(measured either by occupation, education, or income) have fewer
memberships in voluntary associations." Relative to sex
differences, Foner notes that women are somewhat less likely to
have voluntary association memberships than men, but they appear
to spend as,much time.on organizational activity as men:
Married, employed women are an exception, in that they spend less
time in organizational activity than homemakers, married men, or
single men and women.

Smith (1975, pp. 247-260) reviews more than 150 studies on
indiiqual,.voluntary association participation, formal voluntary
association participation, and formal voluntary group membership.
He reports that only 62 percent of U.S. adults indicate having
such memberships, and that only 40 percent of U.S. adults
indicate activity in voluntary associations. Males have higher
overall membership rates than females, but differences vanish
,wh'en activity levels are taken into account. __Persons between
thirty-tive andlifty-five years- of---age. have higher voluntary
association_participation rates than younger or older persons.
Educated persons tend to have higher overall rates, not only in

U.S. but in all countrkes studied, as do those of higher
occupataonal status and income. Smith (1975) notes that an
important theoretical issue is to show the relationships between
specific social background and roles and particular attitudes,
personality, and situational variables that are conducive to
individual participation in voluntary associations. His own
research tends to confinm that apparently powerful social
background and role characteristics lose'much or most of their
direct explanatory power when inten/ening attitude, personality,
and situational variables are controlled statistically. One .

study has demonstrated that parental voluntary association
participation has an independent effect on respondents' voluntary

/

association participation.

Research on relationships between personality variables re-
lated to participation in voluntary associations lends some sup-
port to the view that,a variety of general and specific attitudes
characterizes the "ideal participant." These variables include
social conformity, efficacy (internal control), self confidence,
assertiveness, sociability, affiliation needs, personal adjust-
mqnt, and so on. One study cited by Smith (1975) found that in
univeesity freshmen more positive attitudes toward voluntary
organizations, a higher sense of political efficacy, a greater
sense,of general citizen responsibility was significantly asso-
,ciated with 2articipation in nonuniversity-based fonnal voluntary
grpups.



In sur, the research results reported here and the thebre-
tical questions addressed in these studies indicate that deter-
minants of social participation are multipl,e and that inter-
actions among fariables are very highly probable. If explaining
social participation.is difficult, given present knowledge, there
is every reason to believe that leadership.activities in these
organizations and associations are simila.rly determined by multi-
ple forces and conditions.

SoCiology of Labor Markets

Kalleberg and Sorenson (1979, pp. 351-379) provide a review
and synthesis of,theory and research on the sociology of labor
markets, using over 150 sources. They point out that this area
of specialization within sociology is a point of convergence for
much of the literature on social stratification, sociology of oc-
cupations, industrial sociology and sociology of organizations.
Study in this area is gennane to the purpose of this analysis,
inasmuch as it permits an understanding of the way madrosocietal
forces impinge on the microrelations,of employers and employees
in determininy various forms of inequality. Labor markets are
the institutions and practices that govern the purchase, sale,
and pricing of labor services. Included within these are the
means for distributing workers among jobs; job Mobility; the
acquisition of skills; training; the distribution of wages; and
other rewards for working.

Central to inquiry in this area have been different concep-
tions of labor markets and labor.market outcomes. Labor markets
hove been conceptualized as segmented, as primary and secondary,
as external and internal to organizations, as closed and open.
These are overlapping rather than mutually exclusive categories,
usually defined in operational terms consistent with the research
strdtegy employed. Labor market outcomes can be'examined in
three areas, the distribution of job.rewardS, mobility and car-
eers, and labor market segmentation of population groups. Wright
and Perrone (1977, pp. 132-55), studying income inequality within
a theoretical framework of Marxist class categories, mite the
preference to hold constant all factors, in addition to education
that have any significant impact on income. Such factors include
occupational status, on-the-job training, seniority, work ex-
perience, industrial sector, geographic location, migration, to
mention only some. The research was designed to examine the
varidnce in income explained by selected variables.and com-
binations of variables. Their expectation was that class posi-
tion would have at least as much effect on an individual's in-

come as would the individual's occupational status. Further,
they expected that class position would have a strong influence'
on the extent to which education influenced income. These ex-
pectations and related questions pertaining to relationships for
women and blacks within and between class positions were tested



on data,collectW in 1969 from a n,itional random sample of 11533
adults, sixteen years and older, dnd data collected in 1973 from
a national rand m sample of 1,496 adults. The following results
are germane to this inquiry:'

1. Educat/ion and age account for just over 15 percent of
the (ariance in'income.

2. Occupational status,explains an additional 4.1 percent.

3. Class position a4ds 9.4 percent.

In total, the combinationa of these variables accounts for 27
percent-of the variance in income for white males.

Relative to returns grom education, they conclude that-
(1) returns to each unit of education within the managerial
category are greater than within,the working class category;
(2) even when ,k.-!ducation, occupational status, age, and job.tenure
are controlled for, employers have greater income than either
managers'or workers; (3) the returns per unit of education for
small employers are much greater than for workers and managers;
(4) within class categories, the income gap between races tends
to be much smaller than between the sexes.

Stolzegbexg (1975, pp. 645-665), drawing data from the 1960
and 1970 U.S. Census and from publications of the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, sought,information on the fragmentation of
labor markets along occupational Lines by testing the effects
varying across occupations. Calculating regression equations
estimated over the entire civilian employed male labor farce, as
well as within each of the major occupational groups, he found
that industry wage effect's are sizable and that _industrial wage
effects differ substantially across occupations. Relative to
this latter finding, industry wage effects explained at most only
64 percent of the variance in the ffects computed for the cleri-
cal, kindred, and sales,workers, and as little as 28 percent for
laborers and service'workers.

Stolzenberg (1975) discusses the convex age-earningS pro-
files and provides some support for the theory that the relation-
ship between a worker's age and earnings depends upon the work-
er's occupation,' and that this relationship is in itself at least'
partially explainable by the nature of the tasks constituting the
occupation. Comparing the age-earning profiles of a heavily
unionized occupation (79 percent), locomotive engineer and fire-
man, to a less heavily unionized occupation (40 percent) of truck
drivers and deliverymen, he demonstrated that age-median earnings
profiles for the heavily unionized workers did not decline as
sharply after the period of peak earnings as did those of the
less heavily adionized truck drivers and deliverymen. These data
supported the view, that union bargaining becomes a mediator of



relationships between factors that contribute tO earnings, such
as education, experience, productivity, and so on, and actual
earnings.

-Sorenson and Tuma (1981, pp.67-91) provide evidence con-
cerning the impact on earnings, .job advancement, and downward
movement of being employedjn a closed sector of the labor mar-
ket, versus being in an open sector. Closed/sector is defined
as an employer/employee relationship Wherein the employee obtains
access to a better job When a vacancy occurs and can initiate .
action for advancement. .In this model of employeeLemployer
relations, called.the vacancy competition model, the Structure Of
opportunities and competitive advantages provided by personal
resources,like education are important. The open-employment
relationship and the wage competition model of marginal
produdtivity/human capital theory are assumed to preyail. In
essense the employment.relationship is controlled completely by

_the employer regardless of the Wishes of the incumbent. In the
closed employer-employee relationship, not only may the employee
initiate upward movement when a vacancy occurs but an incumbent
can hold a job ,until retirement-or until choosing.to leave.
-Sorenson and yuma indicate that under these conditions earnings
are likely to become attributes of-the job rather,than being
related to the person. In an open emlilOyment situation, access
to attainment of increased prestige 6.nd satisfaction may be
obtained by offering to work at a lower wage rate than the
incumbent or being more productive at the same wage.

_Sources of closed7employment relationships include on-the-:
job training subsidized by the employer because skills may not be

transferable elsewhere. ,Collective action through unionization
is also a means through which employees gain bargaining power.
These authors argue that theodifferent roles Of resources in vac-

ancy competition and w'age competition have important implications
for the import of education in theattainment of occupational
achievement. When competing for a vacancy, an employee's educa-,
tion is assumed to confer productive skills, -whereas in wage com-
petition it becomes a basis for allocating persons to jobs. The
researchers believe that since resources formed prior to entry
into the labor force continue to influence attainment, growth in
attainment need not result from growth in productive skills. On

the basis of theoretical formulationS about'open and closed
employment relations, they derived the expectation that closed
employment would pro,luce m inly upward moves, and open jobs would
produce both upward and do% ward moves. Sorenson and 'alma (1981)
used,data collected in the J hns Hopkins Life History Study
(Blum, Karweit, and Sorenson 1969). The data consisted of two
samples-of the total population of males aged thirty to thirty-
nine residing in the United States in 1968. One national sample'
was drawn, with a second, supplementary sample of blacks. The

total nu:Aber of 738 blacks and 851 whites was interviewed,-con-
stituting a 76.1 percent return for the national sample and a
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78.2 percent return for:the supplemental sample. From their an-

Y
alysis, the authors fo nd that ability and education affected the
rate of upward moves i/l both sectors positively and significant-
ly. At the game time,, the effects of ability and edUcation on
upward moves are much larger in the closed sector than in the
open sector. They suggest that unmeasured personal variables may
be more importdnt in the open sector. Rates of downward moves in
the white-collar and unionized blue-collar sector were very simi-
lar and much lower than those for the nonunionized blue-collar
sector. To eliminate the possible importance of differences in-
resources and rewards in the two sectors, they matched character-
isticS of an average job and person to indicate that there is a
much higher rote of downward moves in the open sector than in the
clpsed.

Kalleberg and Sorenson (1979, p. 357) describe the theory
that the lal?or market is divided into two distinct sectors with
little mobility between them. The theory argues.that the import-
ant distinction for dnalyzing the economy is that, between good
and bad jobs rather thac between skilled and unskilled workers.
Workers are barred from leaving the Secondary sectoi primarily
because of inStitutional constraints and'by a lack of good jobs.
Consequently, workess in the secondary sector experience' under-
employment, and attempts to alleviate the problem must focus on
creation of jobs rather than giving workers more skills and
training. Five studies are reported Which support this theory.

. One of ,t.he five done in Great Britain found the primary sector
,was characterized by relatively high measures of job stability;.
earnings, and opportunities for advancement and on-the-job train-
ing; the secondary sector exhibited lower measures of these
characteristics. , .

Kalleberg and Sorenson's (1979, p.359) discussion of the
concepts of internal and external labor markets has close pap-
llels with the work of Sorenson and Tuma (1981) reported above on
open and closed employer-employee relationships. The internal
market is usually equated with a particular firm, which controls
entry and often provides for promotion to higher level jobs in
the firm along orderly lines () progression. .A second internal
market comprises a particular occupational group, usually a
craft. Entry is controlled by the occupational group, mobility
occurs among employers and the workers get security from their
skills. The occupational group controls the competitive supply
of.these skills through restrictions on entry.

In relation to earnings, the determination process is
discussed by Kalleberg and Sorenson (1979, pp.362-363) from
the perspective of human capital theory, From this perspective,
differences in kind of work performed rather than the amount of
work are considered more important in determining rewards. The
differences, in kind of work supplied, that are relevant to
productivity are described in terms of ability, education,
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experience, and trdiaing received on the job. These are viewed
as investments,and differences in earnings represent compensation
for the costs of the ind_vidual of obtaining these. Citing eight
sourceS,these authors conclude that the human capital theory sUc-
cessfully explains the basic features of the earnings determina-
tion process.

^

Kallenberg and Sorenson revrew studies that confirm signir
ficant relationships between market concentration and wages a.fter
adjusting for the human dapital of workers, sOme.along the lines
of the studies,by Stolzenberg (1975) and Sorenson and Tuma
(1.981),* and express the view.that this stream of research is not
necessarily inconSistent with human capital interpretations, '

since this theory allows for "market imperfections." Others',
such as StOlzenberg (1975), argue that these so-called imper-
fections of the competitive marketplace are too important to
ignore'.

From tile review of Kelleberg and Sorenson (1979, AD. 369-
372) it is possible to gain some further insi,Jit,into the impact.
of human capital forces and differential labor markets on women
and blacks. Theorists and researchers taking the segmented labor
market approach argue that black, and women are disoropo7tionate-
ly distributed into secondary jobs at the beginning of their
careers4and find it difficult to leave.. Recall the significance
of job of entry on subsequent occupational attainment found,by
Blau and Duncan (1967) and reported earlier in this paper. The
Problem is viewed as ,being one of, systematic discrimination--,

i.e., not related to the demand for labor, deficiencies,in skills
or motivation--that operates indirectly to assign persons to
"bad" contexts in which work is performed. Within the secondary
sector there may be less access to on-the-job training and higher
tbrnover rates, which in turn help explain the higher rate of'
unemployment of these groups. Some ptudies cited by Kalleberg
and Sorenson have found no substantial differences in income
returns to educatiOn between blacks and whites within detailed
occupational categories. Stolzenberg (1975) emphasizes the
point, however, that discrimination in all likelihood has
occurred in selecting who would be promoted to specific detailed
occugationa1 categories. Another study found that primary-sector
occupations generally maintain stable, and heavily male, sex
composition. Secondary7sector occupations are more likely.- to
experience increases in the proportion of workers of a particular
sex.

In sum, findings from the sociology of labor marketi support
the influence of education, ability, experience, and on-the-job
training in wage determination processes. Findings also point
up, however, the ameliorating influence of types of labor market
and employer-employee relations on,the oppoirtunity structure for
job advancement and higher earnings.
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Sociology of Work and Work Organizations

Miller and Form (1980, pp.186-187) present same of the
principles derived from researqh that constitute a sociological
orientatio to work relations. These principles, among others;
include t1y e following:

WorX is a group activity.

/ ..

e 7. The social world of the adult is primarily patterned
about work activity.

The need for recognition, security, and sense of
belonging is more important in determining a worker's
morale and productivity than the physical conditions
of the worksite-

4. The wOrker is a person whose attitudes and
effectiveness are conditioned by social demands from
.both outside and inside the work plant.

*45.
a

Informal groups within the work plant exercise strong
control over the work habits and attitudes of the
individual worker.

6. The,first line supervisor is the single most important
factor in determining theImorale and productivity of a
work group.

Studies within this specialization focus on work organiza--
tions; the work group; interpersonal relations in work; manageri-
al practices; commonalities and differences between and within
occupational work contexts; the,socialization of individuals to
the norms, rules, and practicesThf the organization; the person-
alizing of the organization or work as a result of the interac-
tion between the personalities of role occupants andVerformances
required, and the lifework ofindividuals, to mention some.areas.
Frcm the body of knowledge available, T have selected Specific
findings pertinent to°the'vocationaLyeducation outcomes being
evaluated. The principles stated aboVe provide a framework to'
which these specifid findings can be related and so avoid the
potential.appearance of a lack of coherence or integration.

On the subject of the lifework patterns by individuals, Mil-
ler and Form (1980, pp.198-200) describe five periods of lifework
pattern. These are the preparatory, initial, trial, stable, and
retirement. The preparatory period includes early experiences in
.the home, school, and community. The initial period begins when
the worker takes a first job in thesmarketplace, usuallly whle
still in school, and continues Until education is terminated. ,

The trial period begins when the individual seeks the first
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full-time job and it continues until the worker has secured a
work position in whith to remain more or less permanentlythree
years or more, The stable period is defined,as a 'period of per-
sistence in the job for three.or more years %and continues-until
.death, retirement, or entry into another trial period. The
importance of these periods forithe purpose bf this paper resides
in-the fact that the feelings and attLtUdes of workers tend to
reffect the kind.of adjustments that characteriZe each period.
All workers will not gain a stable work life,'but Milier and Form
,contend that the normal thrust for a stable work life is,a strain
kbr the kind of job .the individual has always wanted..

The trial period is characterized by high mobility in occu-
pations and work plants. Workers tend to feel that they are
woking at a job'in preparation ,for a more responsible job, or to

-find out if they want to remain at their present job or work
.plant, or are merely holding on until they can make a change.
The stable period is characterized by low mobility. Workers feel
that.they have found the job and work plant Where they intend to
stay or find,that they are unable to move from the job or plant.
,The lifework pattern for women who marry, have children, and .
withdraw from the labor force for a'period of time is a"different
1 i,fework* pattern .

Two theories of-causation of career patterns discussed by
Miller and Form (1980, pp. 236-237) are the individual thLeory and

. the social theory. The first represents beliefs that personal
motivation and hard work explain career patterns and that Occupa-
tional success can be attainedregardless of social origins. The
social theory would impute the career pattern to social factors
that have been identified as being related to career patterng,

suchas father's occupation,,historical circumstances, father's
income and education, financial aid and influential contacts,-and

social and economic"conditions: Miller and Dorm contend that "an
accurate,weighing of the facts will demonstrate that the social
background of the worker is a base of opportunities and limita-
tions% As opportunities are enlarged the possibilities:of occupa-

,tional mobility are increased. Personal motivation and native
ability are necessary to an enlarging career pattern. However,
there is good,ev,idence that the social backgrounds of workers are
the crucial determiners in the number who are able to come into

, various occupational levels. The reservoir of human ability
among all socioeconomic levels is greater -ban is generally
assumed" (1980, p. 237). In describing the chain of events that
lead to the typically narrow.range within which-mobility occurs,
Miller and Form (1980, p. 246) include the obtaining of a 'first

job by or through the hq/p of friends or reiatives, Which is
dependent largely on the background, place of residence, occu-
pation, and connections of the father. The discovery of a
regular occupation that approximates that of the father somehow
fixes the employment followed throughbut d lifetime,.although not
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the specific jobs. Following this is the income level, the place
of residence, and general.style of life, which determines social
relations, and in turn the incentives, schooling, occupational
training, and personal resources of children. They note that
when this cycle is broken, increase'd formal education is the
'usual eleyator of social mobility.

Group behavior at work is governed by formal and informal
organization. .Explicit policies, procedures, and organizational
structure as contained in authorized manuals and organizational
charts are among the components of the Sormal organization. The
informal organization is made of congeniality groups, such as
friendships and cliques; an organization and structure that de-
fine the relationships to other groups; codes.of conduct for
group members relative to activities within the informal social
organization and codes that regulate conduct of group,members,
towara management, and union,.and other outgroups; systems of
ideas, beliefs, and value' that support the code of conduct and
group activities; communi ation systems that inform members of
ideas, sentiments, and o currences essential for group solidarity
and action (Miller na orm 1980, p. 361).

informal wo groups hold definite ideas regarding their oc-
cupation, the level of output, and supervision. These may or may
not be consonant wi.th management's ideas on the same 'areas. When
these'beliefs are in conflict

/
individual workers have difficult

choides to Make as to how far from the informal group code they,
can .deviate tO approach management's expectat'ions without
becoming isolated and excluded. Miller'and Form (1980, p. 407)
note that restrictiop of proaqction is commonly found at all
leVels, irrespective of occupation. Since there is a group ten-
dency to keep production within the range of the average worker
and the concept of a "fair day's work," group norms'penalize both
the worker who overproduces and the one who underproduces. ,

According to Miller and Form (1980), these restrictive practices
are a part of the cultural tradition of all workers. This
tradition is based upon the belief that employers make profit
from all labor; that workers may produce more without earning
more4 even though the employer makes more profit; and that it is
important to protect the job, and although there is enough work
today there may not be in the future. Thus, a uniform production
rate.is the best course of 'action.

Actual proauctivity of employees has been found to be affec-
ted by nuMtrous factors. Sutermeister (1976), cited in miller
and Form (1980, P.690), developed a diagram of the factors af-
fecting productivity. The indications are that greater produc-
tivity depends on or is determined by such technical factors as
technological development, raw materials, job layout and methods,
and human factors such as employees' job performance. Miller and
Form note that although this reduces the complexity.somewhat,



the relationship between*leadf-rShip, morale, and productivity is
not clear.

One study cited by,Miller and Form (1980, p. 698) found that
the most imPortant independent variables for predicting the pro-
ductivity and satisfaction of wc4)rkers were tbe degree of accept-
ance,an individual has in the work group.and the degree to which
the individUal identifies with the group.

Research in selected areas has found that supervisors,rated
high on their ability to get high quality and high productivity
from their groups were desaribed by employees as indifiduals (1)
who are good at'handling people; (2) with Whom employees can dis-
cuss work-related and personal problems; (3) who pull for both
the' company and the employee; (4) who go to bat for employees;
(5) who let employees work pretty much on their own, and give
recognition for good work; (6) who recognize employees by
training thiem for better jobs; (7) who bring work groups together
so that problems can be discussed. Another stqdy has found that
the quality of first line supervision can make Tossible a produc-
tivity increase of 15 percent (Miller and ForiM, 1980, pp. 696,
698).

For first line supervision to have,an effect on worker pro-
ductivity, supervisors' behaviors must link in some way with the
internal dynamics of motivational forces in the work group and
individuals. As mentioned above, recognition, security, and a
sense of belonging can become important *motivators. Katz and
Kahn (1978, p. 394) lend further support to these asthey iden-
tify three important sources of internal motivation,,namely value
expression, self-determination and self-expression, and affilia-
tive exj5ression. The match between organizational goals and the
individual worker's values leads to internalization of organiza-
tional goals, ana performance becomes a source of intrinsic sat-
isfaction as an expression of personal valueS. *Research liter-
ature attests that. self-expression and self-determination also
lead to intrinsic satisfa6tion and are based on the variety,
responsiblity, and challenge of the job. Affiliative expression
can be met, potentially, by a work group if the individual feels
a sense of membership and can identify with it. Values and norms
that are systemic are shared by the majority of workerS and
inaicate the appropriate and required behavior' EDr individuals.
Organizational activities play a critical role in determining
norms and values. The norms of equity, reciprocity, and helpful-
ness are critical* for the collective outcome. Organizations,
however, are characterized by different approaches to achieving a
high level of organizational effectiveness. Katz and Kahn (1978,
p. 424) describe three motive patterns:

1. Legal compliance, which uses unambiguous symbols of
authority backed by used or threatened penalties,
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tends to produce minimally acceptable levels of
performance.

2. Instrumental satisfaction, which uses rewards and-
is strongest when rewards are Immediate, constant,
and adequate: Behaviors produced vary, depending on
whether rewards a:je,4stemwide or based on perfor-
mance. )Systemwid rewards keep people in the
aYstem but may not encourage performance much
beyond the level of minimum acceptance. Individuar
rewards for performance are hard,to apply in large
scale.organizations. One ;of the problems in
rewarding individual performance is detailed by
Kanter and Brinkerhoff (1981) in their diScussion
of the measurement of individual effectiveness.
They note the interdependency among tasks to be
performed in organizationa and.the result that an
individual's performance is intluenced by TIOW well
others perform. Further, the complexity, clarity,

,and predictability of work tasks effect-the_
adequacy of Ehe performance*appraisal. Varrous_
approaches have' been devised to deal With these
difficulties, however, there is a ladk of consensus
regarding the adequacy of performance evaluations.

3. The internalization of organizational goals is the
moat effective approach but also the most difficul
to achieve, for this depends on the organizational
goals in relation to individual needs and values.
High internalization tends to result in low absence
and turnover rates, high productivity, and maximal
spontaneity and innovativeness in service to.those
goals.

Katz and.Kahn.(1978, pp. 349-353) look at the specific re-
. yards of increased pay and promotion within organizations, the
procedures by which these axte determined, and the impact on
worker morale. They discuss research findings concerning the
relative 'merits oE use of piece rates or other pax for perform-
ance formulas versus a flat rate or payment for time of;e/ork. ,
The use of piece rates varies among countries: approximitely 30
percent of the jobs in the U.S. are paid on this basis, as con-
trasted to 43 percent in the United Kingdom, 50 to 70 percent in
Eastern Euiope and the Soviet Union, and 63 percent in Sweden.
Research findings are not an adequate base at this time for
determining differential o9tcomea that these systems might pro-
duce. These authors note that large systems like business
corporations or big school districts move toward uniform class-
ification schemes in which increments are based on seniority or
other visible indicators of performance. Relative to promotion,
a major dilemma is the criterion to be used. There is a tendency
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to assume, that good performance at one level is an important
factor in performing successfully at a higher level.^This`may or
may not be valid, depending upon the skills required in the two
positions. At the same time, worker morale and produCtivity have'
been linked to the perception of workers that productivity is
essential for promotion. Yet there are insufficient numbers of
higher positions for 1 workers. Katz and Kahn.illustrate, aS,
did Miller and Form (1.)80), that social considerations including,
race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic backgrounds can come into play
when promotions ate being decided. Their study leads them to find
a systematic degradation of criteria for rewards,

in sum, the sociology of work and work organizations include
theories and empirical research findings that delineate the
organrzational characte istics and work group attributes that
impact on the worker's ttitudeS toward work, and.satisfaction
with work; the processes y which earnings are likely tO be
determined and increased; qd the variables that influence
chances of upgrading and'promp,Mon.

Socialization and Social Factors in Motivation

SocializatAonis.the social learning by Which human beings
acquire the und1rstandin4s, values, norms, attitudes, and beliefs
that are uniquely human'and a product of social groups. A number
of agencies contribute to this socialization process. Those .

agencies to be considered here are the work oTganization, the
school, and the family, in that order.

Relatively brief attention will be given to the s-ocializa-
tion that adults experience during their work liveS, since much
that is relevant to socializAion has been implicit, if not ex-
plicit, in the presentation on the sociology of work and work
organizations.. Mortimer and Simmons (1978, pp. 440-443): in a
review and synthesis of research pertinent to adult socializa-
tion, note evidence relative to the importance-of socialization
of workers by employers and co-workers in the transition period
from edpcation to first job. The new worker is helped to elimin-
ate the unrealistic and idealistic expectations that have been
acquired from the mass media, formal schooling, and anticipatory
socialization experiences, which inhibit adjustment. One phase is
a destructive hazing period' in which the new worker is assibned
work and is subject to tests designed to'demonstrate tb the
novice that there is much to be learned before being capable of

the new role. Reality sbock and'some disillusionment Set
in, particularly if the worker hS.d expected.to be independent
after fonmal schooling. A later phase is the importance oi peers
who join in to support the new worker in a "fellowship of suf-
fering." This aescription was based on twelvp studies cited by
the authors. Katz and Kahn (1978, pp. 377-378) provide a similar
descniption.
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ReVi ing ten studies, the authors point out that consid-
erable flo ndering has been reported to occur'during the early
part'of careers. Moving from job to job in hopes of 'finding a
congenial jobis particularly evident at lower white-collar and
blue-collar levels. This is very likely a response to some:of
the early socializing experiehces. If the worker successfully °

masters the challenges at this stage, evidence indicates that
there are lasting positive effects on vocational adjustment an
performance. "When all goes well," they report, "initially
challenging and demanding organizational expectations enOender
high performance, which in turn, leads to satisfaction, high'
aspirations, 'a positive attitude to the task, and continued

.effective performace." Failure.in the socialization process can
also occur with the possiblity of resulting rebellion, wIth-
drawal, or excessive conformity..

RelativeitO the school, there is some controversy as to
whether education is closely Ligked to occupational attainment
as a consequence of its effectivgness in socializing individuals
between various curricula, 40r1cglation to ability and other'.
attributes derived from fanTiliar backgrounds. .Since schools are.

-believed to contribute to the development of attitudes and attri-
butes1 that are positively associated with those needed for .pro-
Wictive workers, educational attainment is treated as if these
attitudes and attributesrdeveloped even when substantive evidence
is lacking. This is the basic premise-,intended.in the use of the
work credentialism, another labe.l more commonly used for the
allocation theory. ')

-KaMens (1981, pp. 111-126) reviews and symtfieiizes sixty-
five sources pertinent to organizational and institutional
socialization in education. He notes that although it is'well ,
known that education has important impacts on individual careers,
there is disagreement as to how this effect is achieved.
Research on ability grouping has produced inconclusive findings
regarding the ffects on learning rate's. A number of studies '

cited found th t organizational differences between schools have.'"
little influence on student abilities and ambitions at the high
school and college level. Several case studies, according -bp
Kamens, have found that teacher characteristics 'are important: in
influencing achievement, aspirations, and occupational attain-
ment. There is some evidence that curriculum groupings impact on
student aptitude, achievemebt, aspirations, friendship choices,
school attitudes, and later educational and occupational leve16.
Work by Bachmain and O'Malley (1980) and Sewell and Hauser C19801

0 also demonstrates no effects between schools. This raises onekof
the questions that Kamens seeks to addrese, namely, What is the
appropriate unit of analysis to employ in research on school
effects, the classroom, the program, or the total school? The
second question he addresses is, What are'the kimds of affects
schools may have?
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. Kamens points out thdt schOols allocate students to adult
,dtat%.us and in the process-ritAially trandform th'em. Thus, educe-
tion redefines individuals'in pos,itive ways,independently of any
socializing effects. He cites the.work of Young (1964):as per-
suasive df this vi.ew:' Eamens proposes that'an important link
between the socializing theory and allocation theory is the no-. zi
tion cff anticipatory socialization. Namjly,.that students learn
.the.social.identities of raduates ,from.the program in which they
'are ehrolled.and the dommunity mearlings attached to these roles.
Such identities and statuses would include occiapa4-ional ones as
'well as.others. Research stolies cited to support this position
we're conducted in a juvenile-correctional $;chool, advanced degree,
programs, in this country as well as in%Japan yid Latin America,

. He contAtinues that where schoo'N are given distinctive status-
allocatiing.functiOns,*their internalizing social struoture should
gain in authority, with both formal abd informal structures em7
phas&i.ng those'experiencep defiped as*developing the trais
impo?tant for futime rolep. Since the-public eriously expects
students to acquire.these traits,\qudents mbst take the process
seri9usly themselves.

, -Relative t.O. the propoer ur.it of analysis,. Kamens'nbtes that
research in the-1LS. lends cre,ance that it is at thee classroom.
and program leV'el that schools have an effect. Similarly,
research on sdhool-Wide organization effects have found,minor
influenge op important ptudent'outcomes. Citing the work of
Alexander and McDill,(1976), Sewell et al. (1976), and Rosenbaum.
(1975), he T'eports that curricurar grouPings have imporialnt
influences on a variety of important student variables: academic
achievement, self-esteem& parental encouragement, educational,

.

achieVement, and occupational status. .He Cautions against assum-
i'ng uniformity of outcomesfrom yarious curridulal- inasmuch as-
ehis assumes that the degAe of.differentiation between tracksjs
uniform in.all schobls and that curriculum location'has a simiiar
meaning throughbut the system. -

In reviews of reseArch, some emphasis ha,s been placed on the
need for longitudinal studies which folloW the same individuals
thr,ough time, versus cross-sectional studies, Which study
diffe'rsnt'individuals at different points in their ".life'spans.
SeveraelongitudinAl fstudies Ilve been in process for some time,
each de?signed for different 'but overlapping pucposes (Alexander
ani Eckland 1980; Sewell and 1.1auser 1980; Eckland and Alexander
1980; Bachman and O'Malley .1980; Parnes and Rich 1980). .

. .

Alexander and EclUand have surveyed and followed up on high
school sophomores drawn as a national representative sample 6f
sophomores from ninety-seven public high schools. The dame
reseAchers have been instrumental in the National Dongitudihal
Study of the High School Senior Class.of 1972, involving 1,000
pchools and approximately 18,000"seniors. These students were
surveyed in October of 1973, 1974, 1976, and 1979. The results
of these studies tend to confccm,the relationships reported frOM
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other , udies relative to the variables of family socioeconomic
status, ability, and educational attainment. In these studies,
oaucational attainment was the variable of major interest, as a
result of the research evidence that equcational attainment is-a-
significant factor in labor market benefits. It is Unfortunate,
from the perspective:of this inquiry, that the longitudinal
studies focused primarliy on the links between secondary educa-
tion processes as these relate to college attendance. However,
some of the findings that support the socializing influence of
curricula provide d basis for inferring processes that exist in
more specific program areas.

The results from a number of studies using these data Show
'the pervasive influence of social background on aptitude, enroll-

..

ment in a specific curriculum, class-standing, educatienal
expectations, academic self-concept, and ultimate educational
att4inment. Aptitude comes through as the primary determiner of
school performance. Findings are consonant with the work of
Sewell and his colleagues in'the Wisconsin longitudinal study.
,Alexander and Eckland state that findings from analysis of these
data, support the likelihood that it is the social organization of
curricula that influence educational attainment more than the
actual pedagogy. In their words, "high statuS youth go further

_schoo-l-f--on average, than-their equally capable but lower
status counterparts largely because: (1) they more often aspire
to and/or expect to go further, that is, they are seemingly more
highly motivated; (2) they are more likely to be enrolled in the
college-preparatory high school curriculum and hence to benefit
from the credentials, the coursework, and organizational.facili-
tation that accompanies such track-placement; and (3) they are
mare involved in social relations that are supportive of college-
going aspirations" (Alexander and Eckland 1980, p.42). In
examining the importance of parents, peers, and teachers in
interpersonal,relations important for educational attainment,
they found that school personnel are by far the least consequen-
tial. Themost salient are those relationships in the family and
peer group. Participation in extracurricular activities, other
than athletics, is strongly and independently associated with
higher levels of academic performance and attainment (Alexander
and Eckland 1980, p. 49).

. \-Relative to the impact of teachers, Gage (1978, p. 64)
states: "In every study Of that I know of such pre-
instructional pupil variables (IQ, pretested achievement, and so-
dial class background) have accounted for more of the variance in
pupil aohievement than has either the teacher or the teaching
variables. . . . This result appears whether the teaching lasts
for fifteen minutes or a whole school year. The correlations of
preinstructional variables with postinstructional achievement may
be.as high as .7 to .9."
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Relative to sex, Alexander and Eckland (1980, p.43) foLad
the one year gap in the average educational levels of EEO women
and men is not due to women's having lower goals, poorer
performance, or less social and interpersonal support. They
suggest that marriage and the assumption of,family responsibili-
ties may be more powerful explanatory variables. This is sub-
stantiated by results of the National Longitudinal Survey of the
civilian ?opulation (Parnes and Rich 1980, p. 169).

Relative to races in the study of 1972 seniors, Eckland and'
Alexander (1980, p. 201) found that blacks of the same socio-
economic states (SES) and ability level had similar social
supports to attend college, indeed were somewhat more likely to
have encouragement frpm parents, teachers, and counselors; to
have friends who planned to attend college, and to believe they
had the ability to do college level work. One area of difference
was that the influences of curriculum, high school grades, and
SES background on college plans were substantially greater for
whites, while the influences of teachers, counselors, and ability
test scores were greater for blacks.

The purposes of the youth in transition project (Bachman and
O'Malley 1980, p. 129) included the follOwing: learning more
about the relationships between input characteristics at the
start of high school for predicting later educational and occu-
pational attainments; assessing the role of educational attain-
ment in occupational attainment, as compared to family background
,and intellectual ability; to examine the occupational attainments
of dropouts with those of high school graduates; to determine the
impacts of post-high school environments and experiences oh
values, attitudeS, and behaviors. The study Sample was composed
of 2,213 tenth grade boys in eighty-seven public high schools
selected in a manner to provide an essentially unbiased represen-
tation of tenth grade boys in public high schools in the conti-
guous U.S. Seventy-four percent of the original panel continued
to participate in the study eight years after the initial data
collection. Using socioeconomic status, number of siblings,
'ability composite, average grades in the ninth grade, college
plans, negative school attitudes, delinquent behavior in school,
curriculum (college prep and other), and grade failure, they were
able to account for 34.5 percent (adjusted) of the variance in
educational attainment.- Correlations between these variables and
educational attainment ranged from .53 for ability composite to a
-.39 for negative sdhool attitude.

Findings relative to occUpational attainment and education_
were these:

1. Amount of education showed very little effect on the
hourly wage rates of young men flve years out of high
school.



2. There Were very few differences in employment versus
' unemployment rates associated with,level of attained

education except for high school drop-outs.

3. Job status was rather 'strongly correlated with
educational attainment, with college graduates holding
the higher status jobs and rather small differences
among other educational levels.

4. A qualified "no" to the question, "Does education
seem to increase job satisfaction?" The positive
and negative effects of education cancelled each
other out, they note, since more highly educated
persons feel more dissatisfied in a job that does not
meet their expectations than does a less educated
person in a comparable job.

5. The variety ofother envionments and experiences,
e.g., military, marital/parental status, urbanicity,
region, and county level labor market conditions in
general, showed weak relationships with,occupational
outcomes, particularly when background and ability'
variables were controlled (Bachman and O'Malley 1980,.
-P. 137).

Parnes and Rich (1980, pp. 162-169) summarize results of
studies using the four subsets of the civilian population that
constituted the data base for The National Longitudiaa1,Survey,
(NLS):

a

1. Similar educational attainment processes among older men
and women continue to prevail among the younger genera-
tion.

2. Strong positive relationships exist between, IQ and years
of school completed; socioeconomic status is foupd to be
significant.

3. All studies found a significant negative relationship
between the number of siblings and years completed.

4. Relative to curriculum using the*general curricukum as a
reference point, those in the college preparatory pro-
grarir achieved higher levels of,educational attainment.
Enrollment in the vocational curriculum was generally .

associated with completion of fewer years of schooling
and was statistically significant for white males. When
educational attainment was specified as the probability
of completing thirteen or more years of education, the
negative coefficient for the vocational program was
statistically significant for both white and black men
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and for black women. Enrollment in the business and of-
fice curriculum reduced the probability for completing
at least one year of college for both white and black
young women. When the dependent variable was specified
as the completion of thirteen years of regular schooling
or having some post-high school training, the coeffi-
cients for occupational high school curricula were
geneally smaller and in no case statistically signifi- .

cant (p. 168).

5. The effects of low ability, low SES, and enrollment in a
nonacademic program tend to be mitigated by opportuni-
ties for postsecondary training.

There is evidence that some occupational programs have'a
more positive effect on the educational attainment for
students of low ability (lowest.one- third of the
scholastic aptitude distribution) than bar students more
favorably endowed (p. 169).

7. The depressing effect on educational attainment of liv-
ing in the south for the generation educated during the.
1920s and 19309 shrank considerably for blacks educated
in the 1960s.

Bachman and O'Malley (1980) and Parnes and Rich (1980) -pro-
vide some data regarding variables associated with dropping out
of school prior to high school graduation. Parnes and Rich
(1980, p. 174-175) reported that in studies from ULS data, abil-
ity, parents education, parental occupational status, and being
over-age in grade were consistent and important predictions of
dropping out. Working while in school generally had the effect
of reducing the likelihood of dropping out, although this varied
in importance at different stages of the high school career.
Bachman and O'Malley (1980, pp. 138, 146, 155-156), defining drop
outs as those who lack a,high school diploma five or more years
after droppingout, report that they found very little difference
between drop-outs and high school graduates in the kinds of jobs
they held. On the average, job status, hourly wage rates, and
subjective sense of job satisfaction were the same. One signifi-
cant difference was that drop-outs, after controlling for family
SES, number of siblings, and intellectual ability, were almcie.t
twice as likely to be unemployed. In examining patterns of.,
delinquent behavior, they state that there was evidence of*:6'41in-
quency as early as junior high school and that rather than drop-
ping out causing delinquency, it seems more likely that delin-
quency caUses dropping out.

Among the motives, affective status, and values measured by
Bachman and O'Malley (1980,_ pp. 142-144), self-esteem showed a
good deal of stability during the high school years. The need
for self-development and for self-utilization showed a declining
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correlation with eventual educational achteveent. Generally,
occupational aspirations reported were rather high and data
indicated that educational_attainment plays a substantial role_
in maintaining high occupational aspirations. Evidence also
showed that those who had attained fairly high status jobs after
five years maintained high long-term occupational aspirations;
t.hose whose actual job attainments were lower made downward
adjustments in their long-term goals.

A number of the findings of the Sewell and Hauser studies
(Sewell and Hauser 1980) have been directly or indirectly
reported at various points in previous sections of this paper.
One discrepancy, however, is that the results of their work raise
questions about the longterm importance of curriculum tracking
as a significant mechanism of social stratification. Recognizing
conflicting research findings fram other studies, they label
their conc]usions tentative. What Sewell and Hauser (1980, p.
64) do provide is'a description of the social psychological
factors in educational aspirations. Based on support from
extensive analyses of their data, they describe a cycle of,
reinforcing conditions for both higher status youth and lower
status_youth. Specifically, higher status youth measure higher
on tests of cognitive skills than do lower status youth, as a
concomitant af the intellectual environment in their homes and
parental emphasis on academic achievement. In the light of
testing high on cognitive skills, children continue to receiv.4
the encouragement of parents and significant others; they achieve
good grades, and encouragement from teachers and peers continues.
A significant outcome is the development of high educational
aspirations and attainment. Parents also serve as, models, and
parental levels of education, both mother's and father's, have
consistently been highly related to offspring's educational at-
tainment. Sewell and Hauser cite other studies that support
these dynamics (1980, p.66). The importance attached to
educational asirations by Sewell and Hauser is based upon their
finding that educational aspirations have a strong effect on
educational attainment, independent of its relationship to
measured intelligence and socioeconomic status; aspirations also
mediate much of the effect of those two variables ariong both
males and females (1980, p. 70).

Sewell and Hauser added son's earnings as a dependent vari-
able and found that about one-half of the effect of educational
attainmen't on earnings is due to its effect on occupational
lchievement, and one-half is due to its direct effect on
earnings. Higher education leads to better jobs and to higher pay
at any level of occupational status. The variable that has the
largest effect on son's earnings of all the variables in the'''.
Sewell-Hauser model is the parents' average annual income. The
social-psychological model is not particularly effective in
explaining earnings. It did explain 54 percent of the variance
in educational attainment, 43 percent of the variance in
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occupational status (in L964), and only 7 percent of the variance
in earnings (in 1967). They point out that many of the college
eAucateki men were still in graduate and professional school or
had just entered the labor market, so Chat there was a truncating
at the top pf the distribution of earnings. A later analysis
with extended personal histories through 1971 showed a regular
pattern of the growth in the effects of schooling and ability on
"earnings. In tht, recent period the effects on earnings of other
social-psychological factors dre still mediated by length*of,
schooling (Sewell and Hauser 1980, pp.74-75).-

Educational aspirations, as used in the studies by Sewell
and Hauser (1980)., are contained wi:thin the.broader concept of,
dmbitions\. Since some of.the outcome measures to be evaluated
for vocational education include increasing educational and
occupationdl aspirations, it is germane to examine research and
theory relevant to the processes by which aspirations, and ambi-
tion's Jevelop. Spenner and Featherman (1978) Provide a review
dnd.synthesis of literature on achievement ambitions. They note
that level of.aspiration has become the.modal ambition concept in

the sociological literature (1978, p. 375). According to their
review, "the development of achievement ambitions in childhood
and adolescents draws on three sources: (a) on surrounding
constellations of social psychological_factors associated with
the self as an agent of one's own development, (b) socialization
in the family of origin, and (c) social,influences for achieve-
ment stemming from institutional contexts outside the home (e.g.,
the school peer associations) (Spenner and Featherman 1978, p.
384 )

'Achievement ambition rs but one of many beliefs, know).-
edgeS, skills produced within the self by sociobiological,
sociohistorical, and cultural influences. A number of elements
of the self have been identified as correlates of achievement
ambitions. These include locus of control, self-esteem; future
orientation, delay of gratification, competence, intelligence,
risktaking, and,intrinsic and extrinsic motivations and valuel
(Spenner and Featherman 1978, pp. 384-385). Research has focused
on family determinants of achievement ambitions. Spenner and
Featherman review the conflicts and agreements among-a large
nu:lber of studies and conclude that one fairly well-documented
relationship is that higher socioeconomic origins facilitate an
affective love) in the child-parent relationship that is con-
ducive to the types of role learning that engender high achieve-
ment orientations. They add the qualification that it,is based
upon relatively weak corre1ations,(1978, P 389)

Familial contingencies such as birtn order, number of sib-
lings, farm origins, ethnicity, and broken homes among others
have been examined in a number of studies Though evidence for
some reiationships has been fbilnd, some,of these have not been
replicated, or results of several stUdies are inconsistent. A
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number of studies have examined the import of a matrix of signi-
ficant others for achievement ambitions, the theory being that
significant others serve as models. They also give encouragement
and discouragement and hold expectations for the individual's, -

performance. The impact of significant others appears to yary
for gender and race. Parents and peers still,appear to be direct
determinants of educational ambitions for white females. But the
influences from others are weaker determinants of occupational
aspirations for Mnite females, eyen more so for black adoles-
cents, than they are for white males (Spenner and,Featherman
1973,, p. 393).

Relative to student-teacher relationships, they note that
the relationships are complex but that recent evidence suggests
that teachers' influence on aspirations is generally small com-
pared to that of parents and peers. To the extent that teachers
mold aspirations, they appear to do so without regard for pdcial
origins. Two studies cited by Spenner and Featherman show that

:t ent ambitions may actually exert a greater influence on
t acher exbectations than vice yersa,(19.78, p, 393). Relative to
s'gnificant effect of schools per se-on achievement aspirations,
th,y conclude that it is fair from existing research torsay that)7\
it las yet to be demonstrated (Spenner and Featherman 1978, p.
395).

'

Why are aspirations, either educational or occupational,
viel:ved as significant? In the search for explanatory variables
of educational and occupational attainments, aspirations hold
modest predictive power. The total effect of educational aspira-
tion on educational attainment was aroqnd .33, While the figure
for occupational aspirations during the late high school years.
ranged from .30 to .16. Senior-year occupational aspirations
have predictive value for net occupational achievement'in the
middle career that they do not have for early career attainments .

(Spenner and Featherman 1978, p. 405).

Ambition as a variable to explain adult achievement is
minimal, according to findings from a number of studies reviewed
by-Spenner and Featherffian. They cite recent research by Duncan
and Morgan (1975) of a large national sample of households, which
supports the view that the economic tortures of .individuals and
families over nearly a decade are primarily the result of life
cycle contingencies--job losses, childbearing, divorce,
migration--rather than ambition (Spenner and Featherman 1978, p.
407).

Aspirati.on has been defined by Lewin as goal----Setting behav-
ior in an environment of personal values and subjective probabil-
ities for success in attaining the goal in question (Spenner and
Featherman 1978, p. 375). Aspirations are one form of motivating
forces. Generic components of motivation, according to one
theory of motivation, are valence of the goal, the connection of



.a particular Means with the goal, and the effort required in
relation to the amount of reward by achieving the goal. Katz and
Kahn (1978, pp.335-337) point out that a number of behavioral
'outcoiaes are possible, contingent.upon the connections between
these thre dimensions. A strong positive outcome requires a
very valuable, much.desired goal; means that are very closely
.connected to the,goal; and benefits that clearly increase with
the amount of energy expended. This model of motivation will be,
helpful in:evaluating the appropriateness of some"outcomes for
vocational education.

In sum, research on adult socialization shows that a new
worker entering the work place is viewed as a novice who needs to
be .made aware that much is to be learned before acceptance as a
,co-worker. The socialization in the work place goes through
identifiable stages. If the newworker is able to master the

. challenges during this period, it is indicative of the likelihood
,of a favorable occupational adjustment. The frequent job changes
that occur during the trial period of entering the labor force
may, in part, be prompted by the specific nature of the efforts
to socialize the new worker to the demands of the woi-k place.

Schools are perceived as socialization and allocation or
credentialing agents. Research is quite consistent on the find-
ing that differenCes between schools apparently are so minimal in
the features important to achieving speáific student outcomes
that findings have failed to show significant differences in
student outcomes when controlling for background and ability.
Researdh does find same differences within school curricula to
impact on student outcomes. However, the social organization of
these curricula and,Che nature of the interpersonal support
system developing are found to be more important Chan Che
pedagogy. Within the interpersonal support system, the influence
of parents and peers consistenly outweighs the influence of
teachers.

Research findings support the validity of a social psycholog-
ical. model of the process by which the family exerts the very
considerable influence on the development of educational aspira-
tions, the level of tested cog.nitive skills, academic achieve-
ment, the choice of'significant others and curriculum, stimulat-
ing the dynamic interaction aiaong these forces that reinforce
each other. In the case of higher status youth, these forces
converge to promote higher educational attainment that is stra-
tegic to higher occupational attainment, not only immediately
following completion of education but for a longer period in the
work life. For lower-status youth, these forces converge to
promote lower educational attainment, higher risk of leaving
school before high school graduation, and the critical outcome of
affecting the first job attained. The nature of the first job
Len,1s theredfter to become a more significant variable in subse-
quent occupational attainment.

f
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Research findings continue to point to the family and peers
as the more significant influences on the development Of ambi-
tions and aspirations. Although educational and occupational
aspirations are moderately powerful predictors of educational,at-
tainment, they are less effective in ipedicting ogcupational at-
tainment. The best evidence.supports the view th't occupational
attainment and the economic status of families and individuals
are more the results of lifetime contingencies, including job
losses, migration, divorce, and health problems, rather than
ambition.,

. Lastly a model of motivation was described, which included
the links ,between the valence of the goal, the closeness of the
con- nection between means and the goal, and the magnitude of the
reward in relation to the amount of ener4y required to attain it.

Preliminary Considerations
in the Evaluation of Selected Outcomes

Soci logical conceptualizations and findings germane to
evaluati g the eighteen selected outcomes have been presented.
The det il and some redundancy in these materials were included
in ordr to have the reader share as much as possible, with the
constrp.ints of time and apace, the immersion in the literature
that All guide my evaluative recommendations and be the basis
of myjrationale. T wish to reiterate the fact that the materials
employed were in many cases reviews and syntheses of research and
not single empirical studies. Indeed these predominate. Hence
when a single or joint author is referenced as evidence, this
frequently reflects many studies that_haye contributed to the
'generalization. All.of those that are single studies have been
based on samples of the national population. Some have drawn
supplementary samples of blacks in order to be able to make com-
parisons between blpcks and whites. Most have had high response
rates and an adequate number of cases to be worthy of serious
consideration. Methodological adequacy has been considered, and
although the perfect study remains to be found, many of these
studies have been the product of the most experienced and sophis-
ticated researchers in'the field. Hence,.I have a sense of ease
in accepting these as constituting the most accurate systematic,
empirically derived knowledge and insights available.

A brief recap of some of the,premises pertinent to this
evaluative effort is in order.

First, an evaluation is a judgment about the appropriateness
anJ reasonableness of selected outcomes for vocational educa-
tion, based on the best evidence aVailable.

Second, human behavior is determined by multiple factors,
some more significant than others, some known, many inferred, and
many unknown.



Third, three interactin9 conditions increase ihe strength of
the rationale provided for declaring an outcome appropriate and.
reasonable. These are: (a) the more the explicit objectives and '

activities of the interventiou, (Vocational edudation) are direct-
ly related to a particular outcome, the greater the likelihood of
the interventions contributing significantly to the outcome; (b)
the more powerful (duration, intensity of involvement, scope and
depth) in comparison with other known contributing factors, the
greater the likelihood that the intervention contributes
significantLy to the outcome; (c) the shorter the lapse of time
between the intervention and the measurement for the expected
outcome, the greater the likelihood that the intervention made a
significant contribution to the outcome (Blau and Duncan 1967, p.
403;,Sewell and Hauser 1980, p. 81). .

In effect, these three interacting conditions become the
standards by Which each outcome is evaluated. When the first
Condition is met, and it is known that education is one of the
more influential known factors contributing to an outcome,.and
the lapse of. timeleen the completion of education and
measurement of the outcome is comparatively short, an outcome
will be judged appropriate and reasonable. When all three-are
absent, the outcome will.be judged inappropriate. When the out-
come coincides with a secondary objective, or one believed to be
an indirect consequence of one of the primary objectives, and
when eaucation, as one of several known factors, has been shown
to have a weak relationship with the outcome, and when the lapse
of time between education and the measured outcome is compara-
tively long, the outcome will be judged inappropriate or appro-
priate with specified qualifications. To render these judgments
entails some asL,umptions about vocational educational programs;
arawing some conclusions regarding the relative w 'ght to be
given some evidence versus other evidence-in det-rmining the
power of vocational education as compared to ot er known factors;
making assumptions regarding the time period ythin Which out-
comes are to be measured. Another task is Assessing the sound-
ness of inferring that findinos relatiVe tb all education--i.e.,
K through high school, and postsecondary through graduate--apply
equally to vocational education programs at the secondary and
fostsecondary level. Given the process, it is apparent that
there is room for disagreement among equally reasonable persons.

In order to be as clear and as succinct as possible, the
outcomes have been presented by clusters in which commonality or
some overlap exists either in the outcomes themselves or in the
evidential base to be used.

First Cluster of Outcomes

The outcones evaluated in this first cluster are acquisition
of useful occupational/skills, supply of trained workers for
labor market needs, upgraded occupational :ompetencies, and



supply of retrained workers. Xcquisition of useful occupational
skills is the core, in my view, of the other three. The outcome
dealing with vocational education producing trained workers for
the labor market more precisely extends "useful" beyond solely
personal considerations to the economy. Both upgrading and re-
trainng suggest the acquisition of useful occupational skills
withit, the framework ofskills acquired at some earlier time.
,These outcomesare therefore overlapping, rather than mutually
exclusive. Among the four, some .have the sound of responding to
a societal need, others to both societal and individual needs.
fn one sense, at least as concerns occupations, individual needs
and societal needs are the two sides of the same-coin.

According to my experience, any program called "vocational,
.education" has as a primary objective the transmission.of useful
occupational skills, so that students enrolled will be trained
for jobs available in the,labor market. Specific-programs May
be designed to provide upgrading cif skills within the same oc-
cupation when significant changes in technical processes .or job
differentiation take place or to retrain workers whose skills
have become obsolete and, etployment requiring those skills_is no

. longer available.

In research on factors related to job status, educa^tional
attainment has been found to be relatively strong (Blau and
Duncan 1967, p. 403). These studies have, except in one case
(Parnes and Rich 1980), stopped short of .examining vocational
education specifically. However, high school graduation versus
dropping out and some college or postsecondary education compared
to college graduation have been points of inquiry. The general-.
ized finding is that the larger the amount of education, the
higher the job status, and the lower the educational attainment,
the greater the likelihood of unemployment. Perhaps even more to
the point is the notion that curricula within high schools do
contribute to both the allocative and socializing functions of
youth by the Social organization of the'curriculum, if not by the
pedagogy (Kamens 1981; Bielby 1981; Alexander and Eckland 1980).
Although the studies have focused on the reinforcing dynamics of
parental encouragement,,peer support, and.teadher encouragement
for college, which in turn reinforce the youth's educational as-
pirations, I believe it quite sound to infer that similar rein-
forcing dynamics occur for youth who select programs to prepare
for specific occupations. Indeed to describe such processes in
the college preparatory curriculum is a matter of describing
differentiation, which implies a Coalescence within other program
areas that helps,set the areas apart. The expectation of
parents, youth, employers, and community for specific,oeven if
"ritualistic" redefinition from unskilled to skilled as posited .
in the allocation-credentialing theory (Kamen 1981, p. 113) sup-
port the position that educational attainment is ,among-the more
powerful known factors to contribute to job status. Rachman and
O'Malley (1980, pp. 138-153) provide evidence for limited power
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and considerable power for education as it pertains to secondary
education. They report that a.:fferences between high school
drop-outS.and graduates were mirlimal relative to job status,
hourly earnings, and so on. The exception, an important one, is
that drop-outs are almost twice as likely to be unemployed as
.high school graduates. They attribute this in part to lack of
motivation to work, to being as ill adjusted to work settings as
to the school settings, and tothe emphasis employers place on
having a 'high school diploma to compete. One possible explana-
tion is that the number of high school graduates in nonvocational
curricula was larger and tended to cancel out some differences
due to occupational skills. Another, to which I give even
'greater weight, is that entry level jobs in white collar occupa-

'l
tions.ani c manual occupations vary within a fairly narrow range of
status. imilarity in status may not provide much information
about typgs of skills. Bachman and OJMalley also state, "Although
researchOn school socialization has been di-sappointing, we are
not asserting that school socializing effects do not occur. That
would be nonsense. At the levels of specific training for
specific competencies, educational institutions from kindergarten
to advanced professional schools certainly contribute to learning *

on the part of their students" (1980, p. 153). See also Hyman dnd
Wright (1971, p. 6.6).

Given then (jl) the directness of the link between outcomes
and presumed objectives of vocational educational programs, and
(2) the evidence that edUcational attainment is significantly
linked to occuriational attainment, it is appropriate and reason-
able to expect that at the successful conclusion of a vocational
program, students would be able to demonstrate that each had ac-.-
quired useful occupatiOnal skills--as individuals being initial-
ly trained, retrained,'or upgraded--and thus constituted a

'trained worker for the labor market.

Given the findings that the processes of educational' attain-
ment and occupational attainment do not appear to be different
for men ana women, (pewell and Hauser 1980; Alexander and Eckland
1990, p. 43) or for racial groups (Eckland and-A1exander-1980, p.
201), even though,there is variability in job status and earn-
ings, these outcomes.are considered appropriate for all levels,
secondary and postsecondary, dnd for all special categories.of
students.

Second Cluster of Outcomes

Tlie outcomes of safe work habits and techniques, placement
in a job relate( to training, satisfactoriness to employers, and
increasea pote tial for entrepreneurship constitute the second
cluster to be evaluated. The first Outcome in this cluster is
assumed to O(.. integral to acquiring useful occupational skills
and therefore is presumed to be aoong t e primary objectives of

4
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instruction in vocational education. In ,the materials searched/
very minimal information was found On the subject of safe work
habits and techniques. Katz and Kahn (.1978, pp. 587-588) discuss
hazards at work. The A%Cus of theiF attention is largely on
physical hazards in the rk place subject more to action by
employers than employees. Thus, on the basis of,the rationale
that programs are the more _powerful determinants of specialized
competencies that programs have been designed to accomplish, I
conclude that this outcome, safe wOrk habits and techniques,'is
appropriate and reasonable when measured at the conclusion of the
occupational training. Given.the importance of.the physical con-
ditions under which workers perforM (Katz and Kahn 1978, pp. 587-
588), and the importance of the informal work group in setting
'informal rules about work (Miller and Form 1980, pp. 359-411) on
the job, I conclude'that vocational education would cease to be a
powerful determinant in comparisori to more immediate variables on
the job'site, hence I judge the outcome inappropriate when used
six months or kater after-job plaCement.

$atisfactoriness to employera and placement in a job related
to training are presumed to be seCondary, rather than primary
objectives, of the large majorityof vocational programs. Evi-
dence relative to the strength ofieducation as comparedto other
factors in employers' satisfaction with workers could only be
inferred. Specifically, the socialization that occura 'for each
new worker (Katz and Kahn.1978, pi. 378; Mortimer and Simmons,

1978, pp. 440-443) would lead one to infer that rarely does any
&mploying organization find thatla new worker comes with the
skills and information about work pradtices to dovetail ade-
quately with the particular and undoubtedly in some ways unique
procedures of a particular employer. Further, -it seems unlikely
that the most competent teachers could know and incorporate into .

their instruction the variations in practices that exist.among a
variety of employers. In the same line of reasoning, it seems
unlikely that institutional vocational education programs would
be the sole source of workers of any particular employer. For
some jobs, then, on-the-job training that coLkld be more precisely
coordinated with the particular employer's practices and needs
would seem highly probable. Given these factors--that satisfac-
toriness to employers is neceSsarily a secondary rather than a
primary objective of instruction and the evidence that employers
via work groups routinely socialite new workers to the Particu-
lar employing organization--this outcothe is considered appropriL
ate and reasonable only when it is measured within six months of
employment and only when it is noncomparative with other workers.
In brief, it is reasonable and appropriate that employers should
find graduates of vocational programs satisfactoty employees

.

within the first six months. After that period, influences in
the work place would become stronger!torces on employee.behavior,

. potentially tangential to the skills used but nonetheless signi-
,

/ficant in determining satisfactoriness to the employer.



The evidence with reference to placement in a first job is
sparse also. Any.conclusions are largely inferential, based upon
findings regarding the sociology of labor markets, and links be-
tween social orig4 4ks and education and first job, all of-Which
have been presented in detail in the first section. The Wrik be-
tween education and first job is comparativaly strong (Blau and
Duncan 1967, pp. 170-1.71; Namens 1981, pp. 111-126) among known*
variables. Education in this analysis, as most analyse's, encom-
passes amount of education rather than type of education, Thus.
two dimensions of secondary and postsecondary vocational educa-
Xion could potentially be.involved in impacting upon job place=
ment per, se,,namely, simply that graduates of vocational programs
have more education than,ah early leaver and the specific occupa-
tional competencies taught (Bachman and O'Malley 1980, p. 15,3).

Given the variability of employment opportunities and the fact
that the most impo-rtant factors ,affecting employment opportuni-
ties are macroforces, this'outcome is judged.appropriate and
reasonable only when personnel resources within the vocational
educational program havbeen allocated specifically for place-
ment of graduates--in brief, when placement becomes a priMary
objective and activities are designed and implemented to
accomplish it.

,

The last outcome to be dealt'with in this-second cluster is
that vocational educattonal programs increase the potential for
entrepreneurship. I ibresume that this outcome is being consid--
ered for all vocational programs at the secondary and postsecond-
ary level, and. that some of these programs 'have beed specifically.
designed to prepare students to become entrepreneurs. I. presume,.
also, that in the former programs, preparation.for entrepreneur-
ship is a secondary if,not a more peripheral objective rather
than a primary objecti,:e, as in the latter case. In the former,
skill acquisition would be the base from which the student would
build some business.

Evidence on entrepreneurship within the boundaries of socio-
logy was limited to two 1.trief references. Neither.of these were
particularly germane td tle task. Thus my conclusion on this
outcome was tentative and based,on two of three oriteria. 'Given
these limitations, I.conclude thgt if' a primary objective of a
vocational program is to prepare students in not only Occupation-
al skills but also those business skills necessary for becoming

ntrepreneur, the outcome is appropriate and reasonable. This
3e1 on the estimate that students entering stach a program

woul. ,be more likely to have a reasonable measure-of the other
personal resources essential to such an endeaVer (i.e.-, high
:lotivation, self-initiative and discipli.ne, and financial backing
commensurate with that needed, among other known factors). When
preparing entrepYeneurs iS not a primary objective,,it is not an
appropriate or reasonable outcome to expect. .

4
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In sum, deronstration of safe work habits and techniques,
satisfactoriness to employers', placement in a 'ob related to
training,-and increased potential for entrepreneurshf.p -are
judged appropriat and reasonable only Under conditions
specified above, i.e., they receive qualified acceptante.

Third Cluster of Putcomes.
,t

The six outcomes evaluated as a third cluster are increased
earnings, increased job satisfaction, increased productivity, im-
proved guality f work, enhanced joh advanceMent, and enhanced
leadership capabiiiiies.

Given (1) increased earnings are presumed to be an indirect
rather than a direct outcome, from the objectives of vocational
edUcation instruction; (2) evidence that earnings are influenced
considerably by industry-specific effects (Stolzenberg 1975, pp.
645-(65) that vary for occupations; (3) open and closed employer-
employee relationships (Sorensbn and TuMa 1981, pp. 67-79);
(4) amount of educatiop in the total spectrum and class position
(Wright and Perrone 1977, pp. 32-55; Sewell and Hauser 1)80,
r. 74; Rielhy 1981, pp. 7-14 among others); (5) no significant
differences between employed dropouts and high school graduates
(Rachman and ("Ialley 1980, pp. 138-)56); (6) the effects on
earnings of being in the primary or secondary labor markets,
internal or.external labor markets (Kalleberg and Sorenson 1979,
pp. 351-379) arm unionized or nonunionized sectors (8tolzenberg
1975, pp. 645-(.65); and (7) t)e likelihood of seeking to sub-
stantiate outcomes both in the/short and longer time periods, T'
ludge increased :arnings to 1)., an inappropriate and unreasonable
outcome fdr vocFtiz-mat edA.cation.

Increased job satisfaction'is presumed to be an indirect
rather than a direct outcome 6f primary and secondary objectives
of instruction in vocational i.dlitation. Given (1) the consistent
evidence of generally high levels of expressed job satisfaction
for all workers (i.,vitan and Johnston 1973, p. 71; Miller and
Form 1980, p. 131); the consistent evidence that job satis-
faction increasee wih the degree of skill and responsibility a
loh.entails and thar professional and managerial workers cons-is-
tently have the highest satisfaction, with clerical and manual
,workers intermediate in satisfaction, and unskilled lowest (Katz.
and Kahn19,78, p. 364; Shepard 1977, p. 8); (3) the evidence that
eiqployed dropouts have the same level of job satisfaction as
employed high school graduates (Bachman and-COMalley 1980, p.
137); (4) the relationship between age (younger, lesS satisfied)
and job sSteisfaction (Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers 1976, pp.
299-302; an,1 rorm 1980, pp. 1Q8-200) (5) the significant
relationship between lob satisfaction and other dimencions of
life satisfaction (('ampbell, converse, and Rodgers 1976, pp. 299-
302); (6) the significance of acceptance by the' work group
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(Miller and Form 1980, p. 698) fur both productivity and job
satisfaction, I am to conclude that vocationat education is a
minor contributing variable to'job satisfaction in the immediate,
near, and distant future from time of program completion. Thus,
increased job satisfaction is an inappropriate and unreasonable
outcome for vocational education.

Increased productivity is presumed to be an indirect outcome
of the level of skill development and attitudes towards work de-
veloped by vocational instruction. Hence it is less explicitly
linked to the.oprimary objectives of instruction. The evidence
indicates thaf. factors in productivity include technical aspects
such as work layout, materials, .technological_development, lead-
ership, worker morale, worker performance, first line supervi-
sion, work group norms regarding output, and management policies
and practices as hygiene variables (Miller and Form 1980, pp.
186-187, 407, 690, 696-698; Katz and Kahn 1978, pp. 394-424).
One final bit of support is that "how-to materials" on increasing
productivity focus on job restructuring, job enrichment, autono-
mous work groups, participative management, among other work
context variables (Cummings and Malloy 1977). Given that these
job related factors are more immediate to the worker and have
far more direct impact on achievement of goals and attainment of
needs than the vocational insteuction completed, increased pro-
ductivity is not an appropriate and reasonable outcome for voca-
tional education.

The evaluation of the outcome, improved quality of work,
follows without exception the line of reasoning that pertaina
to increasea productivity. That is, quality of work is presumed
to flow from the skills and attitudes acquired in vocational
instruction, the primary objective. The same evidence cited
relative to productivity-supports the contention that the weight
of factors on the job is more immediate and more instrumental to
the worker as it relates to the quality of the work than is
vocational instruction. Given these considerations, improved
quality of work is not an appropriate and reasonable outcome for
vocational education.

hnhanced job advancement., like the preceding outcomes, is
presumed to be ap indiregt consequence of vocational instrUcion.
The exception to this may occur if the vocational program has
been designed as a neans of upgrading workers with the specific
intent of enabling them to assume more responsible positions. In
this type of situation, enhanced job advancement as an outcome is
more likely to be appropriate. In the forTer case, which I pre-
SIINO to be more frequent, however, it is quite questionable
whether it is an appropriate outcome. Given (I) the evidence
that education is only slightly more strongly related to occupa-
tion a a later time than first job and the difference should not
be overemphasized (Blau and Duncan 1967, p. 170); (2) the impor-
-Eance of ability and aptitude for both educational attainment and
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adult socioeconomic status (Bielby 1981,- p. 14); (3) the impor-
tance of structural variables suth as differential opportunities
for advancement as reflected in specific industries, primary and
secondary labor markets., internal and external labor markets
(Bielby 1981, p. 18; Stolzenberg 1975, pp. 645-665; Kalleberg and
Sorenson 1979, pp. 351-379); (4) the evidence of boundaries to
vertical movement within specific occupations (Miller and Form
1980, pp. 229-249); (5) the limitations on the number of advance-
ments available in relation to the number of workers with poten-
tial for promotion; (6) the impact of seniority and union-nego-
tiated guidelines; (7) the difficulty of assessing workers'
performance (Katz and Kahn 1978, pp. 349-353; 'Kanter and
Brinkerhoff 1981, p. 339);, ana (8) that economic progress of
individuals and families appear to be due to life contingencies
and the chance and risk factors that exist for each person rather
than to ambition (Spenner and Feafherman 1978,-p. 407; Miller and
Form 19F)0, p. 247-252), enhanced job advancement is not an appro-
priate and reasonable outcome for vocational education.

Enhanced leadership capability is the last outcome to be
considered in this cluster. Development of leadership skills is
presumed to be a specific objective only of vocational area clubs
associated with particular occupational programs such as Decca,
FFA, and VICA. It is presumed that it is at best indirectly re-
lated to occupation-specific_skill development. Given the length
of time and degree of involvement in club'activities; the fact
that these are presumed to be voluntary, dependent on self-
selection of students with the attitudes and family support to
participate, in contrast to others not having these personal and
familial supports, the youth involved constitute a select popula-
tion rather than one-reprebentative of all students enrolled in
vocational education.

Given the sociological evidence (1) that the majority of
Americans do not belong to formal community and civic organiza-
tions; (2) that participation in voluntary associations,is
directly and consistently associated with socioeconomic status,
as indicated by occupation, education and income; (3) that a
smaller percentage of those in the young categories than those in
older categories are involved (Hyman and Wright 1971; Foner 1979,
p. 227); (4) that there is some evidence that personality vari-
ables and attitudes interact in voluntary associations chosen
(Smith 1975, pp. 247-260); (5) that the study of leadership has
led to the conclusion that the traits of the leader that seem to
be necessary and effective in one group or situation may be quite
different from those of another leader in a different setting;
(6) that certain minimal abilities may be required of all leaders
but that these traits will also be widely distributed among non-
leaders (Miller and Form 1980, p. 661), I conclude that enhanced
leadership capability is not an appropriate and reasonable out-
come for vocational education, either in short-term follow-ups
or long-term follow-ups.
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bIn brief, increased earnings, increased jo satisfaction,
Increased productivity, improved, uality of work, enhanced lead-
ershii, capabilities, and enhanced job advancement are not appro-
priate outcomes for vocationaj education.- Relative to job
advancement, the one excepti n would be for a vocational program
specifically designed to ut rade competencies, with the explicit
objective to enable work to become promotable.

Fourth Cluster of Outcomes

Motivation,for educational and occupational achievement,
posit-ve attitude toward woLk, increased awareness of need for
basic academic skills, and reduced dropout late constitute the
fourth and final cluster of outcomes to be evaluated.

viotivations for educational and occupational ach"ievement are
presumed to be secondary objectives of most vocational edUcation
programs, but considered important affective outcomes to be
sought. Given the present limited knowledge about how to develop
and/or change attitudes, it is further presumed that instruction-
al activity is designed largely to focus on skill acquisition,
with less effort directed to affective outcomes (Hyman and Wright
1971, pp. 66-67). Given the evidence (1),that social origins and
tne resulting 14mi1ial and significant other relationships inter-',
act with native ability to mold aspirations and attitudes (Kerck-
hoEf 1972, pp. 55; Sewell and Hauser 1980, pp. 64-73); (2) that
these have good.stability during the secondary school years
(Bachman aml-O'Nalley 1930, pp. 142-144); (3) that researchers
anl reviewers of research consistently conclude that school
personnel have the least effect (Alexander and Eckland 1980, ID.1

49; Gage 1978; p. 64; Spenner and Featherman 1978, pp. 393-395;
Sewell and Hauser 1980, p. 73; Kamens 1981, pp. 111-126; Bielby
1981, p. 11) when compared '../ith family peers, I conclude that
1-otivation for educational and occupational achievement is not
an appropriate or reasonable outcome for vocational education,
either for short or long term follow-up studies.

Positive attitude toward work is an 6jective of vncational
education; however, inasmuch as.it too is in the affective do-
-lain, it is less amenable to direct instruction. As with most
attitudes, early socialization within the fam'ily does have import
for attitudes for work (Kercknoff 1972, p. 55). The reinforce-
ilent by significant others and peers from families with similar '

values and comparable socioeconomic status persists from infancy
into pdtat life; is a consistent and pervasive force in the lives
of piung people and into adulthood (Mortimer.and Simmons 1978,
pp. 449-443; %filler and Form 1980, pp. 198-200; Katz and Kahn
1978, pp. 377-378). Of further import is the conclusion that
people are 11-)t easy to change (Etzioni 1972, pp. 45-47). Given
then the presuy.lei weakness of formal instruction in the affective
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domain', the consistent evidence of the importance of the family,
and peer groups, whether at a school or work, I conclude that a
positive attitude toward work is.not-an appropriate and reason::
able outcome for vocational education either in short- or long-
Te71-717-EITOTr7dF-studies.

Reducea dropout rate as an outcome is presumed to be an
indirect result of vocational instruction by enabling stddents
to have educational experiences that are closer to their
interests and have a more direct relations)lip to'their "lives
after school." Thus this outcome is presumed by most to be a
reasonable one, which occurs without explicit and Airect instruc-
tional time.targeted to its attainment. Given the evidence of
the relationship between such factors as ability level and educa-
tional attainment; familial factors such aS fathee's educational
attainMent, mother's educational attainment (Bielby 1981, pp.
7-14), time at which delinquency occurs; the relationship between
delinquency and dropping out (Bachman and O'Malley 1980, pp.
138-156); and the relationship of dropping out and number of
siblings (Parnes and Rich 1980, pp. 162-174-175), vocational
education seems not to be a very potent counterforce. Thus,
reduced drqpout rate is not an appropriate and reasonable
outcome fort vocational education.

Increased awareness of need for basic skills i8 the final
outcome to be evaluated. This outcome ip presumed to be a secon-
dary, if not a tertiary objective of most vocational education
and is an indirect conseque e of instruction. The evidence on
the emergence of awareness i Niery limited and must,in large part
be inferred from theories of otivation. The one theory of
motivation considered here is the one presented by Katz and.Kahn
(1978,. pp. 335-338). As applied to this outcome, its appropri,
ateness. would appear to rest upon whether these conditions
prevail:

1. The students have an adequate level of ability.

2. The students va.lue highly the occupational skills
they expect to acquire if they are able to
understand both written and verbal instructions.

3. The effort required to improve tasio skills to the
level required to understand the instruction is
perceived by the students As feasible and
commensurate with the reward of developing the
occupational competencies or other related side
benefits (e.g., being able to stay in the company
of highly valued peers).

If the measure of awarenesS is a measure of perceptions
rather than a measure of actual behavior, .such as seeking out
additional help in basic skills, awareness may be expected to



occur if the first condition exists. If behavioral changes are
soUght, these could be quite varied, contingent upon the parti-
cular conditions and degrees of valuing and effort that exist.
Qiven adequate ability, low value on occupational skills, and
perceived high efEort requirel, one might predict'dropping out,
or continuation with very marginal performance rather than
sekinj herp in basic-skills. Thus, I conclude that increased
awareness of need for basic academic skills has qualified
acceptance as an appropriate and reasonable outcome for
vocational education.

In brief, motivation for educational and occupational
achievement, positive attitude toward work, and reduced dropout
rate axe not appropriate and reasonable outcomes for vocational
education. Increased awareness of need for basic academic skills
has qualified aceeptance.

SUmmary and Conclusion

The evaluation standards employed in rendering judgments
about the appropriateness and reasonableness of eighteen.selected
outcomes were these:

1. The more the explicit objectives and activities
of vocational education are directly related to a
particular outcome, the greater the likelihood of'
making a significant contribution to the outcome.

The more powerful vocational education is judged to
be on the basis of the importance of other
variables known to contribute, he greater the
likelihood of a significant cont ibution to the
outcOme.

2.

3. The shorter the lapse of time étween the educa-
tional experience and the meast ement for expected
outcomes, the less likelihood t t intervening
events have modified, reversed, or cancelled out,
the consequences of vocational education.

The informaton in figure 5 summarizes the results Of the
evaluation for each objective. As can be noted, four of the
eighteen objectives were accepted on all three criteria as
appropriate and reasonable. Five were accepted within conditions
specified. Nine were rejected on the basis of evidence that
known forces other than vocatiorial education are more powerful
in the determination of specitic outcomes.

Given the liviited number of outcomes fully accepted (four),
does this imply either the triviality or unimpbrtance of
vocational e(lucation? The four outcomes deemed appropriate are

% 1.vJ
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FIGURE 5

scrIOLCGICAL EVIDENCE
SJPPORI'ING VCCATIONAL wucmacm OUICCMS

Outcome Accept
Y N Q

Evidence: Citations

1. Awareness of heed
for basic skills

2. Satisfactoriness

to emplOyers

3. Trained workers
for Labor force

Katt and Kahn (1978, pp. 335-337)

_Nbrtimer and Simmons (1978, pp. 440-443);
Katz and Kahn (1978, p. 378)

Bachman and o'maley (1980, p. 153); Blau
and Duncan (1967, IL 403); Bielby (1981,
pp. 7-44); Kamns (1981, pp. 111-126);
Alexa r and Fckland (1980, p. 42);
Sewell tnd Hauser (1980)

4.,Motivation fior 11exanc1e1r and Eckland (1980, p. 49); Gage
educatior%1 (1978, j. 64); Spenner and Featherman
achievement (1978, pp. 339-395); Sewell and Hauser

(1980, pp. 64-73); Kamens (1981, pjiI 111-

5. Placement in job
related training

6. Acquisition use-

ful occupational
skills

7. Positive attitude
toward work

8. Increased
prciductivity

9. &afe work habits

and technigLes

126); Bachnan and O'Malley (1980,
142-144); Bielby (1981, p. 11); Kerckhoff
(1972, p. 55)

Blau and Duncan (1967, pp. 169-175);
Badhman.and O'Malley (1980, pp. 138, 146,
155-156); Miller and FOrm (1980, pp.
245-246); [(amens (1981, pp. 111-126)

Bachman and O'Malley (1980, p. 153); Blau,(-

and Duncan (1967, p. 403); Bielby (1981,
pp. 7-14); Kamens (1981, pp. 111-126);
Alexander and Eckland (1980, pe 42)

Katz and Kahn (1978, 145. 377-378); Morti-
mer and Simons (1978, pp. 440-443); Mil-
ler and Form (1980, pp. 198-200); Kerck-
hoff (1972)

Miller and Form (1980, pp. 196-187,.407,
690, 696-698); Katz and Kahn (1978, pp.
394, 424)

Katz and Kahn (1978i p. 588); Miller and
Fbrm (1980, pp. 196-187); Eamens (1981,
pp 111-126); Bachman and O'Malley'(1980,
p. 153)
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I'M= 5

SCCIOLOGICAL EVIDtATE (continued)

Cutcane Accept

Y N Q
EVidence: Citations

10. Increased

earnings

11. Enhanced leader-
ship capabilities

12. Upgraled occupa-
tional ccmpeten-
cies

13. Potential for

entrepreneurship

14. Enhanced job
advancement

15. Increased job
satisfaction

16. Improved quality
. of work

17. Retrained workers x,

18. Reduced dropout

rate

ELleberg and Sorenson (1979, pp. -351-

379); Wright and Perrone (1977, pp. 32-
55); Stoltenberg (1975, pp. 645-665);
Sbrenson and Tuma (1981, pp. 67-79);
Badhilan and.O'Malley-(1980, p. 137);
Sewell and Hauser (1980, p. 74)

* Wright and Hyman (1958); Hyman and wight
(1971); Foner (1979, p. 227); Smith
(1975, pp. 247-260)

Badhnan and O'Malley (1980, p. 153); Blau
and Duncan (1967, p. 403); Bielby (1981,
pp. 7-14); Karrens (1981, pp. 111-126);
Alexander and Eckland (1980, p. 42)

Badhman and O'Malley (1980, p. 153);
Miller and Form (1980, pp. 245-246)

Kanter and Brinkerhoff (1981, p. 339);
Miller aip FOrm (1980, pp. 237, 626-627);
Katz and Kahn (1978, pp. 349-353); Blau
and Duncan (1967, pp. 169-175); Spanner .

and Featherman (1978, p.4.07); Stolten-
berg (1975, pp. 545-665);,Kalleberg and
Sorenson (1979, pp. 351-379)

Campbell et al. (1976, pp. 299-302);
Shepard (1977, p. 8); Katz and Kahn
(1978, p. 364); Miller and Form (1980,
pp. 133, 198, 698); Levitan and Johnston
(1973, p. 71); Bachman and O'Malley
(1980, p. 137)

Miller and Form (1980, p. 407)

Bachman and O'Malley (1980, p. 153); Blau
and Duncan (1967, p. 403); Bielby (1981,
pp. 7-14); Kamens (1981, pp. 111-126);
Alexander and Eckland (1980, p. 42)

Badhman and O'Malley (1980, pp. 138-156);
Bielby (1981, pp. 7-14); Parnesand Rich
(1980, pp. 162, 174-175)

Y = Yes
N = No
= QualifLal Acceptance
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in And of themselves'of considerable importance both fdl- the
individual and for the society at large. - Furthermore, education
in its totality as already noted is quite significant among other
known and measured variables in-influencing human behavior, both
in terms of work life patterns and nonwork areas (Hyman, Wright,
and Reed 1975; Hyman and Wright 1971).

Supporting the importance of teachin'g, even given the
evidence of its seeming ineffectiveness, Gage (1978, pp. 64-65)
has this to .say:

The preinstructional variables against which teaching
variables have been pitted represent the outcome of
years of prior experience and development. During these
years, pUpil ability and achievement have been influ-
enced not only by genetic variables of much debated
importance. They have also been influenced by dozens of
powerful "teachers" in the form orparents, friends,
neighborhoods, mass media, and even persons called
teachers. . . . The influence of those years of prior
"teaching" by teachers who have had more prolonged and
intimate-opportunities tu exert their influence must be
regarded as prior links in a long chain of cause and ef-
fect relationship, the last link represents "pupil
achievement."

That box becomes the first link representing "preinstructional
variables" in the next round of teacher influence on the pupil.
Because the effects are cumulative, each new'"teacher" adds to
the effect of preceding "teachers.." So the last teacher in the
chain cannot be expected to have an effect'nearly equal to the
total effect of all his or her predecessors. Yet it is that last
teacher whose effect is studied in any investigation of the
importance of teaching variables" (pp. 64-65).

Hyman and Wright (1971), having investigated the effect of
education on values, cite Cremin's formulation, which is parti-
cularly pertinent to this analysis. "It is not that schooling
lacks potency. It is rather that the potency of schooling must
be seen in relatidn to the potency of other experience" (Hyman
and Wright 1971, p. 67). Hyman and Wright conclude their study
by noting that "given these challenging conditions, the enduring
effects of education on values are all the more impressive"
(1971, p. 67).

.Vocational, education, by successfully demonstrating high
quality and consistent attainment of the four outcomes accepted,
makes 4 significant contribution to that totality of education
that was the focus of Hyman's and Wright's inquiry.
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V ' w

OUESTIoN.S AND ANSWERS ON
"AN EVALUATION OF ODTCOMES USED TO ASSESS
TnE EFFICACY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: '

A stitIoLK,ICAL PERSPECTIvE"

Cuestion: In your paper you indicate that the shorter the-lapse
of timd between intervention and the measurement,4

of the expected out. omes, the greater the likelihood
1 is that the intervention will make an effect.. Are you

suggesting that we should only evaluate the short term
outcomes and forget, the long-term outcomes?

Malone: In effect I am. In going throu"411 the,mass off, e

material.s, I found that the longer'the lapse of time, the greater
the.probabit.ity that there will 1e stronger and. more significant
intervenina events' in the individbalo'S life than those from voca-
tional education instruction. Vm.fully cognizant of %he fact
that'one could challenge tbis on a number.of grounds, but by the

:same token it interested me that.I had formulated tl.pse c.fiteria
beflote uoing into the research literature. I then found% for
eltample, with the work of Dlau and Duncan and other studies, that
they tended to find that the longer the lapse of time the less
sianificant w6s the influence. 8o even though I had formulated
it' on purely logical grounds and my basic knowledge of causation'
in human behavior, I found that, in this instance, academic'sense
and common sense came together beautifully.

ruestion: If you relate that to outcome number five, placement
.
in job related trainina, which most often is.done,six

.
months after completion, why 40 ycu list that as
questionable?

qalone: I listed it as qualified. I don't see that 4 a
conflict. You will recall that the qualification that gave was
tbat placement be ayery.specific objective of the prog am, .and

that there were personnel and resources allocated to aciieve it.
,The reason I (lave it a qualified was that the employme t 4

opnortunities are variabl( with the particular localit . To the
evtent that you malTe that an outcome required of vocatonaI
education programs, you are, in essence, saying one o4 two
thinas: (1) either the amailability of jobs is under the control
or vocational education, Olerefore, they are responsilpe; or
(2) Wocational edUcators have--or the capability exists, not just
For vooational educators, but within our society--to be .

OTE: The questions were gesnerated by buzz groups at the Working
Conference: Pr. Malone's responses to the questions were
transcribed and edited.
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sufficiently Toresighted in forecastino an,adequte*witch between
laborforce meeds at the. beginning of a two,-year.program that
will persiit.and exist.two years later. Anyone would have to
Ilav.e very serious reservations about that capability's even,
:existing in our society, for-rly specialiZed group. Therefore, .

why should vocational educators be expected to have capabilitie
that generally aren't really'very good anywhere, at this time?

Question: Your paper is.extremely comprehensive and it appears
to allude more to general education than to vocationa
education specifically. One oCthe.premises in the
paper.is that the more education one ha.S, ,the more the..
person is entitled to higher earnings,. hi*ler pres-
tige, and so forth. Does this imply that vocational .

education limits opportunities? Also, is there a'
_ great differience between graduates of secondary and
postsecondary,vocational education in the opportuni-
ties available for them?

Malone:, Relative to the possiblity Of vocational education's
actually.triungating opportunities,I would,say that for on@ to
say that, is to assume that,iL every individual graduated from'
college, then every individual would_then be able to experience
the benefits that presently accrue to college graddates.
latest statistic that I have found is that 25 percent of the
lahor force iS constitutedof people with baccalaureate degrees.,,
I think that most of you would acknowledge that if everybody had
a college education4you would-still need plumbers; 'You.would
still need construction workers and individualS'with Illany other
skills. The reward system would not necessarily continue for
college graduates. Therefore, I don't think that vocational

'education necessarily truncates. Indged, I think it is quite
possible that there are S9me youths, by virtue of their,starting
point in life, who are enabled to g furthbr in life because of
vocational education.

The other'point that I hea ,:he table, but may not have
been in your question, is, "How do yu move from*education gerier-
ally, to draw inferences about vocational education specifical-
ly?" my logic is a6 follows: f in fact you find that all of
education contributes a relatively, modest prop.Ortion.of the
explanation the variance for certain kinds of outcomes, how then
can one make a strong case for vocatibnal education, which la'sts
for two,years, either at the secondary oi'the postsecondary
lever, having a much more powerful impact? Time is a common
denominator here. Uowever, there are four,outcomes that
believe are very appropriate and very reasonable for vocational
education. Those are outcomes that are explicitly linked to what
I presume to be primary Objectives of the effort of vocational
education. In addition, the opportunity to acquire tho6e com-
petencies tends not to be so systematically attended to by any



1.,
other agency of ollr society. With reference to the.question re-
garding postsecondary and seco4ary, I_think a besiC considera-
tion here is what you are you going to comparewith it.. If you
firt,o,,,Jcpmpare the graduates,of postsecondary Vocational pro-

o
..grams, would you compare them.with secondary school vocationa:17..,
graduates, or,would you compare them with graduateS of associate,
degree programs,in ncin- vocational areas? Having an associate
degree, irrespective of the area in which it was attained, would
dprobably be the significantly related fadtor to additional occu=
'pational attainment. You wczuld find_modest and perhaps very few
if any differences between youocational 'postsecondary program'
graduate and the associate degree ho),der. -
Question: Would the acquisition of"increased skill levels lend

support for the outcome.of increased productivity?

.

.

Malone:* Part, of the pro81em may be in how we are defining
productivity. I'm thinking of prodUalvity as measurably
"different \for vocational education graduate's and honvocational
education graduates within the same line of work.. If individuals
are .doing the same 4job, they've had to acquire'the necessary
skill to do that job, therefore., that's one dolisideration.

' In the resilkarch tiat.I lookell at, beCame,convinced tha 7

there were so many other factors that impinge on the productivity'
level of a work group, or,of an organization, that the way in
which the individual worker went about th'e jobs and,perfotmed
them,is an important compOnent. When one conSiders the'total,
range of variables that are causin'T various lieveIs of produpti-
vity,'performance is so minimal that it wouldl be.very difficult
to find measurable, .discernibl:e differeneeS. 'Those are the two
bases upon which I reject tlie outcome pf increasedproductivity..

Question: Could you expand boyond.what is in your .paper. about,
the relationship. of accCuntabiiity td c6mpetency-based -

education?

Malone: L see competency.based education as very expliCitin
the objectives that are to be attained in terms of.student out-
comes and student competen,Cy. I See competency based education

. oas a very precise delineatiOn of the components pf skills that
should be acquired and having the capacity to test the students.
at each step aleng the way to see Whether or not they d'o have.a
certain level of skill. Therefore, f would see competency based
education as being-, potentiallY, a fairly effeftive and efficient
tool in demonstrating the one outcome that I've said i-s a very
legitimate outcome'for vocational education,.namely'thet
acquisietion of.specific'occupational

. 1 Q



Question: -Of the five outcomes that you have listed ap quali-
fied;, what would one need to ao to move those either
int.() the "yes""or the "no"categary? Wouid there,be
changes.of wording'that you would make? Or what coul
be done to get thoe out of the qualified column into
the "yes" or, "no"? -

Malonel . I dpn't think that I would be supportive-of having a
carte blanche "yes" or "no" attached to-those witcomes. I.would
view those given the qualified acceptance as a....,guoup of odtcomes
that may indeed be appropriate.and reaonable, given thecircum-
stances-I have specified. So you'might say that my qualified
acceptance could be interpreted as saying, "'2-es, but only under
certain conditions,"

Question: ,If Some of the outcome statements were reworded would
. it Take a difference in 'Whether or*not.they were-
acceeted? %

Malone: One of.the things that I wasgtroubled-by was, for
example, "How do you enhance potential?". Enhanced leadership
capabilities are one 'thing; capabilities really imply potential.
8ut one could expect these capabilities to be eviaent, given
certain.sets of circumstances. I do think the word potential it
quite problematic. I didn'towant to.deal.with that, so I just
simply skipped potential--and treated.it as if it.were enhanced
leadership capability. One reason I provided th,e information
about-yarticipation in voluntary associations 'wa.s that ope of the
mahifestation of enhanced leadership capabllities presumably was
the determination Ct how many vocational education graduates were
chairpersons of theiI various prestigious boa'rds of education and
other community brganizations..- It seemed to me that participa-
tion in voluntary associations was ermane to consideretion of
eh,it as one possible outcome.

Question: Are there other outcomes .that mocational education
could be responsibte for . . that are not part of
these eighteen, in your point of View?

Malone: , I tend to,go along with the viewpoint that vocational--
education has the potentaal of being a very effective ed-Ucational
process. When I bedame part of the vocational education com-
munity, was naive enoUgh to think-that.there was a rather
generally accepted differentiation between trainrng and educa-
tion, that vocational education wp.s indeed attending to the whole
person, while training was narrowly'specialiZe0. I learned
ratheir quickly that people didn't eshare this definitnn 'with me.
They got very angry with ,me 1,7hen I thought they ought to be con-
-cerned with whether students were in,fact reading.better, and
whether the teacher was teaching ih such a way as to help

\
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students read better even %%ben it would not ndcessarily:slow down
the process Of teaching the vocational satin.; indeed when it
might make the..difference bettdeen the student's_under6tanding the

. material a'nd not undeTstanding itY What we flould be saying is
that we have a large garden varety of Students and that we would
liRe them to grow as much as they can grow. There are different
educational prdcesses that enable some to grow more effectively
than if they went through-another educational process. ;I.realizb
that hay not be quite consonant with soine federal conderns, but
aAer all a lot of state and local mdney goes intc vo'Oational
,education.

1fi
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OUTCOMES FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

_ECONOMIC PERSVECTIVii:S
0

# David W. Stevens
University of Aissouri-Columbia

Columbia, 141,gsouri

It shoult be emphasized that the research results re-
ported-do not constitute, and Stiould not be read as, ,

an assessment "of the effectiveness of either secondary
or postseconpary vocational education .programs. They

_

are too limited--by both the data available for research
and the diftficulty.of the research.problem--to,attribpte
outcomes, both economic and noneconomic, to particular
educational experiences. (NIE 1981, P. 1111-22),t.

.

t Introduction
. .,.

....

. .------ ,

' if vocational eAulation is effective,.wht outcomes shguld
. .

we e*peet to,observe? The objective of this-paper is,to examine
.eighteen preselected%putcolilessthat have been associate6-4.:th-ex
pOsure to vocational education, _focusing on the consistenu of
each stated _outcome_with the role(s.), economic eheory assigns to
'vocational education, and on the relative importapce e,ach outcome
Ls accorded by the evidende apcumulated to date.

t . .

. ...
. .

At the outtet, it is important to ask five-que$Zns: .
t

-,

- -
o - Whu do.we want to identity outcomes of vocational
. education and to estimate the ,relative i4portan f .

...., i these outcomes (i:e.,'Athat are the intended Uses
this information)?, . .

o What actual 'criAria do we propOse to examine as
,

. purported measures of vocational education outcomes?
. 4

8

.. . %.-.0 How will this measurement be conducted (i.e., what
measurement'standard(s) will be adopted)? --- 4 i.

.
.

o Where will the observation's for this estimation
procedure be taken (i.e., vihat is the ap-propriate

,

unit of, analysis, given the questions already.

pos )?

V

,
When should theseq)bservations be made;06.ie., what,
is the appropriate temporal definitiOn to adopt)?

185
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' Inter,lependend1es4among these fivie issues, which have re-:

ceived fae too little attention to date, rendbr most o§ our ac-
cumulated 'knowledge" unacceptable as evidence of vocational
education's effectiveness.:

1

o 'The paper is?dpividedl.j,nto four parts. First,. genera]: obser-
vations about the impontance of the five questions posed above,
are offered. The second sction is devoted to a brief statement g
of tour different theories that economists have.proposed to ex-
plain observed labor market outcoMes. aased on these donceptual
foundations, the third' section, is deVbted to an examinati:ou.of
relevant evidence about vocational education Outcomes. The final
section .summarizes one economist's conclusion about what we knpw-
aboUt %focational:education outdbmes.

v

Why, What" Hov, Where, and When?
,

Choosing a Unit. of Analysis
,

. Rive years ago:t aft:er more than a decade of _exploring the
uses made of evaluation resLarch, I concluaed.that a major pur-
poke for devoting rescliurces,..to evaluation-4s apparently t9 be
able-to say we Pare doin itl- Since then, 1 have decided that a
major reas-)n-for this limited relevance for dedision-maiCing is
our failure to conider beforehand what actions might igptentially
be taken on the basis of pósSible findd:n s.

1,41

Consider the folLowfng example. 'Mo t evaluations of'voca-
tional education outcomes hav..e compared vents stabseguent to exit,
from a cateyerical.classification "vcc ional education" Oith the'
experiences of those who exi.ted frOm "general education" pro-
grams. Recently, Rob Meyer (1982) has.demonstrated how deficient
this clAssifidation practiCe 4

' ,

o
Almbst all students take courses ip vocatidnal educa-
tion, and individuals take widely varying amounts .

of bourses in both academic and vocational subjects.
"There is no,standard academic, generaa, ot vocational
program that is characterizedthy a set ngmber of voca-
tional and academic courses. In fact, many students in

' the academic program take more vocational coursework
Olen do vocational stUdents.. (p.. 16)

Whatis appropriate unit of analySis? This question Cannot
be answerea without prior consideration of the "why?" query:-.41-One
important,use of outcomes information is to convince meml,ers of
Congress that federal funding of vocational education is a y/orth-
while investment. Two related uses of outAomes informationAare'
to inform State legislators and local officials about vocational.

. .

education's relative merit. Is the appropriate unit Of analysis
th6.same for each of these.three important uses.of outvmes



.. / .

,information? No. ,In fact, given any one of tha.three levels'of
decision making, the appropriate unit of analysis will Vary', de-
pendihg upon the specific question that is ,posed. FOr example,
cOlysider.the follos,*ing questions:

% 1 I
. . .

o How,effectiveare vocational eduCation activities
-that are currently funded through federal reim-
'bursement? ,

Js .
. /

Q What conseqUenCes would be'expected t6 follow a
.eubstantial.decrease-(increase).in federal funding
of vocational qducation.activities?

. 4
,

o
.

licnkarget efficient are current earmarking provi-0
sioNe for the-dedication of federal reimbursement
to selected target populations (i.e., are these . *

funds actually reServed for the Support o-f serviceS

.
offered oritly to members of the designa-ted grolips)?

How efficiently do the states and local school Ois-.
, tricts manage the federal funds made.available to
them for vocational education purposes?

a

The point is this:. pen though each of these questio nS ad-
dresses an aspect of federal funding of vocatiOnal education,'a
different unit of analysis is.called for in each case. In the
Itrst instancef tunnel vision is permitted, f6cusingattention.on
kresent prc4ram.mixes and levels. in addition, only average'
effectiveness nded be estimated. !The second question, however,
involves hypothetical circumetances: If the leyel of federal
'reimblirsement were substantially smaller (larger),, vhat changes
in i*og"rara mix and/or level would be.likely to occur? Now we are
talking-about marginal, as when as3average, outcomes; that is, it
"is important to know who would be.affected by the decreese (in-
crease). Tbe third.question requires data. ata sufficient level
of detail to permit the analyst.to explore possible substitution
effects; meaning the possibility.that state.and local officials I

withdraw their resources from (or fail to allocate resodces to
these activities becaus the federal./funds are eardarked for
*these purposes. If_subst'itution of/this type ocCurs, the target
efficiency of the federal fundings is obviously diminished in a
net resource availability sense. yhe fourth quedtion has nothing
to do with effectiveness, a point tliat is.not frglquently áppreci-
ated. Efficiency refers to the feast-cost provision of
servicesid this case, vocational education. The pertlnent
question-here is: Hbw can- we,get the mbst vocational education
for our federaf investment? This qu stion can be explored and
debated without devoting any attent'on at all to the questions
How effective, in outcomes terms, ifr the vocational educatibn

'offered through these auspices? is in this coRtext that the
agthdrs of NIE's The Vocational Education Study: The Final

.
.
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Report concludedthat "(t)hebest promise.of-securing, results
likely to be useful for improving programs and-decision making
on program offeririgs is'to evaluate'6he ways.programs are planned
and.operatpd" (Natiorlal Institute of .Education 1981:, p..xxxviii).
Of course; -Within this management context, it iS necessary to

, choose one 9r more definitions of vocational-education 'programs
t. (i.e., multiple units of obserliation may ati/1 be 'chosen).

It is apparent .from the preceding discussion that theSerec7--
. .

tion of relevant outcomes--and indeed whether oUtcomes are even
yertinent--is dependent, in part, upon the uses that are to be
made of the analysis. Since eighteen preselected outcomes are
explored in-Oction three, no further developmekt of the connec-

.

tion between "why?'" and "what?" questions is prasented here.

t I

. ..
ISelecting a Measurement Standard .

/

.
.

The choice of a measurement standard is obvidusly a crucial.
'determinant of the reliability to be associlafed with repbrted
estimates of vocational education outcome. Unfor.tunately,ffew

'of the ultimate users of ev,aluation studies are sophisticated
enough in tEeir understanding of statistiCal estimating proce-

1dures to assess the precision and stabilityof ou;tcomes'estimates
presented o them. (The ability and willingness of pvaluators to
promote user understandings also,questionable.) A dranialic

Iexample of the vulnerability of evgluation consumers is found in
two, lrveys ,)f education production functton estimates,,whigh
reached completely oppbs-ite conclusionsi even though well over
half of the studies surveyed Were common to both examinations

I

'(3arnow 1979, pp. 3147315). The reason for.thel discrepancy is
that one survey used statistical signifiCance of individual

.

coefficients as a basis for import!ancer while,the_othd,r survey
a1Opte3 a.percentage of marianceexplained criterion fOr impor-. .

Lance.

GOgraphic and Temporal.Considerations

4 The ."where?" and "when?" cfuestions can be'introduced at this
point, beoause decisions with respdct to eachaffe6t the rohust-
ness,,or range of applicability, of reported Zuttoffies estimates.
It will be,seen in section three Chat omitted variables severely
limit tbe relevance of national surve=based estimates of voca7-
tional education outoomes reporttpd.t date. Furthermore, evi- *GIN

dence is presented in.section tliTee that the timing of recording
outcomes information is A critical'determinant cf the atability
of derivelj effectiveness estimates.

Itois only a slight overstatement to conclude that we have .

. been recordiml.the wrong data, at the wrong time(s), using'inap-
propriate units of observation, and then subjecting these data to *#'



I

inappropriate testing procedures, because of a pervas-ive fa.ilure .

to deciae beforehand what anyohe' Might do'with a plausible range.
of ,possible estimates of-vocational'education outcomes. . L

-----s- ,t.,-

1

,

.0n this pimistic. note, We move directly into a brief ::0.
exposition of the role(s) economic thtory assigns to vocational
e9.9qp..-tioh.

k .

VOcatiOnal-Eddelation and Labor Market
OutcomeS: Four Economic Perspectives. ,

.

The data that...dre 'available to address any coneemporary
issue'are an'artifact_of some historical reason for ccillecting

.cu ent issue ..erefore, there is no pdrticular reason to
thupinformation, one that be..Afs no necessary. relatiOnship to the

< Th
expect available data to_bemell suited to-defining today's
issues. ,Moreybluntly,'there is a "data.availability--policy re-
leyance dilemma," Which is, in some respects, unavoidable,, but
Sbout Which.we shoulthalways be aware.

Accuracy, or precision gf inf4rmatiori, Is meaningful only in
reference to a specific purpose. Tpndefined demandsfor "better"
or "more current:1,, data at "mote de.ailed" levels for "smaller"
geographical ar s are likely to be counterproduCtive. The VOca-
tional Educa-Eiul Act, as amended, reflects certain 'assumptions
aboUt education and labor market institutions and practices.
Some observers o these institutions and -ale behavior of individ-
uals have concluded that fundamental changes have occurred in the

4employment relationship, changes that are not currently ieflected
in the.conventlpnal wisdom about how goverdffient action can im-

.prove individual employment opportuni.qies and evilings'., The
purpose of this section.is to indlcate how diverse..extant
theories of labor markelt behavior are,and to,relate these dif-,
ferences to data requieements, throLfgh a reexaminatidh of the
five questions pOsed in the preceding section:

The four,theorfes about labor market institutions and be-
.

havio , whose merits.economists continue to debate, are--

the human.capital approach, .
. ,, .

,.. o "the signaling approacil,
O the job competition approach, and
o the .segmented labOr market approach.

/
-

. ,

. Each of these theories asSigns a different rdle to vocation-
al education, andezthe oute

i
mes estimation process that would

logically accompany each o the four differs from the others.
This is the reason that a conceptual Aeray must prebede plunging
Ti'into.the evidence about these, utcomes.
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The.HuMan Capital Approbch

. This theory asserts that individual productivity differ-
ences cap be redpced to a COMMOQ denominator that allows ug to
array individuals along a continuum according to their-embodiment
o'Cgreater or lesser amounts of "human calpital." Vhat,is this
common denominator? Roughly, it is cognitive ability or skin.,
the sabilit "to do something with a greater o4 lesser,degree of
facility. It is assumed that .this is What matters in the'em-

a ployer!"8 decision whether to hire, how much to pay, ythen.andp .

whether to train bn tbe.job, and,N4hether eventaally to promote an.
employee.

.How is this human capital emodiment measured? UsuaLl.y, it "s-
is by time units of education (training) completed7-to capture
pre-aauor oarket entA productivi'ty devekopment--and time units
of work experience to reflect on-the-job.training acquired. .

There is no direct method for meaCuring the q.uantity of human
.productive capacity. .EVen the strongest advocates of the useful- ,

ness of human capital analisis acknowlede its simplistic charac-
terization of a complex relationihip. They admit that time spent'
in school ia not syno ous ith the absorptionof learning.
Furthermore, it is recogri d that individual abilities to mafket
the-skills adquired through learning differ.

A
J ust as there is no direct measure of quantity of embodied

human productive capacity; iihere is no direct Measur.of its
price.. This distincf.ion is important for estimating vocational
education outcomes, because it draws attention to two very
differen4 ways in which i ividual employment oPportunity and
earnings.,0ight be improved:

To the extent that -individual prodUctivepotential-,
is iimportant in employer hiring and promotibn de-
cisiOns, the quantity of human capital embodiment"
matters, and

.3

given any level of embodied productive potential,
the earnings received tor applying this potential
can be altered within a limited range.

A fundamental rationale for government funding of vocational '

education is an aFsumption that skill ks an important missing
ingredient barri,ng the fulfillment of indi%idual opportunity to
secure'higher earnings. a .

A number of anomalies have been cited, which cpate skep-,

ticism in.,some4quarters that this simple human capital approach
should remain a mainstay of the country's human resources invest-
ment policy: Race- and sex-baSed differences in occupational
status and earnings, Which remain.after the most careful controls
for education and training exposure, aleast raise further

-
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i4ueStiuns about the univertal importance'of sLl1 as.,a primary .6
determinant of sqlbsequenteemployment experience. To date, 'the
canplexities of sorting out the independent influence; of skill
eMbodiment and'personal coirelates of the decision to of skill
embodiment and personal correiates of the decision to enter one
type of education program, 'rathe i. than another, have not been
resolved.. And inconsistdncies have been discovered between What
employers say their hiring.and promotion criteria are avd.what
their.actual practices reveal. (Evidence regarding each of these
-assertiongNies cited in the. next section.)

The Signaling Approach .

In the abSence of a direct way to measure individual broduc-

.
tive potential', an alternative view of the possible role.ofpre-
labor market entry skill development has arisen. While i.ndivid--%,
\Ian productivity per searemains unknown, marketable-information

-

,about produetive potential' may still be produced vocatiOnak
Neducation'setting.

0 Each' of us embodies measurable,characteristics, some-of
which can be modified, while others are unaltetable. IndiVidual
predicted productivity (actual pro4uctivity &F..not known before-

hand) functiop ,of each empiover.rs weighting of these charac-
teristics. In other words, the emPioyer is uncertain about the
individual's prodUctive potentigl, so the ihdiv,idual is assessed
on the basis of prOious group experiEnce, or some proxy thereof.
If the emplOYer has,ho basis fpr omparing an irldivi'dual with-
previous experience,)*he uncertaintY factor looms,larger in the
decision process. To'the extent that an individual iS compared
with a-low average prOductivity group, the candidate's likelihood
of success is diminished. If the attribUte(s) upon Which the
classification is'made are unalterable, nothing can be done
individually to change the ernplOyer's assessment of the charac-
teristic(s). (However, society qan, through'statutdr1; adminis-
.Vative and attitudinal actions, affect this decision making
151.ocess.) "f

Ow

Thepotential role for.vocatipnal education in this concept-
ualizatioii-i-s fundamentally different from that which is-associ-
ated with the Lumen capital approach. Here exhibition of a voca-
tional encation signal may enhance, or tarnish, an individual's
relative ranking by at) employer for' reasons that have,little; or
in the extreme nothing, to do with skill improvements :tlaat oc-
curred.through those auspices. For example, a studerct's. decision

4to enter a vocational program may be interpreted by an emplo3r
as evidence of that person's commitment to a generic' type of
work. A second example is found.in tb frecipent observatiori thatI
it is unclear whether prestigious training institutions actually
offer greater skill enhancement than.lesser known schools, or
whether theexercise of greater admissiorrselectivity predeter-
mines relatively-greater success of termillogps.



The signaling approach provides an intuitively appealing
story: pithout having to produce a precise measure of VAat

vocational.educatidn really does to A person's productive.poten-
tial, it explains why participation in this activity might be
used as a. predictor of futur'e productivity. (It also explains,
by the way, why the acquisitionof certificat2bn may be diminish-
ing in importance as a-,guarahtee of,entree into produetive em-
ployment: As more applicantS exhibit a given attribute to em-

, ployers, this characteristic diminishes in importance as a dis-
-tinuishing signal by Which to different,iate ng paajidates.
Again, in'the extreme, if we were ever ho achge the goal of en-
suring that everyone receives a high schoOldiploma,*this generic
accomMishment.would serte no screening funotion whatsoever.)

%

The,Job Competition Approach
,0

The key to this theory is an assumption that most applicable
skills are rearned on the.job. Prior to job entry; individuals -1
are mostly biddingfor training oppor'tunities. Produc-E'ivity is '
held to reside in the.job, not.in'the indiN.i.IdUal. Earnings are
tied to the job held, not directly to personal productive poten=
tial.

here individuals are arrayed along a continuum in the order
of their, relative attractiveness to emploYers,, vihich, ,in turn,
depenas uppn thOse characteristics,that convey an impression of
ekpected rerative hiring and training costi. At.the-same-time,
there is a set of factors.Lhat determines_which and how many job
opportuniflps are made avairable. (Nothing more is said abcut
this crucial issue, but it is important bo recognize that. this
"demand side" issue determines-how far along the.queue.of aspir-
ants theavailable'rbol_af-job opijortunitids .Will reach.)

p

..-,

The signali g ptory offered rio explanation for the observed',
nonuniformitles in employere hirintg, retention, and 'promotion
:criteria. In t,he job competition approach, there is no supply 61
tr-P-,Tinea laboi.,in the traditional senSe of that term. The smaller

, the difference in expeCted training cost arming appl'Cants,- the
greeter is the employer's autonomy to introduce slab ective pre-
erences. The more alike job aspirants are/kn their objective

attributes, the more important be6omes employer discr tiona6r
Power to impose subjective judgments.

, '
.

Obviously, the'fundamental question_that,this job competi-
tion theory poses to vocational educators is: '6Flow daeg-expoSurt
to your program(s) contribute tc, reducing r lative,biri and/or lc

training c6s-s that will be borne y,emplo ers? Again, there are
many pgssible.ways in whichMephe relafive a tractiveness cf
:enro11ee7,in1vocational e,lucution programs might be enh ced from
(1 prdspective-employers standpoint, dnd only some'of t ese pos-
sibilities.require direct skiLl development.

0*

.s
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As there c; fundailwut,a 'difference between the job competi-
.

tiop story's dfiaracterization of expected relative hiring and.4.
training costs and.the human,(lapital story's Concept of differ-
ential emb_o(Jied productivity? Or, ate these simply semantic
nuances? Are most 6kil1s learned on the job? And, regardless of
the answerjiVen to thiq question, must an important proportion
of skills be acquired in a joint learning-production setting? Is
it important to recognize inte-rdependencies among co-workers in a
substantial enough segmept of production to w*.rant downplaying
the concept of individual productive,potentiaY, independent of a
specific application of that potential? Each of these questions.
is a topic of hotly contested debate at the present tiMe, and no
summary observations'are tendered here.

The Segmented Labor Ma.i.ket'Approach

A final important dimension of the recent institutional work
that has been done characterizes the labor market in terms of--
segments. Many.of you.have undoubtedly heard the terms primary
and secondary'labor markets, or dual labor markets. In this view,
there are "good" jobs and "bad" jobs. The primary labor market
is characterized by the presence of well-developed internal labor
markets (i.e., an administrative unit, within Which the alloca-
tion of labor is governed bl; a set of administrative rules and
proce(lures), which'are-at least pattially insulated 'from,external
m4rket forces. -While not necessarily high paying, these jobs are
usually seen as offering stability,and codified rules for indus-
trial grievance handling. In contra-S1,---th.? secondary labor
market is seen as offering little reward for-4,ndividual produc-
tive potential, limited opportunity to move odt-lof this sector,
pervasive underemployment, and frequently capricioui supervisory,
relationships. Given these characteristics, the secondary labor
market also exhibtts high turnover and low wages. InterdetiVe,,_
f'Irces between this secondary job environment and the behavior
of incumbents in those jobs are emphasized. ,

From this perspe.ctive, the secondary sector is viewed as an
integral part of the economy, which absorbs many of the insecuri-
ties of volatile economiC forces, forces.that would otherwise
affect the primary, sector, whose incumbents have eXercised their
power to celltate advantages that they will not willingly share.
Indeed, the degree of elaboration of internal labor market fea-
tures in the primary sector i, in part, a result, of incumbent
Tears of losing advantages already gained or anticipated. Rules
are established to allocate scarce earning opportunities.

- Many issues of importance to vocational egucators flow from
this characterization of segmentation and incumbent insecurity.
Customary ways of doing things ultimatery constrain responsive-
ness to changing economic forces. As long as efficient economic

1
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conditions do not change xadim ally, the acceptability of custom-
' art practices presents no conClict. Custom qevelops as,an adapt-
iv# or imitative process, Which is faci,litated by work group con-

/ tinuity anZi homogeneity. ,New procedures and new group members
dilute this customary group behavior, at least temporarily.
Important formal and informal aspects of any job assignment,must
.often be learned from co-workers. If these colleagues are in-.
secure about their own employment and promotion prospects, this
can be expected to be reflected in their willingness to share the
essential information that is%necessary to succeed (arid, in some,
cases, to survlve).

Among the Important congequences for vocational education
'outcomes, if.this characterization of labor market institutions
and the behavior of incymbent employees is Accurate, are the fol-.
lowing:

o The time dependence of labor market success subse-
.quent to exit from a vocational educatiOn prograiii
is of critical importance because of the associ,1
tion between incumbent security and noutSider"
opportunities to-apply emboaied skills F,nd to learn
new skills.

o The relative importance of objective Skill acquisi-
tion as a determinant of_subsequent economic suc-
cess is expected to be uneven, with other personal
dharacterispics sek, race and interpersonal
relations) influencing outcomes, independent of
embodied productive potential..

o Skill acquisition and employment opportunity are,
to some extent, simultaneouslY determined;,that is
skill embodiment is accepted as a fgctor in initial
access probabilities, but access is necessary to
aci,,..re further skills. Vocational education's

.41 e in enhancing access to subsequent learning op-
I. 'portunities is of great interest.

The'Aour Theories: A Final Statement.

fhe purpose of this extended exposition of four quite dif-
ferent approaches'to understanding the dynamics of labor market
institptions and individual behavior has been to reveal the un-
settled nature of economists' disciplinary perspective on the
actual and potential role(s) for vocational education in pro-
moting individual and societal well-being.

Returning, briefly, to the five_questions that were set
forth in the preceding section, it is now apparent that the unit
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of anafysiS chosen and the specific outC mes criteria sele,ted
are likely to be different,.depending yipon which....5 the foCir con-
ceptualizations one accepts. Concern/about outcdmes' estimated
precision iltia stability is also expeCted to- be a funttion,..in
part, of.thethebretical persuasion exhibited. And', perhaps most
.important of all, the initiating- inquiry itself, the "whyqdes-
tion,.is heavily influenced, if not determined, by the preconcep-
tions one brings to the task.

What questions, then, have economists asked about vocationar
education outcomes? What evidence has been introduced? And hdW
reliab.e are the conclusions reached? It is to these matters
that we turn now, in section three. .

Questions, Evidence and Conclusions:
EconomiC Perspedtives

It was,asserted in tlie preceding section that the questions'
asked by those of.different thebretical persuasions direct the
respective explorations along different paths from the very Out-

set. Let me now illustrate the importance of this point. Bowles
and antis asked, "How r....an ye best understand the evidently
critical rielationshi,p between education and t.he capitalist ec-
onomy?" (Bowles and Gintis 1976, pk. 10). And they concluded:

Indeed, we believe that the evidence Strongly suppdrts
the thesis that the vocational education movement was
less a regponse to the specific job'Eraining needs of
the rapidly expanding corporate sector than an accommo
dation of-a p.reviously elite ellucational institution--
the high school--to the changing needs Of reproduc.ing
the class structure. Particularly important in this
respect was,the use of the ideology of vocationalism to_
justify.a tracking system which would Separate an21

stratify young people loosely according to race, ethnic
origins, and class backgrounds. (p. 194)

This theme is chosen for introductoG purposes because inL
quiry of, this type cannot be transformed into the eighteen pre-
selected outcomes that are to be examined in the following pages.
(Interested readers are urged to read Gordon, Edwards, and Reich
1982; La Belle and Verhine 1975; and,Grubb 1979, for "revision-
ist" interpretations; and Ravitch 1979, as one example of the
traditionalist response.)

At the opposite extreme of a continuum of economic approach-
es, we find Psacharopoulos asking: "How. does the profitability"
of investment in education compare with tl-e profitability of
investment in physical capital?" And, "(W)hat contribution has
investment in education made to economic growth in different

0
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countries?" (Psacharopoulos 1973, a). This rate-of,retOrn-
approach does not provide any insights about (1) how education
produces the eslimated return, (.2) whether this rate of return is
the highest that can be achieved with the given educational

simputs, or (3) how this-rate oft-return would be affected by.an
increase (decrease) in the scale of education offerings. In

terms of the five questions. posed atthe ou.t.set, this approach
offers little management guidance. -(See Michael 6arbine's
chapter Lecht 1974, pp. 70-95, for a presentation 'that is
supportive of this cost-benefit approach.)

An alternative approach is,to attempt A.00 specifylan
inprit-output refationship, or a prodbction function:

Knowledge of the technical relationships between inputs
and-outputs is only the first step in using the produc-
tion function for'evaluation purposes. The inPut prices

At' can be used to deterinine how a given-lei/el of output can
he produced at minimum cost. If the output.prices are
known as well, the optimum level of outpUt can be deter-
mined in addition to the appropriate combination of in-
puts. dhus a produdtion function approach Can provide
richer informati9n than the cost-benefit approach.
,(Barnow 1979, p. 299)

The educational productiOn function literature has been
subiected to extrdordinary meLhoda.TOTIT scrutiny (Heim and
Perl 1974; Barnow,1979, pp. 300-310; Meyer 1982, which cites
Hanusnek's (1981). recent review of this literature). Heim and

Perl urge Caution:

It.is important to remember that analyses of this sorcit
are going_to omit some dimensions of input aLid measure
others onlyjn broad aggregate. These difficulties
should not be a basis for rejecting Che concluSions of

these analyses. In7evaluating an analysis, two critical
questions should be asked: are the dimensions of input
omitted from the analysis systematically'and signifi-
cantly related to,thOse plcludedand are the variables
included sufficiently dit.aggregated for policy purposes?
(Heim and Perl 1974, p. 4) -

In other words.) specification errors (failing to specify
properly which inputs are related to the outcomes that are of,
interest) and measurement errors (choosing inappropriate proxies

for Che true influencing'factor) bar us from Achieving unbiased
estimates 04; the input-output rerationship. tiased estimates of

the effect of those input factors that are controllabl.. by voca-
tioDal educatorb, for 'example, offer a poor basis upon Which tO

make administrative decisions. It is for this reason Chat the
proper unit of analysis must be chosen,,paying attention to the
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type(s) of decisiori,that might be influenced by the analysis.

-Barnow (1979) offers,a clear Comparison of the productione'
function approaChes that are avai1a4le: estimating the effect&
of specified inputs on (1) direct outputs, on the one.hand, or.
(24 indieect'outputs, on Elle other hand. Barnow (1979) asserts
that "(t)he direct Outputs of a training program are the skills
aneattitudes produced by the program that are embodied in the
trainees. The,indirect or ultimate outputs of a program are

.those changes ttrat occur in variables of interest that are ipterr
mediated by the laoor market and other institutions" (Barhovi
1979, pp- 318-319). eNote that it is possible, in principle, for
the dieect output tip be unrelated to skill enhancement or atti-

'
tudinal change.a poirrt that Barnow (1979) faiRs td make.)

Estimation of the direct output ofsskills requires
ccompetency-based measurement techniques (Taggart 1981, pp..
321-332). Estimations of the indirect employment and earnings'
outcomes of vocational education require adoption of a control it

.group, which permits the analyst to gauge-the hypothethical ex-
perience the t4ained persons would have exhibiti*d in the absence
of an exposure to vocational education. (Ist.. is recognized that

there are otheriasessment techniques; Cf., Avexch Carrell,

Donaldson, Kieslihg, Pincuc 1972; Tettman 1973).

At,issue, reljardless of the indirect estimation technique
-,that is ultimately selected, is'a proper specification of the
earnings functiorr, if earnings enhancement is accepted as an ap-
propriate indirect outcome le vocational education. It is clear
that economists have a long way to,go in this speci2ication and
estimati:onsprocess (Hanushek 1981 ; Gustman and Steinmeier 198Q;
and'Meyer. 1982). Hanushek (1981), for example'," concludes:

(E)stimated, rates of return for years of schooling, par-

*

tt!.culary in regression estimates considering other indi-
vidual differences appear very unstable%: Changes in:
sample, changes in time periods, and changes in precise
model specifications yield enormous changes in estimated
rates of return. Attempts to improve these models by
adding more detailed measures of individuals (say, abil--
ity or school qualitY) or characteristics of labor
markets have not narrowed the coefficient differences
significantly.

InteTpretive difficultieS with_these investigationS
arise from two sources. First, the conceptual models
involve pureiy sup-ly-side behavior of individuals,

.
but the empirical models areactUally complicated
reducedform relationships that canbine supply and deman
forces. Second, there is little consensus on the
appropriate specification of the underlying structural

*relationships. (Hanushek 1981, p. .240) -
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Richard Freeman ecently asked, "Ca'n we take disddvanta4bd
workers and readi A. improve their earnings capacity, getting.tliem4

in better jobs?" (,Fr6eman 1981, p. 128). He conclUdes:

TIM question carinot be answered with cross-sectiOn
regression analysis comparing the'earnings.of.persons
with the same measured attributes in different sectors,
because such comparisOnssinvolve different persons, One
ok Whom may Ilve superior unobserved attributes. Long-
itudinarstudies of earnings proviae some eVidence.but
'are subject to alternative interpretations,. also -because
of questions about'the unmeasured characteristics of
persons Who shift sectors. . .

I

Does ,the wage deterMination process reward personal
attribut'es, e ucati8n, and age less in the secondary
sector than in.the primary sector.... At.present, our
best conclusio is that the wage determination process
differs betwee markets in :Mich few workers are low
paid and thOse,in Which many workers are disadvantag&l.
(Freeman 1981, pp. 128-129)

The important point to be made here, baseq on.the Heird and'
Perl,(1974), Barnow (1979), Hanushek (1981), and Freeman (1984
conclusions, is that estimates of the relatige impoftance of any
partj.oufar factor, such as vocational education, are highly
seraitive to model specification and estimating technique.

What can.be said about the cotrelates of worker productiv-
ity?. (See, for exaMple, Leach 1981) In a paper WhiCh iscof
cricial importance to an assessment of vocationdl education out-
comes, Charles Brown (1982) recently observed thatl

.
.

The relationship betWeen job performance And individual
attri8utes known by the employer at'time of-hiring is an
impottant topic, among economists. . . .

The "individual characteristic" most often studied4py
economists-(and often stuied by others) is education.

, Attempts to use within firm data t&.test whether more-,
educated individuals ae more productive have produCed

/ very mixed results. . . .

While within-firm studies of. warker.performance can
potentially provide valuablp evidence on the question of
whether individuals with more education (or more of some
,otHer characteristics) are more productive, rgley suffer
from a potentially serious statistical flaw If
firms prefer more-educated applicants, lesseducated

192'.1!)
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applicants who are hired are likely to have "compen-
sating viques" knowd to the hirer but often hotto tIre
researcher. Thu, 'comparing perforMance of more-'and
tess-educated workers understates the edge of the typi-
cal (that is, randomly Selected) more-educated
worker over the typical less-educated worker. Moreover,
the bias is more sev.ere when the emproyer overestiffiates
the importance of education. '(Brown 1'982, pp. 178-18O)

Again, the omitted variables issue'has'arisen. Brown's
(1932) concluSion can be anticipated:

1Ordinary least sqUhres estimates'of the determinants of
. emplyee performance'are likely to give biased estimates
of tile importance of the yarious factors which firms use
in hiring. The magnitude,of this bias, however, depends
on the serection process,of thefirm, being Most import-'

ant when the firm accurately pdges Unrecorded attri-
buteS of applicants Which are_id fact important deter-.
minants df-later performance. 'Consequently, the magni-
tude of such biases will vai-y from one context to
another--as will the determinants of perfoNance them-.
selves. (Brown 1982, p. 02)

0

So a decision is called f9r: Should we proceed to enumerhte
the litany of outcomes estimates, whicp economists have shown ao
hesitatida in offering the 'unsuspecting consumer of evaluation,
results; or, should we sieply assert that- the methodological

, weaknesses are so universal and damaging that to continue would
lamount.to comPliCity in the crime? A middle ground, of sorts, is-
adopted. The best Of the most recent evaluative literature
authored by economists i§_presented, because it demonstrates the
professional commitment Of some of:those within the,discipline to

* resolve the*methodological problems, thereby contributing to our
nding of-vocatiohal education outcomes.

The review of specifib evidence about vocatio, nal 4ducation-
outc9mes that follows is limited to--

o increased"earnings,
placeffient in a training-related job; and

o enhancdd job .advancement.

0

Increased Earnings

'Pat Brenner writing irkia.National Commission for Employment
Policy publicatioa has reviewed the available dvidence on

,
increased earnings accruinq to participants in secondary level
-vocational education (1981,,pp. 10-39) Based on Meyer's (1982)
analyses, which are examined in greater detail later in this sec-
tion, The jjp.P (1981) study concludes that:
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Ni '.. i
... there are initial large gains to women taking
commercial courses, but Lhat these gains decline over-

.time.... ,._.
r '

Course work in pome economics was aSsociated .witha
.

significant decrease in income throughout ,the period
1972 to 1979.; for all women),but-especiafly for black,
and Hispanic.women.

. --
Unfortunately, the data were too weak-toide mean-
'ingful results about the outoome-tbe women of'taking
vocational education rogfams that are predominantly
male.

The regression anarsis for males, again controlling for
a series oeSocioeconomic and labor market variables,
failed to show any, positive return.to vocational educa-
tion, pooled over all kinds of vocatiomal,couties. In
regressions conducted separately for white, black, and'
Itipanic males, the coefficients were sometimes .41

positive, 'sometimes negativg, but not statistically
significant. .

Meyer was able tb compare the effects bf vocational r
education taken in area vocationgt schools with that
taken in comprehensive high sch.051s. Enrollment in an-

, area vocational school did seem to improve the
hood of positive economic'gaTika....far-males (but not-for
females), although the gains we.re small. (pP'. 29-34)

!
When read in the context of the preceding comments about

model specification and estimation sensitivity, these are fragile
conclusions, indeed. As we will.see, Meyer (1982) hasddne a
masterful job with the data available (from thb 1972 Longitudinal
Study of Education Effects), but these data are not well_suited
to correct the deficiencies noted by Hanushek (1981) and Brown
(1982).,

Grasso and Shea'S (1979) analysis obviously deserves mention
'because it provided the basic input to The National Institute of
Education's (1980) Interim Report on The Vocational Educatj,on
Study. HbWever, Gustmafi and Steinmeier (1980), and Meyer (1982),
have offered good reasons to downplay the.ir results. Grasso and
Shea (1979) reported,tat:

With respect to wages and earnings, findings (based
largely on the NLS) differed by sex. Among males,
_enrollment in an occupational pr75(Tam during high school
was on average unrelated to rate of pay and tb annual
earnings. '(It should be noted',,..however, that analysis
by specialty area, such as welding and automobile

ZOO
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gepsair, was not. poss.ible.) Indeed,.thome evidene sug-
ests\that vocational graduates enjoyed slower.rates
of grOwth in wages over time than did general graduates.
Among \the females, business'and office graduated iere
fdund o enjoy higher rates a pay and a.:9nar,aparnihgs
than were general graduates:

. .

Postsecondary training appeared to, produce benefits in
,wages and\earnings for hilA school graduates of either
sex. (and, significantly, for high schooLdropouts, too)

(p. 183). ç
.

_ e

These results.are cited here only because they provide an
opportunity to illirStrate how susceptible evaluation results are
to misuse. Daymont 4nd Rumberger (1982), and Meyer (1982) have
demonstrated how.week the'designation "vocational education
graduate" is for analytical purposes. And Meyer (1982) has

-demonstrated the time sensitivlty a earnings comparisons.
Indeedl,Gustman and Steinmeier (1980) question the appropriatk-
ness of earnings domparisons themselves. Whatothen, are we to,
make of the outcomes findings reported in the NIE (1:98I) study's

FinaXReport? There reanalysis Of national data sets by The
Huron Institute is reported:-

What, in sum, has-been learned about the,outcomes of
participatiOn in:a secondaiFy.vocationalOrograM?
Evidence from ptior research and reanalysis of natidnal .

snrvey data indicate fairly,consistently that females
who gradtate from business and office prograes--the
majority of fqmales in occupationaLry specific sedondary
vocational education programs--fare.better in.the labor
market than female graduates of the general curricurum.

Evidence of differe nces between male graduates of
secondary voci.citional and general prägrams witho.A.poSt-
secondary education is not as strong as that &a-female

("graduates. (V11-20 and 21)

Again, know:trig that the earnings,stregms are time_sensitive
renders these conctlAions, based on national survey data collec-
ted within four years of program exit, of.limited interest.

Thit is an appropriate'pc;int: too, toreiterate why theory
is so important to proper outcomes.assessment. If female grad-,
uates from business and office'pograms fare better than femaie
gradnates of the general curriculum, is this "good" or 'Thad"? If

this program provides,a skill that is di.fferentially'rewarded in

a fluid (i.e.,'open, or accessible) marketplace, dt, may be judged

desirable. However, if young women-who enter this curriculum
have narrower self-development horizvs than their sisters who
choose other routes, thle initial advavitage may be maskin'g a
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longer-term truncation of opportunity. (Recall that Meytr's
analysis suggests,that even this initial earnings advantage.
diminishes quite apidly.) Again the question tht precipitates
the analysis is cr-Ftical, as 1.8 the driving force(s) behind the
data collection process.

Meyer's name hds been mentioned thrciughout this paper up to
this point. Why is his work so.special? Because he has paid
c-loser attention to the model specification and eStimation issues
than'anyone else to date. Thi's is not to say that he hAs re-
solved.the specification and estimation protlems that others have
Warned. us 'apout. But he has shown, againla.the sensitivity of
cA,sults to the unique approach taken%

'

in addition to the results that Meyer (1982) repotts fox
,

those who graduated only from high school (NCEP 1981, above), he
offers the following (mprotant observation:

(T)he analysis should7be extended to individual's in
\\ other ],aVor markets, for example, the market for cofteg

graduatea or graduates of postsecondary vocational
schools. Abe overall evalUation of vocabional education
should depend onies eLfeCts in all labor markets.
,(Meyer 1982)

Meyer subsequently examined the relationships among post-
secondary plans, participatiOn ih vocational education, and post-%
secondary choices. It is important to understand these eelation-
ships to estimate the indirect effects of vocational education on
earnings, through its intermed4te effect on postsecondary
choice. Meyer 41982)concluda:

Except for Hispanic men, we find-that after controiling
for personal and.family characteristics and parental,
schooling desires, high school vocational education doeA
not increase the likelihood enrollment in_post-.
secondary vocational school. For women, in fact, there
is some evidenCe of substitutability of high school and
postsecondary vocational, school, control)!ing for these
other factoes.

Although we cannot be sure that.'sufficierit control .vari-
. ables have been included ill-the equations'presented in

this section, we conclude that vocational,education has
an important effect on sthe Choice of postsecondary ac-
tivity, particularly ,on ,the decision to attend colLege.
(p. 21)

This optton value of a curricular decisiori is well known,
&It too often oveilooked in the literature. One aspect of this
was me/Aioned in the suggestion that young women Who enter .

2 )'t>
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business and 4.fice pregrams may therebly signal their willingness
to narrow the range.of subsequent employpent. (The same could be
said, of course,'about se1e0ted- other cWoices.)- An.analogy,
Which the 44thor recently aw in the sumiper 1982 issue of The
Occupational dutioOk Quarterly, is found\in the4unusually Erjh
proportion of graduates from postsecondar\y education programs who
are actually teaching, in relation to theproportion of graduates_
from other baccalaueeate prosirams iho hayel entered "direetly
related" occuriations. Is this'differrenti4'attributable to
positive or negative factors? do education majors have narrower
(i.e., more.Weil definet) ca.reer objectiveS; or ar9 grAuates
.from these'programs more limited in fheir oPportunties?

The potential importance of measureMent error-is exemblified
by comparing Ihe results dienssed up to thiis point, which were
derived from analyses_of the,National-Longitudinal Study of 1972
High Schhol Seniors data, with results reported on the bAsis of
analysis of the.sanie_date but which used the following defini-'
tion of high school training: "Any specialized training intended
to prepare.for immediate elilployment tfpon leaying gchool (for
example auto mechanics, secretarral skills, oronurses, aide)"
AMeyei' and Wise 1982, p. 298).

\

Meyer and Wise 11982) repoited:

We could find no measure of high school voCational or
industrial training-hat was significantly related to
employment or wage rates after graduation. ',The.variable
included in the results. .is high school training for
a particular job. We assumed that if any high school
training mattered, this training should. It. doesn't.
We eXperimented with many Other measures of job related
training. . . .

1

We found none that was related to sUbsequent employ-
ment. This cannot be interpreted to mean that 'no train-
tng mattersj but it does indicaIe that none-of the
-training in current high.school curriculums, or at leas
that training systematically ffieasured in the survey, is
related to labor,force participation after higA school.

While traditional measures-of academic success are
,positiVely related to,wage rates, as are Attributes as-
sociated with actual work.experience in $igh school,
high school training, whicn i,s-presumably closely
directed to the' development of job skills, is not.

A.

If high school training contributes to the develop-,
4ment of job-related skills, they are at least offset by

the loss in traditional academid training related to job
performance. (pp. 307 and 313)°
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The importance of proper model Specification ia fur'ther
driven hpme by Meyer and Wise (1982): 4

jiours of work while 4,n high schohl are very strongly
related to weeks worked in particuaar'and also to-waee

\rates in,. each of the four years followinhg graduation.
Theaevidencesuggests that thjs is due to indiNiidUl
attributes associated with working While in high schooy
these aetributes may or may not be develoPed this
experience. Together with the effect.on the hourly wage
suggests to us that training onAly, without the attri-
butes associated'weith work effortor doing weii in
school, will not increase,opy's chances in the labor
force (p. 327) -
More detailed investigation could reveal-particular
types of students for whom high schoolvocational
training (roes enhance subseqUent labor,force experiences
(p. 328).

Frank Levy, (1982) comMenting on eyer and Wise, emphasizes
the importance of distinguishing petwee the skill7building hypo-
thesis about the role of ,Jork experience whike in'séhool as a de=
terminanat of subsequent earnings, and the self-selection hypo- '

. thesis, which gives no credit.tg skill development per se.- Levy
then offers a third hybothesiS: "Hours worked _in high school may
.saY something about people who can get work. ...Many of these
attributes, while uncorrelated with motivation, may be equally
unobservable in a typical"data tape.

Up to this point, we have examine4 the best of themost re-
cent economic research on the topic of the earnings impact of .
high school vocational education. All of these studies havel:ex-
plored average effects. There is an alternative approach, Which
bo my knowledge has not been adopted in analyzing vocatbohal
education impacts on subsequent earnVgs.

The existence of unusually effective schools is an im-
pop.ant question for educational policy. ff exceptional
schools.do exist, they may be replicable elsewhere; if
they do not,-we may need to consider radical changes in
the educational system. . . . Methodologicallylike
many previous studies, this study utilized regression
analysis of achievement data, but with a completely,
different eMphasis. Since we were concerned withiout-
liers/eather than central tendencies, we focused not onL-
the regression line and its coefficients, but on the
'residuals from that line. (Klitgaard aria. Hall 1973,
p. V)

If we are confident that non vocationareducation effects
7-on earniags can be ac4ounted for by variables that are included,

4
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then the remailling, residual variance cap be attributed to voca-
tional 'educaiion's effect. *Obviously, given what has'been said
.upt to this point, we cannot be conftdelit that these non-vocation:-
al edycation effects can: be'contralledfOr..adequately. The point
remains: If one sets out to esti.mate a\Perage effects, they will
not reveal outliers. The auestion Which.i's asked limits the range
of answers that can.be expected.

w

It itis condluded that no reliable evidence Ocut the earnings
impact' or vocational education /s available. Substantial efforts
,are underway at this time_to rmemedy this sitdation, but the data
sets available for this purpose are too limited to ofler hope
that definitive results will be forthcoming. Nevertheless,
substantial proyrea has bedn made op the model pecification
front (see, i,n afticular Meyer and Wise 1,982/, and comments by
Levy'and Chamberlain.1982, Daymont and Rumberger 1982, and
Gustman's 1982).

Finally, under.the earnings subheading, should we even be
looking for earninsgs difference between vocational graduates and
some proxy for what their earnings streams would have looked like
in the absence (-)4the training? Gustman and Steinmeier (1980)
point out that

(m)any studies of vocational_training programs seek to
establish the differential between the discounted wage
streams'of vocational and.other program graduates.

The wage differential found by these studies measures
the value of the vocational training program to the
marginal enrollee iA the program. In other words, .it
answers the question: If the program were to be cut"
back (enlarged) by one position, what would happen to
the wages of that person dropped from (a4ded to) the
.proyram? .More importantly, it does not answer the ques-
tion: What is the.effect of the vocational training.
program on the wages paid to the TT graduates of both

. programs? (p. 10)

All of the results reported up to this point apply:to young
trainees, who are.entering the labor market, on a full-time basis
for the first time. Fredland add Little (1980) have examined
similar issues for the National Longitudinal Survey cohort:-
males ayes forty-five through fifty-nine, in 1966. They concldUe
that

."

(t)aken to ether, the results for the vocatiOnal educa-
tion varia les suggest that (1) voc&t,i.onal training is
specific r ther than.general, and (2) the contribution
of vocatiolal training is, at least in part, attribut-
able to taining itself and not solely reflectivepf

444.
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'superior abilities-of thnse who selected training.....
If the effect of investmeq in vocational training is in
fact job-speciiic, it would be highly desirable to
disaggregate by type of,training received.and.by occupa-
tion. Unfortunately, the extent to which Misaggregation
is possible for this study is limited....,(T)ype of
training is reported in six broad categories.

Of iriterest here is the long-term contri tion to earn-
ings of vocational training. TI-.° long-term contribution
is important in it.self,for policy. In addition, a study
of the lOng-,run impact cam ignore temporary-effects and
cross-over pgints thaE obscure results for short,run

howevbr,

The results foricivilian, training are suggestive of
long-run returns to.vocationall training,-but they are a
less direct'test than are the military results because

' taie civilian training observed here is presumably of "
diverse vintage. Some of the training May have prededed
the observation of earnings by as little as one year

,

(pp. 60, 64, 65) 1 . 4
S

1,e.leave this assessment of-the earnings outcome with a keen
appreciation for the importance Of tho five questions posed at
the beginning of the paper. The morass of technical issues that
confronts those %Oho aspire to use the results of 'the Many 'analy-
ses that have been performed indicates how primitive the state of
theart really is.

Placement Upon Program ompletion
0

Brenner (National Comalission for Employment Policy 1981, pp.
21, and 22) cites the results of a case study tOentaken in
Worcester, Massachusetts, by Olszewski and Moss, to investigate
the extent to which small firn s might rely more heavily upon
graduates of high school vocational education programs, because

'these firms have a fame limited internal training capability than
do :Larger arms. (Brenner cautions that "one cannot make state-
ments about the national effects of vocatiodal education from 4
single case stUay.")

The Woecester study finds that high school curriculum
does influence employment outcomes--in both the initial
(1969) and later (1977) survey, men and women were found
to,be emproyed in different occupations and industries
than were'their nonvocational counterparts....
significant difference-was found among the graduates of

2 1 7
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the different curricula in the firm size of employment.
(National Commission for Employment Policy 1981, pp. 21,
22)

The relevance of training-related placement ts, of course,
dependent upon which of the four -theories of the link between'
vocatiOnal education and labor market outcomes one accepts.
Placement is a transaction, with"no direct well-being connota-
tions at all. If skill enhancement is an important diret out.
come of vocational education-, and if the immediate uSe of these
skills is an important intermediate conduit to higher earnings,
and if an appropriate classification of training-relatedness is
available (cf.,Golladay and Wulfsberg 19S1, pp. 209-216),.then
this outcome is interesting: However, many other possible lies
between vocational education and,labor market outcomes have been
mentioned up to this point, Which do not require training-related
placement in any way. I is quite possible that evidence o.f a
high training-rel.-sited plc ement rate is, at the same time, indi-

,Cating a limited range of applicability of the skills learned.
This may be desirable, butAhen again., it pay no& be.

Enhanced Job Advancement
,

Initial placement has no direct well-being connotations, but
subsequent advancement certainly does. What role does vocational
training have in determining upgrading opportunities? Using data
from the 1/1000 sample of the 1970 Census,.measuring occupational
mobility between 1965 and 1970; andathe National Longitudinal
Survey male cohorts., measuring mobility between 1966 and 1969,

-

Leigh concludes:

AcrosS age groups and samples, generally positive re-
sults were obtained folllthe various categories of for-
mal vocational training available in the data sets. Us-
ing the Census sample, training in business and office
work and in engineering-science technician programs Was
generally found to have relatively large impects on oc-
cui,ational advancement. Triaining in trades and crafts .
was, also Observed to positivery.affect the occupational
mpgrading of blue-collar and service workers. :For the
NLS, samples, postschool training programs provided by
business colleges and technical institutes and by em-
ployers generally appear to have the strongest impact on
occupational progression,. . . . (T)he evidence reported
in this chapter is not consistent,with the existence of
a systematic racial differential favoring Whites_in the
impact of formal vocational training.. (Leigh 1978,-p,,._

110) .
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Selesnick (in Doeringer 1931, pp. 55-79) examines sLir-veys of
participation in industrial tcaining programs, and concludes

'that 1.

1

(d)espite all the talk ab ut the new importance of "hu-
man resource development,' training is still,emphasized
by only a small group of large employers, who operate the
most prestigious and successful business establishments.
And even these employers are reaching only a small pro-
portion of their workers with training. Many employers
fail to train not only because of economic and financial
barriers, but also because of lack of understanding of
the need for and value of training,programs in their
operations and in their relations with employees. In
addition, many small- and medium-sized firms lack
training expertise.

On the basis of the studies of which I am aWare, it is
virtually impossible to document a connection between vocational
education and subsequent *promotional experience. All of the
model specification and estimation issues that ymre raised under
the earnings outcome apply to this topic, too.'

Only three, out of eighteen, outcomes of vocational education
have been discussed here: earnings, training-related placement,
and upgrading. The anecdotal evidence of Which I am aware, per-
taining to the other outcomes, does not warrant mention. Fur-
thermore, I am unaware of evidence that meets the standards set
forth in the preceding pages and addresses the "target group"
topics (i.e., the aged, disadvantaged, handicapped, minorities,
and Women). (See, however, Shaffer, West, and Stefens.1982).

Wouldn't some evidence, however unreliable, be ,better than no
evidence? No. One of the major barriers to effective'evaluation,
is persistence in offering unacceptable evidence to unaware con--
sumers. In Thurow's words: "To make vocational,education pro-
grams successful, it is necessary to asCertain where the conven-
tional model of vocational education is correct and where it'is
incorrect" (Thurow.1979, p. 326).

So, where do we go from here? Pannell points the way in her
conclusion that

(b)ecause the education and training system is so
diverse, it providesthe opportunity for testing and
analyzing various approaches to common policy programs.
Whether. we are interested in deciding if it is.more

..._el-E-teien-t--t-o---f-inarrce education through sUbsidies to
.individuals, or to training institutions, or if we wish
to identify the effective division of trainiLg responsi-.
bility between schools and workplaces, or if we seek
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better ways to equali0 employment opportunity--the
system itself embodie a wide range of useful experx
iences. (in Doeringer and Vermdblen 1981, p. 65).

are back, to the precipitating questions: why, what,
hda, where, and when? What questions should We ask, tOward which
objectivW What standards of evidence should.we,establish?- How
should we proceed to satisfy these standards? This section,is
concluded with brief-observations about the other fifteen pre-
selected outcomes, with an eye to the economist's conceptual
approaches.

o Awareness of need for basic academic skills: This .

appears to be'an exceedingly complex issue. Measurement of the
awareness itself (in absolute or relative terms? and, if rela-
tive, with respect,to what basis for comparison?) and the re-
sponseto this awareness must be accomplished.

o Satisfactoriness to employers: Why should vocational
education completors exhibit dlifferentially high ratings? With
respect to whom? How will we disentangle attributes that are
independent of the vocational program per s from those that are
internal to that program (the self-selection issue)?

, ....

o Trained workers for labor market'needs: There is an ex-
tensive literature that examines the appropriateness ot this as a
goal (see Shackett and Steveps 1982). The basic point7 is that

.

substitutability among types of individual attributes is not' well
understood. Nonuniformities abound in employ$r behavior. The
very definition of labor market "need" is fraught with ambiguity.
(Also see Grubb 1979:-Thurow 1979.)

o Motivation for educational and occupttional'achievement:
Presumably, motivation flows from Perceived Opportunity with and
without-vocational education. Since the actual labor market con-
sequences of vocational education ate so poorly-understOod, it is
difficult to.imagine that motivation can be driven by accurate
insight. Therefore, to the extent at'achievement motivation is
enhanced through vocational educat4on or on the basis of a unit
of analysis that is acceptable for this purpose, but not for f

evaluative uses...
.

, o. -A.Cquisition of uselul occupational.sialls: While the
_ _field'of competency teSting is not without coneroversy, the ...
acquisition of skilLs can be,ascertained. Whether these skills
are "useful" is somewhat-mare subjective. To whbm?

,

o Positive attitude toward work: There is likely to be a
serious self-selection problem here. Those who don't have posi-,
tive attitudes are less likely to be working.-

0 9
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..0 Increased productivity: How is thiS to be measured,
independent Of"cd-worket and organizational affiliation influ=
ences? Is productivrty embodied ifn each individual, to be
carried around from place to place, or is it embodied_in_each un-
rque job setting, o,be accessed by whoever wins incumbency?

0

o-e Development of safe work habits and techniques: The
sim6ltaneity problem arises here. There are many.correlates of
safety:* alertness.; attitude,.physical dexterity, etc. Some of
these may also be correlates-of the decision to participate in a
vocational education program,

Cnhanced leadership capabilities: The question of
_absolute ve;sus differential accomplishment arises here. Should
,those who complete vocational education programs be expected to
exhibit relatively grdater leadership qualities?. If so, why?
And, how Will the self-selection bias be controlled for here?

o Upgraded occupational competencies: I do not understand
how this differs from "acquisition of useful occuPational
skills."

Increated pbtential for entrepreneurshiP: I see no rea--
son why this should be considered to be a desirable outcome of
vocational/education, any more than Zor any other preparatory
program.

increased job satisfaction: Assuming that the self-
selection probleme can be resolv0, this should be meas,urable.

o. Improved quality of work: .Relative to what,standard of
compa"rison? Again, self-selection_hias will be a confounding
factor. -

o Retrained workers: This Also overlaps with the upgraded
occupational coMpetencieS outcome.

o
/

Reduced drtopout rate: '.This may well be the most diffi-
cult outcome of all from Which to tease out an independent voca-.
tional effect.

Conclusion's

Stveral readers of a draft manuscript of this paper expressed
concern that the economics discipline must offer A more positive_
assessment of the appropriAtenese of at least some of the eight-
teen outcomes examined than is reflected in my review of the
evidence. Part of this confusion about the economic evidence
results from a failure to distinguish between acceptance of an'
outcome as appropriate and interpretation -of the-existing

t,



evidence bearing on that outcolle. I reiterate that it is not the
economists''task to choose appropriate outcomes; it is their task
to examine the evidence that is pertinent to outcomes dhosensby,
others.. And economists youldEjiffer among ourselves about the
.,relevance of specific outcomes because they do not:agree on the
theoretiCal explanat-i.ons for observed labor market behavior and
earnings patterns.

Pres:i.dent Reagan-will sign the Job Training Partnership Act
of 082 within hours of.this writing. This legislation aLcepts
earning's iMprovement as an effectiveness measure. Vocational
education, at both tfie,secondary and postsecondary levels, and in
-both pkiblic,and proprietary forlits, has an important role to play
in promoting this earnings improvement. oar expectations in this
rpgard are not globally determined; that is, we cannOt speak in a
meaningful way about "vocation'al education" as a single uniform
entity The role of each class, curricular program institution,
and school system_is molded by historical factors, current
funding.levels,,administrative'personalities, and turf battles,
which encompass many forces extending farabeyond the nar-row
.confines of efficient skill.enhancement.

In "The States Human Resource Development Role
k
in

'N
Response to

Potential Unpl6yment Growth and Emerging Occupations," I recentlY
-concluded that:

I Would expect to see even more cfeativity exhibited in
cooperativeariangements invglvihg public vocational
schools, ccmnMnity col],eges, T%-pprietary institutions,
and employers; arrangements in,which the publi!c/priyate
'distinction is blurred even more.than it has been to
date. At the same time, "holdouts" will remain, because
incumbent insecurity among the aIministrative and
instructional staffs at some, public institutions will
effectively bar acceptance of-the types of'partnerships
exemplified. . .

-
The appropriateness of outcomes for-vocational equcation

will,be determined, in part, by citizenS' 'impressions of this
sector's role in promoting equitable opportunity for deserving
individuals. The definitions of these words mean different
things to each of us.. This is why substantial ambiguity, of a
functional type, must remain in the,statement of appropriate
outcomes.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS°
"ON OUTCOMES FOR VOCATIONAL'EDUCATION:

ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES"

Question: Could'you expand on your canments concerning the
-conclusions that can be drawn from the vocatiOnal
education earnings data?

Stevens: I can't ansWer that question in an _extended. Way. I

cite arnumber of empirical studies in the paper to'point out t
the models di.ffer, the estimating techmiques differ, and the,
criteria upon which the results are-analyzed differ. What we di)
know from the statiStical analyseS that have been done is that
there is absolutely no question thatk.,the relevant coefficients
jump all oyer the place, depending upon what factors you have in
a model and what factors you don't have in a model. What that'
means to me and to a number of other econOmists is that We cannot
say with confidence4that there is or is not an earnings imPact.
can't tell'you what the ideal model would be. There are non-

economic factors, institutional labor market factors, and educa-
tion factors that would be,included. The problem is that.the
more factors we load into these models, the more difficult it
becomes to say anything reasonable about any one,of them. 'Most
importantly, it depends on What questiotfyou want,to ansWer.
Again we come back to the unit of analysis: Why are weelooking
for an earnings impact? At what level are we looking for an
4earnings impact? What standard.of.meAsurement are we going to
accept? For example, if the Congress decided that wp would,have
,to find a thousand-dollars a-year earnings difference between
vocational education graduates and any bther group five years
after graduation, then we could set up a statistical lnvestigav
tion that would te11. us Whether that exists Or not. ,Congress
probably isnt intPrested in that amount Of precision. 'Nobody
has the proper model specification, and no one has laid' out what
the ideal data set should look like.

Question: Is it not true that you said in your paper that the
district data., such as the data BorUs Is collecting',
re inappropriate; or is your point that there are
too (many possible models to analyze the data?

St6vens: First, there are measurement errOrs, and there are
omitted variable.problems. We could get atny group of five, ten,
or thirty disagreements about what variables the model should

NOTL: The questLons were generated by buzz groups at the Working
Conference. Dr. Stevens' responses to,the questions were
transcribed and edited.
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include. Second, some people are human.capital deOtees of the
post narrow sort. 2rhey will have more confidence in the use of
the data you refer to, for example, then adherents from any of
the other three schools of thought mentioned, because human
capital devotees are more comfortable looking at a narrow.range
of influences. Others would discount such nariow approaches com-
pletely and would say you're simply not looking at tile right
thing. That's why I quoted, Bowles and Gintisp the Marxist
approach' would come at the issue from a direction 180,degrees
different:

. Question: SucTI infOrfnatiOn would be practical if the vocatio al
education budget were cut by, 90 percent.- Under §uch
circumstances should vocational education admit only.
the best of, the applicants, or should it admit the'

4 most needy?., ,

Stevens: This is an issue that economists:as economists', jgrenkt
the appropriate people to.anSwer. I indicated in the paPerkthat ,

A.t makes a big difference whether you are looking for average
effects or marginal effects. It's One thing to.say that pro-
grams, at the_level and curricular mix we are noW running them
and with the current student constituency, have an estimated eco-
nomic effect. It's a totally different matter to ask: ,If we had
a different student body, what woUld the results be? Or, if we
'had 50 percent more, or 50 percedt less federal funding, what ,

would the results be? These are questions economists cannot
answer very Well at the peesent time because our models simply
are not precise enough. I'm not aware of any other discipline's
models that are precise enough to give us estimates of that sort
either. Again, there is an important difference between askihg,
what the average impact of what we are doing now is, versus what'
would happen if we made a dramatic increase or decrease.

Someone wants to know why I evaded the question: What would
an economist say are the appropriate outcomes? I didn't commit
myself because there is no single eConomio perspective. One's-
choice of appropriate outcomes depends very much upon which story
is,believed. Inlimy own view, it is not for an'economist to de-
cide what is appropriate. I agree that we could go through each
of the four stories and say', for exaMple, if I believe in the
human capital story, here are the outcomes I would expect to ob,-*,
serve. Or, if I believe in the segmentation story, ThLere are the
outcomes I would expect to find. But, it would have to be four
different lists, rather than one.list.

Question: Recognizing that there is no one-,economic'perspective,
_however, choosing any persprACtive.you wish, can you
answer the 4uestion, does vocational education make a

..Oifference economically?

(;)
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Stevens: can't atiswer that qdestion. With respect to
-what? You see, that again comes back to the question, does it
make an impact'for handildappeci students who are iji. particular °

programs? Yes, in some cases; .no, lb other cases. Why aren't
there more handica ppe..1 students in a wider variety of programs?
Can you give a global responbe? Why aren't women found.in a
broader spectrum of programs? Do the pro6rams in which women.dre
enrolled have an impact for those Women? That's'One question

. that I did answer with some confidence: The evidence does sug-
gest that for traditional feMale programs,'there is an eapnings
impact. The evidence suggests that for womenwlio'hav, been en-
_rolled in home economics programs, their earnings decline over
time, relative to,other women. We could 'spend the rest of our
time expl6ring the question: "Relative to what?" Should Con-
gress Cut all funding for home economics, on the of that

<evidence?
.1

-

Question: Would an economist cut all funding for home economics?
4 .

Stevens: It's not for us, as economists, to say what the equity,-
efficiency, and effectiveness weightings should be. I have pen=
sondl views about these wbightings: I think -we give W'too lit-
tle attention to the equity aspect. With regard to efficiency
.and effectiVeness: These are totally dijferent concepts. You

can run a very efficient pEogram that has hn impact on nobody,,or
you can run a Nrery inefficient program that has a very important

- impact on a lot.of people. This i.); a very important distinction.

Sb, would I adyise my elected,representatives to take money
out of home eConomics, on the basis of the earnings pattern
cited? I.would ,say that the evidence seems to.be strongest in

'this one area. There does appear to be a negative earning ef-
fct. If the people in.Congress want to put a lot of weight on
that, say that's their business. But let's come back to the
busineps and office program issue. We don't have any longitud-
inal data to tell us Whether women whose earnings are initially
positively affected have fewer life options thereafter. If they
ao, then that ,early positive earnings impact is something that
should be discounted. I-woull put mote emphasis on subsequent
opportunity-than I wOuld on eprly,earnings impact.

Question: Are tl.lere any theories or Vodels that would help
vocational educatOrs make decisions about high cost
programs with low enrollments, versus low cost pro-
grams with high ,enrollments?

Stevens: Yes, twenty years or so of the cost-benef,it anaiyses
dAdress those kinds of cpestions. We can cost out the programs,
i.l.though we would get disagreement on wtat you should include as



'costs: institutional costs, individual costs, social costs, com-
munity costs? And you can pose the same questions about the
benefits. We can estimate cost-effectiveness, liut again, I would
ask: "What do the people in high-tech programs look like, and
what-do the people in the DE program look like?" Do we care
about this? Almost anybody can gUarantee a high economic impact.
If vocational educators work closely with employers they can
almost guarantee high-training related placement rates, job
stabiAity, and maybe even earnings improement. that's not hard
to do. Employment services-have.been doing that for years. Oive
them the rules, and they'll devise a way-to satisfy those rules.
Whatever rules are established (i.e., whatever the rewards are)
is going to drive the sistem. You tell me what you want to look
at and I'll tell you what that institution is going to be doing/
tit.° years down the road;

Question: If we're not asking the right questions, what are some
of the questions we should be asking, and how-should
we be asking them to get an economic perspective for
what the outcomes of vocational education should be?

-Stevens: At the federal,level, .I think-target efficiency is a'
critical issue. That. means: Are the federal monies going to
serve only thoSe whom you want to Serve? That's an Lmportant
question that an economist can investigate. Again the available
data are limited, but certainly our theories tell us what we
would want to look at. .My reading of the available evidence sug-
gests that federal money is not allocated in a target-efficient
manner at qll. The dollars du not go to serve the target groups
that are specified in the legislation. There are a lot of
reasons for that, some of which V have to take off my econoMist
hat to-explain. Again, we do not See the enumerated,target
groups as very widely repreSented in federally yeimbursed

0
programs. Something 'has gone wrong.

Question: . Some of the current action.in.employmenttraining
programs seems to be moving towards,the establishment
of performance standards. It would seen that this
means attention would be given tO placement rates,
earning ratesA and measures p± this t pe. Assuming
that the Department of Labo_ is heav'ly influenced in
their thinking by economists, why tlje, two diverse
points of view?

Stevens: , There's no question that the Department of La'bor iS'
going down the performance standdrds rpute. It's going down that
route, despite what I consider to be overwhelliiing evidence that
attempts by thu federal-state employment service system td estab-
lish such standards have, to date, been a'failure. There's'an

22;)
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inertia, a feeling that performance standards will increase the
efficiency of:the affected programs. I would say that 90 percent
of the economists who are housed in the Department of Labor are
human capital devotees. They believe in a Very tight connection
between skill acquisition and improved employment.opportmities.
If you look at the articles I have citedvd I would urge you to
try to find coLinterevidenceit is clear"that our models aren't
good enough to support performance standards. .You have to be
able to say: "Here's What matters." Plf you're going to estab-
lish standards; you have to be confident.. I'm not aware of-
anybody who is confident that you can r.ely upon z formula to say:,
"OK, St. Louis, you're falling below the earnings improvement
that would be expected of you, based on these four variables in
this regression equation.",

Question: But if you're d congressperson from Detroit, Michigan,.
I'm snre the placement rates are a very important
issue in the evaluation of programs. -

Stevens: Oh, sure. The fact of the matter is that I've had aon-.
tracts with various units in the Department of labor since 1977
to work on perforunce measurement isSues. In Missouri, because
we have a good working relationship with the Division of Employ-
ment Security, we have rongitOinal files of earnings and demo-
graphic characteristics of the participants. It's one of the
major data' sets that ar& available in the United States to inves-
tigate theSe kinds of questions. I'm trying to. I.mprove these
estimates, but I wouldn't allocate federal funds on the basis of

--them alone.
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TECHOOLOGICAL DEVELuPMENTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE:
SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR VOCATIONAL FUTURES IN EDUCATION

Harold G. Shane
Indiana Univrsity.

Bloomington, Indiana

Introduction''

During mosE' of the long human narrative that we call
history, the outcomes for vocational education were reasonably
safe to project. People were born in and died in more,Or less
the same technological and social milieu. 1 ether ih Julius
Caesar's day or in George Washington's time, he general pace of
change was slow. ,For generation after generaCon, people
employed similar tools, used analogcls beasts of burden, and
brought similar weapons to their confrontations.

N
A

Of course there were innovations. Alexander the Grdat
inherited from his father the newly devised Macedonian phalanx, a
primitive predecessor of today's armoured divisions, with which
to.humble his foes. The English longbow began the decline of the
armour-clad warrior at Crecy and Agincourt during the Hundred
Years War, and gunpowder changed.eighteenth century warfare. &It
on the whole, social changes'and tichnological developments were
glacial from generation to generation. The farmer's son became a
husbandman, the cobbler's fad, a cobbler,'and tha smith's boy a
blacksmith, too.

After the Industrial Revolution began in Englandand then
spread beyond i,s island sgaces--the tempo of change began to
increase, and in a few centuries, there were mote technological
and voca,ional changes than in all previ9us millennia. As one
result the,opportunities and outcomes of vocational education be-
gan to go through massive mutations.

By 1900 it was possible for a forgotten prophet of portent-
ous changes, John Elfr'eth Watkins, Jr., to write in greax: detail
of a new century that would be rife with new vocations, demand
new skills, and require profound and extensive changes in U.S.
and global4education.

Years before the Wright brothers lofted,thetr., rickety flying
machine, Watkins (1900), curator of the U.S.,National Museum in
Washington, contended:

Fleets of airships, hiding themselves . . . Will\float
over cities, fortifications, camps or fleets. They will
surprise foes b'elow by hurling upon them ,deadly thunder-
bolts. These\aerar' war-ships will necessitAte bomb-
groof [shelters] . . . (unpaged).
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Less ominous among his carefully reasoned predictions of
eighty-th.ree years ago were the followirg:

Fast electric ships, crossing the ocean at more than a
mile a minute, will go from ,New York to Liverpool in two -

days. The bodies of these [hydrofoi.1] ships will be
built above the waves. They will be supported by run-
ners, somewhat like those of a sleigh. These runners
will be very buoyant. Upon their undersides will be
apertures expelling jets of air. In this way a film of
air Will be kept between them and the water's surface.
This film, together with the small surface.of runners,,
will reduce friction against the waves to the_smallest
possible degree. Propellers . . will screw themselves
through both the water beneath, and the air above .-.
cabins artificially cooled will be entire1y fireProof.
(unpaged)

Even Watkins would be ,amazed today, at the massive changes
that,have occurred just in the few decades that have passed since
1940.. Writing in The Futurist magazine, biophysicist John Platt
(1981) cites convincing evidence of the increasing velocity of
change in our lives and points out that in the last forty years
there have been more major biotechnical and social developments
than in the past sixty centuries.,

Consider the educational and vocational impact of the future
which has crowded,and complicated our rece4 lives with such j.n-
novations as these,:

Jet power-
Saturn fly-bys
NUclear poWex and weaponry
Endemic TV and telecommuncations
Artificial life forms%
Major organ transplants
Robotics
In-utero surgery
The microchip

Easers
ICBMS

.Mbon landings
The pill
In vitro conceptions
Cloning of mammals
Holography
Gene splicing

Such developments as those included in the sampling above
have, for the most part, a ditect bearing on tbe eighteen "out-
comes attyibuted tO vocabional education" with which the NatiOnal
Center is concerned in the present project,.

To summarize, change has been a part of life since humans
, began their ascent from foresi,...,and,cave, but What is uniquely .

mew in the twentieth century is the experimental nature of
developmenLe triggered by science and appliea technology..

The "big question wi,th respect to tomorrow's vocational
education is the question of what reasoned conjectures suggest
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with respect to the futurc_ Of the world of work in the U.S- Th6
remainder of this paper is concerned with (1) the nature of the
forces that have sown the present harvests of turbulencedn
virtually all parts of the globe, and (2) speculations about the
probable influence of these forces on the "eiOteen outcomes"
attributed to vocational education...

_ Some Sources of Turbulence With
Relevance for V6E-Menai Educators

In the America of 'yesteryear, it was, a common practice to
conceive of "good" schools as.the schools'that already existed
but With their problems removed. This point-,of view provided
guidelines, for eXample, when Conant ,(1961),wrote of the American
secondary,school and subsequently contrasted the educational
needs of slums and subvbsi.and still later, of the Implications.
of his work for teacher education: Typical.(and at that time, .

appropriate) points that he made nearly a quarter'century ago
serve 'to illustrate the "improve-.Schools-by-removing-their pro-,
blems" viewpoint. Today they sound like platitudes:

The schools should be given the responsibility for edu-
Cational and vocational gilidance of youth after they
leave school until age; 21. This will require more
money.

Employment opportunities in the large *cities must be_
promptly opened on a non-discriminatory basis. Because
of the attitude of management and labor thi,p,..can be done
only through the use of federal funds. (p. 146)

CP

Writings of the 1950s'and 1960s,,and the enormous invest-
,

ment i,s n educa'tion sponsoTed by the Johnson administration--
spedding that scholarly opinion encouraged--were bold ones for
the times but merely attempted to improve the qtatus quo of many
schools and involved little, tf any, significanst effort to create
different schools or to seek a more relevant approach to educa-
tion derived from probable future needs.

Developments of the late 1960s and of the 1970s finally
began to, challenge educators' assumptions that the same schooling
that existed in the '50sif lubricated by more local and federal
monies--could .solve many of our social and educational problems
in the U.S. and carry us toward a truly Great Society. Further-
more, as the 1970s Waxed and waned, a combination of catastro-
phies occurred. These included a *war lost in Sbutheast Asia, the
tragic deaths of Kent-State University students, a president
resigning in disgrace, an energy Crisis deepened by extravagant
use of energy and the OPEC embargo; inflation and growing debt,
academic score decline, greater overseas industrial competition



V

from nations such as 4i-ipan and West Germany, Mounting U.S.-
U.S.S.R. tensions, and the Iranian hostage crisiS. Their

ff
_com-

bined

(

and cumulative eect convinced many AMericans that What
could go '.Tong would. Furthrmore, to many citizens it seemed
that d "normal" day had become one that was decidedly worse than

. 0-
- yesterday but better than tomorrow would be! Gradually, in the-

coUrse of the decade, it became apparent that the future-- along
with a number of other social imperativeswas going to require
different teaching and learning experiences rather than the
traditional curriculum content of past decades.

As one outcome, a Substantial challenge is facing present-
,

day leddérs in education! They are the ones confronted with a
spectrum of some of.the most urgent problemsto evolve in the
entire century--as well as with some of the most important
educational opportunities. And voCational education and guidance

. in.particular, _as the U.S. becomes mare and'more an infonmation
'society with tertiaryl j6bs proliferating, 'is coming under
greAt.pressure to derive viable guideline's for the future.

With this preamble, attention is directed to ten sources of
tuebulence that promise to permeate society and its educational
components.2

ComPetinig Ideologies

One of the deep root;s of the chain of crises in Which our
age seems to -specialize is related to the.disconcerting divi=

:sion of opinion regarding the desirable social; economic, and
biospheric policies by which humans should chopse to live. On
the one hand are the proponents of frugal technologies, who seek
recognition for (1) the limits to growth widely publicized.fol-
lowing-the 1972 Club of Rame report (Meadows 1972), (2) more
social innbvation, (3) more equitable distribution of the world's
resourqes, and (4) voluntary simplicity in our life-styles, and
similar social and econological transformations.3

Opponents of the "transformational" approach are likely at
present to advocate "reindustrialization," that is, rebuilding
the free enterprise system by investing large capitaf sums, con-
centrating oh technolgical research and development, and creatirv
a larger "economic pie" to increase material affluence, rather,
than cutting,the present economic pie into smaller slices.4
Supporters of the two ideologies tend to be equally prestigious
and more or less equally convincing. Detailed,presentations of
the two ideological postures, by the way, were made by, Spekke
(1975) and Marien (1982). Marien's dichotomy appears in figure
6.

.Beyond doubt, the work places of the.world and vocational
education will be enormously influenced by what choices and
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FIGURE 6 .

WHICH BASIC LONG-TERM MUL.TIFORD TREND?c

1. Culture

2. Science and
Technology

3. Technol ogical
Ching-

4:" Education and`
Prot essi ons

5. Defense

6. Impact ot
Western Culture

7. materi al
Af f I uence

b. World
Population

9. Urban) zat ion

10. Envi ronment

11. Work. Force

12. Goals and
Methods

13. Pace ot Change

Post-Industri alism
.As Service Society

Growth,of a high-technology, materially
affluent service or infOrmation so;iefy,
as descnibed by-Ileiman Kahn's "Basic
Long-Term Multi o1d1rend (The Futurist,
4une 1979 and iarious books by. Kahn and
Hudson /r.citute staff).

Increasingly sensate culture (empirical,
secular, pragmatic, hedonistic); recently,

-an almost complete decline of the sacred

Azarnulation of scientific and technologi-
cal knowl edge

Institutionalization of technological
change especially research, development,
innovation, and di ftusion

Increasing role of bouegeoi s, bureaucra-
tic, .!:meritocratic" elites; increasing
I i teracy and education for al 1

Increasing mil tary capabi 1 ty of Western
cultures, and recent diffusion of military
technology to non-Western cultures

Increasing ot world dominated or greatly
I ntluenced by Western cul ture

Increasing material aftluence

Increasing rate of world,population
growthz until recently

Urbanization, urban sprawl, and growth of
megalopolitan areaS and rural areas with
urDan ameni Li es

Increasing recent attention to macro-
envi honnental issues

Decreasing importance ot primary and, re-
cently, secondary occupations; soon a de-
cline in tertiary occupations and emphasis
on advanced quartenary occupations

Emphasis on "progress" and future-oriented
thinking, discussion, and planning; social
engineering

Increasi ng un iversal ty ot thi s multi fold
trend and increasing tenpo of change in
al I of the aboye

flos t-Indus trial i sin
As Self-Reliant Society

Movement 'thward a more decentralized
and ecol ogical ly-ori ented sOciety,
addressing the full range of human
needs; essentially, a reversal or modi-
fication of ,the long-term trend to

,complex, depe'rsonali zed systems

Greater spi rituali ty, with cultural
movement toward a synthesi s of spi ritu-
al and secular "rational" and "non-
rational ," EaStern andllestern tradi-
tions

Industrial era paradigms underlying
much "knowledge" questioned, as is
reductioni st tri via; More use of holl s-
tic methods to cope with cOmplexity

Institutionalization of technology
assessment; more emphasis on appropri-
ate technologies and calculation of
total costs

Increasing emphasis on self-help, par-
ticipation, and questioning of profes-
sionals; growing stress on learning
needs and ignorance

Increased efforts to reverse the trend
to militarism in all cultures; develop-
ment 'of global peace-keeping structures
and armszontrol agreements

Increasing effort tA 1 mi t domination
of Western culture and allow suvival of
nd fgenous cultures

,Decreasing material affluence as costs
of over-development exceed benefits;
broader qual tyuof-1 fe meas ures
developed and employed

Decreasing. rate of world populanon
I growth

Declining kbanization in rich nations
and, growth of non-metro areas relative
to metro areas; in poor nations,
efforts to sten growth of rural-urban
migration

Environmental costS included in new and ,
more holistic measures of "progress"
and "growth"

Stabi 11 ty or decline -in service sector; -

more emphasi s on 'sel f-rel iance,
sel t-servic e,' parttime empl oyment, job
sharing, small farms or partly self
-suff cient hcoesteads; new
occup tional categories necessitated

Emph fs on new himan,needs-oriented
deti it of "progress";. serious
cons eration ot preferred alternative
futures replaces forecasting

Increasing universali ty of thi s
multifold trend and increasing tempo of
change in all of the above

SOURIL: Marien l9t32, p. 23
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compromises are made between Cile conflicting ideologies. The
decisions,reached will determine whether we move toward (1) a .

high-growth- high-equality option, (2) a high-growth- low;
equality choices, (3).a low-growth- high-equality decision, or
(4) a lowL-growth- low-equality option. Equally importantr to
what extent in the future will our.choices and our behavior be
directcJ, clisciplined, or determined by the demands imposed by
the biosphere?5

, Problems. of -Governance

In part because of the historical linkages between the
government and vocational education, the burgeoning probleMs of
governing ourseLves have become of enhanced importance where we
contemplate our eighteen future outcomes. In recent years, as, a
result of our problems of governance, one could almost smell .

society's insulation burning in Washington, D.C. and London, in
-Warsaw and Moscow. At the same time.the pages of history were
stained again and again by,warfare in Er Salvador, Afghanistgn,
Lebanon,.and the Falklands. These.developments bring up the
question of 'what steps can we take in U.S. democracy to cope.with
the complexity of reaching wise governmental policy deCisions in
a period of incredibly rapid change., .

When Abraham'Lincoln was assassinated, .QUeen Victoria did
not learn.about it until ten days later. Now responsibilities
and problems such as*those enumerated create what may go down in
history-as an "age of escalation"; one in which events transpire
so rapidly that, instead of a ten-day lag in learning about
eventg, newscasts often adA4ge the audience of What will be said
in a president's or in a prinie minister's.speech hours or days
before it is given-.

In addition to the speed with which change.occur'S and the
"instant decisions" that sometimes are required, problems of ,gov-
ernance that threaten us include mounting deficits, a national
debt that passed the trillion mark6 in 1981., and self-interest
and single issue pressure groups. In'Time (1982, p. 54),
Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau is quoted as saying, "We

...seem to be moving from crisis to catastrophe." Governing bodies,
as they survey rising costs, debt, inflations, and the mounting
expense of thelentitlement.programs into Which they are braided,
may be obliged to accept the conclusion that-policies reflecting
some injustices may be perferable to fiscal collapse and ruinl
Clearly, various dilemmas of governance will continue to be
sources of national. and international turmoill'for"the foreseeable
future.

b

Rising Public Aspirations Turning to.Frustrations

During recent years in the developed nations of Europe and
in the U.S., people began to assume that they would enjoy an
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ever7improving standard of living. In addition to pay raises,
they began to expect more and more Social welfare programs funded
by the govermnent: pensions, medical and unemployment coverage,
and loiq-interest college loans.7 The likelihooq at present is-
thdt many persons have expected and taken fox granted certain
material goods and benefits that may not be there in the late
1930s and 1990s. This situatiQn is an obvious source of social
turbulence, especially if, as Caldwell (1981) put it, "For the
world of the'-West, there is the possibility that both personal
freedom and welfare may have reached a peak, or at least a
plateau, after more than 200 years of progress.'78 Should this
occur, Zimbardo (1980) cGicludes, there will be profoundstruc-
tural changes in society, and the frustration of great'expecta-
tions may lead to widespread cynici'sm.

Economist Lester Thurow (1980),. in The Zero-Sum Society',
makes an interesting point about frustrated aspirations. We can
solve virtually all of o.ur problems, he saYs, if we can just
decide who the'losers are going- -to be.

Tensions Existing Between the Industrialzed ':North" and the Less

Developed "South"9

A great deal'of the wor$0's present tension and turmoil can
be expected to increase during the declining_years of this cen-
-tury. The malaise will increase as the developing nations of the
South work and struggle not just for a better economic deal but

for a new economic order.

The blood of many U,S. citizens is so rich with the-concept

of equality that elitism, and sometimes even unique excellence,

are suspect. .This &galitarianism predisposes many Americans to
support, at least in theory, the need to ensure a greater measure
of material well-being for the have-less and have-not nations.
However, the consequences for the-U .S. work place--for both
capital and labor--are not always clearly understood. Consider
the following stttement from the World Watch Institute (1979).

. ,
A'few!years ago Ward and Dubos estimatea that a U.S.
child in a lifetime would consume 500 kilos pf iron,

copper, cement, aluminum, and the.like for every one
kilogram consumed by a chilid in a midhut village in
.India. . . .

With about 5 percenft of the worlds' population Americans
absorb some 30 percent of the Gross World Prodpct to
maintain their present lifestyles. . . .

A. report from World Watch pointed out that of the 306
million autoMobiles in the world in 1979, approximately
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half were licensed by thc 225,009,000 people in the
U.S.-nearly one car for-every two peoPle. The
remaining 1.50 million autos were shared by Some four
billion earthlings--and of the total, the Americans,
Canadians, British, Germans nd FrenCh owned all but 15
percent of the world's auto cats. *

I emphasize these three,illustrations of uneven consumption
in the industrializea Northand especially in the U.S.--to make
the point that any signifiCant effort to redistribute equably the
education, the technology, and the affluence of the North aMpng.
the world's more than 4 billion humans probabely would causemas-
sive decline in affluence and a riotous tumult in the industrial-
ized nations, since the developed countkies would be the big
losers.10 Indeed, the possible Lmpact of such a Thew economic
order" on the _U.S. work place beggars description. The situation
is.further complicated,by the strain placed on the West's economy
by the competition from low-cost, high-quality products from such
places as Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, and Japan.

0

Sophisticated Weaponry

Knowledge, like good firewood, needs tekbe seasoned before
it reaches its prime. Unfortunately for the purpose, of globaf
tranquillity, the development of sophisticated weapons, from
Kalashnikov rifles to nuclear warheads, has outstripped our-
.wisdcm as to how tp contlol their proliferation and use.

Although it,is not generally recognized, the production of
weapons has an insidious rhfluence on the world of work in at
least two ways. In one sense persons producing armaments are
"unemployed," in that they produce goods that do,not serve global
needs. Second, earnings in, the corporate world are, in a sense,',
partly dependent on the sale of weapons--particulatly during a
time of massi\3 unemployment.11 Let me elaborate.

1

In 198n weapons exported by the U.S. grossed $17 billion; by
Russia, $13 bi1lion124 by France, $8 billion. West Germany
passed France iAlits 1981 sales, and total world,sales are well
over $100,billion, with Third WOrld purchases up a staggering 43
percent in less than two years.13 In a time of wide-ranging
hunger and severe malnutrition, it is particularly distreSsing to

,iote that the money spent annually on arms tranSfers in the early
1980's was approximately the same As thaespent on global-food
transfers.

And why are nations in,danger of being "hooked" economically
on weapon sales? Because according to ,the Bureau Of Labor 1

Statistics, every billion dollars in arms exports directly sup-
ports some 50,p00 jobs! Saudi Arabian arms.contracts alone, as
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of L981, presumably will have provided 112,000 jobs ih the U.S.!
As a possible result, at a tillte of high unemployment and of mis-
employment, trying to argue for de-escalation of the arms race is-

. about as difficult as trying to sell the idea of chastity to the
patrons et a bordello!

At the moment,in view of the transhemispheric !Settles rag-.
ing as of the summe&of 1982, we must redodble our efforts.to
seek a new, sane alternative blueprint to replace the present one
Which is causing the internation0 arms race to metastasize so
raPidly.

Population surgeS as sources of turmoil. According to a
wiiiely respected sCholar,, Garrett Hardin (1980), there are
approximately 220,000 additional mouths to feed each day.
Expressed in another way, every fortnight the pOpulation ot a
Chicago is added to the planet's lpad of humans. , The scraMble
for a degen.t level of existence is steadily ivreasing as a,
result. The increasing rate of population increase is startling.
Consider these estidates:.

In 10,000 B.C., the total global population was about 12
million.

It probably was not until the 1860s or'1870s thaethe
first billion'mark was reached.-

By 1974.or 1975 there were 4 billion people spread over
the world. About 5ADercent of -all.the people ho had
ever lived were alive in 1975...0

Almost haif of the babies who arrive each day are born
in developing countries with a limited ability to nour-
ish them....

In the high birthrate c untry of Mexico as of 1980
about half of the popu,ation was under sixteen years of
"age--a statistic sugg sting that the potential.cohort
of young parents 14ill,sustain population increases for
decades despite failing birthrates.

Early in the twenty-first century we can expect a world
population of over 'El billion.people.

The impact of population on the vocational .field almost in-
evitably will be enormous, both with respect.to the changing size
and composition of the work force and with regard to possible Lin-.
employment,-exacerbated by technology and uncertainty as to what
skills will be in'greatest demand a decade or two hence.

Pollution ang resource depletion. So much has been written
about pollution and dwindling resources since Rachel Carsonts The
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Silent Spring and parry Commolier's The Closing Circle were pub-
lished in the 19GOS that it probably needless to elaborate on ,

these twin causes -of turbulence. Readers seeking additional in-
formation will find Lester R.' Brown's publiCation, Building a
Sustainable Society, and Duane Elgin's Vpluntary Simplicity
invaluable sburces of up-to-date information and opinion.

Suffice it tO say that-the likelihood of resources such as
oil and grain being Used as economic or political weapons will
create economic and social problems that will spill into the
vocational arena.

The information economy: telecommunications and other.
pedia. The U.S. is the first nation to be almost totally peme-
te1 by technology; including its electronic subcomponents such

as the microchip! Western Europe is, howeVer,,trailing close
behind. Since I recently have written elsewhere of "The Silicon
Age and Education" (Shane 1982), the closing paragraphs of this
first section merely suggest some of our challenges as the infor-

Imation societ1A, pieces itself together within the interstices of
.the postindustridl society that'it is apparently replacing. 'Here

,

is a'small randoth'Sampling'of these challenges.'

1. Because of its phenomenal speed with which an electronic
environment is beginning to surround us, telecommunca-
tions and the microcomputer, ppradoxically, have.become
a part of the problem of building a better global soci-
ety as well aS',a part of the solutions we seek;

2. Major "1984" Orwellian-gtyle invasions of privacy have
become technologically feasible.14

3. Because of universal TV, a Whole society is obliged to
see daily'a parade of its blemishes. Social psycholo-
gists are asking seriously Whether any society can stand
such exposures.

While developments in telecommunications facilitate
greater eqUality of access to education, we have yet to
determine ways of achieving more equal outcomes.

5. The field of robotics, while it promises to improve
productioh and improve our cbmpetitiVe position with
.industrial powers such as Japan and West Germany, also
opens a Pandora's box of ills with temporary increaseS
in technogenic unemployment as a diitinct possibility.

6. We are threatened by the possible "seduction" of.child-
ren and'youth by TV15 and perhaps by the electronic
games that took in an estimated 38 billion quarters in
;1981.16 Postman cites a study Which found that on

alj
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which found that on a given-night at least-600,000
children of elementary school age Watch the midnight-

.
to-2 a.M. "1,ate,-Late MOvie.". 'He also expresses concern
regarding the sedentary, nonsocial nature of.tele-
viewing. Then there is the matter of sex and gore.,,
.Tovatt and DeVries (1972) pointed out that, even a
decade ago, by age fourteen a child has witnessed'at
least 18,000 homicides on television. Explicit sex
scenes and nudity probably would De so numerous as to

- defy an inventory!

Transitional statement. As noted earlier in this paper,
many of the "technological developments and social changes" were
concerned with certain aspects of what Systems analysts refer to
as the "total universe" that must be considered in making wise
policy decisions to guide future thought and action. I now
should endeavor to examine the eighteerl selected outcomes
attributed to vocational\eaucation in the present inclijiry of the
National Center.

Vocational Goal-Outcomes:
Their 'Technosocial Interface,

When the eighteen Outcomes selected for the National Center
study are examined in the light of probable educational fUtures,
eight of the eighteen seem likely to be achieved. Three appear
to have a less bright prospects, and seven are too close to call
in view of the unsettled nature,of contempCrary social, economic,
political, and techpOlogical conditions. The other eight clearly
seem to involve appropriate outcomes.

The three leaSt feasible will be examined first, namely,
items three, five, and eleven. Then the seven that may prove
sqitable are scrutinized: four, six, seven, eight, thirteen,
fourteen, and fifteen. Finally attention is directed to points,
one, two, nine, ten, twelve, sixteen, seventeen, and eighteen,. '

which are deemed.thoroughly fpasible and appropriate.

It should be cleai-ly und'erstood at this jdncture that nei-
ther the appropriateness nor pie desirability of the eighteen
outcomes is at issue. Rathdr, the points are examined with
reference to the degree to which they are likely to be 'achieved
readily in the troubled 1980S and the uncertain 1990s.

Bases for assessing the eighteen outcomes. Three bases were
used when appraising the outcoraes:

1. Probable. future trends reflected in Social indicators
that are likely to exercise.an influence on a given
outcome
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2. Subje.ctive social/occupational consequence-analysis

3. 'Probability-difficulty analysiS,Ita three-step
procedure roughly analagous tO the-triage concept18

Vocational outcoMes that probably face an uncertain future.
A scrutiny of the literature and pUblications pertaining to tech-
nofutures; sociofutures, and human'futures (see the Additional
References) led,me to conclude,.as noted'above, that the 4

following outcomes attributed to vocational education could
become more difficult to realize in the short-range future than
they were in the pdst,:k.-

(a) Trained workerS for labOr mark6t needs
(5) Placement in a job related to training

.

.(11) Enhanced leadership capabilities

As of the early 1980s there is reason to ddubt.that a
crisply delineated picture of future labor market needs can be
sketched. The,extent of unemployment as of.inid-1982 and ambig-
uity in yOvernMent policies, substantial global military actions
that threaten world pease and could lead to a miiitary.draft, and
the extraordinary way in WhiCh the microchip and robotics are
permeati,ng the work place are examples of factors that could
'ccmplicate a reading of labor market needs.

Placement in a job related 4.o one's vocational training also
faces a troubled future. Robotized assembly'lines may mean that
many of the jobless in.automotive centers'such as Detroit and
their satellite communities, such as Kokomo arid Anderson,
Indiana, may not be needed in their former jobs. This problem
situation spills over into decision making with respect to voca-
tional training! A decade or more ago answers were easier to
reach.19 At the very least, as noted earlier, U.S. citizens'
attitudes are being shaped by the media in ways that lead theni to
expect difficulty in deciding what jobs to pursue!

A recent inquiry funded by the National Education Associa-
tion, one that I directed (1977), was concernedyith reinter-
preting the Severe Cardinal Prindiples (objectives) of Education:
Health, Command of Fundamental Processes, Worthy Home Membership,
Vocation, Civic Education, Worthy Use of Leisure, and Ethical
Character. It is of more than passing interest to note that a
majority of the nationally respected panel of over fifty person7
ages participating in the study felt tpat "the 'problem (with

..resPect to specific vocational skillgiaraining) in a changing
society is tonow that vocations are going to be required in the
next 10 or 15 years " (Shane 1977, p. 48). A good general educa-
tion was disp deemed to be an increasingly important component in
the.teaching of specific vocational skills.
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Item 11, "Enhanced leadership capabilities," seems open to
some dispute because, while capabilities may be,increaed, the
world is in such a state of turmoil that one iS inclined to ques-.
tion what the opportunitiea may be -like and' Where they may be
found in the nerxt twenty years. The quantium leaps. made in sill-
conchip -Eechnology iR ten short years, 1972-1982,.auggest how
yesterday's leadership capability based op knowledge could become
olaolete,uhless personRel is alethodically retrained or re7
educate4.

tA Outcomes that may prove suitable in the future. Whether
workers will be more highly motiyated in the future is difficult
to forecast. .Entitlement programs have.reduced.the threat of

. want that motivated many workers eighty years ago. Also, bright
prospective workers may laclIr motivation as they realize that
,there may not be enough affluence to. go,around. The outcome
remains in doubt.-

The pcquisitioh of useful occupational:skills is also diffi-
cult ta. predict as an outcome of vocatiohal education. This.is
beaause of, the rapid,change probable in eMployment due to the
microchip.

Positive attitude toward work is closely related to the mat-
ter of-motivation. Undoubtedly, motivcated workers will have
positive attitudes toward their joba. But there is some qUestion
about the extent to which people will be motivated in yedrs to
come.-

Increased productivity is generally forecast, but again,
this depends upon whether the "de-industrialization" that has
occurred in Britain spreads to the U.S.2°

Increased potential for entrepreneurial activity is also too
close to call at present. Various social decisiona, no,p yet
bade, will tell what will happen.

Enhanced job enjoyment could come about, as a technological
society facilitates production and provides greater leisure..
Contrary opinion holds that technology will continue to dehuman-
ize the work place and create dissatisfaction as a consequence.
Finally, increased job satisfaction draws from me the same res-
ponse that I made with respect to enhanced job enjoyment. It is
difficult to have one without the other.

Eight.outcomes that appear likely to be achieved success-*
fully. There is little if anything in_linear projections-of
future developments, or in cross-impact analyses, to suggest that
eight of the outcomes attributed tO vocational education are
likely to be jeopardized..
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(i) I reased awareness of the need for baSic academic
skills is now.more widely recognized and stressed than
at any time since the era of the Great Debate to which
Bestor, Rickover, Flesch'and others contributed in the
early 950s. For example, considerable contemporary
futut nted writing and conjecture deals with the
need o counter the time-consuming and academically de-
leterious impact of -TV.-

(2) Satisfactoriness to emplor yer6 may very well be increased
as micLocompaters begin to be used more skillfully in
the Classroom. In view of increased access to U.S. edu-
cation by all socioecondmic groups, teachers seem to be
reaching more students and, helping,them prepare voca-
tionally.

N e

(9) Development of safe work 'habits and techniques seems an
attribute beyond dispute, but one%that constantly must
be refined in a,complex technological society, since new
developMents may .generate hidden hazards, such as the-,
dangers of radiation asSociated with nuclear power
plants.

(10) Increased earnings also would seem to be,an attribute
beyond reasonable dispute as of the moMent. However,
the relationship among increases in wages, in taxes, in
withholdings, and inflation must be carefully assessed!
Increased earnings do not necessarily mean intreased
purchasing power. Also, in view.of the finite ca'rrying
capacity of the planet, projected population increases .

and-pressure.frOm lesi develOped countries of the Suth
bor. a larger share of material goods could sharply mod-
ify this outcome during the'1990s and beyond!

(12) Upgraded occupational competenciei must be an outcome of
vocational education or the field loses its meaning and
direction. In addition emerging technofutUres in .

, America mandate upgraded competencies.

)

-(16) Improved quality of Work and of the work place should be
an 'outcome, and,,generally speaking, is properly attri-
-buted to the vocational field. However, educators must
'keep in mind that a Na.riety of factors, such as worker
morale, foreign competition, and employers' poliSles,
can iMpair the best efforts of instructors in cocatiOnal
education to enhance uniformaly the quality of work or
the climate of morale in the milieu.Ohere work occur's.

(17) Retrained workers, or "retrofitted" ,Vorkers (in the par-
lance of somefut.urist writer's), may well prove to be
one of thekmost.vital outcomes of voca:tional education

2 1 4
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Not only are vocational educators challenged to retrain
workers disillaced, for example, by robotics but they
also have the eask of determining how to cope.with the
need for qualified technicians and,specialists idQthe
realms where jobs are likely to increase rapidly in the
late 1980s and thereafter. To illustrate, an-atticle

f that appeared earlier this year speculated that,present
trends would lead ta large numbers of jobs for sudh
persons as (1) energy technicians, (2) housing rehabil-
itation specialists,,(3) persons prepared to handle the

. disposal of hazardous'wastes, (4) industrial laser pro-
cess technicians, (5) robot production tec-imicians, (6)

\\ persofinel qualified as genetic engineering technicians,
(7) bionic-electronic specialtsts, and (8) geriatric
social workers..

Ltnear extrapolations of trends Adicaiors Such as the eight
above are not invariably reliable, since.we cannot count on a
Surprise-free future. At the same time, the importance of re-
training programs seems assured, even though their precise net:6re
is still in the process of being determined.

7

' (18) Reduced dropout rate al.ready has been achieved dn the
U.S.,21 but more need,s to be,done to increase this
outcome of vocational education. In _view of eighteen
years of academic score deOine, persons who have
remained in school hav,e peOlaps, had too small an infu-
sion of,vocational preparation and, paradoxically, the

- basic skills'. education that Should accompany it.

As noted earlIer, to retain its thrust at a time When the
need for it is growing, specialists in vocational education
should seek not only to study contemporary social-occupational
indicators; they ought also to strive to determine future policy
through "probability-difficulty" analyses,,i.e., some outcomes
are so probable that little increased effort,will be needed to
attain them. Other outcomes may prove so difficult (or costly)
that their achievement could,impair attaining.other important
outc6mes.

As in the triage approach, choices.need to'be made'to ensure
the survival of the most viable of the outcomes of Vocational
-education during an era in Which the field'is one.of growing
importahce.

The information in figure 7 provides an overview of the
outcomes supported by futuristic evidence.

Concluding Comment.

Recently, James O'Toole, professor of managemdnt in the ,

U.S.C. Graduate SCHool of Business Administration (1981), devi"
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UfGURE 7
.FUTURISTIC t:VIDENCE TO SUPPoRT

SELECTED VOCATIoNAL EDUCATION OUTCOMES

Outcome
*Numbe't Yes Nb U*

Outcome
Number Yes No U*

X 10 X

2 X 11 X

3 X
,

12 X

X. 13

X 14 X

X 15 X

X 16 X

X X

1E#

*U = Unclear
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four scenarios in Which he sp!culated about "Workplaces of the
Future."

They included: (1) the Ileritocratic, (2) the behaviorist,
(3) the entitlementarian, and (4) the humanistic work place. His
conjectures regarding alternative futures that will be determined
by human judgment and decisions bring to mind a quotation with
Which to close my examination of the.eighteen outcomes on Which
the National Center project concentrates. This is a statement
from the historian, Barbara Tuchman. Speaking of trends, she
notes that students of the-future often work by extropoIation.
The "doomsayers" in particular, forget, Tuchman (1973) tells us

that the doom factor sooner or later generates a cop-
ing mechanism. I have a rule for this situation. . . .

iwIrkeh- te YOucannot_extrapalat
whtch the human element intrudes;_history, that is, the
human narrative, never follows and will always fool, the
scientific curve. (p. 46)

As we look toward vocation4 futures and vocational out-
comes, we constantly must keep our linkages with the ways in
which people determine 'human futures" in the world of work;
futures that mediate Whatever impacts that are initially created,
by scientific and technological breakthroughs, in the world of
work. In short, trends do not forecast human destiny.

2 1
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Notes to Text

1. As used $ere and hereafter, primary jobs refers to such en-
deavors ,Lis farming or mining, secondary to manufacturing and
distribUting, tertiary to information handling jobs.

The sources of turbulence cited in part are adapted from a
study funded by the Lilly Endowment, Education for a New
Millennium (1981) conducted by the writer. The inquiry,was
based on 132international.interviews with outstanding.
scholars in the natural and social services?-- persons
suggested by their peers as outstanding in physics,
chemistry, the life sciences, economics, sociology, and so,

3. ,For a sampling of transformationalist writings; cf. reference
entries for Lestet R. Brown, W. Jackson Davis,'and Barbara
Ward.

4. For statements supporting the-reindustrialist view, cf.
bibliographic entries fOr Daniel Bell, Herman Kahn, and
Julian Simon.

5. Cf., Amitai Etzioni, "Reindustrialization: VieW from the
Source," The New York Times, 29 June 1980, 16f, and
"ReindUstrialization of America," Editors'of Business Week,
Business Week (Special Issue), 30 June 1980, pp. 55-146 (also.
available (1981) in book form from the McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc.).

6. An article in Time 19 July 1982 notes, "Since 1960 in the
major indus&rial nations the proportion of gross national
product consumed by government has gone from 28 percent to 38
percent!' (p. 54).

7. Cf., Landon Y. Jones, dreat Expectations:
Baby Boom Generation. New York: Coward,

(g=1/1.r;ogntjo:::s lt7hrq=1131
G. Zimbardo, "The Age of Indiffe-fence,"--Psydhdrogy Today, 14
(August 1980): 71-76.

8. Taped interview by author with Lynton. Keith-Caldwell,
Distinguished Professor of Political Science; Indiana
University, Bloomington, in 1981.

9. -
During several years of intermittent work in Paris on a
multinational UNESCO panel, the writer Bound that South
rather than Third World was the term preferréa by the
representatives from the less-developed nations.

America and the
McCann, and
expectations and
Also cf., Philip
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10. Any approach to a new econdmic order is further complicated
by the burden of South, or Third World, debt. Last year at a
Libreville, Gabon, conference it was announced that these
debts had passed the $600 billion mark and were, increasing by
$100 billion per year. (Cf., The London Daily Telegraph; 19
May 1981, for details.) The Soviets' East European satel-
lites also owe between $60 and $80 billion (estimates vary),
to the West's governments and banks. Poland altone owes $25
billion!

11. The forecast of unemployment for years end in 1982 was: Bri-
tain, 12.6 percent; France, 9 percent; Italy, 11 percent; W.
Gennany, 7.5 percent; U.S., 9.25 percent. (Time, 19 July
1982, p. 56.)

12. The_taall Street Journal, 6 Jul 1982, rinted an even more
recent estimate suggesting that Russia has now exceeded the
U. S. in its arms sales . .

13., the figures cited are from a cover story,on the world arma-
ments race in Time 26 October 1981, p. 28 ff.'

14. U.S. News and World Report, 12dquly 1982, presents an over-
view of developments in "Report on Privacy," pp 33-37. Also
cf., Simon Nora and Alain Minc, The Computerization of
Society: A Report to the President of France. Cambridge,
M.I.T. Press, 1980.

15. For a provocative treatment of'the'topic, cf., Neil Postman,
The pisappearance of Childhood. New Ybrk: Delacorte Press,
1982.

16. The British Medical Journal has even desdribed rare game-
related cases oi epileptic seizures, including a grandmal
attached sustained by-a seventeen year,old. Apparently the
epilepsy attacks were triggered by prolonged exposure,to the
rhythmic light stimulation of,video games.

17. The interactive "probability-difficulty" analyses refer to an
examination of the that- some_ of_the-eighteem
uutLumes will pr-obabIy-coque-about au-tomatleally-wi-th-1-i:ttke4
or no effort required on the part of vocational educators,
hence need little nurturing. Others may prove to be so dif-
ficult, expensive, or require.so much -effort to attain- ast-o
suggest that the'time is not yet ripe for their achievement.
(Cf., 18 below.)

18. Triage is a French term that originated in the Napoleonic
Wars but did not gain wide currency until World War I. For
further details on Triage, see Hardin, G., Promethean Ethics:
Living with Death, Competition, and Triage. Seattle:
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University of Washington Press, 1980. It involves classi-
fying wounded "roops into three groupings:

a. Thos who probably won't survive and on whom care
shouldn't be wasted

b. Those Nalking wounded," who presumably will survive
albeit sometimes painfully, hence can get by withou
prompt treatment

o. group-membersT-Wfta-wi-11-kii-e tf
given treatment and care but who.will perish without
it

Vocational education, in my analogy, should,,in the coming
_d_e_c_asioac.eiatrate on fliP_vorAfional edneatiam_equivalents
of "typa c" Outcomes after submitting the eighteen to
probability-diffiCulty.analYses.

*,
,,

19. In recent,imonths speculation about the impact of robotics has
triggered a number of cover storie,s. CT., Jack Fincher, "The
Robots Are COming, the Robots Are Coming," Next 1 (May-June
1980):30-38; "The Robot Revolution," Zime 8 December 1980,
pp. 72-73;"The CoMing Industrial Miracle: (robotics and
canputers), U.S. News and World Report.,t 30 November 1981, pp.
52-60.

20. For an excellent discussion, cf., Kimon Valaskakis,
"Post-Industrial or Re-Industrial: Two Interpretations of
the Information Revolution." World Future Society Pulletin,
16 (July/August 1980):1-6.

21. A College Board study of academic score decline completed
the late 1970s not only took note of consistently falling
scores after 1964; it also noted that the decline Auld, in
part, be attributed to the increased holding power of U.S.
public.schools. For details, cf,, an interview wi.th Willard
Wirtz, chairman of the CEEB Panel, on score decline, "The
Academic Score Decline: Are Facts the Enemy of Truth?" phi
DeIta-Kappan, 59, (October 19-77+18-3-786; 145-14-6.

_
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onESTION: AND ANSWERS ON
"TEC,: LOGICAL DEVE1,)PMENTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE:

SoME IMPLICAliw.S FOR VOCAT1UNAL FUTURES IN EDUCATION

Question: There seems to be a logical inconsistency in the
rating of some of the outcomes. ror example, the
outcome "trained workers for labor market needs" was
rated "no", "acquisition of useful occupational

,skills" was rated "unclear" or "uncertain;" "upgraded
occupational competencies was rated "yes"; and
"retrained:workers" was rated "yes. What are the
assumptions on Which these ratings are Made?

Shane: With regard to what you deemed to be inconsistency in
sóme of my ratings ILt me react as. follows:

4. "Trained workers for' labor market needs." I labeled
this a "no" because I think' the consensus among futurists is that
rapid developments, particularly in microeledtronics; make it
difficult to forecast precisely what future needs might be.

2. With respect to my rating of "unclear" for'"acquisition
of useful. occupational skills," I again felt that it was diffi-
cult at tbis.juncture to understand whether-thi-s-foreoast_outcomeL
could be attained because of changes and shifts now occurring
with respect-to the nature of the work force likely to be needed.
in the future.

3. With respect to the items "upgraded occupational compe-
tency" and "retrained workers," I think that they are definitely
vocational education, outcomes liKely to emerge in the future.
Undoubtedly the etectronic milieu will require greater competency
Lyr ,Iany.workers--and those displaced, for instance by robotics,

. sly will need retraining.

To summarize, I think there ate very important roles for vo-
cational education, but at present their precise nature is not

yet fully (:etermined. (After all, it was only eight years ago
when the microchip first became commercially available in the

form of the modern microprocessor.) Certainly, in this sense, my
answer-4 are not inc!onsistent. Rather, they were mediated by
uncertainty and the rapidity of changes likely to occur in the

world of work.

NOTE: Dr. Shane was unable to participate in the Working
Conference. He responded in writing to the questions generated by

iUZZ groupsat the Working Conference.
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Question: How will the changiqg family structure in the future
impact upog vocational education?

Shane: I think several: examples can be cited:

1. With well over 60 percent of U.S. women employed, one
third of whom have children of five or under, there already is a
substantial need for child-care personnel, since ovee thirty of
our childer.m out of 100 are in nursery education or cuStodial
care centers, up from 10 percent a decade or two ago.

2. Working women, many of whom are mature and skilled, are
taking over a number of the jobs once open to less well-trained
men, as well as jobs for which teen age youth might have been
hired in the 1950s and 1960s, thus creating a need for additional
training or "retrofitting" for those who are out of work.

3. Many family members are living longer, with men who
reach sixty-five having a fourteen-year life expectancy and women
having sixteen- to eighteen-year expectancies. Many retirees are
both willing hnd able to work and would probably welcome adult or
continuing vocational education. Two exemplars of current and
future opportunities are geriatric nursing skills for "yoanger"
senior citizens or the rudiments of parent sitting (analogous to
baby sitting) with frail oldsters. Space constraints discourage
more examples, but there are many, of.them.

Ouestion: What is the future potential for entrepreneurship?

Shane: The potential for entrepreneurial activity in the fu-
ture may well deVelop along two diverse lines:

1. The first of these is illustrated by ppportunites that
have become increasingly visible as a result of the electronic
milieu of the information society, Whichbroadly conceived--
provides jobs for about 50 percent of the U.S. workers as against
29 percent in services, 17 percent in industry, and 4 percent in
agriculture as of 1981-1982. Patently, there is a-need for the
vocational preparation of persons with the performance skills and
knowledge that the "electronic surround" mandates. Those with
the personal-vocational prerequisites are not only "making it
1-)ig," for example, the President of the Apple Computer complex
nd some of even the very young with programming skills, are
Likely to have an even_greater worldwide theater in the late
19S0s.

2, For antithetical reasons, there is room for entrepre-
neurs with skills that are needed in coping with the twofold
challenges of robotics: improving robots, eopecially in view of
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Japan's eleven-to-three lead (1981) in their use on assembly
linos and dealing with the retraining of those unemployed by
cyberaetie aevelopments. Current estimates suggest that the jobs
of bo;.ie 50 percent of our IhempIoyed auto workers may never be
filledjf current. trends continue!'

--

Question: One of the preceding papers provided a historical
perspective for vocational education. The author of
the historical paper seemed to be saying that we need.
to maintain a vocational education that is reasonably
job specific and fairly long range. You seem to be
saying that vocational education should be more
holistic and more short term. PleaSe comment on this
conflict.

Shane: I presented the holistic and relatively short-range
aLitithetical view that you mentioned as a result of findings from
three future-oriented studies which I directed: The Educational
Significance of the FutUre (USOE 1973), Curriculum Change Toward
the 21st Century INEA 1977), and Education for a New Millennium
(sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa and funded by the Lilly Foundation
Endowment, 1981).

The majority of the nearly 300 national and.4dternational_
scholar-consatants and panelists who participated inAlle-three
inquiries expressed the views below, views that are quotations
excerpted from the "Vocation" section, pp. 48-49, of Curriculum
Change toward the 21st Century:

1. The problem with regard to specific vocational skills
training ill a changing society is to know what
vocations are going to be required in the next ten to
fifteen. years.

2. A good general education should then be followed by
teaching of specfic skills.

3. The habit oC lifelong learning is now, in a "sense, a
vocational skill.

4. Most vocational education can best be acquired outside
of school.

). Competence in problem solving has now become a
requisite for vocational efficiency.

G. We need a "new vocational breed" that sees the
implications in their vocations for combating
pollution and other ecological problems.
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7. Schools should focus on the general requirements of all
vocations and serial or recurring preparation.

8. Vocational preparation must avoid locking people in the
wrong jobs (for them).

Diverse other points are made in'the report and are an-
alagous to those cited.

Question: In the last decade, 80 percent of the new jobs have
come from firms that have 100 or feer employees. We
also know that most industrial training occurs in
companies that have 500 or-more employees. What are
the implications for vocational-education if,most of
the labor force expansion occur'S in firms that cannot
afford training departments?

,

Shane: One suggestion: During extensive viaitt overseas

2

(-g-nty ocean crossings to over fifty countries since 1960), I
lave noted "diploma courses" offered in a number of schools, par-
ticularly in industrialized nations of the West. Among them are,
for instance, banking, motor repair, hotel management, basic
nursing, and textile courses. The training runs two years on_the
average and concentrates in a highly_respected_andsaleab "

diploma. The Central Polytedhnic of Central London, near Oxford *

Circus (where I lectured last year), is a specific example of
what I am describing. We might help meet small firms' training
needs by creating a,uniquely American approach for our employers!

Question:4 One of the qualities I noticed in the paper was a'kind
of either/or stance. You seem to be saying that in
many respects, the future is going to be shaped by
whichever ideology wins.. In this country-it seems
that competition between ideologies, ideas, or prac-
tices moves us to a more moderate course of action and
potentially more moderate speed of change. What will
be the result of some of this moderation?

Shane: You make interesting points with which I respectfully
disagree. Most futurists feel that, in the last analysis,
sources'of socioeconomic, political, and international turbulence
will assume an increasingly dichotomous form--for example, as the
proponents of growth, such as economist Julian Simon,.collide
with those who see a need to return to a low energy, more labor-
intensive era featuring "voluntary frugality" as propOsed by,
Lester R. Brown (Brown 1981, Simon 1981, Shane 1981)

2° )
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The growing immoderate ideological competition is reflected
in increasing tensions in environmentalism, U.N. conflicts over
ocean-floor tredties, recent horrors ranging from San Salvador to
Lebanon: the $38 arms trade as of 1981, compet.ition-froM
Japan and the "mini-Japans" (Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong,
etc.), Russo-American relations, special-interest and single
issue groups in the U.S., and many, many more.

4
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WORKING CO'NFERENCE
OUTCOMES FOR VOCAINONAL EDUCATION

August 19 and 20, 1982

Room 1-A

The National Center for Research.in VocatiOnal Education
The Ohio State Univeatt

'Columbus, Ohio

Conference Objectives

o To critique papers on evidence supporting or rejecting .

specified outcomes of vocational education.

' To identify major evidence either supporting or rejecting
the eighteen outcomes.

'0 . To pcify those outcOmes most apPropriate for vocational
educ n.

. Agenda

ThUrsday, August 19, 1982

Conference 'Moderator - Floyd McKinney

1:00 Welcome Robert E. Taylor
Introductions Floyd McKinney
Conference Objectives,

Agenda, and Procedures Floyd McKinney

1i20 Paper - Philosophy John Thompson

1:30 Buzz Groups Participants

1:40 Questions and Answers Buzz Groups and
and John Thompson

2L00 Pal5er - Economict David Stevens

2:20 Questions and Answers Participants

2:40 . Break 0

3:00 Paper - Sociology Mary Malone

3:10 Buzz'Groups - Sociology Participants.



3:20 Questions and Answers Buzz Groups and
Mary Malone

3140 Paper - Psychology John Crites

3:5d Buzz Groups
_ Part.idipants

4:00. Questions and Answers _ Buzz Groups and
John Crites

4:20 Recess

Friday, August 20, 1982

Floyd McKinney

Rupert Evans

8:25

8:30

Recap and Goals

Paper - History

8:40 Buzz °Group - History Participants

8:50 QueStions and Answers Buzz GroUps and
- Rupert Evans

9 .10 Paper Futaurism

(for Harold Shane)

9:20 Buzz Group - Futurism Participants

9:40 Questions' and Answers . . Buz Groups and
N. . McCasin

10:00 Break

10:r5 Identification of Major Evidence
Supporting and/or Rejecting Specific
Outcomes

Work Group A Karen Behm
Work'Group B Ida Halasz
Work Group C Patricia Fornash

11:15 Work Group Reports
1

12:00 Rankillg of Outcomes Conference
Participants

12:30 Conference Synth'esis Linda Lotto .-

1:00 Adjournment and Catered 1/4unch
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0 information presented in the papers
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Drake
Evans
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Thorogo d
Lbtto

(
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10.

.Buzz Group - B

Halasz - LeAder
Bennington
Crites
Fornash
Franchak
'Malone_
O'Reilly
Phelps
Richardson
Thompson

WORK GROUPS

To identify the major evidence across
sulipartillg or rejecting the outcome

Halhsz - Leader
.

Adtkins

Bennington
Drake
Evans

- O'Reilly
Thorogood
Lotto

Behm - Leader
Crites
Malone
Phelps
Santoro

:.Stevenson
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OUTCOME: INCREASED AWARENESS OF NEED FOR BASIC ACADEMIC SKILLS '

I. Explanation: Students participating in the application
of mathematics, reading, and writing in a work related
experience increases student awareness of the'need for

learning these skills.

Examples of outcome a,-tainment: Increased' participa-
tion in basic academic skill courses.

Appropriate for:

A. .Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

B. :Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and woMen.

OUTCOME: SATISFACTORINESS TO EMLOYERS

I. Explanation: Participation in vocational education
results in employers considering former vocational
education students to be well trained and prepared for

employment.

Examples of outcome attainment: Higher employer rating
-of former vocational education students.

Appropriate for:-

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,.
handicapped, minorities, and women.

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, _disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.



OUTCOME: TRAINED. WORKERS-FOR LABOR MARKET,NEEDS

,/

I. Explanation: Participatibn in vocational education
assists individuals in acquiring occupational skills
necessary to fill the employment needs of business and
industry:

Examples of outcome attainment: Greater proportion of
skilled labor demand met by institutionally trained
workers.

Appropqate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, ,disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

OUTCOME: MOTIVATION FOR EDUCATIOtIAL AND OCCUPATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

I. Explanation: Participation in vocational education
programs ihcreases dnd strengthens student incentive
for educational and occupational achievemen.t.

Examples of outcome attainment : Increacdd school at-
tendance, graded, graduation rates, and job promotions.

I. Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, 'and women.

B. Postsecondary, including'the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

pw
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OUTCOME: PLACEMENT IN A JOB RELATED TO TRAINING

1. Explanation: Students completing a vocational
education program are employed in jobs that
are related to their training.

Examples of outcome attainment: Higher percentage of
former students in a job related to their training.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

B. Tostsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged;
handicapped, minorities, and women.

OUTCOME: ACQUISITIoN OF USEFUL OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS

I. Explanation: Students In vocational education develop
those occ,.:vational Jkills necessary to perform
adequately the job for which training was provided.

11. Lxamples of outcome attainment: Increased performance
on a valid sample ot cognitive, affective, and psycho-
not:or competencies that entry-level workers are
required to do on the job.

/II. Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and:women.



OUTCOME,: POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD WORK

I. Explanation: Participation In vocational education
resutts in former students having a positive feeling
for'their work and. respect for the rules of the work
place.

Examples of outcome attainment: Positive attitudes of
Dormer students towards their work. Fewer absences or
less tardiness from work. Need for less supervision.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

H. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantagedr
handicapped, minorities, and women.

OUTCOME: IUCREASM PRODUCTIVITY,

I. Explanation: Participation Ln vocational education
results in former students being more productive
workers than those individuals who did not participate
in vocattonal education.

Examples of outcome attainment: Higher output by ,

former vocational education students.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women,.

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.,

2
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OUTCOME: DEVELOPMENT OF SAFE WORK HABITS AND TECHNIQUES

ExplarAtion_:. Paxticipation in vocational educaLion
results in workers' learning procedures and tech.gues
needed to ensure safety on the job.

II. Examples of outcome attainment: Fewer accidents on the
job.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.-

D. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

OUTCOME: INCREASED EARNINGS

I. I. planation: Participation in vocational education
ncreases the wages or salaries of workers.

Examples of outcome attainment: Higher wages or
saLaries for former vocational education students.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

13. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, mindrities, and women.
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OUTCOME: ENHANCED LEADERSHIP CAPABILITIES

I. Explanation: Participation in vocational education
enhances an individual's capacity to be a leader.

Examples of outcome attainment: Greater participation
in community affairs and in roles requiring leadership
capabilities.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women..

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

OUTCOME: INGRADEP OCCUPATIONAL COMPETENCIES

1. Explanation: Students in vocational education acqqire
skills that are needed to stay current or advance oI
the job.

\

Examples of outcome attainment: New skills acquired.

Appropriate for:

A. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

B. Adult, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.
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OUTCOME: INCREASED POTENTIAL tOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP

I. Explanation: _Skills acquired in vocational_ education
increase the potential of former students to organ-
ize, operate, and assume.the risk for businese
ventures.

Examples of outcome attainment: Increased number of
former vocational education students become
entrepreneurs.

III.-- Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women. .

B.; Postsecondary; including the aged, disadvantaged,
1 handicapped, minorities,,and women.

OUTCOME: ENHANCED JOB ADVANCEMENT

I. Explanation: Participation in vocational education
results in workers having the skills and abilities that
will enhance their prospects for advancing on the job.

Examples of outcome attainment: Former vocational edu-
cation student4 increase their rate of advancement on
the job.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities4 and women.

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

2-16
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OUTCOME: INCREASED JOB SATISFACTION

I. Explanation: Participation in vOcational education
provides_s_tudemts_with-cognitive,-affectiveT-ahd
psychomotor competencies that contribute to their
fulfillment or gratification on the job.

Examples of'outcome attainment: Higher job satisfac-
tion of former voCational education students.

Appropriate for:

A.--Secondary, indluding
handicapped, minorities,

B. Postsecondary, including
handicapped, minorities,

OUTCOME: IMPROVED QUALITY QF WORK

aged, disadvantaged,
and women.

the aged, disadvantaged,
and women.

I. Explanation: ParticipatiOn in vocational education
results in fonmer students being able to do excellent
work in the jobs for which they were trained.

44"ar.lakr)
Examples of outcome attainment:. Increase in new
processes or procedures developed by former vocational .

education students and adopted by business/industry

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.

2"$,
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OUTCOME: RETRAINED WORKERS

I. Explanation: Vocational education provides programs
for those persons who need to acquire skills for a new
occupation.

Examples of optcome attainment: New skills acquired.

Appropriate for:.

A. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minoritie , and women:

B. Adult, including the ag d, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.:

A
. A

!

OUTCOME: REDUCED DROPOUT RATif,

I. Explanation:_ Participation in vocational education
results.in secondary students and postsecondary
students remaining in school until they have achieved
their goals.

Examples of outcome attainment: Lower percent of
secondary vocational education students leave school
before graduation. Lower percent of postsecondary
students leave school before achieving their goals.

Appropriate for:

A. Secondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women..

B. Postsecondary, including the aged, disadvantaged,
handicapped, minorities, and women.
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